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The fourth annual Meeting of the American Association

for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality, will be held

in Kansas City, Mo., October 23-25, 1913.
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THIRD ANNUAL MKKT1NG

Of the

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR STUDY AND PRE-
VENTION OF INFANT MORTALITY

The third animal meeting of the American Association for

Study and Prevention of liifani: Mortality wan held in the

auditoriutn of the Engineers' Building, Cleveland, October 2,

3, 4 and 5, 1912, under the presidency of I)r, Creasy L. Willmr,
Chief of the Division of Vital StatisticH of the Iturcuui of the

Census, Washington. Provision WNH made for ilnvo popular
sessions, six section meetings, one general mooting of (he Asso-

ciation, and business meetings of the DireclorH and the Execu-
tive Committee.

POJL'UI.AK SESSIONS

The speakers at the popular sessions were the following:

Wednesday night, October 2 Opening meeting :

Bight Rev. William A. Leonard, D. D., BlHhop of tho DlocitHO of

Oliio, Opening Invocation.
Honorable Newton D. Baker, Mayor of the City of Cleveland,

Address of Welcome.
The President, Crewey L. Wilbur, M. I)., Washington, 1). C,,

Address.
Dr. Jacques Bertlllon, Chief of the Bureau of KlutlHtlCH, Paris,

France, "Puericulture Aseptique."
Miss Julia C. Lathrop, Washington, ''The Federal Children's

Bureau."

Thursday night, October 3 :

Prof. H. B. Jordan, University of Virginia, "Mugonlca : The Rearing
of the Human Thoroughbred."

Dr. Janet Lane-Claypon, "The Health Age."

Friday night, October 4:

Dr. Helen 0. Putnam, Providence, "Better Parontn of Hottw
Children."

Dr, L. Emmett Holt, New York, "The Importance of HoHjiUnlH for
Infants and Their Part in the Prevention of Infant Mortality."

SECTION MHIflTJNGS

Section meetings were held as follows :

Birth Begistratlon. Dr. Wilmer U, Batt, Harrisburg, Ohulnunu,
Continuation Schools of Home-Making. Dr. Helen C. Putnam, Prov-

idence, Chairman.

12
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Eugenics. ProJC. H. ID. Jordan, University of Virginia, Chairman,
Housing. Prof. O.-E. A. Winalow, College of the City of New York,

Chairman.
Midwifery. Dr. Mary Sherwood, Baltimore, Chairman.
Nursing and Social Work. Miss Edna L. Foley, Chicago, Chairman.
Progress in Preventive Work. Dr. H. J. Gerstenberger, Cleveland,

Chairman.

MEETINGS OF THUS BOAJEUJ OF DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

Meetings of the Board of Directors were held Wednesday
afternoon, October 2; Thursday morning, October 8, and Fri-

day afternoon, October 4. The first of these was preceded by
a meeting of the Executive Committee. Eeports presented at

these meetings included those of the Executive Secretary, of the

Treasurer, of Dr. H. J. Gerstenberger, the chairman of the
committee appointed at the Chicago meeting to draft a leaflet

and a booklet on the care of babies, and of Dr. J. H. M. Knox,
Jr., chairman of the Committee on Eevision of Constitution.
The preliminary drafts of the leallct and booklet were read
and adopted, and the committee was authorized to arrange for

their publication. Changes proposed to the constitution were
acted upon. Thu amendments adopted have been incorporated
in the revised copy of the constitution to be found on pages
3r>5-3f>7 of this report.

The following committees were appointed by the President:

Nominations

Dr. J. II. Muson Knox, Jr., Chairman
Dr. Helen 0. Putnam
Dr. JD. Bmmett Holt
Dr. Henry Helmholz
Dr. F. W. Schlute

Resolutions

Dr. J. H. Mason Knox, Jr., Chairman
Dr. Helen 0. Putnam
Dr. Wilmer R. Batt
Dr. H. J. Gorstenborger
Dr. H. McO. Hamlll

Transactions

Dr. Johu S. Fulton, Chairman

BUSINESS MEETINGS OF THE ASSOCIATION

Business meetings of the Association were held Thursday
morning, October 3, and Friday night, October 4. In accord-

ance with the amendment adopted to the constitution, author-

izing the enlargement of the Board of Directors, the director-

ate was increased to seventy-five.
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The following directors, whose tcruiH of office bad expired,

were unanimously elected for terms of live yearn:

Mrs. S. S. Crockett, Naahvillc I>r. Thomas Monom Hotch, Bos-

Dr, H. J. Gerstenberser, Cleveland j^
01^ Sllonvo0(i, nmtimore

Dr. J. II. Mason Kuox, Jr., Balll- jyi^. uichworlh Smith, Loulb-
more vllle

Dr. Linnaeus B. La Letru, New Or, II. Mcrrlmiin Stouks New
York Uaveu

The following new directors were uuaniimmHly elected for

the periods indicated :

FlVIfl

Dr. S. McO. Iluuiill, Philadelphia Dr. II. L. K. Kliaw, Albany
Miss Julia C. Lathroi), Washing- Dr. Philip Van Inwn, Now York
ton Ur. Ohurlea Kdward

Dr. H. H. McClanaUan, Omaha btir^
Dr. K, Lan^ley Porter, tian

FOUU
Miss Harriet L. Leet, Olcvcland Dr, J. I\ Bedffwick, MluueapoliH

Dr. H. B. Mumford, ludlauapollH

THUJUJB3

Miss Minnie H. Alarens, Chicago Prof. Abby L. Marlati,
Dr. James Lincoln Hxintiugtoii,

TWO
Dr, Charles V. Chapin, Providence I>r. George M. TnUlcs Mt

1

, Loulw
H. Frances IQtchbergcr,

YlflAK

Dr. Wllmer E. Batt, Harrisburg Dr. HaatiiiffH II. Hart, New York
Dr. Hasbrouck DeLamater, Kan- Mtau Koe Lu Farge, Detroit

sas City, Mo.

The resignation of Dr. G. W. Golcr from the directorate was

reported, and the President's appointment of Dr, W. It. Batt,
of Harrislmrg, to fill out the nnexpircd term waw confirms!

by the Association,

The Association also elected the following honorary member:
Dr. Jacques Bertillon, Chief of the Bureau of StutlHtlCH, Parln, France

The Executive Secretaiy reported that the number of aflil-

iated organizations was 50; and that reporlH, which would be

published in the Transactions, had been received from 30.

At their meeting held Friday afternoon, October 4, the

Board of Directors elected

Dr. J. Whitrldge Williams, Baltimore, President for 1013-1014.
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At the same time the Board declared

Dr. TJ. Emmett Holt, New York, the President-elect, President for
1912-1013.

The Board theu elected the following other officers for 1912-

1913:

First Vice-Preaident, Dr. Isaac A. Abt, Chicago.

Second Vice-President, Mr. Arthur D. Baldwin, Cleveland.

Secretary, Dr. Philip Van Ingen, New York.

Treasurer, Mr. Austin McLuuahan, % Alexander Brown & Sons,
Baltimore.

The Board of Directors elected the following Executive
Committee :

Dr. Henry L. Coit Dr. Helen C. Putnam
Dr. Ilasbrouck DeLamater Dr. Mary Sherwood
Dr. John S. Fulton Dr. Philip Van Ingen
Dr. L. Hmmett Holt Dr. Cressy L. Wilbur
Dr. J. H. Mason Knox, Jr.

The following resolutions were reported favorably by the

committee, and were unanimously adopted by the Association :

Resolved, In order that there may be developed exhaustive statistical

studies of those problems that influence infant mortality In so many
diverse ways, the title of the Committee on Birth Registration be

changed to the Committee on Vital and Social Statistics; also,

Resolved, That the Association for Study and Prevention of Infant
Mortality recommend, in addition to Birth and Mortality Statistics,
the collection and compilation of marriage, divorce, industrial and
all such social statistics as may have a relation to the problems of
infant mortality.

Wlwrcas, It has been shown that valuable results have been obtained
from the requirement for proper inspection of dairy farms and dairy
depots before granting a permit for the production and distribution of

milk, and that the score card has been of great assistance in recording
the observations made at such inspections;

Be it resolved, That the efforts which are being made to secure uni-

form standards for inspection and uniform methods for recording the
results of infection be approved by this Association.

Whereas, Constructive housing legislation is made difficult by the

absence of comprehensive information relating infant morbidity and
mortality to bad housing;

Jte it resolved, By the American Association for Study and Pre-

vention of Infant Mortality, that the Association emphasize the neces-

sity of such investigation as will, If possible, reduce to a scientific

statistical basis the cost of bad housing In terms of infant morbidity
and mortality.

Resolved, That the most cordial thanks of the Association be extended

to the Local Committee of Cleveland and Its very active sub-commit-
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tees for their successful arrangement and fulfillment of the program,
and thoughtful provisions for the comfort and convenience of tho.se In

attendance at the Annual Meeting.

Resolved, That the appreciation of the Association be extended to

the Babies' Dispensary and Hospital for their reception and entertain-

ment of visiting members.

Resolved, That the thanks of the Association be extended to the

press, the Mayor and other city officials, and to the people of Cleveland
who have contributed materially to the success of the Annual Meetlug.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt, the incoming President, was introduced
to the Association at the closing session, Friday night, Octo-

ber 4, and in connection with his address outlined the pro-

gram for the Association for the coming year. Announcement
was made at this session that the fourth annual meeting of

the Association would be held at Kansas City, Missouri, in

the fall of 1913.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

November 1, 11)11 November 15, 10X2

TRAVELLING EXHIBIT

One tangible result of the year's work is to be seen in the

travelling exhibit that was secured for the Association through
the work of a small sub-committee of women in Baltimore.

The fund for the exhibit was raised in the names of Baltimore

babies, and the little donors represent the sous and daughter**,

juniors, down to the third and fourth generation, of men and
women who have been prominent in the history and affairs

of Maryland from the colonial days to the present. The
exhibit had its first showing at the Fifteenth International

Congress on Hygiene and Demography in Washington in Sep-
tember, where it was awarded one of the diplomas of special
merit. From Washington it was sent to Albany, where it

formed part of the exhibit held in connection with the opening
of the new Educational Building. From Albany it was wit
to Augusta, Ga. Other reservations have been made for it in

Georgia and Florida, and requests have come which will koop
it in the field for several months, probably all the year. The
exhibit illustrates in popular form the causes, the extent and
the means of reduction of infant mortality. It has been de-

signed compactly and constructed so that it can be trans-

ported easily from place to place. It is believed that it will
be one of the most effectual means of spreading the proga-
ganda of the Association.
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EDUCATIONAL PROPAGANDA

The work of the Executive Office has been devoted largely to

educational propaganda and to membership campaigns. These

have been carried on through personal correspondence, printed
matter, circulars, leaflets, etc., prepared under the auspices
of the Association and distributed to individuals and associa-

tions; through material supplied to newspapers and other

publications, and through information and material furnished

by the affiliated societies, and placed at the service of indi-

viduals and organizations which have applied directly to the
office. In all material sent out from the office emphasis has
been laid upon the importance of prenatal instruction and
adequate obstetrical care of mothers, birth registration,, breast

feeding, consultations for nurslings, feeding conferences,
classes for mothers, improvement of the milk supply, and the

carefully planned training of girls and young women in the

general classes in schools or in continuation classes for the
duties of home-making.

TVORK OF SJPECIAL COMMITTEES

The special committees of the Association, through which
other work has been carried forward, have included the fol-

lowing: Birth Registration, Eugenics, Continual ion Schools
of Home-Making, Nursing and Social Work; Midwifery, Prog-
ress in Preventive Work, Housing, Educational Leaflet and

Booklet, Membership and Finance.

HOUSING :

Under the auspices of the Committee on Housing an investi-

gation by voluntary workers was carried on during the sum-

mer in Chicago, Providence and Baltimore into the relation

between temperature and infantile morbidity and mortality.
The reports of these investigations are summarized in the

papers presented at the session on Housing.

MIDWIFERY :

The Committee on Midwifery has continued its investiga-

tions of midwifery conditions, basing its inquiries on the

schedule drawn up last year. It has also made a special study

during the year of agencies which offer substitute care for

the work of the midwife. The majority of these studies have
been carried on under volunteer investigators, but the Com-
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mittee is again indebted to the Maryland Society for the Pre-

vention of Blindness, one o the affiliated societies of this

Association, for financing a local investigation. This Society
made possible a study of the midwifery conditions in one of

the counties of Maryland during 1'Jll. During the current

year the Society haw financed a study of substitute agencies
for the midwife in the city of Baltimore.

PUBLIC SCHOOL EDUCATION :

In accordance with the resolutions adopted by the Associa-
tion at the Chicago meeting, State Boards of Education wore
petitioned to urge the appointment of Commissions on Con-
tinuation Schools of Home-Making, to study needs and condi-
tions in the State, and to report effective plans for meetiug
them through such continuation schools or classes,

EDUCATIONAL LEAFLET AND BOOKLET:

The committee appointed at the Chicago meeting to prepare
an educational leaflet and booklet on the care of babies for

distribution to mothers, and for use in clashes for mothers
and at welfare stations, has drafted both leaflet and booklet.

The committee will be ready to arrange for their publication
in the near future.

TO JJJUU'AKTMIQNTS OF IflQAI/TU

As a means of collecting information on which constructive
work could be based during the coining year, a questionnaire
was sent out during the past summer to the health depart-
ments of all of the cities in 1ho TTnilecl States with a population
of 15,000 or over. The total number of inquiries sent out was

294; the total number of replies received was 108. Taking
into consideration the fact that the returns from an inquiry
of this sort must always be more or less inaccurate and incom-

plete, some significant facts were brought out in the replies.
For example: Of the 10.3 cities from which returns were re-

ceived, only 32 reported the existence of welfare stilt ions;
38 reported milk stations

;
43 reported the employment of visit-

ing nurses, the majority of the activities being financed by
private philanthropy. Tn only of the 10ft cities was infantile

diarrhoea listed among the reportable diseases. Only 14 cities

reported that the birth records were used as a starting point
for the instruction of mothers or for welfare work among
either mothers or babies. These were Philadelphia, Pitta-
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burgh, Pa.
; Cleveland and Springfield, Ohio

; Bochester, N. Y.
;

Duluth, Minn.; Grand Eapids and Detroit, Mich.; New Bed-

ford, Fall Eiver and Boston, Mass.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Wash-
ington, D. 0., and Cumberland, Md. Three of these cities

Fall Eiver, Grand Eapids and Washington, D. C. reported
that a visiting nurse is requested to call by the Health Depart-
ment when no physician is in attendance at the time of con-

finement. Other cities reported that their efforts were limited
to mailing instructive material to mothers on receipt of the
birth certificate.

EMPHASIS ON EDUCATION OF MOTHERS

A striking feature of the reports received during the year
from the affiliated societies has been the gradual shifting of

the emphasis in many of the societies from the milk problem to
the education of mothers. In all quarters greater significance
is being attached to the fact that the greatest reduction accom-

plished in infant mortality so far has been in the digestive
and respiratory diseases; and that comparatively little head-

way has been made in cutting down the appalling death rate
of the first few days and weeks of life. This is leading to a
more general recognition of the importance of prenatal care

and instruction of the expectant mother as an essential, initial

step in any plan of prevention.

FINANCES

The total income during the year has amounted to $7,420.78.

The balance at the beginning of the year (November 16, 1911)
was |273.43, making the total sum available for special and

general expenses $7,694.21. The disbursements amounted to

$6,872.67, leaving a balance on hand November 15, 1912, of

$821.54; of the total expenditures $1,221.14 went for the trav-

elling exhibit.

The income was derived as follows: $3,734.13 from mem-

bership dues, $1,921.00 from general contributions, $1,413.50

for travelling exhibit, and $352.15 from miscellaneous sources.

MEMBERSHIP

The fiscal year closes with a paid-up membership of 616, a

net gain of 109 over last year; 36 States, the District of

Columbia, Canada, the Philippine Islands, England, Scotland,

China and Syria are represented in the enrollment. The nmu-
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her of members in the different classes are 10 life, 21 sustain-

ing, 56 affiliated and 529 active. The affiliated societies have
continued to be sources of strength and centers of influence.

FnJd Up Membership November 15, 1U12

Alabama 2
California 14
Colorado 2
Connecticut IT
District of Columbia 10
Illinois 06
Indiana , 5
Iowa 1
Kansas 3
Kentucky 6
Louisiana 3
Maine 5

Maryland 87
Massachusetts 32
Michigan 22
Minnesota 10

Missouri 12
Nebraska 2
New Jersey , 17
New York 74
North Carolina 1
North Dakota 1

Ohio 127
Oklahoma 1

Oregon 1

Pennsylvania 56
Rhode Island
South Carolina 1
South Dakota 1
Tennessee 8
Texas 1
Utah 4
Vermont 2
Virginia 6
Washington 2
Wisconsin . 10

Canada 8
China 1
England , 1

Syria 2

Total 016

Life members 10
Sustaining members 21
Affiliated societies 60
Active members * 629

"eiS
COELBHSPONDHNCB

In connection with the propaganda and membership com-

paigns 13,773 pieces of mail have been sent out. Included in
this have been 2,988 personal letters, 3,329 circular letters,

50,497 pieces of printed matter.

Baltimore, November 15, 1912. Respectfully submitted.
GBBTBTJDH B. KNIPP,

Etoeoutive

* Contributors to HxhltttLon Fund: Maryland, 1012, 124.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
November 10, 1911 to November 15,

Receipts :

Balance on hand November 16, 1911 .............. $ 273 43
Membership dues, ............................... 3,822 13
Contributions General ........................... 1,833 00
Contributions Exhibition Fund ................... 1,413 50
Contributions Committee on Education ............ 27 00
Sale of Transactions ............................ 265 10
Refunds, freight charges ......................... 27 60

Traveling expenses ............................ 6 86
Interest ....................................... 25 59- $7,694 21

Expenditures :

Exhibition (Traveling) ............................. $1,221 14
Bent ............................................. 200 00
Salaries ......................................... 2,600 00
Clerical help. ..................................... 283 55
Executive office .................................... 385 00
Office supplies ..................................... 30 30
Telephone ........................................ 36 62
Printing and stationery:
General ............................... 792 44
Transactions Chicago Meeting........... 777 64- 1,570 08

Postage :

General ................................ 235 86
Transactions to members ................ 6 89-- 242 76

94 23
Miscellaneous 203 00 6,872 67

Balance on hand November 15, 1912 $821 54

Exhibition Fund:
Total receipts $1,413 50
Expenditures 1,221 14

Balance $192 36

Balance on hand November 15, 1912 $821 54
Exhibition Fund Balance 192 36
General account Balance 629 18

821 54

AUSTIN MOLANAHAN,
Treasurer

EXECUTIVE OFFICE ACCOUNT
November itt, 1011 to November 15, 1912

DR.

Balance November 16, 1911 49
Received from Treasurer to November 15. 1912 385 00

$385 49
CE.

By expenditures for

Postage and stationery $100 45
Clerical help 69 58
Office supplies 43 87
Books, etc 2 02
Multigraphlng and typewriting 32 50
Hxpressage and telegrams 49 91
Miscellaneous, carfare, Janitor service 78 18
Exhibition 13 04

879 50

Balance on hand November 15, 1912 $5 99

GEBTBTTDE B. KNXPP,
Secretary



ADDRESS OF WELCOME

HON. NEWTON D. BAKER, Mayor of Cleveland

Mr, President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I examined with some care the proceedings of the last

annual meeting of this Association, and was agreeably enter-

tained upon observing that in one section where an elaborate

program was outlined for the work the maker of that pro-

gram suggests various officers and officials to study different

parts of the work; an extremely effective organization was
suggested, and this entertaining addition was made, that to

this there should be added "an ornamental committee, or more
or less prominent people." So I realize that in addition to

the serious work which a great society like this has to do there

is the somewhat humble part of the layman to act as orna-

ment to the work. Hence 1 feel tonight 1hat my part in the

program ill adapted as I may be to the performance of it

is largely to supply my part of the ornament.
Yet I suppose this introductory jest aside no man who

is a citizen, far less a public official, can regard himself as a

layman in the work before this society. The Government of

the United States and the various state government, and

perhaps even subordinate political agencies in this country,
have spent enormous sums of money in the study of livestock,
in disseminating information about the miring of animals
and crops, and such things. I imagine there is scarcely a

living animal except man that has been neglected in that

dissemination of knowledge as to the betterment of the condi-

tions under which it thrived. Very recently hag the Govern-
ment of the United States come to realize that a great part
of its protective function is involved in the subject of child

welfare. I know how very happy I myself have boon, and I

feel sure everybody shares that happiness, that there is now
a department of the great general government, which is abso-

lutely unlimited in resources, which devotee* itself, and is or-

ganized to devote itself, to the study of the problem of the

child. Mrs. Florence Kelley, who is a sort of guardian angel
to childhood in this country, has upon every visit die has paid
to Cleveland bewailed and lamented the fact that the general
Government could not be stirred and stimulated to take an
active interest in the problem of child life. And now that

great need is being met, and a beginning has been made, the
Government's face has been turned toward the child, and we

* Opening Session, Wednesday night, October 2, 1912.
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look with great hope and delight to the work that is to be
done there.

I imagine that, as a public officer, I have a peculiar right
to be interested in the deliberations of this Conference, since
one of the great problems of city government, one of the most
pressing, most difficult of our problems, is the protection and
care of, and the problem presented by, the delinquent and the

dependent child. And this society, although it affects in its

title to deal only with the problem of infant mortality, has so
far enlarged its scope that every phase of child life, pre-natal
and post-natal, comes within its range.
We have here a boys' home, which is one of the prides of

our municipal heart. We have there about 140 boys. The
Binet test applied to them shows all but five per cent to be
defectives. Many of those children came to us as delinquents,
and that shows the intimate relation between defect and delin-

quency. Many came to us as dependents, and that suggests
the intimate connection between malutrition, insufficient food
and care and improper environment, which lead to delin-

quency and deficiency. So the whole problem, of delinquency
and dependency in a city, in its capacity as guardian of its

helpless wards, is involved in at least part of the studies that
this society was organized to make; hence the deliberations of

this body are of very profound and stirring importance to
those of us who are charged with any responsibility in the

city government.
The city conscience has long been aroused to the child. In

our American cities everywhere \ve have for years been making
rapid advance toward placing the child in better condition,

giving him a better opportunity to be born right, giving him
better surroundings after he is born, protecting him against
those adversaries and diseases which our ancestors regarded
as unavoidable evils. The city conscience is aroused on that

subject, and it is in the city most of all that these problems
arise.

I suppose the whole theory of evolution and the whole doc-

trine that goes under that name is summed up in the notion

that the perfection of the species is brought about by the sur-

vival of the fittest. But our civilization is such that we sus-

pend that law of nature, and permit the unfit to survive. The

life of human beings in civilized communities is no longer
allowed to be an uninterrupted struggle in which the fittest

survive by triumph over the unfit; but we contribute to the

complexity of the problem by taking away from our city life

some of the correctives that occur in simpler forms of society,,

thus not only suspending the law of the survival of the fittest,
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but allowing conditions to exist which create the unfit. More
unfit children are born in the city ihan would be born else

where in a similar number of population on account of the

congestion in the city in which cily life immerses itself, be-

cause of the conditions which come from the proximity of so

many people living in one place; Hie smoke nuisance, the grind
and noise of the city which unseats (he nervous balance of

many people who do not know what is the matter with them.
Because of all these conditions we have a tendency to increase
the output of the unfit, and have at the same time, in a sense,

interposed ourselves between the law of the survival of Ihe
fittest and ils operation, and have suspended its operation.
This puts the problem of the city and of mankind in a more
difficult aspect, and the difficulty grows all the time. Now
we are considering everywhere in the United States a process

by which the perpetuation of the manifestly unfit strains, the

reproduction of degenerates, can be suspended. In some
states laws have been passed in which procreation by the

upfit, by degenerates, imbeciles and habitual and confirmed
criminals is made more or less impossible. All these subjects
are interesting to us, not only on the human and sentimental

side, btit also on the economic side. Tn order that those who
are fit might have a fair chance with the great; burden that
civilization imposes at best upon their etTorts for mieeoss, we
are coming to realize that, as an economic proposition, we
ought not to burden the fit: with the unnecessary burden or

the unfit, flo the subjects that this Association is organized
to consider interest us from the human, religious and economic

points of view, intertwining themselves practically with every
other economic and public question we arc called upon to

consider. How could It be otherwise, then, than that* the

Oity of Cleveland, which, for the moment speaks through me,
should be glad to welcome this conference? Of courses, we
are glad to have you here. Our citizens will have an oppor-
tunity to attend your meetings, and great enlightenment will

result upon a subject as yet dark, where the light has for the
moment only touched the periphery of our city.

But the great welcome that comes to you is not only from
the city; it is from the feeble unseen, yet unborn, hands of

little children that arc to make future generations of human
beings on this earth when we shall have passed away and
whose well-being will be enlarged in great measure by the

study and consideration which you are giving to their welfare.
On behalf of the Oity of Cleveland and if I may be pre-

sumptuous enough to speak for these unborn generations I

welcome this society to the Oity of Cleveland.



*ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT
ORESSY L.. WILBUR, M. D., Chief Statistician, Bureau of the

Oenanfl, Washington, D. O.

Some of the Measures Most Urgently Needed for the Prevention of
Infant Mortality in the United States

The American Association for Study and Prevention of
Infant Mortality is now holding its third annual session. A
multitude of topics relating to infant life and its safeguarding
have been considered during the two previous sessions, and
numerous resolutions, more or less expressive of the general
belief and policy of this Association, have been adopted. Some
of these subjects will come up for further consideration at the

present meeting, and doubtless the usual number of new reso-
lutions will be presented, a certain proportion of which will
receive favorable action. T believe that lor the satisfactory
determination of many of these questions we should seek
closer affiliation and union with all organizations devoted
wholly, or in part, to work of a similar character. We need espe-
cially the aid of trained social workers, sanitary officials, pedia-
trists and vital statisticians. The same subjects upon which we
are engaged are also dealt with by the American Public Health
Association, the Section on Preventive Medicine of the Amer-
ican Medical Association, the Conference of State and Pro-
vincial Boards of Health, and other national organizations.
The great National Conservation Congress now meeting at

Indianapolis is devoting itself to the question of the conser-
vation of the health and lives of the people, and I wish that
a message might be sent by this Association, before the close
of this meeting, expressive of our earnest desire to co-operate
and of our feeling that the conservation of the lives and well-

being of American babies and children is a paramount duty
of the American people. We should be in the closest touch
with all governmental agencies federal, state and munici-

pal engaged in public health work. The recently established
Children's Bureau, the head of which will soon address you,
has among its most important duties the investigation of
infant mortality and the birth rate. The United States Pub-
lic Health Service is actively engaged, and all the results of

the Bureau of the Census folldwing its work of extending the
area of registration for births and deaths in this country will

* Presented at the Opening Session, Wednesday night, October 2, 1912.
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be of direct avail for the study and prevention of infant

mortality. Every state and municipal service needs to be

supported by an elightcned public opinion that will permit,
and demand, the thorough enforcement of IJIWH for the protec-
tion of the health of the people, and especially those that

safeguard infancy and childhood. There in a wide field of

action for all, mid a union of forcew will avoid much misdi-

rected energy and secure beiicr results.

One is impressed, when in iittend;mcc upon a meeting of

this Association or in reading the records of it proceedings,
with the great number of menKTires Unit arc urged for the sav-

ing of Iho lives of infants. I confess that I am sometimes
confused and bewildered among 1he conflicting opinions, and
I have, therefore, thought that it. might be useful if T should

briefly summarise tonight some of the motiNnrcw (hat seemed
to me, as a matter of personal judgment, the most important
and the most urgent in their claims upon our attention. My
views are not to be taken as c cathedra or as expressing the
settled judgment of the Association. They will be Kubject
to revision and correction as the result of the diHcusaionw sit

this and future meetings of tho Association, and I have per-

haps omitted some topics that would seem to be of the flvnt

importance.

THH PKMVBNTION or INFANT MORTALITY DMMANDS Triouoxwu
REGISTRATION OF VITAL STATISTICS

I am sure, however, that I am not in error and Ilio resolu-

tions adopted by this Association at each of tho preceding
meetings will smpport me when I place first and foromoRt

among the mefusnvcfl that arc absolutely ncctwwry for Ilie

prevention of infant mortality, and of unnecmwry mortality
at all ages as well, the complete and thorough registration of
vital statistics.

I wish I could avoid the use of the term vital NtutiwtiCH, It

has, perhaps, a dry and forbidding sound, and conjnreH up
visions of dull reports full <>C pagers of interminable (igurew. Few
of us delight in figures for their own sake, and we all know
that figures, used improperly, may bo very misleading Never-

theless, vital statistics have been called the "bookkeeping of

humanity/' and they are just as essential to tho underHland-

ing of any problems in which human life iw concerned n the

keeping of exact accounts to the conduct of any woll-orrtcred

business. How many concerns would fail if they kept no
books? How can we expect to understand the in-come and
out-go of human life if we keep no exact records of its move-
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inent? Is man less valuable than merchandise, and are births
and deaths less to be reckoned than receipts and expenditures
in our state and city records? Let us rather emphasize the
word vital, and recognize the necessity of correct vital statis-
tics as absolutely necessary to the vital or living interests of
the individual and the citv, state and country in which he
lives.

Vital statistics are based upon records of births and deaths.
Stillbirths are registered, under the law of Ohio and other
states that have adopted the "Model Law," both as births and
as deaths, but for the purposes of statistics they are compiled
separately, so that the births include only children born
alive and deaths are exclusive of stillbirths. Marriages and
divorces need only be mentioned as of minor importance for
our immediate purpose, and statistics of morbidity, which
would be of very great value, are almost utterly wanting.
What is the condition of birth and death registration in the
United States? In Ohio? In Cleveland?

"It certainly is both strange and shameful," as the Director

of the Census has remarked, "that the United States should

be so far behind the other leading countries of the world in

the registration of deaths, and even more so in the registra-
tion of births." The United States is the only civilized

country in which there is no general and complete registra-
tion of births and deaths, We can turn to the international

statistics and ascertain the birth rates, death rates, and rates

of infantile mortality for all the countries of Europe, of Aus-

tralia and of Japan, but for the United States we know only
the death rates of the so-called "registration area for deaths,"

comprising less than two-thirds (63.1 per cent) of the total

population of the country, and the birth rates of the still

smaller "provisional birth registration area" of less than one-

quarter (24.2 per cent) of the total population. And the

extension of accurate or fairly accurate registration of births

and deaths, which is dependent upon the adoption of proper

legislation and its thorough enforcement by the individual

states, has been a work of great difficulty. Still we are mak-

ing progress, as you can see by comparing the map showing
the present condition of the registration area for deaths with

that in 1900.

In 1900 Ohio was not included in the registration area.

True, the state had been attempting to collect vital statistics

for over forty years, but the results were utterly worthless

and misleading. Ohio, according to the reports of the State

Board of Health, was a "black spot on the map," and for

many years, despite the efforts of the public health authori-
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NOTE. in addition to the registration States (shaded), returns were received
from municipalities of North Carolina (1,000 population and over), the District

of Columbia (city of Washington), and 47 cities of 10,000 population and over
In non-regtetratlon States.
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ties, it seemed impossible to secure the necessary legislation.

All this was changed, however, by the adoption of the act

approved May 5, 1008,
uTo establish a bureau of vital statis-

tics and to provide for the prompt and permanent registration
of all births and deaths occurring within the state of Ohio."

The organization of the registration service under this law
was admirably conducted by the former State Registrar, Dr.
V. L. Watkins (now Deputy State Registrar of MiHsiwsippi),
and Ohio was admitted to the registration area for dealhs for

the year 3009, the first complete calendar year under the new
law. By the adoption of proper methods the Ohio law is

the "Model Law" recommended by the American Medical

Association, the American Public Health Association, and
the Bureau of the Census, and in successful operation in many
states the result was thus reached in a single year that the
state had failed to secure after over fifty years of futile

effort the first Ohio law was approved April 8, 1856 by
means of assessors or otherwise. The registration of births,
which is much more difficult than the registration of deaths,
was also in the process of thorough enforcement, with the

hearty approval and support of the enlightened medical pro-
fession of the state, and with the prospect that it would soon
reach a standard that would warrant the acceplance of the
returns by the Census. To show the marked improvement
under the new law, the number of births (100,160) and of
deaths (60,731) obtained for the first calendar year of its

operation (1909) may be compared with the numbers (611,281
and 35,398, respectively,) for the last calendar year under the
old law (1907). Nearly 40,000 births and 25,000 deaths that
would have been unrecorded under the old law were thuw

registered under the new one.
The prospect seemed bright and the example of Ohio was

being cited far and wide as a harbinger that success was at
last coming to the efforts to secure adequate registration of
vital statistics for the United States, when, alas! a most
grievous blow to the progress of registration was dealt by a
decision of the Ohio Supreme Court. It is necessary, of

course, to enforce a registration law if the results of its

operation are to be of value. The great majority of physi-
cians and midwives, upon whom had devolved the duty of

filling out a birth certificate for each child upon whose birth

they were in attendance, had found no difficulty in complying
with the law. All the particulars required upon the Standard
Certificate of Birth are necessary for purposes of legal record
and as affording important data for the study of infant mor-
tality and other subjects of vital statistics. There is usually
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no difficulty on the part of the physician or midwife in secur-

ing this information by simple inquiry while in professional

attendance, and much of it, in fact, was required to he kept
by them in a registry, and to be reported to the county clerk

under the original Ohio law of 1856. Nevertheless, it was
held by the Court that certain sections of the law, "so far
as they relate to a physician or a midwife, in attendance upon
a case of confinement, are unconstitutional and void, because

they were enacted by an unnecessary, unreasonable and arbi-

trary exercise of the police power," (Ohio v. Boone, 84 O. S.

346), and in a subsequent opinion, upon rehearing, the items
to which the Court specifically objected are pointed out. It

may be of interest to quote from the original decision :

"In short, a professional attendant at a birth is required
to enter upon an inquiry as to non-professional questions, to

supply information to, it may be, a non-professional official,

'clothed with a little brief authority/ in relation to matters
which perhaps are interesting as vital statistics, but as to

which it requires more than appears in this statute or in the

arguments in this case, to show that they are necessary, or

even closely related, to the public safety, the public morals
or the public welfare; an inquiry too which could be just as

well and more appropriately conducted, reported upon and
certified to, by the local registrar, or a township assessor,
or a census taker."

Crippled as it is by this decision, the State Department is

nevertheless endeavoring to secure some degree of enforce-

ment of the law, and the results have not been as disastrous
as might have been expected. In a paper on "The Importance
of Complete Birth Begistration," ^r. A. C. Holland, State

Eegistrar, says:
"In the Supreme Court decision to which I have referred,

Ohio took a decided backward step, and since that time I

have been bending every effort to secure as nearly as possible

complete registration until such time as the law can be
amended. * * *

I have appealed to the local registrars
in the state, and they have responded loyally. I have also

appealed to the medical profession, and the response has been

very gratifying. Wherever I have found a physician who
objected to filing his certificates of birth I have either written

directly to him or had the inspector of the department call

upon him. In practically all instances he has given the most
courteous treatment, and has agreed to assist in the work of

collecting and compiling statistics of birth."

i Monthly Bulletin of the Ohio State Board of Health, July, 1912.
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Certainly Ohio cannot, afford to take a retrograde position,
nor to (legist for a women! in the effort to obtain n complete1

and reliable registration of (he births of all her children. We
know the vast importance of the statistics of infantile mor-

tality, which arc necessarily hawed upon the records oi
1

births

as well as of deaths, and I believe that full consideration

will show that it. is within the power of the state to HOCu re

the information by the means, and the only means thus far

found available, by which wucli data are secured in other

states. The suggestions of the Court: as to the possibility of

securing the facts by assessors or by census takers may be

considered impracticable. The experience of Ohio in col-

lecting vital statistics by means of assessors, as conducted
for nearly forty years under the law of 1MM), should be sulli-

ciently conclusive as to the utter worthlcMsness of this method.
Census takers are nearly as inefficient for this purpose, as is

indicated by the fact that the Federal Government, after

many attempts, haw utterly discarded the plan of using them
to collect vital statistics. Ohio is entitled to modern methods
of efficiency, and I trust that the next session of the legisla-
ture will make such amendments to the present law as may
be required to secure thorough and complete registration of

all births in the state. Nothing will have a more far-reaching
beneficial effect in the reduction of infantile mortality.

MOTHERS SHOULD NXJRSE THEIR BAIHKJS

A baby's chance of life is perhaps three time*) as great if

nourished upon human breast milk as if fed by artificial

means. Nothing should be suffered to interfere with maternal

nursing, and the necessary aid should be supplied to indigent
mothers so that their babies may not suffer. No conditions
of employment should be allowed to interfere with this duty,
and, with the well-to-do, it should be regarded as a crime to

put oil the baby upon artificial food when the mother is capa-
ble of nursing it. And very few mothers are not, if encour-

aged to do so rather than persuaded, by complaisant medical

opinion, to neglect their duty. Doctor Jacobi, the dean of

the American medical profession, in his presidential address
on "Infant Mortality" before the American Medical Associa-
tion at Atlantic City in June, said :

"The attentive doctor and the diligent midwife know that
our women, poor and rich, suffer from no organic mammary
degeneration. Large and small breasts can bo educated into

competent milkers. They can be roused into action after
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days and weeks of comparative inactivity, ajid into renewed
efficiency after a recess of one or more weeks. It is quite
well known, what I have alluded to, that the very suckling of

the baby is the best educator of the breast. * * *
It is

true, not every baby can be nursed, but the exceptions are
scarce. One was born of a mother who died of sepsis carried
in part by a dirty midwife, or by an infected or ignorant
doctor. * * *

Every case of death of sepsis in the mother
should burn hell into the conscience of whoever permits it

nowadays; every case of death from lack of breast-milk should
cause a trial for homicide against a doctor or midwife, or
mother."

Think of it! A mother tried for homicide for failing to

nurse her child when she could readily have done so! We
should be very careful, in our work for milk stations, that

breast-feeding be insisted upon rather than means for sup-

planting it be afforded.

An acquaintance of mine told this little story about a seven-

year-old boy who brought her vegetables. One day he looked

up and, with a very serious countenance, said: "You know
it was very sad when my little brother died. Poor milk; hot

weather; bottle baby.'
3 He had summarized the chief causes

of infant mortality.

ALL (DOUKTFUL) MILK SHOULD BE PASTEURIZED.

Practically all milk in our city milk supplies is "doubtful."

And, as with a man of "doubtful" character, the doubt usually
means lad. A majority of the Commission on Milk Stan-

dards appointed by the New York Milk Committee reported
in favor of the pasteurisation of all milk, whether certified or

not, and certainly all milk except that of the highest certi-

fied character should be pasteurized, under the strictest regu-
lations to secure the destruction of the bacteria causing dis-

eases tranHmissible by milk and for its subsequent care. The
resolution adopted by the Executive Committee, to whom the

subject was referred by the Association at the last meeting,
is as follows:

Resolved, That until city and state health departments can

better control the production, transportation and marketing
of milk the adequate pasteurization of milk be recommended
under municipal, state or federal control.

As this resolution was not acted upon by the Association

as a whole, I think it ought to come up again at this meeting
for the sanction of the Association.
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I wish it were not necessary to pasteurize milk. We would
prefer our milk fresh and pure from the dairy an abundant

supply of properly produced and handled milk that would
warrant certification for (lie use of children. But HUH we do
not have at present in cities, nor are we likely to have until

Doctor Evans brings in the cows to urban residences The
deadly character of ordinary city milk is not appreciated by
many, and (he precautions taken are sometimes regarded as

unnecessary or faddish. Here is an extract from a debate in

an important legislative body:
'"Now, this information that we have, a great: deal of it pure

fad-ism, is right. When I was a boy in the country they went
to the cowpen, milked the cows, and the children drank the
milk before it was cool. These children grew into sturdy
men, and lived to a ripe old age; but in these cities now they
mxiat sterilise the milk, then bottle it: and seal it; with great
care, but the children who drink it die before they are six

years old. (Laughter.) Mr. President, that does not appeal
to me very much,"

STANDARD RTTUOS FOR THM CONTIIOL on1 MILK SHOULD BW KN-

FORCBD WITH FULL PUBLICITY WITH IterwcT

TO GOOD AND BAD MILK SUPPLIKH.

One of the most important documents ever presented from
the point of view of prevention of infant mortality is Iho

Report of the Commission on Milk Standards of the New York
Milk Committee, a voluntary association working in Ihe in-

terests of improving the milk supply of New York City. The
Commission was made up of representative experts from all

parts of the country, and its recommendations may form the
bases for local regulations for any city or town in this country.
There is great need for uniform standards, a rigid inspection

service, and full publicity of results, so that the public may
know how to obtain good milk, and how to avoid unsafe milk.
As the Commission states, "the dealer is immediately classi-

fied by milk standards, either into a seller of first-class milk
or a seller of second-class milk, and such distinction gives to

the seller of first-class milk the commercial rewards which he
deserves, while it inflicts just penalties on the seller of secunid-
class milk." Ample laboratory facilities should be provided,
and the results of analyses should be published in the weekly
or monthly bulletins of the city health departments, with the
names of the dealers, lists of permits revoked or renewed, and
the results of prosecution for violations of the regulations.
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This is already done to some extent, as, lor example, in the

Weekly Report of the Board of Health of Cincinnati. Full

publicity protects the public health, while a mere list of

analyses without names, but with merely key numbers for

office reference, practically amounts to a conspiracy of silence
with the men who furnish filthy and unsanitary milk. The
newspapers will aid in the work of publicity more and more
as they understand the necessity of protecting the interests
of the consumers and the lives of the children.

PHYSICIANS SHOULD BECEIVE BETTER TRAINING FOR THE PRAC-

TICE OF OBSTETRICS

A considerable amount of unnecessary infant mortality, as

well as many unnecessary deaths of mothers from puerperal
sepsis and other preventable causes of death incident to child-

birth, undoubtedly arises from ill-taught, ignorant or careless

medical attendants. The shocking condition that obtains in

this country today is rightly characterized by the Chairman
of the Section on Midwifery as "appalling," and the investi-

gation by Dr. J. Whitridge Williams, which appeared in the

last report of this Association, has arrested the attention of

the medical profession throughout the land. Reforms cannot
be brought about in a moment, but I believe that the begin-

ning of better things will date from this exceedingly impor-
tant contribution to our Transactions. It is supposed that

about one-half of the cases of labor in this country are at-

tended by midwives, the pi'oportion being usually very high in

cities. A majority of the teachers who replied to Doctor Wil-
liams believed that "general practitioners lose as many, and

possibly more, women from puerperal infection than do mid-
wives." A terrible indictment in these days of asepsis ! And,
further, "more than three-quarters of the professors of obstet-

rics in all parts of the country, in reply to my questionaire,
state that incompetent doctors kill more women each year
by improperly performed operations than the ignorant mid-

wife does by neglect of aseptic precautions." When ignor-
ance is safety, 'tis folly to be wise !

The present condition amounts to a national scandal upon
the medical profession, which, if the facts are as represented,
has grossly neglected one of the most important duties in-

trusted to it. Nothing is more sacred than the responsibility
for two human lives in the most touching and appealing con-

dition of helplessness. The practice of obstetrics should be

raised to the level of the practice of surgery and medicine,
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better teachers should be supplied, and (he amplest clinical

facilities provided by all iiustitutioiiH that are permitted to

confer medical degrees. Maternity honpitaln and dispen-
saries are a most pressing need, and the white exami nations

bhould begin to weed out at the Hi art, before they are per-
mitted to enter upon practice, the ill-taught or otherwise nn

qualified.

MIDWIVIOS SHOULD J5io INSTRTTCTKD AND CONTUOLLUI), WJTII on
WITHOUT A VIMW TO Tuioiu POHWWLI!]

ULTIMATE ABOLITION

The question as to whether midwives should be instructed

and regulated, ignored or abolished is a burning one. AH in

the matter of pasteurization of milk, there arc. oarnesl. advo-

cates on each side, but it seemn to me that the urgent present

requirements of infant life-saving and greater protection to

the multitude of mothers who will be confined in the, years
immediately to come under the care of midwivcs in all our

great cities should govern our present judgment.
Doctor nuntington

2 finds that German obstetricians are

doubtful of the worth of the advanced midwife system of that

country, while in England the obstetricians, who advocated
the measure, regret it, "'for they find that England is satis-

fied with the midwife instead of the physician, which must
steadily make for a lower obstetrical standard, while the

general practitioner is pleased and, most, important of all in

my judgment, "the general community w probably butter off,

because midwivem were wwneroux and very <W/'fj/ 7
<md now

they arc, comparatively speaking, Glean."

This would seem to me to settle conclusively the advisabil-

ity of the movement to make the midwives now actually in

practice keep clean, and to give them some instruction, how-
ever limited, that will help them to do a little better the work
that they will do otherwise in filth and utter ignorance. If

the general community is bettered, and the medical profession
in great part approves the change, f do not think that: the

apprehension in regard to a lower obstetrical standard should
interfere with prompt, necessary action even emergency
action, for if a few hundred deaths from plague were in ques-
tion, not tens of thousands of deaths of babies and their

mothers, there would be no doubt as to the expediency of the

expenditure of any amount of money and pains to put matters
on a better footing.

Paper on "The Regulation of Midwifery" before the Conference on Infant
Hygiene, Philadelphia, May 22, 1912, by Dr. James Lincoln Hnntington.
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The midwife is not an American institution, but the mid-
wife has come to us with the masses of foreign-born popula-
tion, and the midwife will stay with us until, in the gradual
process of Americanization of the immigrants now here, and
the millions of immigrants that will come in the immediate
future, a higher price will be given for greater obstetrical
skill

;
and the skill itself, if the projects for reform in obstet-

rical teaching succeed, will be available.

The medical profession cannot afford to stand on its dig-
nity in this matter, because it involves human life. There
will be a demand for well-trained obstetricians, and the grand-
children of many of the recent immigrants who now employ
midwives in accordance with the general custom of their

fatherlands will demand the services of the best American
doctors. Midwives should be registered as a necessary means
for their control and regulation, and to insure the prompt re-

turn ol certificates of birth. The registration of physicians,
miclwives and undertakers is required by the Model Law for

the registration of vital statistics. This means simply the

filing of the name, address and occupation with the local reg-
istrar of Hie district in which he or she resides, or may here-

after establish a residence. Thus a complete list of all per-
sons practising midwifery may be kept up. Eutry upon such
a list is not equivalent to the granting of a permit or license

to practise, whereby the state in any way indorses the quali-
fications of the persons thus practicing. Tins is another

question. Whether a permit is granted or not, systematic

inspections should be made with reference to condition of

obstetrical equipment, knowledge of rules and regulations,
and prompt enforcement of the penalties of the law should

follow failure to register a birth, neglect in using the required

preventive of ophthalmia neonatorum, in reporting fever or

other complications, or in conforming to the rules in force.

Midwives should not be permitted to register the deaths of

stillborn children nor, of course, any deaths at all. They
should be required only to register the births of the children

that they attend.

There were other subjects of importance to which I had
intended to refer, but the paper is already exceeding its pro-

posed limit, and I shall merely mention the care of expectant

mothers, the aid of visiting nurses and trained social workers,
the special guardianship that the state should exercise over

children born out of wedlock and their mothers, continuation

schools of home-making, sex hygiene, and the great subject
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of race culture or practical eugenics I come finally to a

subject which is at the root of our national exigence, and
which involves the preservation and continuation of the ideals

of the America of today and their ultimate expansion, should

we think it, worth the while, in the greater America of the

future.

Fou OUR GiiiuufciaN'H OHIMIUHN

America in one sense is a geographical expression. There
will always be Americans, although very possibly in a few
hundred years which I trust will be a short era in the life

of the Republic there may be but slight admixture of the

blood of the generation that: inhabits (he United Mtatcs today.
We are all immigrants or the descendants of immigrants,
from' the early settlers in Colonial days to the latest arrivals

at Ellis Island. For many years, however, the amount of

immigration was slight, and the country grew chielly through
the natural increase, or excess of births over deaths, of its

native population. Ihiring the early years of the. Republic
and up to the time of Ihe Civil War, the deeennial increase

of population was in the neighborhood of iJ5 per cent,

although the total amount of immigration was only about
five millions, as compared wilh about twenty-five millions

since. The rate of increase has fallen until, for the past two
decades, it was only about iil per cent'. There is no danger
of our becoming depopulated, however. The United States
will soon become a hundred-million country. No one knows
the exact: birth rate on account of our neglect of the registra-
tion of vital statistics, but it; probably lies between iir> and
30 per 1,000. This would mean from a,fiOO,000 1o :MMW,,000
births each year, and shows, incidentally, the great magni-
tude of the task of this Association, namely, to save as many
of these babies' lives as possible without regard to race, color
or previous condition of their parents. No one knows the
exact death rate of the United States, but a favorable as-

sumption, based on the rate of the registration area for

deaths, would be at least 15 pei* 1,000, or 1,500,000 deaths per
annum. We have thus a surplus of births over death A of

1,000,000 and upwards each year, and with the aid of the

continuing, and perhaps increasing, immigration we shall be
able to show a total increase in U)iiO fairly comparable witb
that, of the preceding decades,
The old American stock has ceased to be prolific, at: least

in the Northern States. We are unable to measure exactly
the decline in the birth rate in this country, on account of
the general lack of effective birth registration, but undoubt-
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edly it has declined to a considerable extent, and is sustained
at its present height chiefly by the higher birth rates of the

foreign-born and their immediate descendants. Some state-

ments on this subject are, of course, unwarranted, as, for ex-

ample, the declaration that the birth rate has diminished one-
third in the past five years. It is not likely that the birth
rate will entirely vanish, even in centuries to come, but if it

continues to diminish its curve will approximate fcloser and
closer to the zero line. The phenomenon of a diminishing
birth rate is common to all the principal European countries,
and also, strange to say, to the great sparsely-settled conti-
nent of Australia. That of England and Wales fell from 33.5

per 1,000 for the five-year period 1881-1885 to 26.2 per 1,000
for 1900-1010, a decline of 22 per cent in a quarter of a cen-

tury. Of course, if it continued to decrease by the same
amount each twenty-five years, the rate would vanish en-

tirely about the year 2000. The proportions of births per
1,000 wives aged 15 to 45 years decreased 17.7 per cent in

England from 1880 to 1000, 19.7 per cent in France, and
24.5 per cent nearly one-fourth in Australia. European
demographers, especially those of France, are alavmed, and
Australia appointed a special commission to investigate the

decrease of the birth rate.

In the United States comparatively little serious attention

has been given to the subject, which has been largely laughed
out of court by the humorous press paragraphs on "race sui-

cide." There is little incentive to warn tbe American people
against the fate of family and race extinction, which they are

apparently quite willing to accept as an evidence of superior
culture. The limitation of offspring and the social and econ-

omic causes behind it seem certain to progress still farther

before we come to a turning of the ways. Children are not
wanted in most American families, at least beyond a certain

limited number. It is both foolish and unfashionable to

rear many babies. Many yomig American parents, who in

theii1 hearts desire move children, and could well rear Ihem,
arc moved by the fear of the vidictile and scorn of their

friends to avoid any increase of family. The improvident
poor arc the only ones that can indulge in the luxury of

babies. What with the high and increasing cost of living, it

means large expense to bear children and raise them in Amer-
ica these days. Dr. William F. Snow, Secretary of the Cali-

fornia State Board of Health, in an article in his Bulletin-

for November 1010, on "California's New Industry, Growing
Humans," estimates that <lihe cost of growing one human for

the first twenty years" amounts to no less than $4,150, while
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the cost up to the end of the fifth year is f(>00. This is based

OIL what he ihinkH is the
Ct
bewl variety lo grow good, clean,

American stock from ancestors who have been workers,"

This cslimale may be excessive, but even if considerably re-

duced, it: means a large amount, of temporarily, and perhaps

permanently, unproductive outlay. Children are no longer an
asset as they were in the pioneer days of America, when large
families were the rule, not: Uie exceedingly rare exceptions;
when every pair of hands, either of boy or girl, hoi pod in Hie

hard work of life which is now largely done by machinery.
AH far an labor is concerned, and evon trained and educated

labor to a considerable extent, we can readily import it, at

the cowt of a steamship passage, and with all the risk and cost

of the unproductive years paid by the countries from which
the workers come. Think of the vast increment of wealth that

the United States has received in foreign-born workers at the

moat productive periods of life. Thus our cilios are built

and our railroads extended, our factories supplied with labor,

and the great fabric of modern industrial life woven in a

Joseph's coat of multi-colored nationalities.

American children are trninod for the highor grades of

labor, for clerical or professional "positions" often requiring
continued expenditure by thoir parents far beyond the age
of twenty years. They must; begin on the same scale of living
that their parents reached by perhaps many yearn of struggle.
Aa "investments" they are highly speculative, and much of

the burden of the care of parents is shifted by means of life

insurance from their shoulders.

Some of the reasons for our no longer desiring children
are the greater demands for luxury and pleasure, and the in-

convenience of children in the apart men t-houHo. mode of life.

Tt IH by no means a characteristic, of the fashionable, and
wealthy class of society alone, but affects also (ho groat; mid-
dle clana that is forced to keep up appearances on, perhapH,
an insufficient income. Women are not: more to blame than

men, for the instincts of motherhood are still strong in the
race. Even in the country on the free, broad soil of America,
"the land of opportunity

7 ' to the alien of every race children
are not wanted. T recently noted, in a lending agricultural
journal, that out of 24 advertisements of married men for
farm positions, the fact was stated in more than half (14)
that they had few or no children: "Posit ion wanted by ex-

perienced farm manager, married, no children;" "Farmer
wants position, American, age 1*5, one child;" "Manager or
herdsman desires position, married, no encumbrances," etc.
Of the others nine were noncommittal, and only one boldly
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announced himself as a "farmer with family." So the pos-
session of a normal family hinders the obtaining of work in
rural America.
One way to reduce infantile mortality would be to abolish

the birth rate. Probably the fewer children born to the Amer-
ican family afford a much larger proportion (but not num-
ber) of survivors than did the larger families of the old days.
Nevertheless, this reduction cannot be carried beyond a cer-
tain extent except at the cost of family and racial extinction.
The inexorable rule of three demands that each married
couple must at least produce three children one to allow for
the chances of early death or the failure to marry if the race
is even to remain stationary; and for growth and competition
with more fertile races, the number of children must be more
than three. Is it not our privilege, as members of this Asso-
ciation devoted to the saving of the lives of infants, to devote
some attention to the cultivation of a. greater demand for
children in the American home? We are resolved that the
preventable deaths of American-born children shall be dimin-
ished. It is our duty to see that the child murder that de-

stroys thousands and tens of thousands of infants before birth

shal'l cease. But the "lost legion" of the children that will

never be born; that will forever be deprived of a birthright
into happy American families and a chance for life in this
uland of opportunity" do we owe no duty to them, and no

duty to the perpetuation of the best qualities of the citizen-

ship of today? For it is precisely the best and highest ele-

ment of the race that is most surely doomed to extinction by
the progressive tendency to racial decay.
Whether we do or not, our present duty is urgent, even if

purely altruistic. Though we may regret that we of this

present generation shall not transmit the flame of life that
we received from the beginning, and that the descendants of

our own blood shall have TIO part or lot in the days to come,
let us at least save the children of others and help to rear
them so that their children and their children's children may
be preserved for a Hhare in the greater America of the future.

When out of the "melting pot," with all of the happily blended

qualities of the races now coming and yet to come, shall

emerge the grandest of all racew, the descendants in traditions

and principles, if not the actual posterity, of the early
Americans.
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THE ASEPTIC KBAKINTG OF CHIUmKN *

By JACQUES BERTILLON, M. D., Olilc'f of the Bureau of SlaiUtlofi,
France

Three parts of humanity are particularly predisposed to
the microbic diseases, namely:

First Wounded persons.
Second Confined women.
Third Babies.

When we recollect how useful the aseptic methods arc to

wounded persons and to confined women, we shall be sur-

prised that these methods have never been seriously used for

babies.

However, babies arc much more predisposed to microbic
diseases than the two other categories mentioned. Add (he

deaths by infantile diarrhoea to the deaths caused by tlus in-

fection of the respiratory system, pneumonia and bronchitis,
and you obtain tlu'Ge-qnnrlci'H of the deaths occurring in ihe

first year of life. Tho deaths by tuberculosis (of the brain

or of the peritoneum) can also be classified as microbic.

There are remaining only the deaths by dysgonie, hmiditnry
or innate causes (infantile atrophy, syphilis, etc.). Against
them asepsis is useless. Much a proportion of deaths caused

by microbic diseases is not to be observed among wounded
persons and confined women. Asepsis would be, therefore,

much more useful to babies than to any other category ot

human creatures.

Now, however, they are neglected:

First, as to food.

Second, as to clothes.

Third, as to many other features of life.

AsMPHia OF FOOD

Maternal nursing is recommended; it: is recommended also

to the mother to wash her nipple before and after oach nurs-

ing. All that is right. But: it is not a sufficient asepsis.
The proof of it is that infantile diarrhea, although not so

frequent among children nourished by their mothers as among
other children, is not rare even among these, ftigoroua

* Pufiriculture

t Opening Session, Wednesday night, October 2, 1912.
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asepsis would remove it absolutely, as rigorous asepsis has
absolutely removed purulent infection from wounded persons.
The nipple of the mother must be washed, but why shall not

the mouth of the baby be rigorously washed? The milk re-

maining in his mouth will probably receive a noxious germ,
and will be corrupted by it. This corrupted milk will be
afterwards swallowed by the baby, and will cause diarrhoea.

Therefore, it is necessary to wash the mouth of the baby after
each nursing at least. That is always prescribed for adults
when they are condemned to the lacteal diet. Why is it not
prescribed for children? I can't understand this contradic-
tion. Add that corrupted milk is much more noxious to chil-

dren than to adults. I have beard that the absence of teeth
is the reason why the quantity of milk retained by a baby is

much less than by an adult. May be. But some milk is,

however, retained, and that is an 'evil; milk is a substance

eminently corruptible, and the mouth a place eminently cor-

rupting.
Therefore, it must be prescribed to take a little syringe

filled with water (preferably alkaline and sugared water),
and throw a little jet of water into the four corners of the
mouth. The baby will swallow this water mixed with milk,
and the mouth will be delinked.

Why is alkaline water preferable? Because the month is

normally alkaline. And why sugared water? It is for a psy-

chological purpose ;
if the mother or nurse forget, by mistake,

to cleanse the mouth of the baby, the baby will not forget to

claim liiH sweet, and to scream out until he obtains it. I

expect he will be much more exact than his nurse.

The mouth of the baby requires to be washed not only after

each act of nursing but also when he vomits a quantity of

milk.
The cleanliness of the mouth is still more necessary when

the baby is nourished with a bottle. I think the sterilized

milk is much preferable when it is prepared in a milk labora-

tory than when it is prepared at home. This preparation is

a very long and very delicate one, and the families, even the

most careful, are not able to prepare it in good condition.

Even the milk laboratories arc not always successful; from

time to time a bottle is imperfectly sterilized. To protect

against this evil it is sufficient to keep the bottles at least

fifteen days before using them; if a bottle contains any germ
after this time the milk will be so corrupted that the nurse,

even the most stupid, will refuse to give it to the child. I

much prefer a disgusting milk to a milk in which the corrup-

tion is beginning and does not appear.
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We have said how necessary it; is (o wa^h the nipple of the
mother. II: seems lo me (hat thin ablution is never complete.
It is generally admitted (bat noxious germs can stay not only
on the nipple, but also in Hie galaiclophorous canals. For
that reason, to obtain from a cow aseptic milk, it: is necessary
to throw away (he iirst jet of milk, because (his first jet: brings
out the germs staying in the galactophorous canals. What is

done for a commercial purpose can be, and must, be, done also
lo preserve the, life of a child. I propose, therefore, to pre-
scribe to the mother that she must throw from her nipple a
first jot of milk (this little quantity of milk will be lost)
before she gives her breast to her baby.

AflMPsis on1 TIIW OuTnros

This asepsis is practically unknown.
A baby re<iuires an enormous quantity of linen. This linen

is never sterilised. It is delivered to a lanndress, it. meets
other soiled linen coming from an unknown origin; if it: is

washed at home, it is washed under deplorable conditions,
even with the most improved machines.

Is there in the world one surgeon who would be so ignorant
and so careless as to consent (o apply such linen to a wound?
If such an unfortunate should exist anywhere, he. would be
stoned to death by his colleagues, and probably persecuted
as one, who had murdered through imprudence or shipidily.
A careful surgeon uses only linen scientifically s(crili/,ed and
preserved in closed vessels. Why is it not the same for

babies, shico they svro, more subject; 1o tho microbic diseases

than wounded persona? Will it be objected (hn( their epi-
dermis is iiilai'.l? That would be, in many cases, an error.

Itesides 11m! the umhilicnl funis leaves a wound during (he

first days of life, it is well known (hat: the epidermis of a

baby is often softened and becomes permeable. Very often
in cleavos. Moreover, the noxious germs aro absorbed not

only by the skin, but also by the mucous membranes, and.

chieily by Ihe respiratory lubes. We ought not to expose Ihe
children to micli a contagion; they need linon surgically
aseptic, ns much a wounded persons or as con ('mod women.
I claim, therefore, for them Ihe use of asepticising uuioduvcfl.

AsiQi'srs IN OTIHW FMATUHWS OF Lira

Very often Imbies are entrustod to nunum for fi walk in a

public garden. The imrNfe immediately maeta many other

nurses, provided also with babies, in order to prattle' during
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long hours. During that indefinite garrulity babies have all

the time to interchange their respective microbes. The little

parliaments of nurseR are, therefore, meetings of measles and
of diphtheria. This evil must not be exaggerated; I believe,

however, that it exceeds the advantages possibly derived from
the nurse's conversation.
The infant asylums (in which women compelled to work

can put their children by the day) can also become rendezvous
of contagious diseases. I am myself president or vice-presi-
dent of five such infant asylums (named creches in French)
in Paris. Accidents, indeed, don't occur, thanks to the care
of our excellent nurses. The dangpr, however, is always
present.

How CAN ORPHANS BE EDUCATED IN A QUITE ASEPTIC MANNER?

Perhaps a way absolutely different can be followed. I have
compared babios to wounded persons and to confined women.
Today a trargeon, generally speaking, does not consent to make
an operation unless the patient is removed to a special house

provided with all the necessary accommodations. The sur-

geon believes it impossible to obtain at home rigorous asepsis.

Perhaps it in the same concerning babies. At home rigor-
ous asepsis is impossible.

I would not like to separate a baby from its mother, but it

is for moral arguments, not for medical ones. The mother is

more strongly attached to her child when she lives with him.
It iw true even for the father. (I speak with diffidence of the

father).
But moral arguments can be put aside in the case of chil-

dren {separated from their parents by inevitable circum-

stances; for instance, orphans.
They can be educated with the rigorous asepsis required by

surgeons for their patients in houses provided with all the

necessary accommodations. Such houses would be composed
of three parts:

A. One part for administration, heating, lighting and
other general service. Everyone can go in or out of this first

building.
B. Another part reserved to the disinfection and to the

lazarettos described farther.

C. A third part reserved to the children and their nurses.

I begin with this third part of the supposed establishment

The children, classified by their ages, would receive at proper
intervals the quantity of milk (aseptic, naturally) required.

Their linen would be rigorously asepticized; and also all the
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objects in contact: with them or with (heir nurses. AH air

may also bear noxious germs, the air introduced into their
room would bo carefully filtered by passing through cotton.
It would be kepi* ill the temperature optimum.
The nurses, if possible, should be cloistered as nuns. If

this proved impossible, they could have vacations ns long as

might be necessary, bill as rare as possible. They should nol
come homo again unlil (boy h:ul changed their clothes, taken
a disinfecting bath, and carefully cleaned (heir hair.
The children would not be admitted if they seemed tuber-

cular or Hyphilitie. In all CIIHCH (bey would spend, before
their admission, at; least (wo weeks in observation in little

lazare((os. There would bo al least (hree lazarettos; the
first for children presented from the ls( to (he Iftlh of eac.h

month (I hey would be received in the rooms the WMh of (he
same month.) The other would ho for children who haul come
in from the iftth to (he, ;K)lh of (he month. They would enter
in the rooms on the ittlb of (he following month. The third
Jazaretto would not ordinarily bo used for any purpose; it

would only be used if one of the two others happened (o be
con(ammated.
These would be (be dis(in^uishin^ features of (he establish-

ment which 1 propose as offering opportunity for rigorous
asepflift, which seems to mo indispensable for children. There
is no apparent reason why children raised here should have
any acquired malady (diarrhea, pneumonia, bronchi! is, con-

tagious fever). Theoretically, (hey could only show diseases
which they bad got (en from heredi(y. Theorelieully, then,
their mortality would be, nil. Just as the mortality of women
in child birth who are properly oared for has become theoreti-

cally nil.

I think that: the experiment is worth trying. It: could bo
commenced for (he benefit of children who are at present de-

prived of their family. For them industrial asepsis could
only havo advantages, AH for children brough 1 up in their

families, tlioy could not have HO rigorous an asepsis. T ask,
however, that all that IR possible would be done for them
also washing of the mouth, cleansing of the molhor's breast
and of the galactoj)horous canals, the disinfection of their
linen by steam, according to the rigorous antiseptic mothodfl.
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THE FEDERAL CHILDREN'S BUREAU

By MISS JULIA O. LA.THROP, Chief of the Bureau, Washington, D. G.

Mr, President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

As you know, the Children's Bureau was authorized by the
President of the United States last April, but, as a matter of

fact, it is precisely thirty-nine days old tonight, as the bill

providing for funds went into operation only on the 23d day
of August. The Bureau's official staff consists of fifteen per-

sons, and its appropriation for the first year for all purposes
will be in the neighborhood of thirty thousand dollars. So
you see it is not a very large or powerful army with which to
advance upon the work which the law authorizes when it says
that it shall be its duty to inquire into and report upon all

matters pertaining to the welfare of children and child life

among all classes of our people. It first seemed as if we oughi
to find some modest place of beginning, and I once thought
infant mortality offered a modest beginning. I now doubt it.

Tt is a great work in itself. But 1 do think it is a good place
for a Government Bureau to begin, because it is certainly
basal.

I wish to speak, from a lay point of view, of the ways in

which the work of the Bureau connects with this subject of

infant mortality, and with those expedients for knowing more
about infant mortality and for lessening it, which we have in

mind when we talk about birth registration, about making a

public record of the advent of every baby who enters life in

the United States. The Bureau is directed to inquire not only

concerning infant mortality and the birth rate, but it must in-

vestigate orphanages, juvenile courts, desertions, dangerous oc-

cupations, accidents and diseases of children, employment and

legislation affecting children in the several States and terri-

tories.

Tn the first place, we cannot know anything about the birth

rate without knowing how many children are born. We can-

not know about certain of the diseases of children in an intel-

ligent way until we know how many children come into the

world and know those facts about them which birth registra-

tion indicates. We want to know the advent of every child,

so that we may bring to his aid the assistance of doctor and

nurse; so that we may put an end in this country to the pre-

ventable blindness ol the newly born; so that breast feeding

f Opening Session, Wednesday night, October 2, 1912
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may be established, if possible, and Hie child, if its parents
are handicapped, may be given the best practicable chance
in the world. These arc the immediate and social aruginents
for registration of births.

Perhaps we do not realize how closely registration of births

is available for all sorts of social uses. A child who has a

registration certificate, and knows by public record when his

birthday comes, cannot be cheated of his share of schooling.
And that is a most important Hung. The question of the ex-

pedients for making that education adequate is not lo bo dis-

cussed here; but granting it shall be adequate, the most pre-
cious privilege of each generation is to sec that the, next one
has a belter education, a fairer chance, than Ilie one before.

So at the very beginning we want to know when these children

shall come into the protecting circle of education, and how
long they may legally remain there. The best way to keep
them there longer is to know accurately when (hey can come

in, and what they can do in the years assigned to them. We
want to protect the occupations of children. Those of us who
are acquainted with the questions of child labor know of the

great temptation to sophisticate as lo a child's birth if it

seems advantageous lhat he should go to work, Tf there is a

public record of his birth, we put an end to that. Do you
realize lhat we are the only civilized country lhat: has no reg-
istration of birth? Do yon realize the reason why we have pr-
sumcd not to have it? It is because we are a country of peace.
If we were like the countries of Europe, compelled to keep up
a standing army, we should have perfect birth registration
instantly. But Heaven forbid that this country gain birth

registration by that expedient !

I should like to tell yon of a little incident that has oome
under my notice: A friend of mine knows a < Jet-man who
came to this country when lie was four years old. His father

was never naturalised. The lad grew up, never conscious of

any irregularity, and nobody ever challenged his right to vote.

He voted steadily, once each time, very respectably, was an
excellent man, amassed a fortune in his, business, and went
back to Germany. He hadn't been in Berlin more than two
hours before the police were after him because he was subject
to military duty in the German Army. He telephoned to a
German lawyer friend, who told him to leave as quickly as

possible, and he slipped out. Always after that, in telling the

story, he said he never breathed with such joyful reliel as

when he crossed the border into France. Thus one sees the
effectiveness of birth registration at any rate.
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"Peace hath her victories no less renowned than those of

war!" We should give every human being who comes into

the nation a public record of the fact of his birth, and that is

only the simplest beginning of the victories of peace.
Another incident: To show the difference between the care

with which we register births, and that shown by countries
whence come to us those whom we are disposed to consider
beneath our standard of education and wisdom. Some time ago
Hull House became acquainted with a very poor family from
Messina. They had been victims of the earthquake. The father
had been entombed until he almost lost his reason. He thought
constantly that "the walls were going to come in on him.'3

Of the eight children the oldest girl had been at work. She
was a little over sixteen they said but now she was out of

work owing to the garment workers' strike. They were bor-

rowing money to buy the baby's milk. They tried to get a
certificate to let the next child go to work. Although they
said she was fourteen, she seemed so retarded that the factory
inspector refused a certificate. The Associated Charities were

trying to help the family, and finally sent to Messina to find

out, if possible, about the ages of these two girls. There came
back an answer from the city of Messina stating that the
record had been slightly disfigured by the vicissitudes of the

earthquake, but it showed that the older of the girls, who said

she was sixteen, was only fourteen, and the next one two
years younger. So even the older girl had three months'

schooling coming to her, and she was confiscated and sent to

school, greatly to her distaste. The mother said the Hull
House ladies must be dreaming to send such a big girl to

school, soon to be married, too. As to the second child, ade-

noids were removed, good physical care was given her, and
&he was started out on the two years' schooling which was her

legal due. If the Illinois State factory inspector and the
school officials had at first applied to poor Messina to know
how old those children were, the older child might have gone
to school a couple of years and learned English, might still

have worked two years at better wages, and then have married
at the age of sixteen before reaching a spinsterhood too ex-

treme for the Italian colony to tolerate.

Perhaps we do not realize how, to our foreign-born citizens

and their children, the legalized birth certificate of the country
is really an asset in securing inheritance and making sure of

identity in various ways. There was a young man who wished
to take a degree in a German university. His birth certificate

was demanded. He was very much chagrined because he
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could not furnish it. He could only prove, at the most elab-

orate expense and through the most ornate communications
from the Secretary of State, that he had been born. I think

we could get birth registration in this country in twelve

months if the women of Ibe country want it. What we need
is a humble sort of thing that oven the laity may help secure.

We need to advertise. One type of advertising has been begun
in the most brilliant way by recent: exhibits. The one made by
this Society in Washington last week at Ihc Congress of

Hygiene and Demography was an especially good case in

point. TIs clover pictures, its clear persuasive legends, the
whole pleasing arrangement, would make anybody stop run-

ning to read. Sonic states have n railroad car with an exhibit
in it going up and down the land, Think of a car, with a
trained nurse and moving pictures, with literature to dis-

tribute, and a simple, sensible, friendly explainer con Id it

not do a great deal in the way of jH'opiitfanda for many oilier

wholesome ends besides birth vo.gisiraUon?
Some peopl.e have been afraid that this Bureau would be

some distant autocratic sort of machine which would dull

local activity and interest, in children, and which would over-

ride the dignity and the rights of parents. This Bureau will

be nothing of the kind; it never can be so long as it, proceeds
in that spirit which recognizes as the most important and

precious tiling in the world, parental affection and can* for a
child.

Everybody agrees that what this movement needs is pub-

licity, and there are some cheering signs thai the baby and
his welfare have become 1hat; highly technical something called

news, instead of being taken for grunted. Home years ago n

young married woman began a series of beauty articles in a

Chicago paper, writing them with such spirit and charm that

they were almost litera I nre and had a vogue. One day she
came to the managing editor and suid: tl

l have a baby, the
most interesting creature in the world. Don't: you Iliink that
women would be more interested in knowing about how to

take care of their babies than how to make themselves look

pretty? Don't you think it would go if I changed our beauty
column to a baby column?" The editor smiled cynically and
said : "Try it, but a baby is not news." Her venture proved
a failure, and the young writer was compelled to return to

Beauty Hints, somewhat embittered to discover that a baby
was not news.

Such a story would have a different ending now. Through-
out the country various important journals are engaged in
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baby-saving campaigns of their own. The very fact that a

campaign for milk or ice, or a sanitarium for babies, or col-

umns of advice to mothers, are fonnd valuable from the ad-

vertising standpoint, is only a complete proof of the fact that

the baby has become news. Wonderful methods of advertis-

ing are being invented, The child welfare exhibits of New
York, Chicago and other cities have finally resulted in the

New York Child Welfare Committee, whose purpose is to go
from city to city surveying the actual conditions affecting
babies and children in each town, and assisting in the organi-
zation of exhibits which shall show how babies should be

cared for, and where the conditions of any given town could

be improved. The Kussell Sage Foundation has been making
studies of infant mortality, and has even entered the field of

drama, with a moving-picture film to illustrate the fate of the

baby who has to take his chance in an institution as compared
with the baby who is tenderly cared for at home. The Health

Department of the City of Chicago is calling to its aid the

kindred arts of drama and painting, its pure milk bulletins

are embellished with drawings, and it, too, has begun a series

of moving-picture dramas, the first of which illustrates the

difference between the solicitude bestowed upon the pedigrees
of babies and of pet dogs.

It is said that in some localities the advertising for certain

proprietary foods for babies has been so skillful and alluring
that mothers have humbly, but mistakingly, withdrawn in

favor of these highly advertised compounds. When we see

what the power of advertising is, we feel that we must grasp
it for the very best and most constructive uses. Is it not pos-

sible that, having the right on our side, we can exercise enough

ingenuity to make the best methods of caring for children tne

most popular methods, to make Mother Nature more fashion-

able than patent foods?

Of course, the laity must always depend upon a backing of

scientific wisdom for its justification. But in this case the

physicians and scientists have given the justification, and now
the next work in the great world-wide effort to save babies'

lives is publicity advertising, if you please and this is a

work for us to carry on while,the scientists and the physicians

are in their laboratories discovering more facts for us.
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II. 1C. JORDAN, I'll. IX, lIulvtTHlty of Virginia,

Eugenics is defined by its founder, the late Sir Francis

Gallon, UK "the study oC Ihe agencies under social control

dial may improve or impair ihe racial quail ili( kH of future

generations, either physically or menially." In his earlier

lecture before the Sociological Society of London on May 1(J,

1904, Gallon spoke of Kugenics aw "the science which duals

with all influences that improve, the inborn qualities of a

race; also with Ihose that develop those lo (ho. utmost ad-

vantage."
Kir Francis Gal ton, a half-first cousin of Cliarlos Darwin,

was born in Birmingham in ISJ, the same, year with Louis
Pasteur and Gregor Mendel. The* word "eugenics" waH first

used by Galton in his book, "Inquiries Into the. Human
Faculty," published in ISM. Kngonics, literally Ihe science
of being well born, or racial hygiene, as it "us called by Ma-

leeby, IH thus one of the very newtvst HCWUCCH.
The idea waw, of course, not. new to Gallon. Just; an ihe

idea of Evolution wan not new to either of (he rontemporaricn,
Spencer, Wallace or Darwin, who almost at the mime instant

glimi)sed the truth of an organic progims through struggle
for existence and a survival o the titles!, or by natural selec-

tion; but had boon suggested, at least to Darwin, by Mai thus'

book on Population, and can bo traced in germ buck through
tlio writings of Darwin's grandfather, ICi-annuis Darwin, and
hie contemporaries, Trcviranus and Do Oandolle, lo whom
it had probably been suggested in the works of the philosopher
Buffon, back to Lucretius and Rmpedoclcs, and finally to the

early Greek philosopher Anaximandcr
;
so the idea of "good

stock," "noble blood" and "line breeding" may be discerned
in more or less clear form in almost every ago. The idea is

clearly stated in Plato's Republic and it is a historical fact

that, whatever the state of biological science in Ihe time of
the Spartans, these noble people, in crude, but effective, form,
practiced the art of eugenics until the time when their beat

youth was too largely sacrificed to the God of War.
It was not, however, until Louis Pasteur had announced

the results of his studies of micro-organisms, and had made
* General Session, Tburaday night, October 3, 1012.
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clear their relation to man as a part of his environment, work-
ing in some cases for good, in others for mortal ill, and em-

phasized their importance with respect to the welfare of

man; nor until the unassuming Austrian monk of the cloister
at Briinn had had rediscovered the results of his experiments
in hybridizing peas, that any real and certain advance could
be made in the science of eugenics. The sciences of bacter-

iology and genetics, or the physiology of heredity, had to be
born before certain steps could be taken in the control of

human evolution.

The science did not get the early start that it might have
had. Mendel's paper, published in 18C5 in the Transactions
of the Natural History Society of Briinn, was neglected until

the same results were simultaneously rediscovered in 1900

by Oorrens, of Leipzig; Tschermack, of Berlin, and De Vries,
of Amsterdam. Search of the literature then revealed the

fact that Mendel, almost forty years before, had reported the

same facts. Of course, ample recognition has since been
taken of Mendel's work, and fitting respect has been paid to

the inau in essay and memorial, and in the erection of a

statue in his native town of Briinn, and in naming the par-
ticular type of heredity he discovered, alternate or Mendelian
inheritance.

Galton was meanwhile laying the foundations of eugenics
in the preparation of his book on "Hereditary Genius," pub-
lished in 18C9. This work also was for many years neglected.
Pasteur's work atid the rebirth of Mendelian Heredity gave
renewed impetus to the bio-social study of man. With re-

newed zeal and interest Galton returned to the work in the

interests of Eugenics in 1901, when he delivered the Huxley
lecture of that year before the Anthropological Institute of

London on "The Possible Improvement of the Human Breed
Under the Existing Conditions of Law and Sentiment." Then
the science of Eugenics leaped into prominence. Pasteur,
who laid stress on the importance of the factor of environ-

ment with respect to man's well-being; Galton, who empha-
sized the importance of the factor of heredity to this end,
and Mendel, who stated the law of the inheritance of organic
characters, thus laying a scientific foundation for the social

direction of human evolution, had now received a universal

hearing.
It is not too much to say, I believe, that the idea of

eugenics, based upon the science of genetics, will work the

greatest social revolution the world has yet known. Closely
related to the concept of evolution, which has left its impress
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on every department of human thought, the idea of eugenics
can hardly be compared with it in the pregnancy of its

promise, the immensity of its scope, aud in the serious import
of its reception or neglect for the future trend of nations.

It aims at the production and the exclusive prevalcncy of the

highest type of phywical, intellectual and moral man within

the limits of human protoplasm.
Before discussing the foundations and data, and attempt-

ing an interpretation from several standpoints, notably social

and economic, let me merely mention its organs for research

and propaganda.
First in point of time, and I believe in point of value

of its scientific output and service, is the Qalton Eugenics'

Laboratory of the University of London, endowed, in part, by
Gal ton himself, and under the directorship of Karl Pearson,
Professor of Applied Mathematics, and the author of the well-

known Grammar of Science. The Eugenics' Education Ro-

ciety, of London, with offices in Adelphi, issues quarterly the

Eugenics Review, a most valuable periodical. Under the in-

fluence of these two institutions Eugenic Societies have been

formed in almost every large city of the British Isles. Numer-
ous public lectures are also maintained, and pamphlets pub-
lished. From the Galton Laboratory issues almost monthly
some valuable memoir by one of its fellows or scholars, em-

bodying the results of some practical eugenics' investigation,
e. g., effect of parental alcoholism on physique and intellect

of the offspring; effect of employment of woman on infant mor-

tality; the effect of factory legislation on birth rate, etc.

The Drapers' Company Research Memoirs must also be men-
tioned here as most valuable contributions, mostly by workers
in the Galton Eugenics' Laboratory. These several organisa-
tions and their organs and representatives have made numer-
ous, thus far mostly unsuccessful, attempts to influence Parlia-
ment for the passage of legislation, e. g., legislation relating
to Poor Laws, Child Labor, Factory Laws, Marriage Laws,
etc., fully concordant with eugenic principles.

In America we have the Eugenics Committee of the Amer-
ican Breeders' Association, founded in 1003, with President
David Starr Jordan, of Leland Stanford, Jr., University, as
its chairman, and Professor 0. B. Davenport, Director of the
Carnegie Station for Experimental Evolution at Cold Spring
Harbor, L. L, as Secretary. Its official organ is the American
Breeders Magazine, a quarterly which publishes the results
of scientific investigations largely in non-technical form. The
committee hopes to come into possession of larger financial
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resources, and has already laid elaborate plans for the prose-
cution of a detailed scientific study of human characteristics
and traits, both normal and pathological. The committee
has co-operated in tlie establishment of the Eugenics' liecord

Oilice, at Cold Spring Harbor, under the directorship of Mr.
II. II. Laugh lin. This office is collecting, filing and analyzing
data from all over the country respecting the heritable family
traits or characteristics of various sorts. Already very valu-

able publications have been issued by this oilice.

The American Association for Study and Prevention of

Infant Mortality also has organized a Eugenics' Section,
and contemplates the collection of data regarding the heredi-

tary transmission of pathological conditions, with a view to

lessening the infant mortality rate.

In Germany an International Society for Improving the
Health of the Race (Internationale Gessellschaft fur Kasseu-

Hygiene) has been formed, with Dr. Alfred Ploclz, of Munich,
as President:. There in a similar society in Sweden. The
German society aims to pursue its work in a spirit of chivalry,

operating on higher levels, however, than the chivalry of the

Middle AgeH. This chivalrous spirit will, Dr. IMoelz believes,

impart self-rowpod: and dignily, and guard against the squan-
dering of the chief nationul strength. The society seeks to

promote the study of scientific biology social and racial

and of social and racial hygiene (a) by collecting and record-

ing such facts, pathological and normal, bodily and mental,
as illustrate the working of the laws of heredity and varia-

tion in the case of man; (b) by spreading the knowledge of

these facts, and of the lessons to be derived from them, amongst
its members and the population at largo. It McakH to stimu-

late its members to carry out; in practice the following prin-

ciples, visfi.: fa) to improve their own spiritual, intellectual

and bodily oflicicncy; (b) to agree that before entering into

marriage they will submit to a medical' examination as to

their fitness for the marriage state, and if pronounced unfit,
will abstain from marriage, or, at 11 events from parenthood;
(c) to promote by every means in their power the individual
and racial efficiency of their offspring.

1

In France also there is activity along those lines. Here,
however, there is perhaps more of practical work and less of

oratory and essay. The various agendas which seek to coun-

teract present economic conditions, which tend to penalize
motherhood and to handicap the man of family are cast

largely along eugenic lines. Numerous bonuses to large fami-

lies and special concessions to the married here tend to pre*

1 From report in Huffcnicfl novlcw.
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serve the middle class, the backbone of any nation, the source
from which, under present conditions, the men of ability and

genius must be recruited. For example, in the City of Paris

every workman receives at marriage a gift of 100 francs. Mar-
lied workmen receive a gift of 100 francs each at the birth of

a child. The mother, if she is in work or in service, has a

right to six weeks' holiday on full pay. JOvery workman who
has more than throe children on his hands under the age of

sixteen receives the sum of 100 francs per annum for each child

after the third. In the colonies also of England, Germany
and France research, agitation mid legislation along eugenic
lines is advancing.
What docs all this activity mean? Is the matter really

serious? Are the English, German, French and American
nations actually in peril? Are our prophets seeing aright
when they point our attention to the fate of Assyria, Baby-
lonia, Egypt, Greece and Rome? Arc symptoms appearing
among us Kimilar to those which accompanied the demise of

these great nations? Have our statesmen-scientists suddenly
become hysterical, lost their power of clear vision and intel-

ligent foresight? Are they tilting with windmills, or are they
actually fighting national dragons? What, then, seems to be
the trouble? The trouble is implied in a statement of Whet-
ham's "Although the suppression of the best blood of a conn-

try is a new disease in modern Europe, i(: is an old story in
the history of nations, and has been the prelude to the miu
of states and the decline and fall of empires."
The fall of Rome is not now attributed to degeneracy fol-

lowing luxury and over-culture spoken of by Gibbon, nor to
the malarial parasite as urged by Dr. Ross, nor to fi principle
of natural racial senility spoken of by Professor Ray Lancas-

ter; but most probably to the fact, as President David Starr
Jordan points out, that the human harvest was bad

;
that

Rome sacrificed its best manhood in war, and loft the business
of breeding new generations to weaklings, senile, cowards and
scullions. 8 The same sad lesson is just beginning to be read

by England in the Indian and African wars. The flower of
her young manhood, scholars from Oxford and Cambridge,
lie in the sands of India and South Africa, "replaced by mar-
ble tablets" throughout the counties of England.
A similar lesson we read in the Civil Wav. Five hundred

thousands of our best young men, North and South, arc* lost

forever. That particular loss can ncvo.r be- replaced- America,
perhaps, will never be able to restore what the war has eost
in terms of its highest national asset splendid young man-
hood.

""The Human Harvoflt," 1907,
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In the Wiertz Gallery in Brussels is a picture of Napoleon
in Hell. There stands Napoleon looking out into space. Here
in the foreground are innumerable faces. Thousands upon
thousands are simply hinted at. These are the faces of the

young men and women and children who were killed in the
wars of Napoleon. Surely this is a Hell; for Napoleon must
have seen, clear-headed man that he was, that back of these
were the potential millions of the best of Europe never now
to be, because he had killed their potential ancestors.
The two hundredth anniversary of the birth of Frederick

the Great was celebrated in Berlin by an exhibition of paint-

ings at the Eoyal Academy of Arts. These showed the versa-

tile monarch in the many phases of his remarkable career,
and represented the work of his contemporaries, as well as

of later artists. A reproduction of one of the paintings,
"Frederick the Great After the Seven Years' War," was pub-
lished in the International Studio for May. I am sure it

was one moved by eugenic ideals who interpreted the picture
thus: "The pathetic, intelligent face and the bowed figure
seem to suggest that the victor is asking himself the question,
'Was it worth while?'"
Do you realize, my friends, that only about 12 per cent of

the present generation (or about 25 per cent of the marriages)
produce 50 per cent of the next? Who constitute this 12 per
cent? Is it our racial best? If so, then all is well. If other-

wise, then we are in peril. And we are in peril because like

produces like; as the parents so the children; because figs

will not grow on thistles nor grapes on thorns; because out
of an unclean thing no clean thing can come.

The real trouble is that the most prolific are, on the whole,
the less fit for the sacred duties of rearing the next genera-
tion. Too much poor stock is being bred; there is too little

restraint upon idiots, feeble-minded, epileptic, tuberculous,

syphilitics, diseased; and too meagre productivity among the

best stocks. This is not merely an academic question; it is

practical and most vitally important. National salvation

seems to lie along the path of rigidly applied negative and

positive eugenics, i. e., prohibition of parenthood, either by
public opinion, moral suasion or legislation, to the unfit; and

encouragement again by either or all of these methods for

more abundant parenthood among the racially fit.

The scientific basis upon which this remedy for national

death rests is our knowledge of heredity. I have not time

here to discuss the importance of the factor of environment.

Suffice it to say that this factor is essential. The environ-
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ruent must be made as nearly ideal as possible by the elimina-

tion of all noxious bacterial and other deleterious conditions
for the proper development of the best that heredity can give.
But heredity comes first; environment, however necessary,
can only follow. As Harrington and Pearson put it, "The
first thing is good stock, and the second thing is good stock,
and the third thing is good stock, and when you have paid
attention to these three things, fit environment will keep your
material in good condition. No environment or educational

grindstone is of service unless the tool to be ground is of

genuine steel of tough race and tempered stock."

Darwin long ago wrote "llardly anyone is so ignorant as

to allow his worst animals to breed." When the matter is

one of breeding rare fowl or fine cows, or good horses or dogs,
we breed only from the best. Why do we so persistently and
cowardly-wise shut our eyes to very obvious facts when they
concern man? And today when we know so much though
we desire so much more, which will be ours in time about
the hereditary transmission of human characters, there is

no excuse for inaction except selfish indifference or cowardice
and the lack of patriotism.

There is an almost appalling array of scientific data re-

garding heredity in higher animals and man. I have time
to speak of only a few investigations, whose results seem to
me most significant for our present purpose.

ProfeHRor Davenport liaa worked oiit the inheritance of blue
and brown eyes in man. Brown eyes are due to the presence
in the iris of a brown pigment; blue eyes to the nbscnce of this

pigment. Brown eyes may be either brown duplex or brown
simplex, i. e.; they may have resulted from a double brown-eyed
parentage, or from one in which only one parent was brown-

eyed. When brown-eyed duplex individuals mate only brown-

eyed offspring result. When brown-eyed simplex mates with
brown-eyed simplex, one in every four will be blue-eyed. When
brown-eyed simplex mates with blue-eyed, one-half of the ofl>

Rpring will be blue-eyed. Inheritance of eye color follows the
Memlclian laws of dominance and segregation, by which one
of a pair of alternative characters dominates in the first gen-
eration, and from crosses of such hybrids a generation will
result in the proportion of three of the dominant to one of the
recessive, one of which dominant and all reoessivca always
breed true. The same law holds for many other physical char-
acters. I believe that I have demonstrated this type of inher-
itance for crosses between whites and negroes as respects akin-
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pigment; also for the character of left-handedness; likewise
for pulmonary tuberculosis.

There prevails a justifiable presumption that the same prin-

ciple governs also the transmission of psychical and pathologi-
cal characters. The point is that what is in the germ cell will

come out at some time, and in a certain definite proportion
according to the type of the mating. If we want sound men,
strong men, intelligent men, honest men, temperate men, chaste

men, wise men, they must be bred from their type.
That this is not all assumption is shown by the investigations

of Galton himself, in which he studied the parentage of 207
fellows of the Eoyal Society. He assumed that 1 per cent of

the individuals of the class represented might be expected to

be "noteworthy." In the general population it is about 1 in

4,000, or 1/40 per cent. Galton found that on this basis fel-

lows of the Koyal Society had noteworthy fathers, with 24
times the frequency to be expected in the absence of heredity;
noteworthy brothers with 31 times the expected frequency, and

noteworthy grandfathers with 12 times the expected frequency.
Galton, moreover, showed statistically, by a study of the fam-
ilies of the judges of England between 1660 and 1865, that the

chance of the son of a judge showing eminent ability was
about 500 times as great as that for a man taken at random
from the population.

Dr. Schuster, in a similar investigation, examined the class

lists of Oxford covering a period of 92 years. He found that
tlie first honor men had 36 per cent first or second honor

fathers; second honor men had 32 per cent first or second
honor fathers; ordinary degree men had 14 per cent first or

second honor fathers. These percentages are far in excess of

those to be expected estimated at about 0.5 per cent on the

assumption that ability is not inherited.

Schuster also determined the coefficient of heredity be-

tween fathers and sons as regards intellectual ability, using
class marks at Harrow and Oxford. The correlation coeffi-

cients as determined were 0.30 for the parental relation, and
0.40 for the fraternal. In many forms of insanity the corre-

lation coefficient has been found as high as 0.57 for the par-
ental relation, and 0.50 for the fraternal.

It seems clear that psychical traits are inherited in like

manner and with the same intensity as physical traits. The

history of the Edwards family, as determined by Winship,
gives the very strongest evidence in favor of the heredity of

mental ability. Of the 1,900 descendants of Jonathan Ed-

wards, of Connecticut, 1,394 have been identified 295 were
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college graduates, 13 were college presidents, 05 were college

professors, GO were physicians, 100 were clergymen of re-

nown, 75 were oiticers in army and navy, 00 were prominent
authors, 100 were lawyers, 30 were judges, SO held public

ollices, 3 were United States Senators, Hewidcs, 15 railroads,

many banks, insurance companies and large industrial enter-

prises have been indebted to their management. In fact, as

Judge Foster rauarkw, "Almost every department of social

progress and of public weal has felt the impulse of this

healthy and long-lived family. It is not known that any one
of them were ever convicted of crime." Think what it would
mean for this country if its individual citizens were prepoii-

deratingly of such superb stock.

On the other hand, tlie Juke family illustrates most favor-

ably the inheritance of various types of mental and moral

delinquency. Dngdale has carefully traced UHJ Juke family
from the five daughters of a lazy and irresponsible lisherman
born in 1720. In live generations the family increased to

about 1,200. The histories of about 1,000 are known. Three
hundred and ten were professional paupers in ahiiHhoiiHOB a

total of 2,300 years and at whose expense? Four hundred
and forty were syphilitics; more than half of the women were

prostitutes; 130 were convicted criminals; CO were habitual

thieves; 7 were murderers. This family lias cost the HI ate

of New York over a million and a quarter dollars and the
end is not yet.
A family recently described by Poellman has a very simi-

lar history. This family was established by two daughters
of a woman drunkard, who in six generations produced 834
descendants. The histories of 709 are known. One hundred
and seven wove of illegitimate birth, 64 inmates of ahnshouscFi,
162 professional beggars, 164 prostitutes and 17 procurers.
Seventy-six had several sentences in prison aggregating 116

years; 7 were murderers. This family has also cost more
than a million dollars, and is still very prolific.

Perhaps the most compleie family history of this kind is

that of the Swiss family "Zero," recently carefully worked
out by Jorger. Tn 190B, 100 members of this family wore
known to be living, nil characterized by vagabondage, Ihiovory,

drunkenness, mental arid physical defect and immorality.
Where rests the blame for such atrocities as the I'ocllman,

Juke and Zero families? No one will blame it upon ihe per-

sons themselves. TCcllicott is right when he says that "it

must be placed squarely upon the shoulders and con sciences

of the intelligent members of society who have permitted these
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predetermined degenerates to be brought into the world, and
who are today taking no broadly sympathetic view of their

treatment by exercising preventive measures." 3

Some years ago England became alarmed at its decreasing
wheat supply, and the prospect of consequent starvation.
Ai the meeting of the National Association of British and
Irish Millers in 1900 this matter was discussed, with the re-

sult that Professor K. H. Biffen, a biologist, was employed to

make a scientific study of the causes underlying the poor
wheat crop, and determine means for improving the same.
The specific problem was to produce from a loose-eared, well-

bearded native wheat, with low gluten content, and suscepti-
bility to rust, one suited to British climate, but with full

beardless ear, strong straw, high gluten content, high yield
per acre and rust-resistant. We are interested here only in
the attainment of the last requirement, though it ought to
be stated that Biffen succeeded in producing the wheat ac-

cording to specifications in 1905.
Biffen crossed the native rust-susceptible wheat with a

foreign rust-resistant wheat. All of the first generation were
rust-susceptible. But when seed of this generation was sown
there resulted rust-susceptibles and rust-resistants approxi-
mately in the Mendelian proportion of three to one. The
rust-resistant recessives thereafter bred true to type. This

experiment, and others that might be mentioned, demonstrate
that susceptibility and resistance (or immunity) to disease
are of the nature of "unit character" or "allelomorphs," and
may be fixed or eliminated at will in plants and animals by
appropriate breeding experiments.
Suppose we substitute here for rust-susceptibility and rust-

immunity, predisposition and resistance to the tubercle bacil-

lus in man. Tuberculous stock crossed with tuberculous stock
can then generally only yield like stock; similarly for many
other pathological conditions, such as cancer, heart disease,

nephritis, arterio-sclerosis, rheumatism, idiocy, et cetera* And
a number of studies already show that this is not pure assump-
tion nor surmise.
To cite only the investigation of Karl Pearson with respect

to tuberculosis: This work yields most cogent proof that a

large quota of tuberculosis is due to a hereditary diathesis

or predisposition thereto. The salient facts in the proof are

that tubercle germs are fairly ubiquitous, and that about 85

per cent of all individuals have tubercular lesions before the

age of eighteen; consequently if it were simply a matter of

infection, most of us would be tuberculous; furthermore,
"The Social Direction of Human Evolution," 1911.

* More probably the reverse ordor expresses the more general relationship
with respect to these morbid conditions ; 1. e., the defect Is recessive to the
dominant normal condition. Similarly, however, marriages where both parties

the same defect should be emphatically discouraged.
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while the degree of resemblance (the correlation coefficient)
between husband and wife, where there is much opportunity
for possible direct in feel ion, is only somewhere between 0.17

and 0.25 (and this Pearson regards as due largely to assor-

tive mating), that between parents and children is between
0.40 and 0.5(1, and between brother and brother, who at the
time of the usual ousel of the disease have generally already
left the home, is as high as from 0.40 to 0.00. A large amount
of tuberculosis is thus undoubtedly due to a hereditary lack
of resisting power or immunity, and might be more largely
eliminated from future generations by wise matings and

proper marriage restrictions.

The solution of our great social problems from this stand-

point, you see, is primarily in 1he hands of the scientist,

notably the physician and trained biologist. But unless they
have (lie hearty co-operation of ihe publicist, the statesman,
the economist, the social worker, and such institutions as the
church and eleemosynary institutions and charity organiza-
tions, they can do very little. First, the general public must
be educated. Here every one can help. Then there must be
further investigations, This demands the best scientitie

talent available in the country. It demands also a complete
and centralized system of collecting, recording and preserving
statist ics. This means government endowment, which in turn
waits upon the intelligent and sympathetic appreciation of

the importance of such work on the; part of the legislator and
statesman. Then there is demanded legislative action with

respect to restrictive marriage laws forbidding marriage to

physically or mentally tainted stock. There is demanded also

legislation providing for the sterilisation of the criminal
and the very defective types, upon whom no appeal on any
usual moral or civic plane has effect. Then there ought to

be a federal law similar to the several state laws under which
fltcrilization may now be practiced in the States of Indiana
since 1907, Washington, California and Connecticut since

1009, and recently also in Nevada (1911), New Jersey (1911),
Towa (1911) and New York (1912). There ought to be leg-
islation which could counteract the present conditions which
Tend to penalize parentage and family life, the admitted vital

unit of modern society. Such legislation awaits the thought
and guidance of the American young manhood, of which our

young men are a part.
Less than a century ago England administered capital pun-

ishment for 223 offenses. This was drastic, but effective, in

keeping the supply of criminals at a minimum. A more
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humane civilisation has universally reduced the list of capital
crimes to one or several, but has still largely failed to meet
the problems of feeblemindedness and criminality in a man-
ner adequate to hold these maladjustments at a minimum.

Let me call your attention to another investigation of Pro-
fessor Pearson's. Stated in greatest brevity, Pearson has dis-

closed a decided lowering of the English birth rate at a num-
ber of definite periods corresponding closely to certain fac-

tory acts reducing the economic value of children and apply-
ing to bleaching and dyeing works, to copper, steel and iron

industries; namely, the Workshop Eegulation Act of 1867;
the Education Act of 1876; the Factories and Workshops'
Act of 1878; the Mines Act of 1887, and the 1891 Act as to

labor by women and children.

Pearson believes that the present precarious condition of

England with respect to the birth rate is "a direct effect

of the destruction by legislation of the economic value of the
child." He advocates ''reversal of all legislation which pen-
alizes the parentage of the fit, and the restriction of all char-

ity which favors the parentage of the unfit." "We must
directly or indirectly," says he, "produce differential wages
for the fit parent; in other words, there must be endowment
of fit parentage at the expense of the unfit parent and of

childless men and women."
To quote further, "When we regard the present six or seven

million pounds a year soon to be ten or more millions

given to a mere environmental reform, which is applied long
after the reproductive age, and cannot possibly produce any
permanent racial change, how deeply one must regret the
want of knowledge and of statesmanship, which overlooked
the naturally disastrous policy of the factory acts, and did
not seek its opportunity to endow parentage, rather than

senility, with those annual millions! Even as a party cry
I believe the endowment of parentage would have been effec-

tive; as a step to meet grave racial dangers it would have

possessed real insight,"
B

(p. 31.) Here is occasion for serious

thought and noble action on the part of the young men and
women whose lives will be cast more especially in spheres
of legislative influence.

The question, you see, is largely economic, and it has its

various social, political and religious phases which I cannot
even touch upon. Charity organizations must take more in-

telligent note of the teachings of heredity. Just to cite one
instance: There was formed four years ago a National
Association for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality.

* "The Problem of Practical Eugenics," 1909.
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The ideal of the society Ls to minimize the infant mortality
rate. Hut very naturally infant mortality is a process of

natural selection. Unless the conditions are very adverse so

aw to kill all the babies, only the weakest will die. But the
weaker physically may have splendid endowment mentally
and morally which cannot well be spared in this commercial

day. Uut aside from this point, no method of discriminate
infant conservation can be thought of. Anything less than
an effort at universal salvage would be a disgrace to our civili-

zation. Ihit we must recognize the anti-eugenic eil'ed. of this

attitude. Consequently we must compensate for this unlit

material. Compensation lies along the line of prohibition of

parenthood to the racially unlit, and encouragement to

greater productivity among the most lit.

I hope the main issue is clear. Or at tiny rate, 1 hope I

have aroused your interest suflU'icntly to move you to seek

and think for* yourselves. Upon your thinking and action

depends much of the future. And it concerns you, whether

you be man or woman, fanner or mechanic, or teacher, or in-

vestigator, or lawyer, or what-not. You carry a sacred per-
sonal responsibility and a still more sacred national respon-

sibility. Above all, give your kindly sympathy and cncoTir-

agcment to the patient investigator who gives his life to the

study, of necessity often in the fashion of a recluse, to these

questions of serious national import Do not join that too

large body who scoffs at or, at best, only tolerates the man
who "plays" with peas and grains of wheat, or bugs or mice
or guinea pigs. Upon the result of investigations into these

homely, almost undignified, things may depend the fate of

nations.

When this nation shall have established its life upon a

eugenic basis, as T believe it must if it shall survive, then of

the national heroes that it stops in its toil to honor will be
the names of such men as Galton nnd Pasteur and Mendel.
With honor still, for they did their duty as they saw it, but
with pangs of pity and regret for irreparable loss, will be

regarded the leader of war and of a too-shortsighted charity;
but the real sons of Hercules will be those who tenderly, yet

sternly, rid our national life of the sources of its corruption
and destruction.

Professor Schiller's (Oxford) remarks respecting England's
present attitude toward its racial unfttness seem pertinent

universally: "There can be little doubt that this policy alone
holds out a prospect of ultimate SUCCORS; but when one
reckons up the enormous weight of prejudices challenged by
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eugenics, the force of habit in all, the timidity and sterility
of our spiritual, and the blind opportunism of our political

leaders, the antiquated and unscientific education of the bulk
of our cultivated classes, and the ignorance and disregard of

real knowledge in which it naturally issues, it is impossible
to repress a dread that any considerable measure of success
is so remote that political contingencies may easily put an
end to the British Empire long before the British people as
a whole awakens to the fact that the national degeneration
which it is at present complacently fostering is neither a pro-
cess that can safely be indulged in nor yet a fatality no human
foresight can avert. True, the outlook is almost as gloomy
throughout the European world, but no man of science can
hesitate to predict that, if so, the whole of that world must
pay the penalty, and that lie nation which first subjects
itself to a rational eugenical discipline is bound to inherit the
earth" (Eugenics Review).
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THE: HEALTH AGE *

By JANBT 1,ANE-CI,AYPON, M. D., London, Hnfirlnna

Ladies and Gentlemen:
I look upon this whole health movement which we are met

here to consider as one of the most important things which is

taking place in our communities at the present time. It is a

great pleasure to have the opportunity of telling you a little

of what we are doing on the other wide of the Atlantic, and I
would like to explain why T have taken this title for my talk
to you.
We are living in an age which will, I believe, go down to

posterity aw the beginning of the Health Age. How long it

may last, how long it may be HO called, will be determined by
posterity. If we look around on the history of the world we
find that each individual or nation has prospered in the world
in accordance with the capacity it possessed for seizing hold
of that particular aptitude which was required to make it

excel over it neighbors, living at that time. At one time it

was one aptitude; at another time it was another. But always
that nation or race or individual which was able to seize hold

of, and appreciate what was necessary to attain a position of

superiority over other nations was that individual or nation
which succeeded at the expense of others.

There is not much land left on the earth which doesn't

belong to womebody or other. We have to go to the South Pole
to find count raw thnt have not been fully appropriated. Per-

haps we on our side of the Atlantic feel more than you do the
stress of this intense compel ition for land. You have plenty
of land still unoccupied. We have hardly an acre, and the
result is that the stress of life is becoming more intense year
by year. I remember how this has grown even in my recol-

lection. We s<*c the same difficulty coming up every year of

maintaining our independence, our superiority. Kvery year
we have the question of our neighbor's superiority, because it

affects our national superiority, our national life. We watch
with increasing interest the growing armies of Germany and
Prance more especially of Germany. We have discussions
on the growth of the German navy, and we get anxious at

times, and somewhat heated at other times.

* From, the ntcmofftaphcr's notefl.

t General Sccwlon, Thursday night, October 3, 1012.
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Why? Because we are afraid that we are not keeping our
own position in the race of the nations, because we are afraid

that we shall be supplanted, and this superiority must be kept
up by a control over the forces of nature, and over those physi-
cal forces with which we are at present conversant. We are

always finding put more power over certain parts of nature,
and we utilize it to defend ourselves. If you will think for

a moment of the contrast between the conditions now and
some hundreds of years ago it may perhaps be the first step
toward realizing what I mean by talking about this age as a
Health Age.
In days gone by if you had an army of only a few thousand

people, comparatively more of them were racked by disease

than were killed in battle. We look around now and we see

thousands of soldiers housed at close quarters in barracks, and
enormous navies, and their health is comparatively good. That
has been accomplished by means of the knowledge we have

gained of the forces of nature. By applying this knowledge
we have produced health. We could not defend ourselves, we
could not support our armies and navies if we had not gained
that knowledge of the laws of health which we call hygiene.

This keeping of vast armies has led us to discover many
other things as well. The Germans are a most careful people
who leave nothing to chance. They began to investigate how
far they were going to be able to maintain a large army. They
found that they had so many hundreds of thousands of men
they could put into the field, and began to wonder how long
they could keep this up. They began to investigate the growth
of the population. Through their investigations they discov-

ered that the birth rate was falling very rapidly, and they
said: This means that our army will not go on increasing in

the proportion it ought to do. They saw, as we all see, that
to maintain peace in the present state of the world we must
have an army armed to the teeth with all the modern appli-

ances, and a navy to patrol our posts, and that we must be

able to maintain our army and navy both in health and
numbers.
The Germans found that their infant mortality was pite-

ously high, higher than some other civilized nations of the

earth, and they began to inquire how this was, began to try
to apply the laws of health to the population other than

the army and navy. That was the beginning of the present

campaign which is now being carried on in many countries.

The war cry was raised, "We must have men for our armies,

men to defend ourselves, and to get those men we must have
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plenty of children (o grow up.'
1 Wo I lie whole movement lias

developed, a little here and a little (here, until now no nation
which thinks itself civilized al all can do without some decree
ol energy iu this great movement which is sweeping over the
face of (lie globe. Why in (his nioveineiii heroin ing HO intense?

{Surely i( in because we have reached a utate of development
in which we cannoi live without a greater appreciation op (he

laws of health than we have a( the present time. We can no

longer live isolated. In days gone by they prohahly had a

higher infant and child mortality than we have, but they
didn't have to live in large over-populated cities and towns as

we must. They lived in the country places. AN the strews has
conic we. have been obliged more and more (o rely upon mach-

inery and the more complicated things of existence, and we
must congregate in the towns. That: means that we have, to

give more careful consideration to the health of our popula-
tion. If we are going lo lives to prosper, if we are going to he
able to utilize those forces of nature which we are learning

about, in the defence of ourselven, we must apply the laws of

health* If we don't it iw quite certain that that nation which
refuses to apply these laws of health will simply disappear.
That iR what we are beginning to realize. We must learn how
to keep ourselves, and especially the oncoming generations,
in a satisfactory condition of health.

After all, what is the value of our armies and navies? K IH

to maintain our commerce, to maintain the life of the popula-
tion, fn a working population an individual who works is

dependoni; upon his health. It is the most valuable asset we
have. If you have not health yon can't work, and if n nation
can't work it cannoi; succeed. If you consider human life yon
will find it always goes around and comes hack again to the
same point the son to the parent, and the parent 1o the son
and you cannot got away from Ihis cycle, [f you are going
to produce a healthy nation, it will not suffice to consider one

part of the cycle. You have to consider the whole of it. You
have to begin in one par! of the cycle, and you have begun
with infant: mortality. Ft was very high, indeed too high, in

many of our countries iu Europe. Fortunately, in England
wo have a pretty good climale, and our mortality is not HO

high as it is in some of the other countries. What is the gauge
of the mortality? Whether it is too high or too low? Is

there any mortality we can prevent? If so, it is too high. If

we are going to produce a nation competent to take its place
in the history of the world we must have not only healthy
babies, but healthy children, heallhy young men and young
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women, and healthy parents. So long as we have one gap in

our defences against the forces which militate against health

we shall not succeed in taking our place in the world. A
weak point in the fortification may be our undoing. I don't

I hink it would be fair to say that we are either further ahead
in this matter than you are over here, or that we are further
behind. I have tried to find out what you are doing in the

way of improving the health of the nation. It seems to me
(hat in one or two points you are further ahead, and in some
points we are ahead. It is so difficult to apply to one nation
the reasons or theories which may apply to another. The con-
ditions of existence are different, the climate is different, the
conditions of work different

;
it does not seem possible to dwell

upon details in argument on this question. I would rather

point out one or two things which we do, which I think you
do not at present do over here, and present them for your con-

sideration. One thing we have been striving for more lately
than any other line, apart from general sanitation, is the care
of infants. In 1907 we received in England a great impetus
in our care of infants, an impetus which at that time I don't
think was quite realized. It was the introduction of the Noti-

fication-of-Births Act. The notification of births is not the
same with us as the registration of births is with you. We have
had that for a long time. Registration of births means that

all births must be registered within three months. But it was
found that a great many babies died within three months,
and were never registered at all. About 1906 some medical
authorities were so convinced of the necessity for statistics

about the birth of babies that they introduced a scheme

whereby every person who notified the birth of a baby within
two days after the birth received a small sum of money. It

was only sixpence they got, but something like 90 per cent of

all births were notified within the required time. It was so

successful that it resulted in the Notification-of-Births Act

being passed in 1907. The Notification-of-Births Act said that

all births must be reported within thirty-six hours of birth.

Notification might be by medical practitioner, the midwife or

the parent, but somebody must arrange to notify. The Act
was made voluntary and not compulsory. It could be adopted
by any town or left alone. When such an act is made volun-

tary, naturally any town which wants to take up new ideas,
is anxious to try the effect of the new measure. So many towns

signified their desire to adopt the Notification-of-Births Act
in 1907. The Central Board of Health (Local Government

Board) specified that any town adopting this Act must show
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to the Local Government Hoard, lo the satisfaction ol' the

Board, that they had adopted, and were going to adopt, meas-
ures to insure that every child whose birth wan notified should
be visited by a competent: visitor within a short period after

notification; thai in (o say, steps were lo be taken to wee that

the baby was properly cared for. It was (juiie unforeseen how
successful this Act was going lo be. It has formed the basis

of an immense amount of work, and is forming the basis for

more, and we do not yet entirely appreciate the far-reaching
effect of this Act. It has led to the establishment: of a com-

plete system of looking after tlie welfare of infants under one

year. We have lady doctors appointed in many cases as assist-

ant health officers, who are supervisors of the children whose
birth is notified. They have under them the health visitors,
who must visit these babies very shortly after notification, and
must inquire about the feeding and health of the mother and
encourage breast feeding. The babies are brought: tip to con-
sultations held by the Lady Medical Officer. Practically the
consultations correspond with I he work of your milk dispen-
saries, with the exception that: we don't have milk. Babies
are brought up for consultation, well or ill, to see that they
arc kept in health. That; is the true sense of preventive medi-

cine, and I can say that the results have far exceeded our expec-
tations. The milk problem has been attacked in some of the

cities, with the result that the mortality fell below the former

record, and the general condition of the children has improved.
The same rc.mil (H have been attained in the Htatcs over here,
where similar measures have been adopted. But you have not

yot adopted notification of births, which makes it so easy to

trace the children that: you can at once put your linger upon a
child after notification. In addition to that, we have schools
for mothers. We are very keen on schools for mothers. It is

not much use looking after tine children unless yon can per-
suade the mother to look after them, too. The first one was
started about five years ago, and had cutting-out classes, cook-

ing classes and sewing classes. We have some two or three hun-
dred now and expect to have another hundred more in different

place* all over the Kingdom. Every time we have a meeting
of our Association we have reports of many new schools for

mothers having been founded in different: parts of the King-
dom. I know of no country as yet which has solved the

problem of the child from two to five years in a satisfactory
manner. I hope soon we may do something in that direc-

tion. Even in thorough Germany, where they leave nothing to

chance, I was rather surprised to find that they had done
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practically nothing in that direction. We have started the

teaching of hygiene in the schools. I think we shall soon find

that spreading all over the world. We must teach onr children
the laws of health, not only in the schools, but also in the home.
At a conference last May in London there was much talk

about the feeding of the girls and boys in boarding schools.
One schoolmaster and schoolmistress after another said, What
is the use of giving these children wholesome food and trying
to find out what food they ought to have during the term,
because when they go home they ask for the most unwholesome
thing, and get it. There is something in that even for the day
school. If you have the children taught in the schools and
the things are not practiced in the home, half the influence is

going to be lost. It rests with the fathers and mothers and
even the older members of the present generation to see that

they, as well as the children, know something of hygiene. You
must educate not only the coming generation, but the present
generation. We find it a great effort to start a new thing,
but it is worth doing, and it is a thing that must be done if

we are going to be successful as a nation.
Here you have an opportunity and power for doing things

which we have not in the old countries. You have a freedom
which we have not. You are not hampered by the traditions
of centuries, as we are. When we think of something new,
the first thing somebody says is that it has not been done
before. We have not yet got that freedom which you have
over here. You seem to me to have the basis for organization,
for widening your sphere in every direction. The basis of

all new movements is the interest taken by the general public,
and we are all general public, and it is public opinion which
must lead. We have in our Anglo-Saxon countries a govern-
ment which comes from the people up to the government, and
when the government realizes that the people will have it,

they get it. You have only to make up your mind you want
it, and you will get it. There is no reason why you shouldn't

have a healthy generation, no reason why we shouldn't; every
nation that takes the trouble to find out will ask for the things
that are essential to health, and will be able to take its part
in the race of the nations.
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AHATHA (IV

I. Those unfit for parenthood should be segregated from

society during at least the yearn or possible parent-
hood.

II. Normal people muni be definitely educated for home-

making Parenthood is the greatest vocation, not

only in numbers of those following it, but in respon-
HibililiCH and high rewards There should be re-

quired not only it health certificate for marriage, but

one of ability 'to care for family.
III. Description of an existing university corn-He for young

women, giving fair idea of what higher educational

institutionH are undertaking:

(a) Central thought of four years' coin-He : Im-

proving the individual so that future gener-
ations may attain a higher level than those

preceding.

(b) Htudy of social relations of home after two
and a half yearn in chemistry, physics,

biology, bacteriology, physiology and house-

hold management. Klemcntary embryology,

heredity, effects on germ plasm of alco-

holism, syphilis, drug habits; drunkards, in-

sane, feeble-minded, habitually criminal, sex-

ually depraved men and women usually have
children with defective nervous systems, aud

usually breed their kind.

There is a far-reaching significance in their enumeration of

flyphilia and gonococcus infection among ordinary contagions,
and in their study ol these statistics, as well as the others,
in government and scientific reports and their relation to

the home; for they are much more prevalent than tubercxilosis,
and they injure wives and children to an extent not possible
to estimate. They are the cause of many deaths before birth,
of the death, degeneracy and blindness of many infants in

the first year of life; of many childless families and one-child

families; of the invalidiwm, wurgical mutilation and death of

many wives
;
of much insanity, rheumatism, heart disease and

other physical and mental incapacity; of much divorce, un-

* Abstract of adeltftHtt pnrtnte<l at (lonoral St'HHlon, IMday night, October 4,
1912.
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happiness, crime; of expenditure of large public and private
funds on misfortunes that can and should be prevented.
They have through slow processes exterminated ancient na-

tions and modern communities.
The students see logically that control of these contagions

must be the same as control of smallpox, scarlet fever and
any other that we have almost eliminated every case must
be reported to the board of health. That this so evident
first step is not taken is due to the fact that boards of health,
who are charged with administration of health laws, do not
enforce the law requiring this done; that in the majority of

states these laws have still to be enacted; that the great
majority of physicians will not report these cases (as un-
scientific as untrustworthy conduct) ; and that city govern-
ments, through their courts and police, permit the "double
standard of morals" in the community, so that the home is

not protected from dangerous men.
One of the greatest, if not the greatest obstacle to securing

the reporting of these common contagions, or the protection
of the public, is the retention of names that stigmatize the

patient such as "venereal" or "shameful" diseases. Both
syphilis and gonococcus infection, absolutely inoffensive

names, are very frequently, perhaps in the majority of cases

contracted by the patient without sexual immoralities; for

example, from common cup or towel, from kissing, handshak-

ing, or by marriage or by birth; all these being agencies for

communicating any contagion. Then, too, both affect the

whole system, the brain and nervous system especially, bones,

eyes, heart, and possibly no tissue escapes these germs. They
resemble, too, certain other infections, and have been some-
times mistaken for tuberculosis, malaria, nervous debility,

or called rheumatism, etc. Until syphilis and gonococcus
infection have these, their proper names wholly free from

unscientific, sentimental and often unjust reflection on
morals as are the names diphtheria and tuberculosis,

although their victims may be evil until we use these scien-

tific names we cannot protect parenthood by controlling these

dangers to the home. Physicians and other leaders have

great responsibility in this matter of nomenclature.
Education for parenthood necessarily brings with it the

insistence that government shall protect parenthood from
these contagions and their inseparable evils; and since gov-
ernment does not do so, possibly never can do so, as the great
majority of men claim, women in various countries in increas-

ing numbers, and with the co-operation of many of the best
men (but invariably fought by saloon, gambling and other
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vicious elements), arc securing (be political right to protect
their own and children's rights according to their duty to the

laws of God. There is no doubt in the minds of keen students

of social relations that political dominance* of sex in wholly
an evil and to both sexes; thai (he only right dominance is

wisdom of which education and experience are giving Woincii

full share with men. Civil law made by men not based on

biologic law which women are learning cmds in disaster.

The wise intelligence of mothers, of professional women in

ihc ministry, in law, in medicine, in sociology and in educa-

tion; laboring women with their souse of wronging their child-

ren when they go out from the, home to earn their food and
roof; and the other mothers who see their dearest, without

legal protection or redress, contaminated body and soul out
of the underworld, whose pollution readies all classes; Ihese
are concent rating on the demand, and are, winning it. It is

an indispensable step toward the establishment of right: rela-

tions of Ihe sexes.

After this study of heredity and social relations of the
home comes study of physical and mental development: of
child and adolescent; the influence, of city life, nnd country
life on developnumt, with school statistics of the rate of

growth of boys and girls; tbe kind of education adapted to
different: kinds of children; infant mortality (he cited on
it of Avomen's work outside the home, and of diiTerent kinds of

occupations of mothers before, (he child is born; governmental
and social efforts to reduce infant: mortality; the pension
system for mothers, paying a small sum enabling them to stay
at home, and nurse their babies thus saving citizens, as gov-
ernments have hitherto pensioned soldiers; the effects of

institutional care of babies and children on death rate and

development; tlio cause of reduced birth rates, and the duty
of the educated in the preservation of the race; children in

industry, and its legislation; the housing problem; child

psychology; children's vices; education of the will; a study
of nervous states and their hygiene; home recreations.

In this and in other similar courses is co-operation with
one or more of such institutions as neighboring nurseries,

kindergartens, children's hospitals; and there are always
practice classes of children in connection with every teachers'

normal school. Itegret is expressed by several English educa-

tors that men's education docs not supply the essential in-

formation along these lines for intelligent fatherhood. It:

is an equally important need in American education. Many
universities and colleges having courses corresponding to

the one outlined have alwo extension weeks for farmers' wives
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and for men, with thousands of attendants, in which as much
as possible of instruction in care of children is introduced.

Teachers graduated from such regular four years' courses

organize hundreds of mothers" clubs or parents* clubs, where

study of care and education of children is steadily devel-

oping.

IV. Continuation schools and classes for young people
from 16 to 30 years of age, the strategic years for

instruction in the interests of home-making; ap-

proximately 20,000,000 of these ages who dropped
out of grammar grades without graduation, all lia-

ble to become home-makers.

V. Elementary schools present greatest problem.

How can we best help these potential parents of whom
one in twenty goes on to high school? We know that various
definite brain areas control each some special act or function.

Child study shows that certain areas at certain ages develop
best, and that age is, therefore, the strategic time to present
that line of instruction, which if given at some unphysiologic
period, not only does not develop its best, but may crowd out
ideas that should occupy attention then.

Is it wise for formal education in these elementary years
to cultivate the arts of parenthood, the chief being to support
and care for the family and care for infants? Or is it wise,

instead, for formal education to use these years for establish-

ing ideals of life and parenthood on sound bases, with general
manual training (including elementary cooking and sewing.)
for general executive and co-ordinating ability?
One can always make a child eager over what one wishes

by tactful methods they are utterly plastic in older hands
to the limit of natural law which finally avenges its own viola-

tion. One can make them enthusiastic over care of babies

very easily; but is it best for the next generation that little

girls, instead of freedom and open air and play, be taught in
the schools to lift, carry, tend, feed, manage babies? Is it

best for the baby to be cared for by an intelligent child, or

by an intelligent mother? Is it wise for society to tolerate,

or to encourage through its educational system, the economic

or any other conditions that separate mothers and babies by
teaching little girls to do mothers' work? We hear much of

child labor in factories; but there is also a problem of it in

the home. It is already recognized as a problem in country
homes. Do any of the sexual mistakes of early adolescence

come from too early cultivation of parental instincts before

right education has laid foundations of ideals?
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A recent masterly study of vocational education in Europe
includes among its final recommendations 1'or this country
one that vocational education should not be given under
iifteen years; that these earlier years are needed for founding
general intelligence and ideals and tastes, and securing ele-

mentary co-ordination of band and brain centers. If this is

right, and it claims to sum up all educational experience, then
the vocation of home-making in its most important art. care
of babies does not belong in elementary schools. We are
the only animal, someone says, that works its young for the
care of others, and with us it is already proving a blight.

I submit that girls are entitled to their girlhood, if they
are to become good mothers, as are boys to their boyhood in

preparation for fatherhood; as are, babies to their mothers
and mothers to their babies. And I submit that it IH worth

while, wj/ worth while, to do as is done in some places

provide mothers with pensions or insurance, enabling them
to bring up their bubies in homes suitable for making citizens,
with visiting nurses and teaching clinics and continuation
schools to show them how.

VT. Outlines of courses in biologic science teaching the
renewal of life along with health topics and nature
studies :

(a) In primary and kindergarten classes

(b) In grammar grades
(c) In schools in ^tenderloin" neighborhoods
(d) In high schools

These teachings, so rapidly outlined, agree in certain very
important points, and demonstrate certain very important
principle*): (t) Not all teachers should undertake this;
but only those prepared to touch the elementary science of

living things. Such do little with books or talks. Pupils
see and handle plants and animals, watching life processes
with minds that arc guided to warvh for law. (2) Direct
instruction concerning sex and the, renewal of life is not given
even in emergency until there is a well-laid groundwork in

the renewal of life in all nature, a scientific sotting or back-

ground with a scientific vocabulary, thnt eliminates the vulgar
attitude toward facts of sex, inevitable when they stand alone.
We have made the deadening mistake of omitting from edu-

cation all direction of the duty of passing on Ihe life we in-

herit Education has been limited to self-preservation. Our
sins of omission cannot be undone. The sorrow and suffering
have been and left their blight. Wo are in some danger, in

our haste to get wise, of going to the other extreme, and over

emphasising what is called "sex hygiene." This can hardly
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do more harm than altogether omitting it, but agitation for
^instruction in sex hygiene" and "societies of sex hygiene"
seems over emphasis and shortsightedness.
Not one of the teachers whose work I have outlined men-

tioned "sex hygiene." They taught their biologic science,
whether "nature study," or botany, or "school gardening," or

zoology, or elementary biology they taught it as it should
be taught, and said nothing about it to anyone. To me they
said, "It would kill my work to talk about it outside."
Our imminent problem in human betterment arises from the

mental attitudes that have increasingly over-emphasized an-
atomic distinctions of reproductive capacity, oblivious to the
point of debasement of their creative purpose the child
the future of the race. This over-emphasis of sex has so per-
meated church customs, legal arid educational, government
and social fashions, that abnormal discriminations with no
biologic justification have resulted in one of the great crises

of history. We seem on the point of displacing this myopic
scheme of modern society, artifically based on imagined sex
distinctions and the gratification of the individual man or

woman, by making our own the Creator's purpose, so far as
we understand it the evolution of a better humanity.

VII. Education must establish national consciousness, be-

ginning in kindergarten, that Life is a Trust re-

ceived from many who have gone before, to be

guarded and bettered in one's turn, and passed
along to many after.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF HOSPITALS FOR INFANTS AND THEIR
PART IN THE PREVENTION OF INFANT MORTALITY

The fundamental caxisos of excessive infant mortality depend
upon conditions which are sociological and economic. They in-

clude housing and the environment of cities, labor conditions

affecting wages, the coat of living, illegitimacy and other con-

sequences of vice, want of care and many oilier factors. For
practical purposes all of them may be regarded as the results
of poverty, ignorance and neglect. These bring about certain
definite results, i. e., an infant population which comes into
the world with less than normal resistance to adverse inllu-

ences. Nutrition and growth are difficult owing to improper
food and care. These conditions predispose to disease, which
easily develops in these susceptible individuals as a result of

neglect, exposure, contagion or accident. We cannot hope to
abolish poverty, we cannot altogether remove ignorance and
neglect, but we can seek to minimize these evils aw thoy bear

unfavorably upon infant life. We are compelled in this prob-
lem to attack consequences rather than causes.

In the solution of a great social problem like that of infant

mortality several things are necessary. First, it is fundamen-
tal that we have a knowledge of the facts, full, definite and
accurate; this includes not only the circumstances of death,
but the causes. Secondly, we must discover the best means
of prevention, and the agencies through which these measures
can be most effectively used. Finally, there must come the
actual application of the knowledge of preventive and curative
measures to achieve the result aimed at by coming into close

practical relation with the public we seek to infltience. Briefly,
then, our activities must be, first, statistical; second, preven-
tive; third, curative.

Now, in a broad campaign like this one, if it is successful,
we must have many different kinds of interests enlisted. We
need a publicity department which shall bring home to the

people of the whole country the importance of this work.

Through the newspapers and magazines public interest must
be awakened and public spirit aroused. With so many good
causes constantly forced upon public attention we will get no

* Introductory AddrcflB of the Incoming President, presented at the General
Session, Friday night, October 4, 1012.
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hearing without constant and persistent effort. The value of

popular exhibits in awakening the public has already been

demonstrated; these should be continued and greatly ex-

tended. We need legislative influence which will enact, and
a public opinion which will enforce proper laws regarding the

employment in factories and sweat shops of expectant mothers
and mothers with young infants. We need the co-operation
of municipal authorities in' securing clean streets, pure milk,

good water and proper tenement construction and inspection.
We need the philanthropic agencies which shall make it pos
sible to give relief when needed proper food for nursing
mothers, milk stations to supply pure milk for those unable to

pay for it, and for many other emergencies. We need the help
of the sociologist in the solution of the problem of poverty
in large cities, of which excessive infant deaths are only one
of the results. We need the nurses and other social workers,
who shall take into the homes of the poor and ignorant a

knowledge of established facts regarding infant feeding and

hygiene. These people can be enlightened and roused to

action only by personal contact.

We know the main facts regarding infant mortality; we
know the important causes ; we know the chief remedies. What
remains is to get our knowledge before the public and stimu-

late to action. Is there anything else needed in the solution

of this problem? Many of you would, I think, be inclined to

answer in the negative. With this opinion I would hardly
agree. It is my own belief that the medical aspects of the

question of excessive infant mortality have come, or are com-

ing, to be too little considered. Especially is this true re-

garding hospitals for infants. We have in this country been
slow to appreciate the need of special hospitals for children.

Just as the specialty of pediatrics has been gradually dif-

ferentiated from obstetrics on the one hand and general medi-
cine on the other, so the evolution of the special hospital has
been a slow one. Homes for foundlings most of our large
cities have provided for many years. These, though necessary,
have been in no sense hospitals; and often lacking in proper
medical control, by their excessive mortality, they have served
as an example of how little philanthropy without science can

accomplish in saving infant life.

In maternity hospitals infants are tolerated as one of the
unavoidable incidents of obstetric practice. But the provis-
ion for them and the attention bestowed upon them, even in

our best institutions, is something which shocks the pediatrist
Certainly these institutions have as yet failed to appreciate
the institutional requirements of young infants.



SO IIOHl'ITAL KOIfc INFANTS

Wards for young children have been a part of the organiza-
tion of a number of our larger general hospitals 1'or only
fifteen or twenty years. Hut these, again, have missed the
mark for two reasons: First", in that they have been given
over largely and in ninny cases exclusively to 1he treatment
of orthopedic and other surgical cases, and in the second place,
where medical beds existed the service was a part of the gen-
eral medical service of the institution, ami the attending
physicians Nerving in reflation, as a rule, gave scant attention
to the infants, and the net result was that the service often

won! by default, mid very little was accomplished in advanc-

ing llui knowledge* erf the diseases of e'hilelren.

It is often urged that wards for infants in general hospi-
tals are to be preferred. te> separate, hospitals. In spite erf the
fact that efficiency of the children's service has been greatly
improved by the appointment in many hospitals erf a special

attending physician to these wards, with a continuous service,
a practice which shemld invariably be followed, I have person-

ally no hesitation in premouncing in favor of the separate
hospital.
The construction, the equipment, the organization and the

operation of a hospital for young children arc quite different

from the>se needed in hospitals for adults. These grow e>ut

of two great difficulties whie-h attend the hospital care of these

patients, the problem of nutrition and that of ward infections.

These necessitate smaller wards, ampler provision for the sep-
aration of patients in doubtful cases, and in diseases of feebler

i:enmnunieability than our ordinary e'ontagious diseases. Not
only must there be sufficient provision for fresh air and proper
ventilation for our acute infcctiems cases and pneumonia; we
must have also wards in which a temperature imich higher
than the usual room temperature can be maintained for the

congtmttally feeble, the marantic and the premature infant.

The nutrition of feeble infants is always difficult, even in a

state of comparative health; but with acute illness added these

difliculties are greatly increased. The feeding especially must
be exact; it requires special equipment, and espce*ially trained

service, There are many other particulars in which the oper-
ations of an institution caring for the very young must be
carried on in au entirely different manner than in an adult

hospital. If: has been my observation and experience that

boards of managers and hospital superintendents and head
nurses can rarely be made to appreciate them. Forming only
one department of a large institution, and that usually a small

part, it is rarely the case that anything like adequate atten-
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tion from an administrative point of view is given to the wards
for infants and young children.
The statement has sometimes been made that hospitals for

infants tend to increase infant mortality rather than reduce
it, and that sick infants can be better treated in their homes,
even though these homes are very poor ones. Granted that
the hospital care of infants is surrounded with peculiar diffi-

culties not encountered with older patients; granted also that
in the past these difficulties have not been appreciated and
overcome, and that the results have sometimes been far from
satisfactory, this only proves that hospitals for infants must
be built, equipped and managed for this special work. They
have their limitations, as do all institutions for the care of

children; but they have a most important field to fill.

In the past our hospitals have represented our philanthropy.
The modern hospital, while not losing its philanthropic char-

acter, is to be classed among the institutions for higher edu-
cation. Today every great industrial corporation maintains,
often at large expense, its research department. On the find-

ings of the mining engineer, the chemist or the electrical en-

gineer hang decisions which involve millions of capital and
the employment of thousands of laborers. The hospital is,

first of all, the research department of organizations for the
reduction of infant mortality. Provision for research should

be ample, and this department should be generously sup-

ported. Here are opportunities found in no other institu-

tion. The close association of the scientific and practical
workers under one roof is of great advantage to both. There
is urgent need at the present time not only of chemical and

pathological studies, but of the study of clinical problems.
Nearly the whole fabric of infantile therapeutics must be con-

structed anew from the standpoint of recent advances in

medical science. It is in the hospital also that observations

must be made from which the fullest and most exact knowl-

edge regarding the causes of infant deaths is to be determined.

The reports made in the vital statistics of our cities are full

of errors, many of them of much practical importance. These

errors can only be avoided where opportunities exist for the

most careful study of diagnosis during life, and where post-
morten examinations can determine causes in obscure con-

ditions.

To illustrate, let us take the question of tuberculosis.

The old view was that tuberculosis in infancy was an infre-

quent condition. Hospital observations have, however, shown
tuberculosis to be more common in infancy than at any other

time of life; nearly 10 per cent of the infant deaths seen in
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such institutions are from this cause. Instead of being among
the least susceptible, infants have thus been shown to be the

most susceptible members of the community. Infantile tuber-

culosis has simply been overlooked or wrongly diagnosticated.

Many deaths formerly ascribed to bronchitis or acute broncho-

pneumonia, and attributed to overcrowding and exposure, the

hospital has taught us are due to tuberculosis. So also many
cases entered in vital statistics as "marasmus," or simple

wasting. "Simple meningitis" also is a diagnosis which once

figured prominently in mortality records; nearly all of these

have been shown to be tubercular. Not only has the hospital
and its laboratory shown us the nature of the disease, but it

has revealed Hie source of infection. In nearly all the fatal

tuberculosis seen in infancy the bacillus found has been of the

human type, not the bovine type. This shows the great cause
to be, not milk from infected cows, but contact with human
tuberculosis. It is evident then that no great headway is

to be made in controlling infantile tuberculosis by sterilizing

milk, nor simply by improving general hygiene, but only
through careful separation of infants from cases of tubercu-

losis, especially of the lungs, in older persons.
Aftum, the best methods of infant feeding must be elaborated

in the hospital. Progress here is to be made by the careful

study of a few, rather than by statistical results obtained by
observation of large numbers of infants. As recently as live

or six years ago it was thought that the proteids of cow's
milk were responsible for most of our difficulties and failures
in artificial feeding, Recent studies, most elaborately car-

ried out in hospitals, have shown that the proteids are seldom
at fault, but that it is much more often the fats, or the sugars,
which are to be blamed. All our efforts directed toward ren-

dering the proteids more digestible by varying the diluent,

peptonizing, etc., were quite beside the mark.
Until a very few years ago it was generally accepted that

acute febrile conditions accompanied by diarrhoea, in infants
who were artificially fed were due to infection, generally
through milk, sometimes through other food; and it was be-

lieved that by sterilizing milk these attacks would in large
measure be prevented. It has now been conclusively shown
that, though the food itself may be pure, acute intoxications
of the most alarming sort may be the result of the faulty
chemistry of digestion, due to a relative excess of certain food

elements, which, for the time being, the child is unable to

bear. Such facts are of fundamental importance. Oorrect
ideas of infantile digestion not only change our theories of
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infant feeding; they also in some cases quite revolutionize
our every-day practice in the milk station and the home.

It is only in a hospital that certain conditions which can-

not be properly managed in the dwellings of the poor, or even
in the average home, can receive adequate treatment. Some
of these are the most severe forms of acute disease of the intes-

tines or lungs; others are cases demanding special equipment
and skilled management, like premature infants and diseases

needing special forms of treatment, such as hemorrhagic con-

ditions needing transfusion, cerehro-spinal meningitis requir-

ing lumbar puncture and serum injections; still other condi-

tions needing surgical intervention, such as intussusception,

strangulated hernia, appendicitis, empyema, diphtheria of the

larynx or pyloric stenosis. Why not the general hospital for

these? you ask. Simply for the reason that, though in the

general hospital the operation may be perfectly done, such
institutions are seldom furnished with the trained nursing or

the special knowledge which the after-care of these patients
requires if they are to be saved. One may reply that none of

these diseases mentioned are very frequent. Yes, but together
they make up a large number of infant deaths, since outside
of a hospital the great majority of them are almost certain
to end fatally.
Well babies can be fed; a knowledge of the general means

of preventing disease can be imparted, and even many mild
forms of illness can be treated by the visiting physician or
nurse in the homes of the poor. But with very many of the
more serious conditions children must be sent to hospitals
if life is to be saved. Let the visiting nurse and the dispensary
physician also realize their limitations, and not attempt to

treat very sick infants in their homes, but send them to a

hospital, where they can be properly cared for, and send them
early, not waiting until the symptoms are so bad that the con-

dition is practically a hopeless one.

It is to the modern hospitals, with their well-equipped lab-

oratories, their trained staff of workers, their wards furnish-

ing opportunities for the most careful study of individual

children, that we must look, not only for progress in the

diagnosis and treatment of disease in infants, but for more
exact knowledge in the problems of infant hygiene and nutri-

tion upon which prevention of infant deaths is based. It is

only in hospital wards that new ideas in infant feeding, in
the diagnosis or treatment of disease can be put to the prac-
tical test to see how much of value they may possess. This
can be done only to a limited extent in private practice and
in out-patient work. The infants must be where all the condi-
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tions of life can be controlled and all symptoms watched with
the closest attention, and this is possible only in a hospital.
But the provision for patients must be of the very best, both
as regards hygienic surroundings and medical and nursing
care.

The risks of infection necessitate ihat we must, in hospital
wards for infants, aim at conditions which at present are in

most institutions realized only in the surgical operating room.
You may perhaps think that this is impractical or not worth
while. But so surgeons once thought of rigid asepsis. While
hospital work for infants is admittedly dillicult, when it is

properly done the results will bear comparison with those ob-

tained in any "other department of medicine.

I have deferred until the last what may perhaps be consid-

ered the most important function of the babies' hospital in

its relation 1o the problem of infant mortality. This is its

part in education. The educational value to the public of an

up-to-date special hospital can hardly be overestimated. It

does much for the community besides caring for the sick poor.
It sets a standard of medical practice for the profession of

the city. It is an exponent of modern science in its particu-
lar field, Ilere should the beat hygiene be illustrated, the
roost intelligent feeding practised, and the best care of the

infant, sick or well, be exemplified. From those immediately
connected with the hospital as doctors, nurses and managers
these ideas gradually spread to the general public, and the
institution takes its place in the community among the great
forces for social uplift in the department of child welfare.

Opportunities are afforded first of all to the attending medi-
cal staff. Only in such a field can men be given the range of

experience which enables them to be the leaders of thought in

all matters relating to the health of young children. The hos-

pital and the specialist are indissolubly connected. The hos-

pital cannot be effectively carried on without the direction
of the specialist, and without the hospital the trained spe-
cialist is impossible.
The next group benefitted by the educational advantage

of the hospital are the medical house staff. From the former
resident internes are recruited our best trained junior physi-
cians for the dispensary, the milk depots and school inspec-
tion. Nowhere else than in a good hospital can be obtained
the opportunities and experience required in all these activi-

ties. From the former resident physicians come also the

specialists of the future.

If the hospital is utilized, as it should be, for the instruc-
tion of medical students, its influence is greatly widened.
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After graduation these men are scattered all over our country,
and many distant communities thus become beneficiaries of
the hospital work. No single agency for the reduction of
infant mortality can do as much as that which educates the
medical profession, through which the public is ultimately
reached.
For directly affecting the problem of infant mortality we

must not omit to emphasize the great value of the babies'

hospital in the instruction of nurses. While it is, no doubt,
true that any nurse with good sense can instruct an ignorant
mother in many things relating to the care and feeding of
her baby, the efficiency of such a nurse is immensely increased
if she has had the advantage of a service in a babies' hospital,
or a well-conducted infants' ward in a general hospital. Only
in this way can she obtain that first-hand knowledge which is

indispensable if she is to do her work well. One of the
weakest points in our present system of visiting district nurs-

ing is our failure to provide for their suitable training. Some-

thing can, of course, be done by special courses of lectures,
uch as are given in some cities to their corps of visiting

nurses; but this instruction is of necessity very superficial.
We must go much further than give a few general lectures on
infant hygiene and emergencies, and teach how to make up
four or five standard milk formulas. The visiting nurse must
work much of the time without close supervision, and act on
her own initiative; unless specially trained her work, though
carried on with a praiseworthy devotion, may be very in-

ferior. We must insist that at least our superintending
nurses, whom we hold responsible for directing their subor-

dinates in their work, shall have received an adequate train-

ing in a special hospital for infants. Otherwise a vast

amount of misinformation is disseminated which subsequent
educational efforts find it difficult to remove. But not only
must trained nurses be taught in a babies' hospital a knowl-

edge of children and their diseases, a school for the training
of nursery maids should be established as a part of the insti-

tution. The need of the public in this respect is so great
that the opportunities which the hospital affords to give this

instruction should be fully utilized. This is a by-product of

hospital organization and operation which is of great im-

portance.
Since the largest part of the work for the reduction of

infant mortality lies in the direction of the prevention, rather

than the cure of disease, it follows that only a small part
of it can of necessity be actually done in hospital wards. But
the line of work undertaken must be largely based upon hos-
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pital experience. By it rules can be formulated and policies
determined according to which the general outside campaign
is to be conducted to accomplish the results aimed at. We
must know how a disease is spread if we are to prevent it. We
must know accurately the principles of infant feeding if we
are to reduce deaths from marasmus and acute intestinal dis-

ease in artificially-fed children. Ignorance is not conditioned

upon poverty, though it is more frequently found among the

poor than the well-to-do.

Much good could, of course, be accomplished if the acquisi-
tion of no new knowledge were attempted, and all our efforts

were directed simply toward making general application of

the knowledge we now possess. But progress would be only
for a time; soon we would come to a standstill. Ultimate

success in the saving of infant life will demand tlie use of

every new fact in science that bears even indirectly upon our

problem. Such facts are being discovered every year, and
our work must grow in intelligence as fast as science de-

velops.
It has been well said that to overthrow old errors is

quite as important as to discover new truth, and in this

respect also the hospital has furnished notable contributions.

Thus as knowledge advances and experience widens our

wasted and mistaken efforts become fewer, and every step
taken is a forward one. At the very fountain head of such

a broad movement as that for the reduction of infant mor-

tality we must have continually at work a group of investi-

gators, who shall toll us what is important and what is un-

necessary or superfluous, who shall be a perpetual check; and
at the same time constant stimulus to our ollorta. While we
want the whole truth, we want nothing but the truth.

I have said that the activities for the reduction of infant

mortality are statistical, preventive and curative. Along
each one of these different lines the babies' hospitals have

distinct and important contributions to make. If they are to

do their part, they must have proper building, well-equipped
laboratories for chemical and pathological studies, a corps
of attending specialists, and an adequate nursing staff. Or-

ganized on this high plane, their field of naefulncaa is a very

large one, not only in advancing this special department of

medicine, but furnishing the groundwork upon which a proper

knowledge of the child, sick or well, must stand*
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Conservation of infant life lias been one of the education aT
themes of the Department of Health of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania since its organization, in 1905. The earliest

teaching was carried on almost entirely through the news-
papers of the State. The first great impetus in the campaign
was given by the publication of our circular, "Save the

Babies," in May, 1909. So popular did this single piece of
literature become that before the end of the first summer it

had been published in nearly every newspaper in the State,
and in full in two different issues of one of the largest daily
newspapers in Philadelphia. More than 300,000 copies of
this circular have been distributed in English since it was
first issued, and within the past year we have had it trans-
lated into German, Italian, Polish, Slovak, Yiddish and Lith
uanian. Nearly every one of the foreign newspapers in the
State used the translated circular in full. "Save the Babies"
has been copied in good part by at least three Western States,
and the catchy caption has been used in a dozen or more
standard pieces of literature in the various states of the
Union.
With the publication of bulletins 7, 8, 9, 14 and 16, during

the years 1909 and 1910, further impetus was given to the

baby-saving campaign.
Early in 1910 our comprehensive scheme for the study of

vital statistics relating to infant mortality, comprising a

study of births, deaths and marriages, was worked out and
displayed at the annual meeting of this society in Baltimore.

During the same year a new system of statistical tables was
introduced relating to the causes of infant mortality, the plan
being to group the causes of the 35,000 or more dying in the

year 1910 by days during the first week, by weeks during the
first month, and by months during the first year. This com-

prehensive analysis forcibly illustrated the direction which
our infant mortality compaign should take, and impressed

* Presented at the Session Thursday morning, October 3, 1012.
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upon us the importance of both post natal and prenatal care.

These statistical studies, then, formed the basis for our later

"work, and prompted us to give the widest possible circulation

to literature already published; showed us the necessity for

further activity on the part of our 110 sociological nurses
connected wilh the Department's tuberculosis dispensaries,
and for greater vigilance of the Department's (>70 health

officers who had been making peiui-annual dairy inspection in

the rural districts.

The Department planned a more active campaign for 1912,
and made its first graphic display during that marvelous

Baby-Waving Show held in Philadelphia from the 18th to the
26th of Mny. About the time this show ended we published
a bulletin on "How to Organize a Baby-Saving Show." This

bulletin, copy of which can be had by members of the Asso-

ciation, was sent to every local board of health in the Com-
monwealth, and to the executive oflioers of civic clubs,
mothers' clubs and charitable, philanthropic and sociological

organizations in the Htai:e, awl was largely responsible for

enlisting active support from nil of these agencies.
The statistical material and graphic charts displayed in

Philadelphia wore blue-printed, so that any number of cities

in the Commonwealth might be supplied with these data at

the same time. In addition to Philadelphia's Baby-Saving
Show, where the Department made an exhibit, active cam-

paigns for the lessening of infant mortality were conducted
in Reading, Wilkes-Barre, Eric, Carlisle, Ohambersburg,
Waynesboro, Brookville, Rlcwnrtfltown and Emlenton. A
duplicate of the entire display has been added to the Travel-

ing Tuberculosis nnd Sanitary Exhibit, and will be shown
at all of the large county fairs in the State. Infant Mortality
campaigns were conducted in a number of different sections

of the State at the same time, as many as three cities having
exhibits during one week. Tins work has been followed by
the charitable, philanthropic and sociological workers with

great interest The press of the State lias given powerful
aid, and a step forward has been taken in 1912 that is already
showing results in the lessening of the needless loss of baby
life.

The bulletin, you will note, is intended to enlist the support
and co-operation of all interested agencies, especially in com-
munities where infant mortality is high, and at the same time
to be helpful to organizations ready to do effective work.
Both it and the exhibit are designed with the thought of

stimulating citizens' committees to feel that they are doing
the work themselves, the plan being to have the Department
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supplement material collected by local organizations. The
State furnishes statistics for the Commonwealth-at-large, and
in some of the great cities tabulated data referring to that

particular city's death rate. These statistics are all arranged
in tabular form, and also in graphic form, easily compre-
hended by lay minds. It was found to be practical to display
with the statistical data many mottoes, epigrams and pic-
tures that would appeal directly to the minds and hearts
of lay people, and carry home pictorial lessons in a pleasing
and effective way.
An attractive feature of the statistical exhibit worthy of

especial mention was a diagram showing accurately the pro-

portion of deaths to 1,000 of population at each quin-quennial
period, using white and red globules, or pills, to give indi-

viduality to the diagram. Some of you, perhaps, have seen
this illustration, and may have noted how it appealed to

students of infant mortality, as well as to the casual visitor.

Especially was this true when the curve of death impressed
upon them the great harvest reaped at life's extremes. These
two illustrations made even the dry statistical question a
live issue to every visitor at the exhibit. In the pictorial

display a few photographs are worthy of mention because of

the interest they aroused, and because of the educational

advantage offered through their use in the daily papers. A
photograph of a mother suffering with tuberculosis having a

baby lying in her lap, a spoonful of hot food between her lips,

was properly labeled "The Taste of Death," carrying under-

neath the legend, "How diseases often supposed to be heredi-

tary are transmitted."
Another photograph showing the open milk pitcher set on

the doorstep, a cat lapping its contents, carrying the legend,
"The open milk pitcher is Kitty's delight. Moral: Set out
a covered container and prevent animal pollution."
A picture of a bright, laughing baby boy in his tub car-

rying the caption "Health."

The photograph of one of the Department's sociological
nurses in uniform in the insanitary home of a poor tubercu-

lous mother, giving instructions in bathing the baby, with

the legend, "Baby's Bath An Event in the Family."
A picture showing another of the Department's nurses in-

structing a mother in the preparation of the baby's food, with

the caption, "Practical preventive work among the babies,"
and photographs equally graphic impressing the importance
of fresh air, and others showing grossly insanitary back

yards, with dangerous surface drainage. In the pictorial
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display we have a picture of the hospital for infants and
children in the State Sanatorium at Mont Alto.

Among the mottoes displayed were such epigrams as these:
"A baby has the right to be well born. Its choice of par-

ents is not its own."
"If at all possible, a mother should not sub-let her job to

a cow."
"Infant mortality is the 'yardstick' for measuring the

height of social welfare and the breadth of human efficiency."
"The prompt and complete registration of every birth is

a legal and sanitary necessity, owing alike to child and to

State."

"Infancy and Old Age are comrades in death. The man
of 84 HtandK a somewhat better chance of living one week
than does the baby at birth."

"The word 1 CHS sobs of suffering babyhood should outshine
the eloquence of all ages and all languages."
"Two hundred men in Pennsylvania toil each day in dig-

ging graves for people who die untimely deaths from pre-
ventable causes. One-half of tlioHe graves are for babies."

"The yearly failure of one business enterprise in every ten

would mean a perpetual panic. The yearly JOSH of one baby
in every seven born creates simply a mild alarm."

rf
"A nation without abundant and healthy children is but

a few generations removed from degeneracy."
"The S. 0. S. 3

call of helplcwa infancy should not be un-

answered by twentieth century civilization,"

"Vital statistics flash the wiroleKH meHsagGS of death from

lips that have never learned to apeak."
"A government:^ interest in human life should be begun

before conception, and end only in the grave."
"Each and every child should be a ward of the State and

Nation, It Hhould .not luivc to be an orphan to become such.

Asylnmn and Foundlings' homes make comparatively poor
stepmothers."
"Prematurity or immaturity very often means over-working,

over-breeding or under-feeding, and too often a want of under-

standing."
"Infant Mortality, in its totality, should include the pre-

natal mortality occurring between the fourth month of utero-

gestation .
and birth, amounting to 0,587 deal1m per year.

These are recorded as stillbirths, and do not appear in mor-

tality tables."

"If babied bottles were blown in the shape of coffins, they
might hint at possible tragedies.'
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"The minute analysis of death of infants by days, weeks
and months for the principal causes of death forcibly illus-

trates the direction which prenatal, as well as postnatal, pre-
ventive measures must take in order to be most effective."

The surprising part, and it ought not to have been so sm-
prising, either, was the very great interest taken in this cam-

paign by the public and by the press. We had anticipated
that in the larger municipalities much interest could be
aroused and a fair attendance could be secured. We had hardly
supposed at the beginning, however, that an exhibit could
be organized in practically all large centers of population
in the Commonwealth, and were hardly prepared for it. Nor
did we suppose in the beginning that many local communities
would work out such highly creditable exhibits showing by
contrast sanitary and insanitary rooms; hurtful and helpful
things for babies

; inexpensive nurseries
; cheap, healthful out-

fits or babies
; proper demonstration of the hygiene of the lying-

in chamber, including the mother's outfit, and so on; nor did

we think that thousands of the very people we wanted to reach
could be induced to visit the display daily, and listen for hours
to hygienic teaching given by a corps of speakers. So great
was the interest aroused that, taking one of the smaller towns,
Waynesboro, for example, with a population of 7,000, as

many as 900 citizens from all walks of life, many of them from
the very walks we were most anxious to reach, turned out
two and three times daily for a week listening to lectures,

carefully arranged in advance, given by local doctors and by
representatives of the Department. All of the speakers gave
their lectures in popular language, and where possible illus-

trated their talks with lantern demonstration. The news-

paper of the town devoted from four to ten columns a day
to publishing reports of the exhibit and the lectures delivered.

On the whole, our work for the summer of 1912 has been

highly successful. Nearly 70,000 people saw the Depart-
ment's exhibit at the Philadelphia Baby-Saying Show; at

least 75,000 more saw the exhibits in the various towns and
cities where exhibitions were held, and by the time the County
Fairs are over several hundred thousand additional people
will have visited and studied our exhibits.

Many thousands of pieces of literature were distributed

during the time the exhibition was being held in various

cities, and are still being distributed at the various county
fairs. "Save the Babies," the most popular circular, is fur-

nished in seven languages ;
"How to Secure and Care for the

Home Milk Supply," in five languages; Suggestions Concern-
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ing the Importance of Birth Kegistration, in five languages,
and Suggestions Concerning Care of Eyes of the New-born in
English.
Plans are already under way for at least a dozen city ex-

hibits during the early spring and summer months of next
year, and it looks promising now that we may be able to
reach all of the large centers of population and many smaller
municipalities before the end of 1913.
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CHAIRMAN
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN:

In proceeding to the consideration of the topics before this

section, I wish to recall a statement made by the President of
this Association, some years ago to the effect that Vital Stat-
istics was the Cinderella of modern medicine, for the reason
that she sat by the fireside sifting the dnsty figures while her

sisters, Hygiene and Bacteriology, danced away the hours at

the ball. The activities of this Association in studying social

problems seem to point out that the Prince has arrived and
that in the future Cinderella, in the guise of Vital Statistics

will dance merrily with her sisters; and she even bids fair to

lead the dance. It is growing more evident from day to day
that vital statistics is the fundamental social service which
must be complete in all its details before preventive work of
this kind can be effective. In preparing the program for this

section papers have been provided on topics of general interest
so far as birth registration is concerned, the idea being to

couple up with some collateral issues to which birth regis-
tration is essential.

The report of the Committee on Birth Registration is very
brief. The Association has gone on record unequivocally at

each of its annual meetings in regard to the importance of

birth registration. It does not seem necessary, therefore, to

reiterate its position on that subject.

The report of the Committee follows :
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HV THE CHAIRMAN

The American Association for Htudy and Prevention
of Infant Mortality has, in the brief period of its existence,
most successfully advertised the baby as our greatest national
asset. From being regarded as a common, inexhaustible and
very natural product of life, the baby has been elevated to

the realm of precious things, whose possession and cultivation

is the first concern and just pride of a people collectively as
well as individually.
This world-wide effort to give the baby a "square deal" in

life has not only enlisted the sympathy and support of

thoughtful and generous people, but: it has opened up new
avenues of activity in social work, and developed new methods
of approach to those who live and toil in mental and physical
oppression.
No phase of this subject: has received a greater impetus than

the registration of births. The direct influence of this Asso-
ciation has been very evident in this lino of work. II: must
be quite apparent, however, from the many lines of influence

that have been found to converge on the baby, its prenatal,
as well as its postnatal existence, that birth statistics, indis-

pensable as they may be, are in reality but a small portion of
the knowledge we must possess if we would attack this prob-
lem intelligently. We cannot ignore the parents, their racial

characteristics, their occupations and their environment. Wo
must have marriage statistics; we must study the soil from
which future generations are coming; we must have occupa-
tional statistics of women to understand the influence of labor
on the age of marriage, on the relative fecundity of mothers,
the health of the offspring and similar problems; we must
have statistics which will help us to measure the influence
of social and economic pressure on the number, physical en-
dowments and vital chances of babies. The gateway to a bet-

ter understanding of the complex problems of life is opened
by our efforts to conserve the life of infants. To this end,
therefore, it is submitted that the title of the Committee on
Birth ^Registration be changed in accordance with the follow-

ing resolution :
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*
Resolved., In order that there may be developed exhaustive

statistical studies of those problems that influence infant mor-

tality in so many diverse ways, the title of the Committee on
Birth Registration be changed to the Committee on Vital and
.Social Statistics; also

Resolved, That the Association for Study and Preven-
tion of Infant Mortality recommend, in addition to birth and
mortality statistics, the collection and compilation of mar-
riage, divorce, industrial and all such social statistics as may
have a relation to the problem of infant mortality.

(Signed) WILMHR E. BATT, M. D., Registrar of Vital Stat-

istics, State Department of Health, Harris-

burg, Pa., Chairman
WM. H. DAVIS, M. D., Vital Statistician, Boston

Health Department
ELMER W. EHLBR, Chief Clerk, Bureau of Vital

Statistics, State Department of Health,
Harrisburg, Pa.

WM. H. GTJILFOY, M. D., Registrar, Bureau of

Records, Department of Health, New York
City

F. L. WATKINS, M. D., State Registrar, Jack-

son, Miss.
WM. C. WOODWARD, M. D., Health Officer, Wash-

ington, D. O.

* The resolutions were referred to the Committee on Resolutions ; were favor-
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THE UTILIZATION OF BIRTH RECORDS IN THE PRACTICAL
ADMINISTRATION OF BUREAUS OF CHILD LABOR,

TENEMENT HOUSK INSPECTION, COMPULSORY
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE, INFANT HYGIENE

AND SIMILAR AGENCIES

By WILIXAJHC II. CAUII'VCtY, ML !>., IU>tfI*ira.r <C Records, Department
o Health, New York; City

The consideration of birth records from the utilitarian or
commercial point of view, whilst it robs the subject of its sen-

timental aspect, is one thai might well occupy our delibera-

tions for a few pawing momenta. It is true that the nobler
and more dramatic, HO to apeak, phases of the registration
of births holds the center of the stage at the present time,
and justly so, for it is eminently fit and proper that an asso-

ciation so named as thin should, above all Ihings, consider, nay,.
cherish the sentimental, the maternal-aiding, the maternal-

saving side of the question, rather than that of ihe mere sub-

sidiary one of ephemeral utility. Therefore, the necessity of

referring to this angular view of the situation may be de-

fended on the ground that it is a reflection of the trend of
the age in which we live. The American people have been
accused of money madness, and justly so. Column upon col-

umn, page upon page, of our daily and weekly press are de-

voted to the passing events in the stock, grain, cotton and oil

markets; the prices of last year and of the last decennium are

compared with present ones and fluctuations carefully noted.
The daily toll exacted by tho grim destroyer is lost sight of,
the massacre of the infants unnoted. Admit, though we may,
that the accumulation of immense fortunes has in a few in-

stances resulted in the foundation of institutions devoted to
the extermination of disease, no denial can be truthfully ut-

tered that the immense majority of our "moneyed" men and
women have entirely overlooked the great problems confront-

ing this and other associations in the battle for the conserva-
tion of human life. Noblesse oblige and naught save nobility
of character, love of neighbor and desire to do good are the
mental and moral attributes which can be ascribed to the self-

sacrificing men and women of this Association, and in my
humble official capacity I beg to be allowed to call attention
to their high ideals and excellent work in the saving of lives
of the helpless little ones of our country.
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CHILD LABOR REQUISITES OF NEW YORK STATE

Two decades ago the law towards the betterment of the con-

ditions attendant upon the employment of children went into

effect, and the first bars were put up towards the curbing of

the rapacious employer and the unprincipled parent; the
child entering into a new sphere of action was compelled to

furnish proof of age, and the first element of such proof was
the production of a certificate of birth from the local health
officer or registrar; it was then that the flouting of the law
upon the part of physicians and midwives was made evident;
the registration of births, although compulsory under the law,
and although adequate penalty was provided thereunder, was
neglected by 40 per cent of the medical attendants of the City
of New York. The law provided, and still provides, that in
the absence of registration at the Health Department, the

baptismal certificate or other proof of birth could be ac-

cepted by the official granting the employment certificate, and
in consequence of this provision the more complete registra-
tion of births was considerably improved, especially among
the Jewish population, who were unable to furnish the sec-

ondary proofs provided for in the absence of official registra-

tion, and who were compelled to obtain a certificate of birth

from the physician or midwife in attendance at the time
of birth, the affidavits of two citizens; in consequence the

physician was berated for his neglect in the matter. In thou-

sands of cases attempts were made to obtain employment cer-

tificates for children who were under the age of fourteen

years, but the lack of official and other proofs of the dates of

birth prevented these attempted violations of the law, and

many children of the age of eleven, twelve or thirteen years
were rightfully returned to the schoolroom, notwithstanding
the tearful protests of the parents. The number of searches

made by the Department of Health without cost to the ap-

plicant for the purpose of obtaining employment amounted
to 22,859 in the year 1911 in the Borough of Manhattan.

TENEMENT HOUSE INSPECTION

The birth records of the Department of Health are not
made use of by the Tenement House Department of the city-

government, as the law creating the latter department does

not provide for the keeping of records of infants born in the
tenement houses, though it does provide for the keeping of

records of all deaths occurring in these houses. These latter

records are obtained by the Department of Health granting

permission to the Tenement House Department to copy the
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records of such deaths as the law requires it to keep. We
who are interested in the subject of infant mortality know
of its value as an index of the sanitary conditions of town,
city or state, and it is, therefore, surprising that the Tene-

ment House Department lias made no effort to compile data
as to the mortality among infants based upon 1,000 births in

this form of dwelling. From studies made by me it has been

found, as one would expect, that the infant mortality in ten-

ement houses is far and away above that of the city at large,
this latter being about 10G during 1911, whilst that in tene-

ment-house sections has varied between 140 and 300 per 1,000
infants born therein. May I, therefore, suggest that a resolu-

tion be adopted by the committee on birth registration look-

ing to the necessity of an intensive study of infant mortality
occurring in tenement houses being made with the intent of

instituting comparisons with that occurring in private dwell-

ings and institutions.

COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

About six years ago the Department of Education, in order
to exclude from the public schools the children under school

age, made it obligatory upon children seeking admission to

present a statement from the Department of Health as to the
exact age of the applicant. The stupendous increase in the

population of the Oity of New York within the past ten years
was so rapid that the city authorities were unable to keep
pace by furnishing a seat for every child of school age, and
in consequence the exclusion of children below the age of six

years was determined on, in order to lessen as much as pos-
sible the necessity of part-time classes in the schoolhouse, and
with that end in view the Department of Health was called

upon to use its birth records to help out the dilemma in which
the educational authorities found themselves. This necessi-

tated the making of thirty thousand additional searches in

the year 1900, and this number has grown, until in 1911 about

50,000 searches were made in order to enable children to ob-

tain admission into school. There is no charge made for the

furnishing of these birth statements.

This demand upon the Registrar's Office had as a sequence
the discovery of many cases in which the physicians and mid-

wives, especially the former, had neglected to file certificates

of births. Upon the discovery of these violations of the law

(which, by the way, were outlawed at the end of two years,

estopping legal proceedings by the Department for punish-
ment of the delinquents) the parent was compelled to obtain
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a certificate of birth from the medical attendant, to prepare
or have prepared a sworn petition asking for the filing of this

belated certificate in the Special Book for Delayed Certifi-

cates, and to furnish the affidavits of two witnesses, citizens

of the United States, who had personal knowledge of the oc-

currence of the birth. The result of the thousands of visits

to the medical attendant by the parent, made necessary by
a stringent compliance with the law for the filing of delayed
birth certificates, was that the physician and midwife, after

acrimonious heart-to-heart talks with their clientele, reached
the conclusion that they would be compelled to furnish a cer-

tificate of birth sooner or later. The expense of furnishing
affidavits to the Department of Health put the parent in a

frame of mind antagonistic to the employment of the guilty
medical attendant in future family happenings, and many
were the complaints by physicians that their patients were
turning against them by reason of the action of the Depart-
ment in putting the parents to expense, trouble and loss of

time. The Department did not, could not
7 vary its procedure

in the matter, so that the final outcome has been a more ready
compliance with the law. In addition to this, a new admin-
istration made it possible to proceed legally against the few
individuals who still ignored the law in the matter, and
against those who did not comply strictly with the require-
ment that birth certificates be filed within ten days after

their occurrence; over 300 physicians have been fined from
ten dollars to one hundred dollars, mostly for technical viola-

tions of the law within the past two years ; contrary to exist-

ing impressions, the midwives who violated the law were very
few. A further incentive to complete registration was the

adoption of a resolution by the Board of Health directing the

Eegistrar to acknowledge the receipt of each and every cer-

tificate of birth.

I would recommend that in every city in which fairly com-

plete registration of births is not obtained, measures be
taken compelling every applicant for admission into school
to furnish a statement as to his birth from the local health

department. It will mean work upon the part of the local

registrar, but in the end it will serve as a tremendous stimu-

lus to a compliance with the law upon the part of the physi-
cian and midwife.

INFANT HYGIENE

The benefits of using the records of births of infants by
sanitary officials and philanthropic societies in their efforts

to minimize the mortality among infants are many and im-
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mediate. We all realize that in order to cure a cancerous

growth the operation must be performed as soon as pos-

sible, and in order to conserve the lives of infants, especially

among the uneducated and ignorant portions of the commu-
nity, the quicker we reach such parents the greater the hope
of infant salvation. Advantage has been repeatedly taken

by the authorities of the records of births to reach recent
mothers with the best results. This phase of utilization of

the birth records is so evident that further consideration is

not necessary.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATIONS

Within the past two years applicants for certain positions
in the classified civil service have been compelled to furnish

certified copies of the records of their births before they
were i>erinitted to take the necessary examinations. As these

positions include those of policemen, firemen and inspectors,
the numbers having recourse to the birth records amount to

several thousands.

LEGAL AND ENTAIL PROCEDURE

The number of searches made with the end in view of prov-

ing age has been a constant quantity for many years. In
criminal cases the pivot upon which the legal innocence or

guilt of the accused revolves is the proof of age, and the law

provides for the acceptance by the court of certified copies
of the records. In civil cases, such as passing of title, inheri-

tance by minors, etc., much use is made of the records of

birth.

COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF FOREIGN PROCEDURE IN

MARRIAGE CONTRACTS

Quite a few of the countries of Continental Europe require
as a necessary concomitant of contraction of the marriage
relation that certificates of birth be produced, and upon a
number of occasions the records of births are consulted in

order to obtain a certified copy in cases where one of the con-

tracting parties is American born.

In 1911 the number of searches of all records in the office

of the Registrar was over 160,000. Sixty thousand of these

were for certified copies of certificates of death; 5,000 for

copies of marriage certificates, and the remainder, about 95,-

000, were searches of the birth records, 95 per cent of these

latter for school and employment purposes.
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I mention these figures to give an idea of the demand made
for the various purposes specified. This demand will un-

doubtedly grow, and with it will come the realization of the

hope of every registrar and health officer a complete record
of the births, marriages and deaths of the community wherein
he holds office.



THE LEGAJL IMPORTANCE OF BIRTH REGISTRATION

By EJI,Miait TV. KIILER, CliieC Cleric, Bureau of Vitu.1 Statistic^
State Department of Healtli,

Reasons demanding the registration of births and deaths,
stated in increasing order of importance, have been given as
follows: (1) Knowledge of the movement of population
(demographic use) ; (iij protection of the lives and health
of the people (sanitary uses), and ($) protection of the rights
of the individual and of the community (legal uses).

So far as death returns are concerned, the propriety of
this order has been questioned, because in this country the

sanitary uses of vital statistics have apparently quite over-
shadowed their importance as legal records. Modern public
health administration is largely dependent upon reliable mor-
tality statistics, and this "Sanitary Era" which is yearly wit-

nessing greater triumphs in tbe conquest of disease, had its

inauguration in the beginning of national registration of
births and deaths hi England in 1830.

Nevertheless, the registration of vital statistics was not
primarily instituted for purposes of public health, but to
secure proper records of the vital events of human life for

legal purposes, and in the long run this is perhaps the most
important service performed by a system of governmental
registration. The neglect of birth registration in the United
States, which has resulted in a one-sided development of vital

statistics, is partly due to the fact that for sanitary purposes
the registration of deaths has until very recently been con-

sidered more important than the registration of births, and
hence the latter has been seriously neglected. The growing
recognition of the child, its rights and its conservation, is

rapidly reversing this attitude.

The frequent necessity of legal proof of birth is the best

evidence of importance. In an enlightened community there
live but few people of mature age whose birth does not at

some time become a matter for the cognizance and considera-
tion of legal authorities. The attainment of majority, with
its rights and duties, the inheritance or conveyance of prop-
erty, parentage, nationality, place, date of birth and many

102
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other questions of a sociological, or even historical, character
often assume much importance with reference to many of
our citizens.

Some instances in which the evidence furnished by an ac-

curate registration of births may prove to be of the greatest
value are found in questions of descent, not only under the
intestate laws of the various states of the Union, but also

under provisions in wills; the usual limitation being to a
trustee to pay over the interest or profits until the arrival
of the cestui que trust at his or her legal majority. The ter-

mination of the trust, the settlement of the trustee's account,
the auditing thereof, and the payment over to the beneficiary
absolutely are all dependent upon the proper proof of the at-

tainment of majority. The trustee may have the interests of
several minors under his supervision. Each of same may
have different guardians, in which case the relations of the

guardians and their wards are terminated upon proof of the

acquirement of legal age. Estates have even been given upon
condition that the heir remain unmarried until the attain-

ment of majority or of a fixed age, upon breach of which
condition the estate was to go over to other persons ; or upon
condition that the taker shall marry before the attainment
of a fixed age. In all of the foregoing the rights of the parties
interested are made to depend upon the proof of the correct

age of one of the persons, in other words, upon the proof of

birth. It is universally held that minors are not liable upon
their contracts. The plea of infancy has perhaps been the

basis of loss to a large number of commercial institutions in

suits upon contracts of various kinds. It is true that the

mere setting up of such a plea in order to avoid liability in

most cases is indicative of untrustworthiness, yet the estab-

lishment of infancy at the time of making the contract and
failure to ratify same after majority is a sufficient defense.

In Pennsylvania it has even been held that a minor is not
liable for his torts growing out of a contract.

In a large number of states an age is fixed below which

youthful criminals are entitled to be tried for their offenses

in private courts styled "Juvenile Courts." If they exceed

the age limit, they are relegated to the public courts where
adult confirmed criminals are dealt with. If the age require-
ments are fulfilled, so far as the execution of the sentence is

concerned, they are entitled to be placed in a reformatory
instead of a penitentiary. The importance of a .wayward
child securing these benefits cannot be overestimated. The

state, however, considering the salutary effects of such treat-
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ment upon youthful minds, has not deemed the burden of
the expenditure necessitated by such special trials and school-

ing warranted beyond a fixed age. The date of birth is the

determining feature here, as well as in the settlement of in-

surance and pensions. Under Section 4703, Revised Statutes
of the United States, widows' pensions were increased from
and alter July 25, 180(1, at Ihe rate of two dollars per month
for each child under the age of sixteen years of the husband
on account of whose death the claim for pension was made,
under the conditions therein provided. Section 4700 gives
the legitimate minor children of a soldier or sailor whose
death mm 1 tad from a disability incurred while in tho mili-

tary or naval service of tho United Status, and in tho line of

duty since March 4, 18(11, a pension in bis or her own right,
in cases where the soldier loft no widow surviving, or where
the widow died, remarried or was otherwise deprived of a

pensionable status before the child attained the age of six-

teen. The Act of June 27, 1800, provides, in part, for the
continuation or pension or increase of pension granted in
behalf of a child under sixteen years of age who, when that

age was attained, wns insane, idiotic, or otherwise perma-
nently helpless, to continue during the life of said child or
the period of Us disability. These laws render necessary the

best evidence of the date of birth of a given child in whqse
behalf increase of pension or pension is claimed.

Foreign governments require in a number of instances cer-

tified copies of birth certificates showing parentage, residence
and other data bearing upon legacies or descent of property.
In procuring marriage licenses the matter of consent of parent
or guardian IB dependent upon the age of the contracting

parties. The exercise of franchise, the right to serve upon
juries, service in the militia, admission to practice in the dif-

ferent professions and constitutional requirements as to ages
of holders of public oflice, all render necessary proof of age.

Age requirements are also found in the admission of chil-

dren to schools, and in the regulation of child labor. In cer-

tain criminal cases the burden of proof is shifted because of

the establishment of a certain age of the defendant, the gen-
eral common law rule being that below the age of seven an
irrebuttable presumption of incapacity exists. The incapac-

ity here refers to the mental state necessary to understand
the crime committed, or to form the legal intent. Between
the ages of seven and fourteen a rebuttable presumption of

incapacity arises. Above the age of fourteen the presumption
is that defendant has criminal capacity, and the burden in
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upon him to rebut the presumption. By statute age limits
are fixed below which females are held to be unable to consent
to intercourse. The further enumeration of instances of this
kind would merely be a work of supererogation.

It is very evident, however, that the private interest of the
citizen in the proof of his birth is greatly enhanced upon the
realization that a great proportion of his privileges and im-

munities, rights and duties turn upon the question of his age.
The increasing density of population and consequent sharp-
ened struggle for existence will make these hitherto matters
of minor significance acquire a much greater importance.

Courts have always insisted upon the proof of facts by the
best evidence obtainable. This has given rise to the general
principle forbidding the admission of hearsay evidence. Ex-
ceptions to this rule are permitted, but only on the ground of

necessity or extreme inconvenience. There is no generally
accepted and uniform principle, even within each exception,
still there is this general notion that for the exception to
exist at all there must be some kind of a necessity for the re-

ception of hearsay assertions. In old English cases of pedi-

gree, declarations of servants, and even of neighbors, have
been admitted. But later the law resorted to hearsay evi-

dence in cases of pedigree upon the ground of related interest

of the declarants in the person from whom descent is made
out, and their consequent interest in knowing the connec-

tions of the family. The rule of admission being restricted

to the declarations of deceased persons who were related by
blood or marriage to the person, and, therefore, interested in

the succession in question; and general repute in the family
from the testimony of a surviving member. Testimony as

to one's own age is regarded as in effect testimony to the

family reputation, the reputation being admissible under the

present exception, this line as to age being drawn at relatives

and family members, although in some of the state courts

declarations from
intimate_ acquaintances have by several

judges been thought admissible. Even reputation in the

neighborhood as to age under certain local conditions has

been held admissible. The term pedigree embraces not only
descent and relationship, but also the facts of birth and mar-

riage and death, and the times when these events happened.
The form of the declaration was sometimes an entry by a
deceased parent or other relative made in a Bible, family
missal or any other book, or in any document or paper stating
the fact and date of the birth, but it was, nevertheless, re-

garded as a declaration of such parent or relative in a matter
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of pedigree. Correspondence of deceased members of the fam-
ily, inscriptions on tombstones and other funeral monuments,
engravings on rings, inscriptions on family portraits and
charts have also been resorted to.

This form of pedigree evidence was the only form that could
be u*sed in the most important controversies where the ques-
tion was whether a certain line of genealogy could be estab-

lished, and was first confined to such cases. It afterwards
was extended, and became of UNO in ejectments for land, pleas
of infancy to a promissory note, suits for amounts of life in-

surance policies, prosecutions for serious otl'enHes upon those
under the age of consent, selling liquor to a minor, penalty
for marrying a minor and other proceedings, civil and crim-
inal.

The availability of thin kind of evidence was always uncer-
tain. Kightn and privileges were placed in jeopardy and en-

tirely lost by the lack thereof. Even when available, its un-

trufltworthineKS from failure of correct memory was apparent.
Some instances occurred at the Pension Bureau, where appli-
cants for widows' pensions found it impossible to establish

dates of birth of alleged minors for whom increase was
claimed, with the result of an adjudication of their title to a

pension per se, and the holding in abeyance of the increase,
which was never received, owing to a failure to submit the

proper proof.
What constitutes the best evidence concerning a birth as

to time, place and parentage? This question is best an-

swered by the principles established in appraising the value

of evidence in certain civil actions*. When a contract is re-

duced to writing for the purpose of perpetuating and defi-

nitely fixing the terms thereof, it is held that the best evidence

of the contract is the writing itself. For the purpose of pre-

venting frauds some contracts are expressly required to be in

writing by statute. Therefore, the best evidence of the facts

concerning a birth is a compulsory written public record made
at the time of birth, or very soon thereafter, by the person in

attendance, or by the parents themselves. In order to insure

efficiency and thoroughness, of course, there should be a pen-

alty for the failure to comply with the requirements as finally

established. The child is incapable of protecting its future

interests at this time, and the record must of necessity be
made by some other person. The personal interests of the

child, helpless within itself, demand such a record, and are

ample justification for compulsory birth registration. The
Registration Act of 1851, of Pennsylvania, even though not
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enforced, still adequately and excellently gave reasons in its

preamble for the passage of efficient registration laws, as
follows :

"Whereas, From the death of witnesses and from other
causes it has often been found difficult to prove the marriage,
birth or death of persons, whereby the rights of many have
been sacrificed and great wrongs have been done; and
"Whereas, Important truths, deeply affecting the physical

welfare of mankind, are to be drawn from the number of

marriages, births or deaths that during a term of years may
be contracted, or may occur within the limits of this exten-
sive commonwealth; therefore, ," etc.

It is not proposed to touch upon the practical value of com-

plete, accurate and uniform records of births to statisticians

and students of sociological problems, but to comment merely
upon the practical value of same in the ordinary relations of

life. The legal benefits of birth registration are dual in char-

acter. First, in perpetuating evidence safeguarding the civil

rights of individuals. The birth certificate definitely fixing

place, date of birth, parentage, etc: Second, in assembling
information which every state must possess in order to legis-
late wisely for the needs of its future citizens. If a state or

nation desires to anticipate the needs of succeeding genera-

tions, and to legislate with wisdom as to their requirements,
it must know how great its future population is to be, and
from what sources it is to be recruited. This knowledge
necessary to direct the lines of progress and to weld the state

to society can only be gained through effective registration
laws. Such laws have been held to be constitutional, and the

methods of their enforcement well defined.

Our nation is duty bound to protect the rights of person
or property of its citizens upon the high seas or abroad, even
to the extent of force of arms. It should in such extremity,

however, have the best and most positive evidence of the birth-

place, date of birth and parentage of such subject to insure

it that as a citizen such person should be protected. In the

absence of birth registration, there is better legal evidence
of the citizenship of naturalized foreign born than of our own
native people.
Our Government is said to be a government of the people,

by the people and for the people. It records the vital events
of its political history, and they are taught to its coining citi-

zens through the medium of its public schools, with the hope
that the achievements and examples of the patriots who have
emblazoned the horizon of political liberty with a succession
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of events establishing and perpetuating a great nation will
be emulated. Is it not equally fitting and important that the
vital events in the lives of those who are its people should be
properly recorded? No government can fulfill its obligation
of social service to its people which ignores the records of
their existence. Its very existence depends upon the alle-

giance of its citizens. Its humblest citizen should at least
in return be entitled to have recorded by his sovereign power
his entrance and his exit from its political life. His very birth
carries with it the obligation of certain duties owing to his

government, even to the extent of bearing arms and giving
up his life in order that his government might continue to

exist. To his government, aa well ay to himself, his birth is

equally vital. How eminently important is it, therefore, that
each state record the vital events in the lives of its citizens,
their births, as well as their deaths, to the end that these

United States may demonstrate to 1he fullest degree that the

greatest function of all government, is the recognition of per-
sonal rights, as well as personal liberty.



THE SIZE OF FAMILIES IN RELATION TO NATIONALITY,
OCCUPATION AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, AND THE

RELATIVE OCCURRENCE OF STILLBIRTHS N
THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF POPULATION

By W1LLIAM H. DAVIS, M. IX, Vital Statistician, Boston Healtfe
Department

As pointed out many years ago by the celebrated statistician,
Dr. Farr, the best way to determine the size of families or the

fecundity of various classes of population would be to actually
follow out the number of children resulting from a large num-
ber of marriages. Such a procedure would be comparatively
easy in Budapest, where the birth returns give, among other

things, the ages of parents and the previous births in the same
family, or in New South Wales, where the death certificates
of each female gives her age at marriage and the number of
children she has borne. But elsewhere only approximate
statistics of fecundity are readily obtainable. Such estimates

may be obtained by dividing the number of births by the num-
ber of marriages.

1 "If the annual marriages in a given community did not
increase or decrease in number through a series of years, the
division of the annual births by the annual marriages of the
same years would express the fecundity; but when the mar-
riages are rapidly increasing, an approximation to the fecun-

dity can only be obtained by dividing the births by the mar-
riages of some earlier year. The year to be selected is deter-
mined by the interval between the mean age at marriage and
the mean age of the mothers when their children are born."
In Sweden this interval has been found to be 5.9 years, and

in default of sufficient data in other countries it has been

customary to use an interval of about six years. Sometimes
the births of any given year have been divided by the annual

average of the marriages of the fifth, sixth and seventh, years
before. Sometimes the births of one census year have been
divided by the marriages of the census year five years before.

And some writers have divided the annual births by the mar-

riages of the same year, or by the year previous.
These variations should be kept in mind when comparing

fecundity statistics.

1 Vital Statistics. Newaholme, p. 69.
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The following table shows Ihe comparative fecundity of

various countries :
2

TABLE 1

CHILDREN TO A MARRIAGE IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES
Russia in Europe (LSS8) 5.70

Ireland 5.46

Finland (1887) 5.03

Tasmania 4.06
New Zealand 4.93

KuHHlan Poland (1HS8) 4.89

Queensland , 4,81
Now South Wnlos 4.76

South AUHtrnlla 4.73

Italy 4.56
WtiHtorn Australia 4.49
Scotland 4.43

Holland 4.34
Victoria 4.23

Belgium 4.21

England 4.16
Sweden 4.01
Denmark 3.55

Japan (1888-01) 3.50
France 2.98

Owing to the poor registration of births in the United

States, no general cstimateH of fecundity can be made* In
certain districts, however, birth registration is sufficiently

complete to warrant such estimates.

Victorian Year Book. 1895-8, p. 662.
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8 Table II gives the marriages in Boston from 1901 to 1910
by birthplaces of brides.

TABLE II

BOSTON MARRIAGES BY NATIVITY OP BRIDES

Table III gives the births in Boston from 1901 to 1910 by
birthplaces of mothers.
From these two tables various estimates of the fecundity of

different divisions of the population have been made, as given
in table IV.

Dr. Oressy L. Wilbur published similar figures for the State
of Michigan for the years 1894, 1895 and 1896. See table V.

Dr. Wilbur estimated that fecundity rates of immigrants in

Michigan required a reduction of 20 per cent because of mar-

riages prior to arrival in this country.
Minor corrections are also needed for differences in the num-

ber of divorces, in the age distribution, in the number of ille-

gitimate children, etc.

But after due allowance has been made for all errors, the
fact still stands out clearly that the fecundity of the foreign
immigrants is much greater than the fecundity of the native
Americans. A fact for grave concern! For it is common
knowledge that it was not always so. In olden times large
families were the rule; today they are the exception.

Data Relating to Boston Marriages and Births are from Reports of the
Registry Department.
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TABLE IV

SIZE OP FAMILIES IN BOSTON BY NATIVITY OF BRIDES

TABLE V

CHILDREN PER MARRIAGE IN MICHIGAN*

(Births divided by brides of same year)

* Michigan Registration. Report 1896, p. 32.
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B
Referring to the causes of declining fecundity, Dr. Billings

said:
"The most important factor in the change is the deliberate

and voluntary avoidance or prevention of child bearing on
the part of a steadily increasing number of married people
who not only prefer to have but few children, but who know
how to obtain their wish."

Table VI clearly indicates that in other countries also

those who ought to have large families shirk their responsi-
bilities.

TABLE VI
8 BIRTHS PER 1,000 WOMEN 15-50 YEARS OF AGE

Paris Berlin Vienna London

Very poor quarters 108 157 200 147
Poor quarters 95 129 164 140
Comfortable quarters 72 114 155 107
Very comfortable quarters 65 96 153 107
Bich. quarters 53 63 107 87
Very rich quarters 34 47 71 63

Total 80 102 153 109

In Paris, in the very poor quarters, there were 108 children

per 1,000 women 15-50 years of age, against 34 in the very rich

quarters. Similar figures appear also for Berlin, Vienna and
London.
To touch briefly upon the relative occurrence of stillbirths :

If stillbirths include all interrupted pregnancies, even rough
estimates are hardly possible, for only the stillborns who have
reached an advanced period of uterine gestation are, as a rule,
recorded.
The term stillbirths will, therefore, be taken to mean re-

corded stillbirths.

Professor Bailey says : "There is no doubt that the condi-
tions under which people live have an effect upon this phe-
nomenon. With insufficient light and bad air, the body be-

comes weakened, so that healthy children are not to be ex-

pected. Where the women work for long hours at hard labor
or in a cramped position, the danger is increased. Thus
among the agricultural classes in Europe in the summer, wheu
the hours of labor in the fields are the longest, the number of
stillbirths is the greatest.

"Dr. Billings quoted In Michigan Report, 1894, p. 125.

BerttUon'B Table Bailey's Modern Social Conditions, p. 110.
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Apparently the number differs widely in different conntri.es,
as is shown by the following table :

TABLE VII
STILLBIRTHS PER 100 TOTAL BIRTHS 1887-1891.

Holland 4.76
Frajice 4.60

Belgium 456
Switzerland 3.80

Italy 3.67

Germany 3.53
Austria 2.85

Norway 2.75
Denmark 2.72
Sweden 2.62

Hungary 2.00

In Boston In the last twenty

years the annual number of still-

births per 100 living births has

varied between 3.31 and 4.47.

There were 4.15 In 1892 and
3.98 In 1911; 1894 was high year,

with 4.47, and 1899 low year,

with 3.3L

There are, however, many chances of error in such compari-
sons. The meaning of the word stillbirth is very different

in different countries. In France for example, a child may
live three days, and still be declared a stillborn. In Norway
no stillborn under four months' gestation is recorded. In
Sweden no stillborn under six months' gestation is recorded,
while in Denmark it is not necessary to report stillbirths

under seven months, and in Austria only stillbirths at term
are used.
A comparison of stillbirths among the various nationalities

of some one city would, however be free from such errors.

In table VIII are given the stillbirths in Boston by princi-

pal birthplaces of mothers for ten years, and the rates per 100

living births.

TABLE VIII

BOSTON STILLBIRTHS BY PRINCIPAL BIRTHPLACES OF MOTHERS

T Bailey's Modern Social Conditions, p. 129.
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PEE 100 LIVING BIRTHS :

Mothers born in the United States had 4.11 stillbirths

Mothers born in Ireland had 3.92 stillbirths

Mothers born in Russia and Poland had 3.65 stillbirths

Mothers born in Canada had 3.64 stillbirths

Mothers born in Italy had 3.62 stillbirths

These figures are so nearly alike that the differences may
well be due to accidental causes.

Where there is the best medical care the relative number
of stillbirths must be smaller; where syphilis is more preva-
lent the number of stillbirths must be greater. Where ille-

gitimate children are more common stillbirths must be greater.
But the joint result of all the factors among the principal
nationalities in Boston has been to produce about the same
number per 100 living births. The Italians had the lowest

ten-year rate (3.62), but it should be noted that in 1904 their

rate was over 6.

In these same ten years, according to the hospital records,
there were 25,643 living births reported by the Boston Lying-
in Hospital, about one-third of which were hospital born, and
two-thirds home born. In the same period this hospital re-

ported 997 stillbirths, which gives a rate of 3.89 per 100 living

births, indicating again that the Boston rate per 100 living
births is everywhere about 4. Moreover, the fact that the

hospital rate so nearly coincides with the city rate indicates

that stillbirths of advanced pregnancy are well reported

throughout the city.

To summarize briefly: Children are not in fashion, divorces

are the latest fad, and the paucity of children among the well-

to-do is a disgrace. But there are signs of a coming change.
The cry has gone forth to prevent infant mortality, the exist-

ence of this society shows the intense interest felt, and it is

but a step further to the time when it will be considered a

disgrace to avoid motherhood and an honor to have a large

family.

DISCUSSION

Dr. BertUlon: Dr. Davis asks as to stillbirths, whether poor people
have a large proportion of stillbirths? That is true, and It is easily

explained. The poor woman of the average laboring class till the
end of her period is naturally in bad condition. But in Paris and
in other cities in the rich quarters the proportion of stillbirths is

higher than in the poor quarters. The rich woman doing absolutely

nothing IB In a worse condition than the poor woman working all the
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time. That is confirmed by statistics of children and babies dying from
atrophy. In general, the mortality is greater in poor quarters than
in rich, bnt diarrhoea is more terrible in poor than in rich quarters.
The rich lady has received a bad education. She has not had sufficient
exercise in her youth. These statistics were given by my friend,
Dr. Verrijn Stuart, of Holland.

Dr. Helen 0. Putnam, Providence: A few years ago Dr. Theo-
date Smith, of Clark University, studied several thousand New Eng-
land families, going back in some cases nearly 300 years. Her facts
raise several very interesting questions.

It was found that forty per cent of the mothers did not live to
bring up their children. In a large number of these families with so
many children there were two, three, four and even five mothers.
If the size of families were reckoned per wife instead of per father,
there would not be BO much difference between families then and now.
This raises the question whether it is best fox the race to have such
families that the children must be brought up by others instead of
their mothers.

It was also found that many large families tended to extinction in
four or five generations. The child mortality was frightful as well
as the mothers'. This raises the question whether it is any advantage
to the race to lessen the vitality of mothers and so lessen that of the
children for the sake of numbers. Small incomes, hard housework and
the effect on health of excessive child-bearing are reflected in these

figures. It was found that the smaller families were more often the
ones surviving to the present time with vigorous descendants. A report
of this study can be had by addressing Dr. Smith.

The Chairman: That recalls the statement of Professor Irving
Fisher that the mackerel lays over fifty thousand eggs but only two
become productive. It also recalls Aesop's Fable where the fox
taunts the lion with the smallness of his family, and the lion says,

"Yes, but every child is a lion." "We may bear strictly in mind as to

whether our children are to be in the mackerel or the lion class.

Professor Abby Marlatt, of Wisconsin: As a simple matter of

justice, I wish to make a plea in regard to the responsibility for pro-
ductiveness or nonproductiveness. Should we not charge man with

part of the responsibility in race suicide, and not throw it all upon
the woman? I have noticed for years that women of the healthier

and the better educated class who are without children, mourn that

fact. They are not always responsible, I am convinced of that That
some may be responsible, is true. But a sweeping statement that the

woman bred in wealth is responsible for the smallness of her family
we have no right to make.

Dr. Wilbur: In Michigan fifteen or twenty years ago the native-

born fertility or fecundity of marriage was not sufficient to maintain
the native-born population; It was considerably less than the foreign-

born, and in mixed marriages it descends at once to the American
scale. A very interesting investigation was made by the Commission
on Immigration. The results compiled by Dr. Hill, of the Census, show
for a few localities the fecundity of the native-born, those of foreign

birth, and the first generation of their descendants. I think the local-

ities include Minneapolis, Cleveland and Providence. It affords a very

interesting study, and perhaps the only reliable figures we have on the

subject



EDUCATIONMJ PREVENTION OF INFANT MOBTAUCTY:

SECTION ON CONTINUATION SCHOOLS
(SECOND CONFERENCE)

Thursday, October S, 3.30 P. M.

Topic: Education of youths and men, through continuation

schools and classes including those primarily intended to increase

wage earning capacity, in responsibilities and duties of home mak-

ers other than supplying money; e. g., elements of house planning

and sanitation, of eugenics, first aid, contagion and disinfection,

repairing furnishings and clothing; of pure food and dietary prin-

ciples, home gardening and beautifying.

CHAIRMAN

DR. HKLEN O. PUTNAM, Chairman of the Committee of the Amer-
ican. Academy of Medicine to Investigate the Teaching?

of Hygiene, Providence

SECRETARY

PROF. ABBTT L. MARXATT, Department of Home Economic*,

University of WlBconnln

CHAIRMAN'S INTRODUCTION i

This continues the topic of last year that on every aide met the

problem of unfit fathers: "Since the great majority of children

leave school before sixteen years of age, and there is a considerable

interval before marriage, should school boards create Continuation

Schools of Home Making where girls (women) with grammar
school education (more or less) can receive, even several years
after leaving school, free instruction in housewifery, care of chil-

dren and related matters, thus bringing Instruction near the time
when It Is needed for use."
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For the purpose of having as constructive discussion as pos-
sible with no time wasted on "men of straw," the program of

the annual meeting enumerated after the topic these follow-

ing seven points on which agreement is assured without debate.

1. Census reports and other social research show
that lay a very generous margin we lead the tnlrty-
one civilized countries in national wealth, hut accord-
Ing to our most favorable estimate rank nearly one-
third down the list in rate of Infant mortality the
most sensitive test of civilization.

2. The elementary knowledge instanced in the
topic Is needed for proper conservation of childhood.

3. Men are sometimes unoccupied outside the
home, and supplementary wisdom and help are often
needed in the endless round of home duties and re-

sponsibilities.

4. Legal regulation of men's hours of labor
leaves time free to be otherwise used-

5. Men as well as women need the humanizing
influences associated with intelligent home making
and care of children.

6. Men as voters, officials, employers have great
responsibilities determining the welfare of homes.

7. Such instruction should only be undertaken
wisely, i. e., attractively and so far as it goes cor-

rectly, and may Include co-education when fitting.

The constructive discussion hoped for was not altogether
realized, but parts of the following pages afford an interesting
study of the prevalence of educational notions that are out-

worn, if not outgrown. One such notion is that home making
is synonymous with cooking, sewing and cleaning this we
find dominates school curricula, and that cooking, sewing and
cleaning are synonymous with "women's work" in face of the
fact that within a hundred years most of the labor preceding
the consumption of foods and drinks has been taken over by
men, as has been most of the labor preceding the use of articles

made of fabrics, much of the cleaning, and even a large part
of midwifery; also care of infants and children, since men
make and enforce the laws controlling the environment of

children outside the home (including the schools), as well as

largely determining details of health, comfort, intelligence
and morals within the home. As a result of all this, women
are standing with "back against the wall" demanding that

education shall fit the average man for these responsibilities,
in order to put a stop to the monstrous wrongs to infancy and
childhood that prevail.
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Yesterday's newspapers reported a schoolboy shut up for

punishment by a janitor and truant officer in a shower-bath

room, with the steam coils heated in this warm weather, for-

gotten at the close of school, and later found unconscious by
a policeman, who summoned a physician. This was not so

much the fault of the janitor and truant officer as of the au-

thorities who put power over children in the hands of em-

ployes ignorant of physiology, and who will possibly retain

them in office after- they have demonstrated their incapacity

by not quite killing someone's child. Such continuance of

the unfit in office results in other abuse of children on a

larger scale similar to what I saw this morning pupils
crowded three on a seat in rooms whose air was foul within

ten minutes after the class began, although, the weather being

warm, the windows were open. The health of these potential
fathers and mothers helps determine infant mortality rates of

the future.

This ignorance and indifference to the welfare of children

are not in the least peculiar to one city. They are common to

practically all. They account, in part, for the increase of tuber-

culosis through the school years in all but open-air schools,
for school fatigue and "school diseases," for unhygienic prac-
tices and unsanitary conditions throughout the country, be-

cause hygienic habits and sanitary standards are not learned

by being lived up to in the schools. They account in large

part for the infant mortality rate. It is very literally true
that it is a measure of the health, intelligence and right living
of fathers and mothers; the standards of morals and sanita-

tion of communities and governments; the efficiency of physi-

cians, health officers and educators,
Another curious old notion is that boys and men will not

take kindly to "cooking and cleaning" these being the details

of home making around which the discussion chiefly ranged.
Dr. Langworthy's report of hundreds of thousands of boys
and men who elect to take such instruction and do such work
is sufficient reply, and it can be supplemented by as many
more who elect it under other conditions. It rests with public
school officials to convince boys potential home makers as

effectively, for example, as have the Department of Agricul-
ture and War and Navy Departments, that their interests,
duties and responsibilities demand as imperatively as they de-

mand the three Bs not exactly instruction in "cooking, sew-

ing and cleaning," but the elementary information and skill

indicated in the topic of this session. That special methods
for boys must be devised is a notion resulting probably from
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failure to make "short cuts" to wisdom, or poor instruction

popular. I have seen in England classes of grammar school

boys and older youths and girls fascinated with house plan-

ning and sanitation under a competent instructor. In this

country here and there we find boys with girls in cooking and
sewing classes, quite often in classes in biologic science where

eugenics, contagion and disinfection are properly taught, and
invariably in garden classes, the last two including those of

continuation school ages, and all being elective. One effective

method and capable instructor suits equally boys and girls.

They need separation only for single talks.

Wealth, or even a livelihood, is not more important than
the development of good physique and character in potential

, parents, as education, by its sins of omission, lets us infer,
and the increase of wage-earning capacity does not carry with
it wisdom for wise spending. Billions are poured out an-

nually, largely from shallow purses, on objects destructive of

infant life; alcoholic and other drug habits, prostitution and

gambling; poor buildings and furnishings; evil breeding read-

ing and entertainment; inefficient officials and ineffective in-

stitutions. I hazard the guess that we have enough money,
but much of it is unwisely spent and unjustly distributed.

Education for home making includes education to support a

family. Education to increase wage-earning capacity has not

included, as we claim it should, education for wise spending
and decent parenthood. For marriage a certificate of ability
to care for a family is as essential as a health certificate.

That this instruction must be offered in fashions attracting

pupils goes without saying. Our object is to urge that effec-

tive methods, whatever they may be, be adopted in every con-

tinuation school and class while they are in the formative

stage, and are not yet fossilized as school work so often be-

comes. There is no kind of vocational instruction that has
not its hygienic or sanitary aspect. The pedagogue would or-

dinarily present that aspect, if he presented it at all, off in

an hour by itself, or in a class by itself, and it would be once
more proved, as it usually has been, that the pupils are bored.

Health of body which is physical morality, like spiritual mor-

ality, can only be effectively taught in connection with daily
labor and living. The health side of vocational instruction

belongs in every session, in connection with many details,

backed up by practice, and emphasized on repeated occasions

by reference to family and heredity. Such instruction should

be given as a matter of course, and should be impersonal. The
more impersonal the stronger it can be put, and the stronger
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will be its influence. Glass instructors who attempt to make
topics personal with which strong instincts are concerned
take. serious risks, especially if moral questions are involved.
Public personalities, even when collective, usually irritate

under these circumstances. Say "they" or "we," but almost
never "you."
Sometimes the illustrated lecture, followed by discussion

from the floor, may be useful; sometimes holiday excursions
to study sanitary, biologic, sociologic details of institutions,
communities or inhabitants; vacation camps, or outing fort-

nights in country cottages, as in some other countries; "vacant
lot" and other gardening possibilities under supervisors with

socio-biologic viewpoints; utilizing in every case the imme-
diate environment and interests and labors as texts for in-

struction. Health instruction should be neither labeled nor
formal for average and below average intelligence and com-
mon purposes. It is as absurd as to attempt to regulate
breathing by drawing in so much nitrogen, so much oxygen,
carbon dioxid and other gases. It will be kept a part of live

interests in the model school and model "pedagogic form" we
are glimpsing.
In eugenics every potential parent should be definitely

taught at the least that (1) drunkards, sexiially depraved
men and women, insane, feeble-minded and habitual criminals

usually have children with defective nervous systems, and
usually breed their kind. (2) Life is literally and biologi-
cally a trust from an infinite ancestry, to be. guarded and
bettered in one's turn, and passed along to infinite genera-
tions; even if childless this law cannot be evaded, for one's
influence helps make the world and its children.



EDUCATION OF BOYS AND MEN FOR HOME-MAKING IN PART-
TIME] AND CONTINUATION SCHOOLS

By C. A. FROSSER, Secretary, Rational Society for tlie Promotion
of Industrial Education, Boaton

It must be admitted without debate that supplementary
wisdom and help, such as the male of the household must well
give, are often wanted in the endless round of home tasks
and responsibilities; that men as well as women need the
humanizing influences associated with intelligent home-mak-
ing and the care of children; that as legal regulations reduce
the hours of labor for the wage-earner, much of his leisure
time and attention needs to be directed towards the interests
and the responsibilities of his own fireside; that with our
growing sense of the importance of the home as the rock of
our social salvation, our age must in some way undertake the
difficult task of transforming men from more or less irre-

sponsible boarders into responsible and helpful sons and
husbands and fathers.

Desirable as such a consummation would be, it is all too
plain that much of it will only come through social evolution.
Social agencies of every kind which make for human uplift
can and are hastening its coming. Organizations like this

Association, which stand for the purity of the home and the
conservation of childhood cannot fail to both directly and in-

directly impress men with the sanctity and the great respon-
sibility of husbandhood and fatherhood.
The public schools undoubtedly have a great opportunity

and a correspondingly great duty to prepare girls and women
for their chief vocation as wife, mother and home-maker;
their responsibility for the proper training of both sexes for
successful service as bread-winners for the home is equally

great. How far the schools can and should in part-time and
continuation classes by conscious direct training educate boys
and men in home problems and duties is the debatable ques-

tion, which, as I understand it, is at issue.

II.

That mothers must occasionally go out as bread-winners
while fathers remain at home to attend to the affairs of the
household is true. Unnumbered thousands of girls and*
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women are today employed in all sorts of work as wage-
earners outside the home. Much of the work which women for-

merly did as a means of livelihood in the household has been

taken over by the shop and the factory, to which they must
now go for employment. Female wage-earners represent
either the surplus labor of the household or neglected homes
from which the mother or the daughter has been driven forth

to labor, either as the sole bread-winner or to help raise the

pittance that the father makes to a living wage. Women in

industry have supplemented, not supplanted, the men in in-

dustry. Comparatively speaking, the arrangement where the

man is the home-keeper is so occasional and exceptional that
a program of education which would propose to train all

men in home duties, lest one of them might as the exceptional
case be required to take the part usually performed by the

other sex, must rightly be rejected, because it is socially
wasteful to use time and money in fitting people for occu-

pations which they never follow. The suggestion that boys
and men be trained in the activil ies and problems of the house-
hold must rest upon some better ground than the plea that

occasionally one of them may, for any one of a variety of rea-

sons, be required to discharge the duties which have tradi-

tionally been met by girlM and women.

III.

The time during leisure hours which the male worker can

give to practical instruction can biwt be dcvolud to the sub-

jects which will make him move efficient in MM chosen occu-

pation, Greater efficiency will bring the larger wage with
which the home of the wage-earner can be made more sanitary,
more comfortable, more attractive, more successful as a place
for the conservation of childhood. To use this time in an at-

tempt to fit Mm for the traditional employments of the home
usually discharged by the female is both to fail to meet his
more important needs as a bread-winner, and to prepare him
for a service which he would seldom, if ever, render.

IV.

It is true that as a part of a general preparation for life

wery boy ought to have an elementary knowledge and skill
in the rudiments of the household arts, so as to be able to
take care of himself for a time in an emergency. The few
attempts which the elementary schools have made to give him
this have, to say the least, not been conspicuously successful.

Everywhere this has been attempted, boys have rebelled as
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far as they were able against the training, and have met it

with an indifference and secret opposition fatal to its suc-

cess. Summer camps have succeeded far better than school
or home in teaching the boy to do simple cooking, mending
and cleaning on a camp basis,, because they have taken advan-

tage of his interest and his needs. There are so many other

practical subjects in which the boys are interested which will
be of lasting economic and social value, and which the schools

can, if they will, teach properly, that the task of introducing
them to the traditional household duties should be left to
the home, where it may be given under stress of necessity,
or as an incident in the life of the family.

V.

What we do need, at least as a distant goal for our hopes
and our efforts is to bring men in some way to supplement
rather than supplant the woman in the proper discharge of
her growing home responsibilities. Girls and women must be
trained as they never have been trained for the several duties
of wife and mother and home-maker. But there has been en-

tirely too much of a tendency in all our discussion to place
the entire burden of the family welfare upon the shoulders
of the women. Marriage is a joint contract between a pair
which has for its sole social purpose and justification the

proper rearing of children. The male does not discharge his

obligation by the comparatively simple art of providing the
home nest. This twentieth century noonday has brought us
a vision of the needs and possibilities of intelligent conse-

crated home-making, which, if we are to realize it, must com-
mand the anxious mutual effort, the devoted team-play of

fatherhood and motherhood.
The high conception of the responsibilities of fatherhood

rise far above the question not only of whether the man of

the home should be able to take the place of the woman as

a home-maker, but even of whether he should be able to dis-

charge properly in an emergency the traditional household

duties which have always been the woman's task. Far more

important and vital than these are the fitness of his own
body, the purity of his own life, his devotion to the family
circle which he has brought into being, his interest in the wel-

fare of his own roof-tree, his intelligent knowledge of the

problems and the possibilities of his own household, his wil-

lingness and his ability to follow as an earnest and attractive

avocation the work of a supplementary and complementary
home-maker. The large social value of such fatherhood would
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justify any attempt, no matter how costly, on the part of

society to bring it about. How to accomplish it is as diffi-

cult to answer as all the other problems which involve so

much of human nature and the play of man's free spirit.

VI.

Following the growing tendency of our times to appeal to

the schools as the weapon of our social deliverance, it has been

proposed to use the definite, direct, serious instruction of the

classroom to prepare boys and men for the responsibilities
in the home. It is urged by some that in part-time and con-

tinuation schools and classes designed to meet the wage-
workers, "adolescent boys and young men should be educated
in such details of home tasks and responsibilities as the ele-

ments of house-planning and sanitation, eugenics, first aid

to the injured, contagion and disinfection, repairing furnish-

ings and clothing, pure food and dietary principles, home
gardening and beautifying, some of these being vital factors

in. preventing infant mortality." All undoubtedly would be
a valuable part of the equipment of the man as a supplemen-
tary home-maker. Whether or not such classes would be

possible and profitable is the debatable issue.

VII.

Glasses claiming a part of the leisure time of the wage-
earner for direct definite training fitting for the home-making
would not, at the present time at least, be advisable, nor if

they were established, could they be carried on successfully.
There are a number of considerations which support this
belief:

1. Since this Association has already committed itself

strongly to the proposal that the public schools of

the country should undertake on a large scale the

great task of training girls and women for home-
making, a problem towards whose solution we have
as yet scarcely made any beginnings, it would be
unwise to scatter interest and effort and to weaken
the position already taken by any very serious con-
sideration of the doubtful and difficult question of

training boys and men expressly for home duties.

2. The public schools of the country are just entering
in an experimental way upon the task of establishing
a system of vocational education preparing boys and
men to meet the demands of industry, and girls
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and women for their most important work of intelli-

gent home-making and the care of children. Even
admitting for the sake of argument that it could be

done, it is unwise to confuse the issue by proposing
that men shall be trained for home duties until the
schools have been able to accomplish something in
the large and difficult undertaking upon which they
have already entered. The task which confronts them
is stupendous, both from the standpoint of the num-
ber to be reached and the expenditure to be met, and
from the standpoint of the problems to be solved and
the difficulties to overcome. Not 25,000 of the 10,-

000,000 wage-earners of the United States have any
adequate opportunity to secure preparation for their

life work. Not one girl out of a hundred in elemen-

tary school or high school, and not one girl in a thou-
sand employed as a bread-winner can get, either in
her own home or out of it, proper training for her

largest and longest vocation as the keeper of the home
and the mother of children. In the face of this great
need, and the deplorable neglect of the rights and the
interests of those who toil in field and shop and home,
suggestions, however well intended or ingenious, as

to other things the schools could do, can well afford

to wait.

3. Every experience of those who have dealt with the

after training in part-time and continuation schools

of male wage-workers goes to show that they would
not attend classes having for their direct purpose the

express and serious instruction of boys and men in

the affairs and problems of the home. It is often

hard to get them, after the toil of the day, to take the

courses which are designed to make them more suc-

cessful wage-earners in their own daily employment.
Adolescent boys under seventeen years of age should
not be required or permitted to attend evening
school after the exhausing employment of the day.

Physicians and social workers are agreed that the

attendance does more harm than good. If reached at

all, boys between fourteen and seventeen employed
during the day must be taught in part-time classes

claiming a portion of the working week for definite

instruction of some kind. The small amount of part-
time schooling carried on after six years of agitation
5n this country, even in those trades and occupations
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for which the school can give helpful preparation, in-

dicates how impossible it would be to secure the con-

sent of the employer to the proposal that he should

organize his establishment so as to give his adolescent

workers a chance to be trained for their future re-

sponsibilities as fathers. Even 11 he were willing
the adolescent would not consent to take such train-

ing. He is interested in the problems of boy life in

all the wonderful new world of fact and fancy which
his heightened and quickened senses face. He is not
at all concerned with the far-off future duties and re-

sponsibilities of family life, which, if not repugnant,
are at least very unattractive to him. Tf compelled
to take the instruction, he would steel himself against
it. You could lead the horse to water, but you could
not make him drink.

Nor would the attempt to interest the adult bread-

winner in the definite instruction relating to home-

making be any more successful. Many toilers are too

tired for any classroom work at night. Only the

comparatively few who are ambitious ask for evening
classes. All these want short, brief, direct courses
that meet their immediate needs and deficiencies,
which will give their next step forward in their call-

ings, or send them back to the shop equipped with
the additional knowledge and skill winch they can
turn into better wages. They think, and rightly so,
that the best use which they could make of their

evening hours, if given to classroom work, would be
to devote them to the subjects which will increase the
resources and raise the standard of living of those
who are dependent upon them. Few, if any, men,
now at least, would ever take direct and express train-

ing for home-making. Those who did would not be-

the strong, virile men who would profit by it most.

Traditionally, home-making has been the woman's
part. Class consciousness among males would make
such training if not impossible, very unpopular.

4. Vocational education for the farm, the home and the

shop is necessary to our future prosperity as a people.
The battles of the future between the nations will be

fought, not with Dreadnoughts, but with the products
of our farms and our shops. That nation will suc-
ceed best, with all that its success will mean to the-

'welfare of its homes and its people, which is able to-
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put the greatest amount of brains and skill into the

things it sells in the markets of the world. The moral
and the social welfare of our workers is at stake. We
have undertaken the task of training our people to

work, as well as to live well, almost too late. The
task which now confronts us is vital.

It will require all the time which the worker can
give, or the class can employ, to fit our boys and men
for the economic efficiency which it is their right to

possess, and the duty of the state to bestow. Until
the duty has been met, in some measure at least, we
can well afford to leave the part-time and continuation
school for men undisturbed to grapple with the task,
seeking in other, less direct and probably after all

more successful, ways of making the sons of men bet-

ter fathers of the oncoming generations.

5. In view of all these considerations, it would be far
better at the present time, instead of any extensive
discussion of the question of widespread attempt to
establish definite classes in phases of home-making
for the sterner sex, that in some way a carefully de-

vised trial be made under the conditions which would
make it a fair test of just what could be accomplished
by such classes. One experiment of this character

properly carried out and interpreted would be worth
reams of discussion and oceans of controversy-
After all, may it not be that we are making in the
direction of better homes, better fathers, as well as

better mothers, faster than we know, and that the

making of boys and men into interested and helpful
members of their own households is being accom-

plished through other and less direct agencies more
extensively and probably more successfully than by
the direct and formal classroom instruction of males
in home duties. The spread of general intelligence
is making men keener to a sense of their responsibili-
ties as fathers and home-makers. Every agency,

every factor which is making for the betterment of

the home and the protection and conservation of

childhood is gradually but surely bettering the atti-

tude of son and husband and father towards the part
which each is to play in the family relation. Science

and invention are every day laying their contribu-

tions toward the beauty and the comfort of the home
at the feet of the parent, tempting and inducing him
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to use them for the happiness of his own family circle.

Newspapers and periodicals of all kinds teem with
valuable information upon every phase of home life

and every problem and difficulty it faces. There
never was a time in the history of the world when
the home was being helped in so many ways, and when
the home, conscious of the shortcomings and im-

pressed with the importance of its own task in the

rearing of children, was quite HO ready to take and
use information and aid from every helpful source.

The public school is to play an increasingly large and help-
ful part in the making of men, as well an women, into better
home-makers. It will come, so far as men are concerned, at
the present time, not through formal classroom instruction
In home duties for males only, but through the social and re-

creation work which the schools are yet to develop extensively,
and through which, by entertainment and talk and lectures
and moving picture, carefully and tactfully presented among
other interesting and helpful subjects 1hat make for good cit-

izenship, men, usually along with women, will Lave set before
them the information and the illustration which will lead
them into a better diHcharge of the duties and responsibilities
of their husbandhood and parenthood.



HOME ECONOMICS WORK JN THE UNITED STATES FOB MEN
AND BOYS

By CHARLES FORD LANGWORTHTT, PI*. D., Depturtment of Agri-
culture, WaJihlnsrtott, D. O.

We are accustomed to speak of courses of instruction as
women's subjects or men's subjects, according to the interest

they arouse, and usually think of home economics as belong-
ing to the former group. In most cases analysis shows that
the subject-matter taught has to do with topics common to
the interests of both men and women, plus a larger or a
smaller portion particularly interesting to each. To cite an
illustration, the subject of physics is without doubt more in-

teresting to men than to women students, yet a considerable

part of its subject-matter has to do with phenomena as im-

portant to one as to the other. Though a grent deal which
is included pertains particularly to men's occupations and
activities, there is a considerable portion whicli directly per-
tains to women's interests, a matter which in this, as in other

subjects is not so often emphasized as it should be in arrang-
ing courses.
What has been said is equally true of home economics.

Though at first thought it might appear that the subject is

concerned exclusively with women's activities, it should be
apparent to all that a large proportion of the subject-matter
which would be included in the ideal course is of equal in-

terest to both men and women for instance, ventilation, heat-

ing and lighting, the selection of clothing, the hygiene of right
living, and a knowledge of the relative value and use of
foods while a portion, its extent not yet formulated, has to
do particularly with men's activities as related to the general
question of food, clothing and shelter. The ideal course of
instruction will recognize these facts, and be arranged ac-

cordingly.
These things being so, it is natural that we should find,

as is the case, that instruction in what may be called home
economics is given to men in a variety of ways and under a
variety of names, though very seldom under the name f*home
economics." Most of this instruction is from the portion of
the field which concerns the activities of both men and women.
Where such work takes special form it is usually concerned
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with instruction in some trade, as baking and catering, or as

a help in some other undertaking, aw com-wes in camp cookery,
which are useful to men engaged in many occupations. Most
common of all is the general instruction given in personal

hygiene, hygiene of the home, and related topics.

Much work not formally grouped under home economics,
but under some other title, is available lor boys in schools

and for men students in colleges. For instance, instruction

is very commonly given in matters perlaLning to personal

hygiene, including ihe importance of pure air and ventilation,

personal cleanliness, and hygiene of clothing and general data

regarding foods, though possibly the last-mentioned topic is

not so often included. In some colleges courses in food

aoalysis, including the detection of adulteration, are offered

as well as opportunities for special work. Thus, Columbia

University, New York City, otters such courwes in its academic

department Teachers College of Columbia University, New
York, offers laboratory work in food and nutrition, in textiles,

including the detection of adulteration, and in other lines,
and these courses, like others in the college, are not restricted

to women students, though in most cases the classes arc made
up exclusively of women.

Problems dealing with the purchase of food and other house-
hold supplies, and much that pertains to commercial trans-

actions are included in most school courses in arithmetic, and
we must not overlook the fact that all of this has a legitimate
part in an ideal classification of home economics material,
and would necessarily have a special place in home economics
courses if it were not provided for elsewhere. Doubtless be-

cause the topics appeal to them, boys very commonly gain
a better knowledge of business forms and transactions than

girls, particularly in matters which pertain to the purchase
and transference of property and related questions; and in
the case of advanced work which would include property
rights, the legal status of different members of the family,
and other questions, the advantage is with the men students
as regards opportunity for formal instruction in colleges and
professional schools, and informal training outside of them.
The need for similar training of suitable scope for women
students is recognized, and finds its place in an ideal classifi-

cation of the subject-matter of home economics.
In medical schools instruction is given in ventilation, per-

sonal hygiene, hygiene of dwellings and environment, and
other topics more or less concerned with the subjects usually
grouped under home economics. Furthermore, it i& very
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noticeable that an increasing amount of attention is paid to
food and dietetics, and that such work includes not only lec-

tures and practice in the analysis of foods with a view to

determining their composition and purity, but also some in-

struction in the preparation of foods, naturally with special
reference to invalid dietetics. Before provision was so gen-
erally made in medical schools for instruction in invalid

cookery students who felt the need of the work secured it in
other ways. Thus, Miss Maria Parloa, who established a
school of cookery in Boston in 1880, gave instruction in sick-

room cookery to Harvard medical students, and later some
of the medical students from the Massachusetts General Hos-

pital sought similar instruction from Miss Farmer.
So far as can be learned, no college in the United States

offers anything like a complete course in home economics

designed primarily for men students, either technical in its

scope or professional. The agricultural colleges in most cases

are co-educationals and a considerable number of them offer

courses in home economics. It follows, therefore, that in such

colleges men students can readily avail themselves of oppor-
tunities for home economics work should they desire to do so.

Furthermore, in some of these colleges special courses in some
line of home economics are offered for men students.

To cite the instances which have been noted: The Univer-

sity of Minnesota in the high school at the Agricultural Col-

lege began about ten years ago to teach cookery to the boys.
The work extends over three months, but as a whole the time
devoted to the subject is rather short, only twenty-four to

thirty-six hours a year. The course is very popular. It in-

cludes the selection of food, with a view to securing a bal-

anced ration, necessity for cleanliness in preparation and
methods of cookery, especially camp cookery. Presumably,
the work will be extended. A class in camp cookery has been

established for university students, and this, too, is well at-

tended.
The State Agricultural College at Fort Collins, Colorado,

has a course in camp cookery, attended primarily by engineers
who expect to make practical use of their knowledge of this

subject.
In Idaho both the State Normal School at Lewiston and

the State University at Moscow give courses in cooking to

boys, as does the home economics department of the State Col-

lege of Washington. A course in camp cookery is given by
the University of Maine for the special benefit of such students

.as expect to engage in forestry work. Instruction in camp
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cookery is also given in certain elementary and high schools

in Massachusetts to boy scouts, but no details have been
secured of its character and extent.

Although home economics subjects are not at present

taught to young men at the School of Education of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, a few years ago instruction of this kind
to the high school boys proved very successful. Boys in the

elementary school of this institution also were taught many
of the household arts, not only for the intrinsic value of a

knowledge of such subjects, but also for the practical train-

ing in correlated subjects. For instance, it was found that
in measuring the ingredients required for the preparation
of a soup or a pudding the girls and boys learned, inciden-

tally, denominate numbers, fractions and proportion, not only
as well as in the usual way from the textbook, but with

greater facility. In preparing and cooking a meal boys, as

well as girls, learned something of chemistry. The idea on
which the work of the school was based is that the process
of learning is of far greater value than that which is learned.

Several requests have been received from men who wish to

become stewards for hotels and restaurants by the Kansas
State Agricultural College for instruction in home economics

subjects, although no such courses are now offered. A de-

mand for instruction in table etiquette led to the establish-

ment of a novel method of imparting such instruction. At
each of five noonday meals per week three of the young men
sat at table with a teacher, and each of the four took his turn
in carving and serving. No verbal instructions or corrections
were given, but the pupils were expected to learn by follow-

ing the example of the teacher. Whether or not this plan will

be adopted again has not been learned.
Men sometimes take courses in household arts at Teachers

College, Columbia University, New York. One who recently
took a course in food economics and household economics is

about to institute a department of household economics in
an educational institution in Philadelphia. Several medical
students also have taken courses in practical cookery in
Teachers College.
While none of the public schools of Oregon offers special

instruction in home economics to boys, several of the high
schools admit them to the cooking classes, and in some cases

they have taken advantage of this opportunity.
In the State of Utah practically all of the public school

boys receive some instruction in home economics. The Agri-
cultural College at Logan, Utah, has a course in home eco-
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nomics to which men are admitted. The men now taking the
course expect to become stewards, or to take up homesteads
where they will be compelled to prepare their own meals.
At the United States Military Academy at West Point

much is taught which pertains to home economics, though it

goes without saying that this kind of instruction has been pro-
vided with no reference to the home economics movement.
Booms must be swept, bedding folded, and everything in per-
fect order at 6 :30 A. M. Bedding and clothes must be folded

according to rule, and placed just in their right places. Both
person and clothes must be immaculate at all rimes. Quar
ters are subject to frequent and critical inspection. Of neces-

sity the cadets are instructed in the proper performance of

these tasks, and it is recognized that the training has a value
in forming orderly habits, as well as in securing orderly quar-
ters. As stated in the Eegulations for the United States Mil-

itary Academy, 1911, page 89, "The rooms in cadet barracks
shall be arranged as prescribed by the commandant of cadets,
and regulations for the same shall be posted in each. The
rooms shall be in order whenever the occupants are absent."

At the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis instruc-

tion is given the undergraduates in the care of their quarters.
The rules for the care and arrangement of the rooms are

minutely detailed, and penalties prescribed in the regulations
of the Academy for the least violation. The care of a ship
in all its details is part of the instruction the midshipmen
receive on the training ship, and practical work in "ship

housekeeping," if one may so designate it, involves cleanli-

ness and order, and much that can be called home economics,,

though this grouping is without doubt far from the minds of

those who give and those who receive the instruction.

Inspired, doubtless, by the courses at West Point and An-

napolis, many of the private military schools give their stu-

dents instruction, indirectly, in what is really home econ-

omics, as the care of rooms, equipment and person.
The plan of organization and course of instruction for the

"Boy Scouts of America" provide for a certain amount of

teaching of home economics subjects. In pioneer days boys
received much training in the various home activities, assist-

ing in the duties of the farm and the farm home, and thereby

obtaining a practical knowledge and mental training which

comes from the handling of tools and the doing of work, as

well as a physical development, which is commonly sought by
the boys of the present day in athletics or other ways. Spe-
cialization in industries and the growth of cities have so re-
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stricted boys' opportunities for acquiring the varied training
which comes from the performance of such tasks that the
value of a movement which aims to supply the deficiency
seems evident. The organization is thoroughly described in
the official handbook by Ernest Thompson Seton.1 There
is no intention of quoting here any of the details of the or-

ganization, except such as have a direct bearing on home
economics. The boys are taught in instructions for camping
what equipment should be provided, the kinds and quantities
of provisions needed for a definite period, the selection of a

camp site, the construction of beds, use of lights, importance
and ways of obtaining a good water supply, construction and
maintenance of fires and camp cookery. Among the other
activities taught the boy scouts which might properly be con-

sidered as having a more or less direct relation to home econ-

omics are first aid to the injured, building a log cabin and
making a tent.

Philanthropic societies in some instances give instructions

to boys, as well as girls, in cookery and in plain sewing, such
as would be of use at the summer camps maintained by these
societies. The Young Men's Christian Association in several

cities gives similar instruction in its boys' clubs for the ben-
efit of those boys who have an outing in camp.
Another movement which should be mentioned here is the

establishment of the "George Junior Republic." This is a

self-governing community of boys and girls at Freeville, New
York. The young citizens work at various occupations, re-

ceiving pay in the aluminum coin of the Republic, which they
spend as they please in providing for themselves food, cloth-

ing, shelter and amusements. On leaving all money of the

Republic possessed by the citizen is redeemed in United States

currency. This system provides valuable training in house-
hold economics, even if the term is not used in connection with
the work. Among the industries of the Republic is a bakery,
in which the young citizens bake not only all the bread and
pastry used by the Republic, but also a product called "Re-

public Ginger and Chocolate Wafers" for the market. There
is also a thoroughly equipped steam laundry, a store, carpen-
ter shop, blacksmith shop, print shop, barns, butcher shop,
dairy and various farm buildings. It is obvious that the

knowledge of home and farm activities gained by "doing"
is varied and extensive.

In some industrial schools the care of the rooms is a part
of the student's work, and of necessity instruction is given in
the proper methods.

luBoy Scouts of America." New York, 1910.
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At the New York Parental School, at Flushing, the boys
receive instruction in baking, laundering and tailoring, as well
as in carpentering, plumbing, printing and farming. Each of

these activities is followed commercially. For instance, all

the laundering and baking for the Brooklyn and Manhattan
Truant Schools, the laundering for the New York Board of

Education and the Girls' Technical School, and the launder-

ing of the hammocks of the New York Schoolship is done by
the boys in the Parental School, the combined value of the

products of laundering and baking for the year 1911 being
over $18,000.
The cottage system is in vogue at the Parental School, and

the boys learn to do housework, and do all of it in their re-

spective cottages. They also receive considerable instruction
in table manners (i. e., the use of napkins, knives, forks, spoons,
etc.), and in the proper handling of their food.

Many of the vocational schools throughout the country give
instruction in home economics subjects, but it is difficult to

draw the line between such instruction and the teaching of

certain trades, as, for example, cooking, baking and tailoring.
It is also difficult to draw a sharp line between home econo-

mics subjects and the kind of instruction given to men and

boys in relation to personal hygiene, etc., at various factory
welfare institutions.

There are in the United States trade schools for bakers
and for men cooks, as there are, indeed, for a great variety
of occupations, the object being, primarily, the acquisition
of skill in manipulation as a means of earning a living. No
attempt has been made to collect information regarding such

schools, though it would be interesting to do so. Such schools

are nearly always private enterprises. There are, however,
three similar schools maintained by the Army, and one by the

Navy.
The United States Army has at Fort Biley, Kansas, at

Washington Barracks, Washington, D. 0., and at the Presidio,
San Francisco, California, schools for the training of bakers
and cooks for the Army. The curriculum is practically the

same at all of these schools, so a description of the one at
Fort Biley will suffice to make clear the aims and methods of
all three.

The course of study for student bakers at the Mounted
Service School, Fort Eiley, usually covers a period of four

months-, although in certain cases this time may be extended
or curtailed one month. Students are selected from the en-

listed men at the different army establishments by their com-
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manding officers with a view to fitness and willingness to

take up the work.

For a few weeks after arrival each new man works with a

member of the graduating class. Among the duties to which the

men are assigned are the making of straight doughs, sponges,

yeasts and ferments. They learn to operate bread-making

machines, to build and maintain fires, and to use ovens and

pans. Various field expedients, including the handling of

field ovens, are taught, as well as the duties of sales clerk and

supervision of the bread room and of the mixing room. The

practical work also includes the making of white, rye and

graham bread, rolls, buns and doughnuts. Each student lias

entire charge of the regimental field bakery for four days of

each month, and is marked and graded on the quality of the

product on those days. Each member of the graduating class

takes charge of the bakery for three successive days as chief

baker, during which time he controls all help, makes out all

reports, and keeps all accounts required of a chief baker.

In addition to the practical work, a study of the official

textbook, the "Army Baker," is required, and five hours per
week are spent in the study of such arithmetic as is of use
in handling bakers' accounts, unless the student shows on
examination that he already knows enough arithmetic.

While not specifically mentioned as part of the curriculum,
the care of the person and of all clothing, utensils and equip-
ment used by the student is no small part of the training re-

ceived by the students.

Upon completion of the course the students are rated ac-

cording to ability as chief bakers, assistant bakers and non-

graduates, a total of 450 points being required for graduation
out of a possible 600, made up as follows: Two hundred

points for practical work in the post bakery, 100 points for

practical work in the field bakery, 50 points for cleanliness

and work as mixing-room orderly, 100 points for recitations,
and 150 points for examination.
The course of study for student cooks at the same school,

as in the case 1 of the student bakers, requires from three to
five months, usually four, and the students are selected in

the same way.
New arrivals are at first assigned as assistants to first and

second cooks at the several organization kitchens. They as-

sist in the preparation of meals and in the cleaning of kitchen
utensils and equipment. After about a month these students
are promoted to the grade of second cook, and after two
months to that of first cook. First and second cooks alter-
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nate in the preparation of meals, the one not on duty as cook

attending afternoon recitations and fresh beef inspection the

following morning. Field expedients are used in the prepar-
ation of one meal each week. One week's instruction is given
in baking pies, sweet doughs and cakes in the field pastry
kitchens. In the last month of the course students act as

mess sergeants, and are required in that capacity to demon-
strate ability to provide good meals on the ration allowance.

Theoretical work includes a study of the official textbook,
"Manual for Army Cooks," and the school regulations. The
theory and practice of cooking are taught for two months, and
dressed beef inspection and cutting the beef carcass are taught
for two months. Instruction in arithmetic is principally in

the handling of accounts and the determination of the cost of

rations. Graduates are rated according to ability as mess

sergeants, first cooks and second cooks.

The men taking both the courses are required to keep their

quarters and equipment in order, and are taught how to do
this if they do not know already.
That the activities of the Army training schools for bakers

and cooks are not limited strictly to the Army is shown by a
statement in a recent report

1 of the Commissary General,
which notes that during the year 1911 the Commandant of

the United States Marine Corps made application for author-

ity to have enlisted men of the Marine Corps take a course in

the schools at Washington Barracks and the Presidio of San
Francisco, which request was granted, as was also a similar

request from the State of Ohio for permission to allow enlisted
men of the National Guard of that State to enter the training
school for bakers and cooks at Washington Barracks.
A school at the United States Naval Training Station, New-

port, Rhode Island, similar in scope to the Army schools,
trains cooks and bakers for the Navy. According to data re-

ceived from the school, the average number of students in

attendance varies from sixty to seventy, divided into four
classes commissary stewards, head cooks, cooks of lower

rating, and bakers. For commissary stewards the course

covers six months; for others, four months.

In the class for lower cooks men are received who have just
enlisted in the Navy, and whose knowledge of cooking, particu-

larly of Navy methods, is very slight. There are also a few
men in this class who have enlisted in other ratings, and after

having seen a little of Navy life, have decided that they would

prefer to become members of the Commissary Department.

iRpt. Commis. Gen. (U. S. Army), 1911, p. 7
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The men are taught the principles of cooking, and the customs,
rules and regulations in vogue aboard ships of the Navy.
The head cooks' class is composed of men who have had sev-

eral years
3
service as cooks in the Navy, or who have qualified

in the lower cooks' class, and shown themselves competent to

take charge of a ship's galley. The men are supposed to be

proficient cooks before they enter this class, and the instruc-

tion given them is principally along the lines of organization
of the galley force, proper supervision of the men under them,
cleanliness and neatness in the preparation of food, and care

of galley and of person.
The United States Navy Cook Book, prepared for the service

at the Newport Naval Training Station, contains recipes
which have been tried with success at the school.

The commissary steward class is composed of men who have
become experienced Navy cooks, or who have had experience
as stewards in restaurants or in hotels. They are taught the

principles of the Navy ration, the organization of the force

under them, and all other matters pertaining to the general
mess aboard ship, over which they have direct charge.
The bakers' class is composed of men who, in civil life, have

had experience as bakers, or of Navy cooks who have shown
an aptitude for baking and a liking for it in preference to gen-
eral cooking. Baking in its various branches is thoroughly

taught, as are also the custom and routine aboard ship.
In addition to instruction in the preparation of food, both

on shore and at sea, the students receive incidentally much
teaching of cleanliness and order as applied to their person,
and to all equipment and utensils used by them.
In such a summary one must not omit to mention the fact

that many boys receive at home their mother's instruction in

many things pertaining to housekeeping and the care of the

home, and gain a knowledge as useful as any school could im-

part, which proves of great value to them in after life.

Further search will show that there are many other in-

stances of the teaching of home economics subjects to men
students and to boys. What has been brought together will,
it is believed, serve to show that the work, though scattered
and incidental, is nevertheless fairly considerable in amount
It is also apparent that there is need for extending it if edu-
cation is to provide all that it might in training for life and
its opportunities.
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MR. C. P. GARY, State Superintendent of Public InMtrnction,

This seems to be developing into a "man versus woman
question." I am certain men can be taught to cook. They
are often very good cooks. I have no objection to men for

special purposes doing these various things reported in the

paper just read. But it is my profound conviction that if we
want successful homes we must teach our women to take care
of the home, and teach our men to furnish the means for car-

rying on the home. That has been the order of things from
time immemorial, and I think it must be the order of things
for all time to come.

We find great difficulty, almost insuperable difficulty, in the
matter of educating women for any sort of profession or busi-

ness. By way of illustration, a woman came to the University
of Wisconsin as a physician, stayed there a year and married
one of the professors. Now he won't allow her to practice,
and so her years of preparation are practically wasted so far
as society is concerned. I do not say they are entirely wasted.
Her training will be of use to her in her own home and con-

tact with neighbors. Nevertheless it is the old story the

country over that women preparing themselves elaborately
as they sometimes do for various employments settle down to
take care of a family. If I were an educational czar I would
compel every girl who is capable of doing it to take domestic
science and domestic art in connection with our school work.
We have in Wisconsin a law which provides that every girl

and boy between fourteen and sixteen years who has dropped
out of school must go to continuation school five hours a
week. It is our purpose in connection with these schools to

give instruction in hygiene and sanitation. In connection with
that we have an hour a week for giving them in segregated
classes instruction in personal or sex hygiene. The difficul-

ties seem almost insuperable, and we may have to give it up.
Society sooner or later will undertake this and treat it suc-

cessfully. But at present we are all entered upon a conspir-

acy of silence on this question. There are those who think it

too sacred a subject to discuss; and those who think it too

offensive. The children and young people are likely to get

wrong impressions even from the most careful individuals who

teach, and are likely to have ideas stimulated that otherwise

would not exist We undertake the matter with a great deal

of caution.
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I asked first a number of competent ladies to outline a

course on sex hygiene, and also another on domestic science

of the same length. I think that boys of fourteen should be

taught the dangers of social diseases and sexual excesses and

the like. The teaching of reproduction in our high schools is

good and there is no difficulty, but it does not reach the

mark the personal side.
'

It is in connection with the per-
sonal side, the subjective, that our difficulties arise.

Continuation schools should give girls and boys such instruc-

tion as will help prevent infant mortality. These young peo-

ple have dropped out of school usually because the course of

study as it is given does not fit them. They are often not

strong intellectually. They are subject to great temptations
as they confront the world in the early period of adolescence.

The ignorance of people in general is amazing. It is almost

impossible to find teachers capable of giving instruction in

sex hygiene. Then, too, there are people who think that if you
just supply instruction that is sufficient. A few years ago I

was asked to speak on this subject in a school. I said I was
unprepared to do so, that it was one of the greatest puzzles in

connection with my work. One prominent gentleman said,
"All you have to do is to give them full information and
facts." That had been a theory of my boyhood that we did

wrong because we did not know any better, and I prided my-
self on the theory then. But I found later that philosophers
also held that idea. When I began to observe myself and oth-

ers, I found it very far from the truth. I was daily doing
things that I knew better than to do. So people will act in
other matters particularly when strong instincts are back of
their actions. Information, and instruction in care of infants
will not solve the problem. Some people look at this from the
moral side, and others simply keep in mind the health of the
individual. In continuation schools we must keep in mind
the health of the individual and the good of the race. There
is a place for moral instruction in churches and the home,
but in the schools the main hold we get on the pupil is on the
side of health and posterity.

Infant mortality has its broad, general aspect and its nar-
row and highly specialized phases. The general efficiency of
the home is fundamental in importance. It is highly desirable
that both father and mother should possess specialized knowl-

edge with reference to the care of infants. When we raise the

question as to the general efficiency of the family from the

point of view of the father, we have in mind the average
earning capacity, his physical and mental vigor, his attitude
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toward family life and the ethical code generally, including
sobriety, thrift, reliability and a sense of workmanship.
Ignorance, laziness, selfishness, lack of skill, wrong minded-

ness, drunkenness and unreliability one or more of these

shortcomings will be found at the root of most family ineffi-

ciency. On the other hand, intelligence, skill, self-respect and
right ideals, together with the economic virtues, practically
insure a happy, well-nourished, efficient and progressive fam-

ily. Children born into such an environment are almost cer-

tain to live and thrive, and to become respectable, law-abiding
citizens.

The problems for the continuation schools are to develop,
in so far as time and opportunity permit, these qualities that
make for general economic and industrial efficiency on the

part of prospective fathers of families, and to give such direct

instruction in the laws of eugenics and personal hygiene as

will tend to produce healthy and vigorous offspring. Some
phases are difficult to teach with the proper delicacy and effec-

tiveness. We have not yet developed a technique of instruc-

tion or reduced the facts to approved pedagogic form, but all

this must be accomplished. The problem of such instruction
is exceedingly complex, partly for the reason that much preju-

dice, much in the way of low ideals, much of prudery and
much of scepticism stand in the way of bringing it to a suc-

cessful issue; it will be observed, however, in this, as in all

other things, that correct ideas gradually displace false and
injurious ones, and that in the course of time the leaven will

penetrate every nook and corner. It is especially desirable
that both the boys and the girls, who, in the main, have either

dropped out of school because of lack of interest, or because
of economic necessity, and who are thus early in the ado-

lescent period thrown in contact with the world, with its

wiles and temptations, should be protected so far as possible

by sane and proper instruction concerning the most vital

things of life.

MISS LOinSE KLEIN MILLER, Curator of School Gardens in Cleve-
land Public Schools i

The teaching of the origin of life to prepare children to

appreciate instruction in sex hygiene, the subject discussed

by the last speaker, should begin early in a child's life. To

attempt to introduce this teaching in formal classroom in-

struction I believe would be ineffective and possibly harmful.

The conditions are unnatural, and in consequence the force

of the argument is lost.
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Experience has convinced me that most vitally interested

and instructive observation are possible in the daily activi-

ties in the school and home gardens under the direction of

competent, sympathetic and sensible teachers. Simple teach-

ing should begin in the kindergarten, but usually it is de-

layed until the difficulty is met of removing wrong ideas that

have been planted in the child's mind.

Several years ago a teacher who was working with an eighth

grade class told me she had been trying for a number of

weeks to reach a class of forty boys and girls between the

ages of twelve and sixteen in this difficult problem. She had

approached the subject from the literature side. Sir Galahad
and the Princess failed to make the desired appeal. She real-

ized she was not reaching her children, and came to me for

assistance.

I planned a course in Nature Study which would occupy
several months. My thesis was "Every part of every organ is

for one of two purposes, either the perfection of the indi-

vidual or the perpetuation of the species; that the individual
must become perfect in order that it may transmit perfec-

tion; that this perfection may be transmitted either on the

physical, moral or spiritual plane."
In the back of the room sat a boy about sixteen years oM,

who evidently had as much experience in life as some men at

forty. He looked at me with half-closed eyes and an expres-
sion as much as to say, "I know what you are driving at."

This was at the first lesson. As the days passed into weeks
and we observed and studied the development of plant and
animal life, and he saw that all the form and arrangement
of root, stem and leaf was for the perfection of the individual,
and that the beauty of color, texture, succession of blooming
and adaptation for the dispersal of seeds were provisions for
the perpetuation of the species, his attitude entirely changed.
Instead of leering at me, his face began to relax, and he began
to display a mind opening to truth. It was like the clearing
of a stagnant pool, by the inflowing of pure water. Whenever
I made a telling point I made it straight at him. It was an
interesting psychological study to watch the boy's develop-
ment under such instruction. It was probably the first time
in his experience that the vital functions of life had anything
but a low, warped significance.

My school gardening experiences convince me that it is

entirely possible to approach the instruction necessary at
adolescence and later in a rational way, so that children will

grow in information preparing them to receive it without
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shock or shame. A child learns in the garden that if his cab-

bages are worm-eaten and diseased, or full of plant-lice or

dust, they are useless as food, and do not produce good seed

for the next crop. Then when he studies the corn, have him
understand the significance of the tassel and its relation to

the silk which comes out of the husk. When the ovules need
the help from the pollen in the tassel, open the husk anl let

him see the threads of silk extending from the ovules. Let
him observe the undeveloped ovules whose threads of silk

do not extend beyond the husk to receive the vitalizing influ-

ence of the pollen. Having observed the pistillate and stami-

nate blossoms of his squash vines, and having realized why
the bee must go from one flower to another, that the vine may
come to its full fruition, all these things are so beautiful and
so wonderful that they give the child a different attitude to-

ward life.

One day we found in the garden a squash vine whose blos-

soms were perfect and the fruit just beginning to develop.
The next day it was perfectly limp dying. We pulled it up,
and at the root found grubs boring into the stem. Here was
an opportunity for me to have the boys and girls realize that

sometimes they think bad thoughts and have bad habits that

are out of sight, but that there comes a time when wrong
thinking and wrong doing will weaken the individual, pos-

sibly producing disease and maybe death.

In these and other ways we have opportunities of giving
instructions which will make it possible to have the subject
of sex hygiene that may be given later come without embar-

rassment, if sensibly presented.
Children's gardens save thousands of dollars every year in

the market bills of the family, besides giving them better and
fresher food. By keeping accounts and bankbooks and other
business operations they learn and are starting habits of
thrift and industry.
One of the greatest advantages in this garden work is that

it binds the father and the mother and the children to their

own homes. It is a good thing for a man, woman or child to

put seeds in the home grounds, for it unites them to their

homes with a common interest. Garden work is beneficial

and important on the economic side, on the sanitary, civic

and personal health sides. You cannot make a garden unless

your yard is clean, and then it becomes sanitary. If yon
have a beautiful, well-cared-for garden, it becomes civic and
economic as well. It will help to reduce the high cost of
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living. All these are factors in preventing infant mortality
fundamental factors some of them.

We had a great garden festival this fall, and the children,

people of wealth with line gardens, men and women with

greenhouses and gardens for commercial purposes, those who
cultivated vacant lots and waste spaces, or who were in any
way connected with the gardening, were all brought together
in one common interest. It was a beautiful civic week for

home-making interests and children's good.
If this can be accomplished in one place it should be a

stimulus to other cities. This garden work is wholesome,
and as there are so many things that can be taught by it, it

is astonishing that it IH not carried on more extensively.
There were thousands of home gardens in Cleveland last sum-

mer. These are continuation schools right in your back yards.

DISCUSSION

JAMES F. BARKER, Principal, East Technical HiffU School. Cleve-
land*

It were tetter, It seems to me, to call this personal hygiene,
eliminating the word "sex." I do not believe It possible to teach
personal hygiene in continuation schools for boys. They come to
the evening or continuation schools for a definite purpose. If they
have not that back of them they will not come regularly. I have
had experience with classes in our machine shops on which to base
this opinion. Some of our night school men are woefully lacking
In the elements of arithmetic. We started a class in this branch
with about a hundred pupils. At the next meeting of the class
there were about twenty-five, then a dozen, and finally two or three,
and we abandoned the class. The machinist could not see that it

was going to help him In earning a living to study arithmetic,
though you and I can both see the relationship. I think the same
thing would happen If we attempted to teach personal hygiene In
continuation school classes. On the other hand, my experience
with the social center work teaches me that people come to be
amused rather than to be edified. If they can be compelled to
come, the case will be quite different. But, at present, the continu-
ation school is voluntary, and so long as it is voluntary, I doubt if

we can do very much In the way of personal hygiene, especially
with boys. We have met many difficulties teaching personal
hygiene in our day Technical High School to boys. With girls it
has been carried on successfully for four years; but with a boy
the difficulty arises, not when he is before you, but when he gets
out from under your influence or control. Then he Is a different
person and one evil-minded boy in a group will vitiate all the good
you are able to accomplish in the class room. For these reasons
we have not attempted to teach personal hygiene to the boys In our
school. An experiment along this line Is to be tried in Cleveland
this winter. Perhaps a year hence we will know more about It

and have some experience on which to base a future opinion.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF HEREDITY

By AUETELED G. MATTER, Se. D., Director of tne Department of Marine
of tne Ciurnefirle Institution. of Washing-ton

From Elizabethan times until the recent enactment of the
old age pension law, England maintained her poorhouses, where
imbeciles were bred and fostered, -until today the risen tide of

the unemployable threatens to overthrow the body politic, and
one in thirty of the population is registered as a pauper.
Here in America a very similar code of poor laws has been

at work fostering and perpetuating this misery, which civili-

zation has always borne as a yoke upon its shoulders. Yes,
imbecile and epileptic families are being bred in our own
poorhouses today, and children are being born within such
institutions, despite the fact that observation has indicated
that if both parents be imbecile or epileptic, all the children
must be similarly cursed. Moreover, our schools and refuges
for the mentally unsound are daily turning out upon the
world persons who are destined to become the fathers and
mothers of a generation of degenerates, paupers or criminals.
As an individual, isolated or prevented by sterilization from

perpetuating his like, the imbecile is truly an object to inspire
compassion, but if this solicitude takes the form of enabling
him to become the father of a family, we make of him a mon-
ster of terrible import, a curse to the yet unborn.
This new discovery, the law of Mendelian heredity, if it

shows us one thing, teaches us to be truly merciful and, freed
from superstition, false sentiment or false tradition, to do
those things in the present which will insure a greater happi-
ness to generations of the future.

It is a vast field of labor, so all encompassing that our
keenest students have as yet but scanned its surface. There
is room for each and every one of us the settlement worker,
the earnest minister, the schoolmaster and the physician
all laboring now under the direction of a trustworthy prin-
ciple, and guided by facts where hitherto all was vague and
undetermined.
Our fathers lacked this knowledge, the comprehension of

which is now the truest bond linking charity to science
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through the love of man for man. Yet heredity provides only
the raw material, which may or may not develop into the full

'fruition demanded by civilization. History teaches us that

great leaders arise only under the stress of stern necessity.
the stirring of national emotion, or the struggle to overcome
the rule of tyranny or prejudice. Genius can surmount any
obstacle save the greatest one of all the absence of incentive
to achieve.

The men who crushed the tyrant Spaniard gave us Hol-
land's golden period of art, philosophy and science. Those
who rose against the evils of slavery came as blossoms upon
the gnarled old tree of Puritanism. Stirred by the spirit of
their times, we saw the men of the Elizabethan epoch in liter-

ature, and the Victorian era in science. Such flashes of

national brilliancy are always transient, for their very success
is their undoing.
New England today is full of men of fine, but unstirred,

minds, but their cousins are still conspicuous as leaders in

our Middle West, where the call of unsatisfied ambition still

is heard.

There is, I think, all too much truth in Gray's simple lines :

"Some mute inglorious Milton, here may rest;

Some Cromwell guiltless of his country's blood."

Heredity, be it ever so potent, is but a potential thing, giv-

ing us in each generation the material which high incentive

born of stress may develop into leadership. Thus I have lit-

tle sympathy with the view- that men of worth were innately
destined so to be, and deserve no credit for their achievement.

More pernicious still is the doctrine that criminals, being
born to low ideals, are not responsible for their crime.

Granted that the influence of heredity is fundamental, all-

pervading and constantly present, and that environmental

things are of lesser importance, yet they are by no means to be

neglected, and this new science of eugenics will fail in its

duty to mankind if it neglects to call attention to the fact

that the best can be achieved only when the spark of heredity
is fanned into the flame of action. A sordid commercial spiric
can never call high spirits to the front unless, indeed, it be to

crush its own mean ideals.

Above all let us maintain as inestimably precious the high
ideals of culture and achievement both in thought and action,

and let the great men of our nation be recognized and hon-

ored for the victories they have won as individuals in overcom-

ing the obstacles they faced.



EUGENICS AND INFANT MORTAMTY

By H. H. LA.UGBLL.IN, Superintendent Eu&eniGa Record Office,
Cold Sprlne Harbor, Long1 lalxuad

Sir Francis Galton defined Eugenics as "a study of all

agencies under social control that may improve or impair the
racial qualities of future generations, either mentally or

physically." It is obvious that if future racial qualities are
to be improved at all, such improvement must be wrought
by a fecundity differential between the more gifted and the
inferior strains in favor of the more gifted. No less than a
differential fecundity there must be also a differential survival
in favor of the better blood. In order to encourage the mating
of the best with the best in eugenically fovtuuate unions, the

knowledge of the special behavior in heredity of specific men-
tal and physical human traits must be greatly extended, and
such knowledge must be widely diffused among the more
sterling classes. In order to prevent the procreation of defec-

tives, the members of the inferior strains must be segregated
or sterilized, or otherwise prevented from increasing.
The Spartans in destroying weakling infants doubtless did

a eugenical thing. But not even the most ardent advocate
of race improvement, anxious to enlist every available eugenic
force, would today consent to the eugenic destruction of the
children of defectives, either through positive intent or

through failure to administer every possible care.
The eugenist rejoices if the fecundity of the better blood

rises, and that of the social misfit falls. But the eugenist
must agree with the euthenist that a child once born must be
given all possible aid in its struggle for decent and effective
adulthood that a solicitous and nurturing civilization can
render, even if because of some later social misfitting the in-

dividual ultimately must be deprived of life or of liberty, or
because of some hereditary taint must be denied the rights
to increase his kind. This seems to be a fair common meeting
ground for the conservation of the best racial qualities, and
for a kindly solicitude for all human life.

Regardless of the lengths to which an enlightened society
is willing to go in order to purge its blood of defective traits,
it does not alter the fact that the differential survival of in-

fants is a genetic factor boding either for good or for ill, and
is, therefore, a proper subject for eugenic investigation.
The following tables were prepared from data collected at

first hand by the Eugenics' Record Office, and the records
150
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selected for this particular study were taken in serial order

without any regard to fecundity or to infant mortality. The
data on normal families were taken from the Family Itecorda

of the better class of American families lawyers, ministers,

teachers, artists, scientists, farmers and business men. The
data on sub-normal families were taken from the reports of

the field workers of the Eugenics Eecord Office on degenerate

epileptic, feeble-minded and insane families. Infant mortal-

ity covers all cases of children dying under -three years of age,

including still births.

Both the Family Eecords and the field workers3 notes were

compiled with care and discrimination. This criticism, how-

ever, must be made a normal man or woman recording his

or her own family history, having in mind family traits, would
be more apt to fail to record an infant's death than would a

field worker trained to enquire into every circumstance, in-

cluding infant mortality, of the family studied. If this is

true, then the following tables show a relatively too high an
infant mortality among the defectives, and both an absolutely

and a relatively too low an infant mortality among the better,

classes. A future study based on more extensive data without

the possibility of such error, must be made in order to verify

or correct these tables.

TABLE I. FECUNDITY AND INFANT MORTALITY DIFFERENTIAL

BETWEEN NORMAL AND SUB-NORMAL FAMILIES
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TABLE II. BHLATION OP GRAND PARENTAL TYPE TO INFANT
MORTALITY IN BUB-NORMAL FAMILIES

TABLE III. BBLATION OP PARENTAL TYPE TO INFANT MOR-
TALITY IN SUB-NORMAL FAMILIES

A Alcoholism

F Feeblemindedness

B Epilepsy
I Insanity
X Not A, F, E nor I
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TABLE IV. RELATION OF FRATERNAL TYPE TO INFANT MOR-
TALITY IN SUB-NORMAL FAMILIES

NOTE The families appearing In Table I but not In subsequent tables were
omitted because the data needed for the latter tables were not Included In the

descriptions of all the families.

The foregoing tables (again see criticism in paragraph pre-

ceding Table I) indicate for the selected classes studied.
1. A small differential fecundity in favor of the normal

over the sub-normal families.

2. That infants born into sub-normal families suffer there-

by a great handicap in their struggle to survive infanthood.

Compared with normal families this handicap seems fairly
to be represented by the ratio 2:1.

3. Betwen male and female infants of normal families the
differential mortality handicap of the male infant is repre-
sented approximately by the ratio 5 :4. In sub-normal families

this handicap is represented approximately by the ratio 2 :1.

4. That to a child born into a normal family the chances
of surviving infanthood are approximately 11:1.

5. That to a child born into a family characterized by alco-

holism, epilepsy or feeble-mindedness, the chances of surviving
infanthood are approximately 3:1. In families characterized

by insanity the chances of survival are approximately 5:1.

The relative proportions of the above handicaps, due to bad
environment of necessity furnished by defective families, and
to inborn inability to withstand the stress of infanthood, must
be determined by further study.



INFANT MORTALITY IN RELATION TO THE HEREDITARY
EFFECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS

Statement liy the Chairman, PROF. H. EX JORDAN

I Lad hoped that we might have a paper from Professor
M. P. Ravenel, of the University of Wisconsin. But in that
I have been disappointed. I should like to say a few words
on this particular topic. We have for a number of yeaivs felt

that tuberculosis has a hereditary aspect, and the point I

should wish to have discussed at this meeting is the importance
of the factor of heredity in pulmonary tuberculosis, more
especially as bearing upon infant mortality. There are certain
families in which tubercular mortality is very heavy. There
is at work apparently the influence of a factor of heredity. We
have attempted for over a year to gather pedigrees of tuber-

cular families, and with the help of Dr. Lewis Booker, of

Montrose, N. G., have succeeded in getting a few. It is very
difficult to get precise information with regard to grandpar-
ents, and almost impossible with regard to great-grandparents.
And unless we have information regarding a good many indi-

viduals of at least three generations, we have no basis for
inference respecting the factor of heredity. Bxit in a half dozen
cases data was secured of grandparents, and in a few of great-
grandparents. And the evidence here seems conclxisive that

heredity plays a large part in tuberculosis. I mean the inher-
itance of a lack of resistance to tubercular infection, or the
inheritance of a susceptibility or lack of immunity. In all of
these pedigrees where the information given was of a positive
nature we may be sure that those persons so designated really
were tuberculous. In one case we have the pedigree of four
generations in which both father and mother in every instance
were tuberculous; and in every resulting generation all of
the children were tuberculous. That indicates, on the basis
of what we know of inheritance of characters in humans and
higher mammals that we are dealing with a lack of resistance
to tubercular infection, which, in turn, suggests the lack of
a determiner for immunity. When that is lacking then that
person is susceptible to tuberculosis. And from what we
know of the Mendelian method of inheritance, those who lack
this determiner of resistance can have only non-resistant chil-
dren. A tuberculous individual may marry a non-tuberculous
with relative impunity, but those children mating with their
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kind will again have abnormal children in the proportion of

one to three. One in four is likely to be tuberculous. The
chances are that that particular one in four, however, may
not happen. But it is serious for the tuberculous to mate with

tuberculous; and for an apparently non-tuberculous (simplex)
to mate with a true tuberculous (duplex). In the former

case, all, and in the latter, half, of the children are likely
to be tuberculous. I believe that the scientific evidence war-
rants physicians in advising against the intermarriage of the
tuberculous. I should like to have that point further dis-

cussed.



THE EUGENICALi ASPECT OP VENERBAXi DISEASE

By 9. 3. JORDA3T, Ph. D., Chairman, of the Huffenlca Section

The most insistent reason for the eradication of the venereal

diseases, namely, the eugenic, does not seem to have received

adequate popular emphasis. Public sentiment is gradually
being evolved, and legislation framed to protect the race

against the reproductive libertinism of pauper, criminal and
idiot. Also, society is now quite generally fully protected
against such serious contagious diseases as diphtheria, scarlet
fever and smallpox. But nothing short of criminal negligence
still prevails almost universally in the matter of protecting
both the present generation and the future race against the

dangers of syphilis and gonorrhrea. There exists not a single
valid argument against the legal registration, isolation or de-

tention and prohibition from marriage of certain contagious
gonorrhoeal and syphilitic patients. It is my purpose to pre-
sent what appear to me irrefutable arguments for the statu-

tory limitation of venereals, to attempt to discover the speci-
ousness of the arguments sometimes urged against legal re-

strictive measures, and thus to evoke discussion by competent
authorities on this matter so supremely significant from the

standpoint of the future race.

A serious consideration of the widespread prevelancy and
racial harm of the "social diseases" leaves no shadow of doubt
that they are fundamental and extremely pernicious anti-

eugenic factors. Attention to other eugenic endeavors will

be of little final avail unless we include in our program also

a crusade to the death upon venereal diseases. No interest

can be paramount to that of the race. There can be no loftier

motive than that to aid in the production and universal estab-

lishment of the highest type of physical, moral and intellec-

tual man within limits of human protoplasm. This should
appeal to the altruistic instincts in every healthy young man
and young woman.
This being granted, all questions of practicality and consti-

tutionality must give way to right. Nothing can be more
practical than the elimination of economic and racial ineffi-

ciency. If constitutions, state or federal, stand in the way
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in state colonies of all social dead-weights, including the epi-

leptic, insane and feeble-minded, chronic inebriates, syphil-

itics, rapists and sexual perverts.
The student of orthogenics finds himself in sympathetic

accord with the fundamental aims of the eugenic movement.
In our efforts to fashion a race of human thoroughbreds noth-

ing less than the eugenical ideal is wholly satisfying. More-

over, we have a right to judge any proposed euthenical meas-
ure in the light of the eugenical ideal. Any euthenical meas-
ure which is manifestly anti-eugenical should not be encour-

aged. Thus legislators may well pause before favorably con-

sidering various measures now being advocated in various
civilized nations which are threatened with depopulation. The
probable immediate effect of paying bounties out of the public
treasury to mothers for the support of babies would be the
increase of neuropathic stock, so that, ultimately, society
would succumb under the ever-increasing burden. But while
the eugeuical conception is impregnable as an ideal, the stu-

dent who is seriously interested in the cause of eugenics must
recognize that there are almost insuperable difficulties in the

way of the effective application of its principles, and that

progress in the work will depend upon the measure in which
these difficulties are successfully overcome. "We may group
these difficulties into four classes:

1. PsycJiological and sociological difficulties.

Effective reform of human practices is scarcely possible
without the aid of the emotional forces of human nature. But
man's emotional development has not kept pace with his in-

tellectual progress. Emotionally human nature is very much
the same today that it"was in the days of primitive man. This
is explainable on the assumption that the emotions are merely
the subjective side of the instincts. Therefore, in trying to

transform the sex life of the race we are obliged to deal with
a set of emotions which are connected with one of the three

oldest and most basal instincts of the race, namely, the sexual

instinct Now, it is at least supremely difficult, if not utterly

impossible, suddenly to change instinctive racial reactions

by mere instruction, demonstration, exhortation or legal en-

actment. An instinct has become deeply imbedded in the

very fabric of the psycho-biological life of the individual as

a result of age-long racial conflicts, by slow and painful pro-
cesses of elimination and survival. Therefore, instincts have

acquired a degree of stability, pertinacity and emotional in-

tensity which render them almost invulnerable to merely
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them die from native debility, an inaptitude for life, a lack

of what may be termed 'biologic capital.' Many of them suc-

cumb to slight causes or disease or die without apparent
cause. The chance of an infected child dying under fifteen

years of age is nearly seven times greater than that of the
child free from syphilis, As an evidence of lowered resist-

ance occasioned by hereditary syphilis, a careful analysis of

all cases of infectious diseases in children shows that, exclu-

sive of widespread epidemics, the chances of a syphilitic get-

ting typhoid fever are nearly two and one-half times as great
as for a non-syphilitic; for scarlet fever three times; for

measles three and one-half times; for diphtheria nearly seven
times. Syphilis lowers not only the constitutional, but the

local, resistance. Thirty per cent, of the children with tuber-

cular hip disease are congenital syphilitics. In tubercular

meningitis the percentage is as high of 60. Forty per cent,

of the cases of gastroenteritis are syphilitics. A final result

of hereditary syphilis is the inability to procreate healthy
children. If they grow up and marry, they are liable to trans-

mit the same class of organic defects to the third generation."
Under the heading "Prudery," in an article on "The St^rili-

zation of Criminals and Defectives," Dr. John N. Hurty, State

Health Commissioner of Indiana, writes thus : "What are we
doing for posterity in the protection of human blood and
human health? We are permitting thousands, tens of thou-

sands, hundreds of thousands of human beings to marry and

reproduce their own kind, when at the time of their marriage
they are deviates, or they are afflicted with syphilis or with

gonorrhoea, or possibly with both, which diseases will not only
cause death, but will visit themselves unto the third and
fourth generations in the forms of blindness, bone diseases, in-

sanity, imbecility, nervous wrecks, all varieties of tubercu-

losis, moral degenerates and perverts. We are doing this be-

cause we will not stop it, not because we cannot. 'Tis puling,

pursy prudery which prevents. We are filling our alms-

houses, hospitals, jails, penitentiaries and homes for the mor-

ally and physically unfortunate by our refusal to meet the
social question, the sex problem, the prevention of the pro-
creation of degenerates in an honest, sensible, pure-minded
manner. The medical fraternity knows the horrible price
modern society is paying for this prudery. Their hospital
records and the records of their private practice, were they
made public, would be the blow that would stagger humanity."
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The need for some radical, Immediate action must surely
be obvious.1 But what can be done? And how? The prob-
lem is more difficult than that of preventing the reproduction
of ordinary defectives. Here sterilization (vasectomy) can
be resorted to. But such measure will not help in the case of

syphilis and gonorrhoea, for here the danger of general in-

fection would still remain.

Begistration, in order that the public may be in a better

position to protect itself against this type of infection; deten-
tion under custodial care until pronounced permanently cured

by expert authority, in order that the source of infection may
be properly controlled; and legal prohibition to marriage, in
order that innocent and noble (racially) women may not be

betrayed into a life of misery and sterility, and that children

may not be born with blighted heritage. One or the other of

these safeguards will not alone be effective in meeting the de-

mands of the situation; all together, coupled with an educa-
tional propaganda, must be observed coincidental^.
What are the difficulties regarding registration? First,

expense. But in a country as potentially rich as America,
and one that spends more than $100,000,000 annually in caring
for its deficients and unfortunates, this additional expense is

a mere bagatelle. The creation and maintainance of the neces-

sary machinery for registration are relatively simple matters.

Such notification machinery has, since May 1, 1912, been in

operation in the public institutions of New York City, and
since recently in the state of California,

How will regulation effect the solicitation of professional

help on the part of those infected? Will not some continue

untreated, become more virulent foci of infection and of pro-
tracted standing, suffer needless incapacity, and die a need-

less death in consequence? Possibly. But this condition is an
inevitable transition phase from the old to the new order of

things. Moreover, it being common knowledge that infected

individuals will be registered in the Department of Health,
many candidates for debauch may be restrained from taking
the risks. Once the public is properly informed concerning
the true and serious nature of syphilis and gonorrhoea public

*The great seriousness of the situation must be patent to all in the light
of the following conservative estimates gathered from authoritative sources;
about ten per cent of the population Is syphilitic ; about one-half of this

syphilis Is innocently acquired; at least twenty-five per cent of hereditary In-

sanity (very conservatively estimated at about forty per cent of the total) Is

due to syphilis; at least sixty per cent of all adult males have or have had
gonorrhoea; the mortality from syphilis and gonorrhoea is greater than from
tuberculosis, and almost an great (deducting for epidemics) as for all other
Infectious diseases taken together ; New York City alone Is said to have no less

than 220,000 venereal patients, and no less than 20,000 prostitutes.
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sentiment will not simply tolerate, but indeed demand, regis-

tration.

What are the difficulties in the way of custodial care?

Again, great expense. But wars have been fought and are

being paid for (we are spending today nearly $1,000,000 a

day 72 per cent of our government revenue for support of

the army and navy) ;
enormous quantities of tobacco, liquor

arid narcotics are still being consumed without good, in-

deed with positive harm -to the race and the whole expense
is patiently and cheerfully borne. The nation's chief asset
its child product receives relatively scant attention. Perhaps
if it were made clear to our generation that in consequence
of our supine indifference and our shortsighted satisfaction

with simply palliative measures, our children and grandchil-
dren will inherit unbearable burdens in the shape of enormous
demands for the support of ever-increasing misery and incom-

petence, and that the welfare of the race is being jeopardized,,
we might become willing to sacrifice the enjoyment of super-
fluous comforts for this altruistic end of racial salvage. Surely
no other course seems to hold such promise of permanent solu-

tion.

What are the difficulties in the way of procuring and en-

forcing restrictive legislation against the marriage of gonor-
rhoeal and syphilitic patients? In this case only relatively
small expense. But we will have to combat here legislative
lack of information, public prejudice, moral inertia, legal con-

servatism, clerical and institutional opposition, medical pro-
fessional ethics, and the universal traditional feticism of "per-
sonal liberty" and "equal rights." In only four of our states

are venereal diseases a bar to marriage. Perhaps alljthat is

needed, however, to overcome the oposition is a common-sense
educational propaganda. Progress may be slow, but a suc-

cessful issue is inevitable.

Dr. Charles Eliot's remarks (The Crusade for Sex Hygiene)
seem pertinent: "It is absolutely inconsistent with all

other public health measures that venereal patients, patients
with syphilis or gonorrhoea, should be allowed to keep
these diseases secret, should be walking about the streets,

working in the shops and factories, sitting in the street cars
and frequenting the hotels. We do not allow such conduct
nowadays with regard to any other contagious diseases.

* *

It is high time, gentlemen, that this practice within the medi-
cal profession should be brought to an end, and that all ven-
ereal diseases should be registered and made subject to con-
trol as scarlet fever, diphtheria and smallpox are. Indeed,
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the reasons for publicity with regard to venereal diseases are

stronger than they are with regard to any other of the con-

tagious diseases. In the second place, cities and states should
make large public provision in dispensaries and hospitals for
the treatment of the venereal diseases. They should be
treated with a view to prevent their further distribution

through the community.
"In the third place, the practice of the medical profession

needs to be completely changed in regard to their sense of re-

sponsibility towards innocent people who may be infected by
persons whom the physicians know to have venereal disease.
That is a very important point, and it is going to be a very
difficult point in the prosecution of this crusade. It is the

practice of many physicians to conceal the fact that the young
man who is under treatment for venereal disease is so affected,
even when the physician knows that the young man is about
to marry an innocent girl. Many physicians justify that con-

cealment, and say it is the only mode of action consistent with
the general ethics of the profession, namely, a sacred confi-

dence between the physician and his patient. That sort of

ethics ought no longer to be endured."
But the most important phase of the evil, the primary

cause of its considerable prevalency, even among the better

classes, remains to be considered, namely, prostitution.
The white slave traffic today is estimated to cost the United

States $3,000,000,000 annually.
The publication of the report (1911) of the Vice Commis-

sion appointed by the .Mayor of Chicago a commission com-

posed of some of the best men and women of the city gives
cause for hope that measures for the extermination of prosti-

tution will soon receive more general intelligent consideration.

Above all, the report makes very clear that prostitution is not

a negligible evil, but one of prime and fundamental import.
When we are told that in Chicago alone $16,000,000 are the

profits annually accruing from this vice, served professionally

by 5,000 (the most conservative estimate, probably about

8,000) potentially useful young women, and patronized by
thousands of the best of the young manhood of our country, the

evil appears as the most momentous that society has to contend

against. For the ruin of this fair manhood, the consequent fre-

quent suffering and sterility of their later marriage mates, and
the blasting of little children's lives, presents a picture truly

appalling. Multiply Chicago proportionately by the number
of cities in this country and the world, and then contemplate
the enormity of the results in terms of misery, degradation,
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poverty, blasted homes, ruined lives and racial injury ! Truly
this is not an evil that we can longer afford to harbor and

neglect. Miss Jane Addams, of Hull House, Chicago, in her

recent series of four splendid articles in McOlure's Magazine
(1911-12) on "A New Conscience and an Ancient Evil," sym-
pathetically portrays the evil in faithful colors and proper
perspective. She would pay the price of another Civil War,
if need be, to rid the country permanently of this curse, and
deem it infinite gain. It is most gratifying that social work-
ers of her type and calibre sternly refuse to compromise with
medical inspection, segregation or "regulation" (reglementa-
tion), in short, with anything less than absolute eradication.

To say that to abolish an evil as old as the race is impractical
or impossible IR to belie one's native aspirations for a better

world, and one's perennial faith in the final triumph of right.
If prostitution ought to be abolished, if it be possible, then
it can le abolished, -for what is right is possible. Indeed, for

the life of the nation and the race it must "be abolished. And
the fact must not be ignored that it is perhaps as much an
economic and social as a moral problem.
One wishes to solicit here especially the help of the medical

profession, who too frequently simply connive at prostitution
and its sequelae of syphilis and gonorrhoea; and of the clergy,
who largely ignore the latter in their relation to marriage.
It is wrong, also, that physicians to venereal patients should
count fidelity to the Hippocratic oath as of move consequence
than the saving of an innocent girl from a necessarily unhappy
marriage, and her offspring from probable defect. If the Hip-
pocratic oath works such ill, it ought no longer to be admin-
istered. Nor will properly trained, high-minded physicians
any longer respect it in those instances where it means harm
to an unsuspecting individual or the unborn race.

Men have long held the legislative reins. Concerning those

matters which relate most closely to woman's welfare and
that of the race, they have either been largely indifferent or

frequently bungled. They need expert advice from those most
intimately concerned the women to whom the future race
is most closely related. Only woman can fully know the

price paid for human life. She will no longer tolerate, I be-

lieve, to have so valuable a thing so recklessly produced and
so ruthlessly squandered.
Women will soon be universally admitted to equal suffrage

with men, simply because it is right that they should be if

they desire and men know it. The suffragist movement con-
tains great possibilities for powerfully abetting the eugenic
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propaganda. Woman wil legislate to properly protect her-

self as the "mother" of the race against wanton infection. She

instinctively feels more keenly the importance of conserving
the greatest national asset human life and will bring about

proper action for the preservation of the best elements of the

race. Of course, we shall probably have to pass through a

period marked by radicalism and extremes. This is perhaps
inevitable. But eventually men and women will together
work out some legal and ethical code of life in accordance
with the best eugenic ideals.

The future generations are mutely pleading with the young
manhood and womanhood of our country to keep personally
undefiled, to take serious and intelligent note of social misery
and havoc produced by venereal diseases and to help create

such public opinion as will compel legislation guarding the

interests of the unborn against the ignorant, indifferent or

anti-social members of our present-day society.
In resume:
Venereal disease is responsible for a large quota of infant

deaths and much human misery. The havoc produced by
gonorrhoea includes sterility of frequently noble stock, pre- or

early post-natal death, and constitutional injury of offspring.
The hereditary effects of syphilis also, in terms of genetic in-

jury, low resistance to disease and infant mortality, are un-

questionable. Since venereal diseases are contagious and

communicable, efforts must be more universally made for their

control similar to those employed in the care of smallpox,

diphtheria and scarlet fever. Effective isolation of all un-

cured cases is demanded. This presupposes some adequate
system of notification; which condition of affairs waits upon
proper legislation. Since the chief source of venereal disease

is prostitution, attention must be paid to this social malad-

justment. No compromise can be countenanced; absolute

eradication of prostitution, whatever the material difficulties,

must be the immediate aim of our efforts along this line.

Furthermore, there is urgent need of more widespread early
education in matters of sex and reproduction. And the well-

meaning but short-sighted attitude which regards venereal

infection as retribution for sin must be corrected. The dis-

ease should be treated as disettsCj and the same methods em-

ployed for its control and eradiction as are followed in similar

non-shameful diseases, namely, universal notification and
strict isolation.



EUGENICS AND MENTAL VARIATIONS

By ROSWELL H. JOHNSON, M. S., University of Pittslmrgli

One year ago evidence was presented in this section showing
a very high mental variability obtained by the Binet-Simon

tests, and also some evidence of the inheritance of these varia-

tions. Since that time a great deal of work has been done

with these and other tests, and the coming year will show the

publication of much additional data, all making very definite

the fact of a high variability in mental quality. The inherent

difficulties in getting data upon the parents makes the demon-

stration of inheritance of these qualities much slower. Such

work and the experimental study of racial difference are now
of pressing importance.
The early extension and standardization of these tests is

very important because of the great needs for their application
as follows: The recent striking decline of the birth rate in

all advanced countries has led to the proposal of baby boun-

ties, directly as in France, or indirectly as in the case of the

maternity benefits of the new British Insurance Act, and

many other propositions receiving a great deal of attention,

especially in Paris. All such propositions must assume that

all infants are equal, or that superior parents will be as much
influenced thereby as inferior. The first assumption is so

egregiously false that it requires no refutation here. Pear-

son's statistics as to the effect of child labor on the birth rate,
as well as the general inverse correlation of income and num-
ber of children, show clearly that the additional children that

would be produced by such bounties would be by inferior par-
ents in the long run. It is clear, therefore, that all such
bounties must be on a sliding scale, graded to the quality of

the parents, or, at least, to that of the mother, if we would
not produce a very unfortunate result. Such a determination
can be properly based only on competitive tests. Pending the
establishment of these, the amount of education received with-
out retardation on the part of the subject would be a passable
makeshift, especially since long division is unattainable by
fiome mental grades and mental inferiority quickly shows
itself by retardation in the schools.

Another application much needed for competitive mental
tests is in the examination of defective criminals. We find
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the sociological journals devoting a growing amount of space
to the extension of the parole and rehabilitation of crimi-
nals. We know now, from studies at Bedford and Elmira,
that a large percentage of these criminals and of prostitutes
are mentally defective, and hence grave menaces as possible
parents. The use of mental tests will make it possible to
retain such defectives (unless it seems wise in some cases to

give them their liberty sterilized). Certainly the wholesale
curtailment of imprisonment by means of parole, pardon and
repeated fines, especially that by sentimental and ill-guided

governors, is now quite too indiscriminate. Let us remember
that imprisonment has a eugenic function in addition to its

punitive and reformatory ones.

It has been suggested that feeble-mindedness may be always
a defect, and because so many other defects are recessive, that

this, too, may be found recessive. As a hypothesis, this is

well worth considering. But to draw the conclusion at this

time that, therefore, we need not check reproduction by a
feeble-minded person, but only take measures to limit his or

her mating to marriage with a normal individual, is certainly

premature.
The following considerations make it seem very probable

that feeble-mindedness is not one recessive characteristic, or

a group of characteristics all recessive:

. 1. The feeble-minded themselves vary greatly. The quan-
titative comparisons of feeble-mindedness that have been pub-
lished by Goddard and Huey show this in a high degree.

2. Similar quantitative studies of school children, such as

Goddard's, Burt?s, Bonser's and my own, together with the

numerous studies of retardation by school grades, show a

large number of backward children grading down to feeble-

mindedness.
3. The data relied upon to show that feeble-mindedness is

recessive has been obtained principally by yes or no state-

ments as to feeble-mindedness, without precise criteria.

4. Since the feeble-minded, particularly the females, gen-

erally mate with normal, we should have very many appar-

ently normal progeny to the relatively few actually feeble-

minded. Under these circumstances we should find the feeble-

minded frequently arising from normal parents in a propor-
tion of 25 per cent, if feeblemindedness is one unit character,
in a very much smaller percentage if feeblemindedness is a

combination of several recessive unit characters.

The matings of feeble-minded and normal give a much
greater percentage of feeble-minded individuals than this, and
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in addition many backward individuals, in Goddard's and
Huey's published pedigrees.
Under these circumstances the advice that the mating of

normal and feeble-minded may be approved is dangerous. Let
this Association urge with emphasis the plea that Mr. Hart
made on this platform last year that every state must pro-
vide institutions for its feeble-minded, not only for children,
but for the women as well under 46 years of age (except those
that are sterile). The state must not only provide these free

institutions, but must also provide some machinery by which
every feeble-minded child and woman shall be found and com-
mitted. Probably the school census affords the best means
for this work.
The privilege of keeping the feeble-minded child at home

or in a private institution should be carefully administered
by a committee of competent inspectors, and the privilege
should be withdrawn if the specified surveillance over the
patient is found to be lax.



INFANT MORTALITY JN RELATION TO THE HEREDITARY
EFFECTS OF MENTAU DEFICIENCY

By HENRY EC. OODDAJtD, Ph. D., Director Research Department,
Tlie Vineland Training School for Feeble-Minded Children.

There are those who profess to have a contempt for phil-
osophy, and yet the philosopher is the only benefactor of his
race. One may not know the Aristotelian doctrine of Cath-

arsis, nor Bishop Berkeley's theory of mind and matter, never-
theless one must he able to see the different facts of life in some
thing of their true relationship in order to act wisely, and in
a way that will really benefit humanity. And after all, phil-

osophy is nothing more or less than the fitting together of all

the different facts of all the sciences in order to make a con-
sistent whole.

It is with great satisfaction that I see that this Society is

taking up the problem of Infant Mortality from the phil-

osophical standpoint, and that the object of this particular
meeting is to consider infant mortality in relation to heredi-

tary defect. There is always danger of being one-sided. In-

deed, man's greatest difficulty in life in the present day seems
to be to keep his balance, and apparently the higher we get in
our civilization the more liable we are to get dizzy and fall

over to the one side or the other. In this matter of infant mor-
tality we are in danger of reasoning fallaciously, more through
false premises than illogical procedure. We say death is an
evil; therefore banish death. It is particularly distressing
to see the poor innocents die ; therefore we must exert all our
efforts to keep them alive. It is a curious paradox that the

greatest philosopher that ever lived promulgated a philosophy
and a religion, the very essence of which is the unimportance
of this life and the great value of a spiritual life beyond; and
yet we, his modern followers, have gone to the extreme of

maintaining that the thing of utmost value is life. Cicero
seems to have demonstrated that death is not an evil from any
standpoint. It is quite possible, even, that the death of in-

fants is sometimes a blessing rather than otherwise, not only
to humanity itself, but to the infant.

To put the matter in another form, we, as human beings,
seem to be swayed in our actions by two kinds of influences.
We may call these our emotions and our reason. Speaking
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of individuals, we would call the one person an emotionalist

and the other a rationalist, perhaps a "cold scientist." Of the

two, one may not know which to prefer. But we are not com-

pelled to choose either extreme. All history, both of nations
and of individuals, shows that there is a golden mean; that our
emotions should be tempered by reason and judgment, and that
our reason should be somewhat modified by our feelings.
Mankind has been swayed by many kinds of feeling, but he

has seldom guided his course, at least in groups, by very much
reason. Man has recently come into possession of an exceed-

ingly dangerous weapon. Having studied nature now for

some years, and having developed considerable science, we are

beginning to attempt to control nature. If we knew all, that
would be wise; but with our partial knowledge it is inevitable
that in our attempt to control nature we shall make many
serious blunders, possibly fatal ones. Nowhere is this more
imminent than in the matter of life and death. In nature
death is not an evil, but the great preserver of equilibrium.
Until recently the same law of the survival of the fittest which

applies to plants and the lower animals applied also to man,
but of late the humanitarian side of us has become so strongly
developed that we are interfering greatly with this natural
order. I am not proposing that we should be less humane, or

that we should revert to the old methods, but it is necessary
to insist that along with our humanity there should go consid-

erable philosophy; that our emotionalism should be tempered
by reason and judgment.
As applied to our specific problem, the following seems to

be the situation: We know now that a surprisingly large

percentage of people are of such low mentality that they are

incapable of living what we term a normal life. They have
not judgment or intelligence enough to do those things that
make for happiness and prosperity. Moreover, it is in this

group of people that the birth rate is highest. Furthermore,
because these parents are ignorant of how to take care of their

children, and because the children have inherited the parents'
weaknesses, a large percentage die. It is the inexorable law
of nature. They are not fit by endowment to survive, and,
therefore, nature takes them away. But now man, with his

superior intelligence and his highly developed humanity, steps
in and says that they must live. We will see to it that they
do live. Another fact that we have learned is that these peo-
ple of low intelligence transmit that low intelligence to their

children, and that consequently a large percentage of these

children, if they live and grow up, will be mentally deficient,
will always be a burden on society, and more or less a burden
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to themselves. Therefore, when we step in and keep these

people alive, we are simply laying up trouble for ourselves and
trouble for these same children.

Again, I hasten to say that I am not arguing in this paper
that we should not keep them alive. I do not believe that we
can do any different and maintain our humanity, but the
whole point is that at the same time that we do this we must
do something else also. We must not think the problem solved
or our task done when we have insisted that these children
should be kept alive and grow up to be adults; but we must
see to it that society does not suffer from the consequences
of the mental defect of these people, because mentally defec-

tive many of them will be; and if not mentally defective, many
will bear in their constitutions the physical weaknesses that

they have inherited, and that again will be transmitted and
contribute toward producing a weakened race. Certainly in
the light of all that we are beginning to know of eugenics, we
cannot tolerate for a moment the thought of thus consciously
and definitely going against all that eugenics teaches us, and
of aiding and abetting the establishment among us of a race

of defectives, degenerates and weaklings. If our humanity
will not allow us to let these children die as infants, our

humanity certainly does not prevent us from insisting that

they shall be the last of their race, and shall never become

parents of more children like themselves.

We must not stop half way in our attempt to solve the

problem.
A beggar stops me on the street and asks for alms. My

whole heart goes out toward him, and I am inclined to hand
him a coin. But my science comes to my aid, and I realize

that by giving promiscuously in this way I am not helping

him, I am really doing him an injury. I am tending to con-

tinue the condition of life in which he lives, to promote beg-

gary and improvidence. I, therefore, refuse to give him the

coin and go my way.
But if I stop there I am doing something that is equally

wrong. I simply become the cold scientist instead of the

humane fellow-being. My real duty is to go behind the condi-

tions as I meet them, and discover what underlies; discover

why that man was begging, and remove the cause of his

begging.
The same thing applies to our problem of infant mortality.

Could we shake loose our humanity, we should say let these

children die. If they have not inherited enough vitality to

live under ordinary conditions, this is only nature's way of
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ridding the world of weaklings. But since we cannot do that,
we must go to the very bottom of the problem and seek for
the cause.

That our contribution may be positive rather than negative,
let us see what sort of a plan of action can be formulated.
Two per cent, of all school children are feeble-minded, and it

were better had they never been born. What per cent, of the
children born, but who die in infancy, would have been feeble-

minded had they lived we can only conjecture. It must be

high. It is estimated that one-fourth of till Ibe children born
die before the age of two. It is clear, therefore, (hat as soon
as we succeed in keeping alive a large percentage of those, we
will surely increase our percentage of feeble-miudcducsH, and

thereby add to our social problems of pauperism, prostitution
and crime. A comprehensive plan of action would seem to be

something like the following:

First, a careful study into the heredity of all of these chil-

dren. This would enable us to divide them primarily into two

groups those with normal heredity and those with feeble-

minded ancestors. The latter group will, according to present

indications, be either feeble-minded or capable of transmitting
feeble-mindedncss to their offspring. All such cases should be

carefully recorded and watched throughout their childhood
and youth. Those that prove to be distinctly feeble-minded
should be placed in colonies where they will be made happy
and as useful as possible, but kept from procreation. Those
that do not show feeble-mindedncBS in themselves, but where
the probabilities ar'e strong that they will transmit feeble-

mindedness, should be, if they are intelligent and public-

spirited enough, urged never to become parents.
If we shall ever come to the point where sterilization is

looked upon with favor and resorted to to help solve this

problem to the fullest extent possible, it may be that such

persons can be sterilized by the operation of vasectomy, and
then allowed to marry and live their lives in happiness, with
the certainty that there will be no issue to perpetuate the evil.

Those children who are found to be of normal ancestry are,
of course, capable of growing into useful citizens, unless they
have acquired a weak organism or a defective constitution in

some way, so that they will always be more or less handi-

capped through life. Of this class there is probably no danger
of procreation; that is to say, no danger that their offspring
will be defective. They need a change of environment, and
the conditions made such that they can make a living, and if

they marry, transmit to their offspring every advantage which
they themselves have.
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A study of the heredity of these children will doubtless, in
many cases, suggest some possible action in connection with
the parents.
The following case will illustrate what we have in mind:

An insane man was in a hospital for the insane where there
was every justification for keeping him for life, since he was
recognized as incurable. But he had his mild spells, when it

w as safe to allow him to go home. It had been done (in order
to save expense to the state and to make room for other needy
cases) until he was the father of five children, all feeble-
minded or deformed. The mother, the man's wife, was feeble-

minded.
At this juncture the hospital authorities made the following

proposition to the man: "You are begetting defective chil-

dren, who are a burden to you and the state. This cannot
longer go on. We can keep you here, where you will be cared
for and will be safe, or, if you will submit to the operation of

vasectomy, then you can be allowed to go home." It hap-
pened that during his quiet period he was able to earn quite
fair wages. The man refused to submit to the operation of

vasectomy, but after a time the wife was taken into consulta-

tion, and although feeble-minded, was high enough grade to

perceive the situation, and was able eventually to persuade
her husband to submit. The operation was performed, and
the man has been allowed to go. Now he is able to live at

home and earn his wages and support his family for perhaps
a half of his time. Thus everybody is happier; the state is

saved the expense and trouble.

In conclusion, this great movement of reducing infant mor-

tality is not only humanitarian, but appeals to our sense of

justice and reason. But we must recognize that it entails

upon society grave responsibilities. We ought to recognize
these and face them. We ought to study the problem in all

its bearings, and devote ourselves to its rational solution. To
save these children alive, and to save them as adults from the

consequences of their condition, for which they are not re-

sponsible, is a wise and humanitarian procedure. To save
them from death to a life of crime, pauperism or prostitution
IR not humanitarianism; it is emotionalism.
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THE PROPER ATTITUDE OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION
TOWARD EUGENICS

The following was submitted for discussion:

Medicine is becoming less a curative and more a preventive science.

From an art of curing illness it has become a science of health, Modern
medicine seeks to eradicate rather than simply palliate weakness and
morbidity. Eugenics, founded upon the science of genetics, points the

way to the prevention of much incapacity and disease. The coming
physician will be largely an advisory functionary aiding his clientele
in the conservation of personal and racial strength and health. To this
end he must be well-informed in tlic facts and principles oC heredity;
and view life from the eugenic standpoint. The attainment of this

condition, characterized by eugenic Ideals, demands proper instruction
in genetics in our medical colleges. The science of heredity should have
a place among the fundamental HCienccs in our medical curriculum,

THE PROPER ATTITUDE OF THE CHURCH AND CHARITABLE
INSTITUTIONS TOWARD KUGENCIS

The chairman was unable to secure a paper on this important phase
of the subject of Eugenics, The following quotation from a paper on
"Selection in Marriage" ("Eugenics Review,

71

October, 100!),), by J. W.
Slaughter, indicates in general the responsibility and opportunity of the
church respecting the eugenics propaganda :

Marriage is peculiarly the concern of the church as one of the great
sacraments . . . the psychologist might add . . . that religion
has made and held its place in the world largely by reason of its

relation to the reproductive life. Its control and utilization of the racial
Instinct in the interests of idealism has probably been an essential
condition of the growth of civilization. If the church Is to grasp its

modern opportunity, failing which there is little need of it, clearly
it must utilize its two sacraments of confirmation and marriage for
their true purpose, namely in the interest of an idealism which recog-
nizes the responsibility laid upon the present by the future. No one
knowing the facts con doubt that the clergyman could be a most
important agent of selection in mating.
The proper attitude of the church toward eugenics would seem to be

realized for present initial purposes in the action taken by the religious
authorities of the Cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul, Chicago, In refus-
ing to perform the marriage ceremony for persons unable to secure
medical certificates guaranteeing freedom from venereal taint or other
.genetic Injury.
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By J. E. WATJLACK WA.LLIN, Director Paycholog-lca.1 ClLnicT School
of E3d.nca.tlon, University of Fitttur|pl&

The mental and physical health of children is a national

asset, which the state is under obligation to preserve and de-

velop, for, ultimately, the indefinite improvement of humanity
and the cause of the young child are inseparably interwoven.
The problem of infant mortality, therefore, cannot be ab-
stracted and viewed apart, except in conception, from the

larger problem of race conservation; and, in the final analysis,
the problem of race conservation involves not only race preser-
vation, but a two-fold process of human orthogenesis. First,
a process of physical orthogenesis, or orthosomatics, by which
I refer to any process through which malfunctioning physical
organs may be made to function aright, or by means of which
healthy organs may be kept at continued normal functioning,
so that the physical organism may develop to its maximal
potential; and, second, a process of mental orthogenesis, or

orthoprenics, by which I allude to any process, mental or

physical, of righting any malfunctioning mental power, so
that the mind may realize its highest developmental possibili-
ties. On such a theory the immediate purpose of a construc-
tive community program and only such a program will prove
genuinely efficacious of race conservation or human ortho-

genesis, may be stated as irreducibly three-fold:

First, Salvation, i. e.j the salvation of every born babe, fit

or unfit, from a premature grave. Perhaps it were better to
follow the example of the Greeks, a nation of ancient eugen-
ists, and allow the unfit, provided they could be infallibly
diagnosed, to perish by exposing them to death perils. But
this expedient can be dismissed at once, because the very
thought is abhorrent to the twentieth century mind.

Second, Improvement, i. e., the maximal, uplift or upbuild-
ing,, bodily and mental, of every surviving babe, whether fit

or unfit, so that it may reach its maximal potential of social

efficiency. The duty to preserve the unfit babe, once it is

born, implies the duty to provide it with the nurture and pro-
tection which will bring it to its highest estate.

Third, Elimination, i. e.y the eradication of the social misfits,
not by the impossible expedient of enforced selective euthana-
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sia, chloroforming or infanticide, but by the reduction of the

birth rate of the unfit stock, and the increase of the birth rate

of normal, healthy babies.

If the immediate or ultimate aim of the infant mortality
crusade cannot be reduced beyond the above triple minimum,
it is evident that a scheme of constructive planning must in-

clude remedial, corrective and preventive work by the control

of environmental and hereditary factors. While much of the

conflict between the groups of environmental and hereditary
infant welfare workers is due to the paucity of demonstrated
facts in this field, which enables one group to attribute all

or nearly all the blame for infant mortality, or for racial de-

population and degeneracy, to the environment, while the

other group just as confidently holds heredity responsible;
1

yet it is probably true that the greater part of the controversy
is due to one-sided views as to the basal aims to be realized,
and accordingly the methods to be employed in an infant

mortality crusade. On the one hand, there are some euthen-
ists who limit the legitimate scope of the work to saving life

from premature extinction, and who underestimate the value,
if they do not entirely neglect, a program of subsequent fol-

low-up diagnosis, care and training; while, on the other hand,
there are those who admit that a follow-up program of ortho-

genie reconstruction undeniably possesses value for the indi-

vidual, but who insist that it has no beneficent influence on
race improvement, and that permanent race improvement can
result only from eugenical breeding, whence the environment
is considered to be of minor importance. The student of or-

thogenics, however, regards it as arbitrary, impossible of

practical achievement, and fatal to the realization of the

highest orthogenic results in the work of race reconstruction,
to attempt to divorce the above aims, to neglect one at the ex-

pense of either of the other two, and to create a wide gulf
between the euthenical and eugenical factors of control.

In the time that remains I propose to present a brief state-

ment of the points of view, claims, evidence and the measures
advocated by the two schools of infant conservationist work-

ers, and to offer a few suggestions for a fairly comprehensive
program of euthenical and eugenical work.

l Few of the factors productive of infant mortality have teen studied under
thoroughly satisfactory conditions of analytical control; hence the value of

many of the statistical findings IB questionable. Yet these discrepant findings
are constantly used in support of the most divergent claims. There is great
need of genuine scientific research In this field. Too much of it is quite pseudo-
scientific.
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EUTHENICS

The euthenist claims that the major percentage of infant
deaths is due to a maladjusted environment, or to detri-

mental factors which are nnder environmental control. He
tells us:

That the vast majority (90 per cent, say some,) of
babies are well born

;

That adverse environmental Influences are not more
destructive of the biologically inapt thqri the biologi-

cally apt Infant;

That, since the hereditary factors exert a minor influ-

ence during early life, the eugenically fit will suc-
cumb during infancy quite as readily as the eugeni-
cally unfit;

That most infants die of preventive digestive disor-

ders caused by bad feeding, bad food, food infected

particularly by means of the house fly, or by Injurious
drugs or beverages, and of preventable respiratory
diseases, caused by bad air and dirt;

And that, in the final analysis, therefore, the causes of
Infant morbidity and mortality are chiefly sociological,

psychological and economic, a combination of ignor-

ance, carelessness, indifference, neglect, filth, vice and
poverty.

Thus it was found in an American study of 44,226 deaths

under age one, in New York, Philadelphia, Boston and Chi-

cago that acute gastro-intestinal disorders were responsible
for 28 per cent, and acute respiratory diseases for 18.5 per
cent of the deaths (L. E. Holt), while the corresponding mor-

tality figures in England and Wales during the period from
1892 to 1901 were 57.5 per cent and 25.3 per cent, respectively.

Of the 49,000 infants who die under age two every year in the

United States of America from cholera infantum, it is main-
tained that the majority are poisoned by flies.

Moreover, the euthenist contends that the real causes are

often mistakenly or fraudulently reported. Thus premature
births or stillbirths, which constitute about 25 per cent of the

mortality figures, both in England and America, and which are
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alleged to be due to impairment of biological capital or neu-

ropathic taint, are often due to abortion produced by aborti-

facients or criminal operations or to infanticide or to overwork

and starvation of the mothers (as they are frequently found

among factory mothers). Likewise in some cases in which

the cause is reported as parental alcoholism, the inebriety is

only indirectly responsible for the deaths. Often the real

cause is overlaying the crushing or smothering of the infant

by the narcotized parent. This circumstance seems to explain

why so many infants die between Saturday night and Sunday
morning 42 per cent of 401 cases reported in an English

study.
With the emphasis placed on such factors as the above, it

is evident that the euthenist will look to the control of envir-

onmental factors for his orthogenic measures. Among the

control measures which may be mentioned are the following:

The complete extermination of the house fly ;

The establishment of scientific standards oC ante- and
post-natal maternity and infancy nurture and care;
Relieving mothers from excessive toil, hunger or emo-
tional tension before, during and following the period
of confinement by the establishment of expectant
refuges, lying-in hospitals or maternity nurseries, or
nursing mothers' restaurants where wholesome food
may be dispensed to the mother free of charge or at
small expense, or by the legislative pensioning or en-

dowment of motherhood, or by the issuing of a form
of motherhood insurance

;

The compulsory registration and periodical inspection
of baby farms or foundling homes;

The licensing and supervision of foster mothers;

The establishing of medically supervised milk sta-
tions or social consultation centers, where properly
modified, pasteurized or sterilized milk may be sup-
plied, and where mothers may receive instruction and
demonstrations in the scientific care of infants ;

Or the establishment of community educational health
centers of the Milwaukee type for the training of
mothers, nurses, social workers, midwives 2 and doctors
In Infant feeding, care and hygiene, and in home and
neighborhood sanitation;

1 Our first municipal school for mldwlves was established in New York in 1911.
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The establishment of public summer baby tents ;

The development of measures to substitute breast feed-

Ing for bottle feeding ;

The legal imposition of fines on mothers who can, but
will not, nurse their sickly babies;

The substitution by legal enactment of bottle teats
for bottle tubes;

The frequent systematic inspection of the mouths of
young children adequately to control the "disease of
the people," dental caries;

The after-care or supervision of sick children during
convalescence ;

The expert community supervision of infants until
they statutorlly come under the supervision of school
boards ;

The annual examination of pupils in the schools by
medical and psychological inspectors, with a view to
discovery and correction of physical disabilities and
mental deviations or abnormalities, whether developed
or latent; 8

The community supervision, regulation and socializa-
tion of urban recreation;

The education of the youths of both sexes in sex
hygiene;

And the education of girls and young wives for
motherhood in little mothers' classes or in continua-
tion home schools.

Concerning the desirability of instituting systematic, or-

ganized plans for putting into effect some of the above meas-

ures, there ought to be little difference of opinion. There

is, at least, little reason to doubt the efficacy of many of these

The last two measures are partly In force in New York City (and Boston),
where a Division of Child Hygiene of the Department of Health has been
established -under municipal control, with the duty of supervising the health of

children from birth to the legal working age. It Is some such community
organization as this for which I plead, though I prefer to have It established

as a part of the public school system, with various extensions In Its program
of work.
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measures. To cite merely four instances by the employment
of various corrective, remedial and preventive measures in

New York City the iufant death rate between 1881 and 1902

was reduced 02 per cent; by providing iufant supervision

through district nurses the mortality in Nc\v York City last

year was reduced to 1.4 per cent among 10,987 supervised
babies (the cost of the supervision amounted to about fifty

cents per child per month the same as in Milwaukee) ; by ar-

ranging to give mothers a ten-day rest period before confine-

ment 10 per cent was added to the weight of infants in Paris;
and by the simple expedient of feeding infants from the

breast instead of from the bottle the mortality in various

cities has been reduced in amounts varying from 50 per cent

to 1,500 per cent.

Obviously, the first efforts of any organized plan of human
conservation should aim HO to environ every babe that it

may obtain a decent lighting chance for survival beyond the

cradle. By the proper control of environmental factors I

believe that we can eradicate 75 per cent of infant mortality,

provided the work is organized on a community basin, instead

of being left to individual initiative or direction. Individual

effort, because of ignorance, caprice, poverty or incilidency,
will mean desultory or worthless action, or no action at

all. Nothing short of organized community action will

enable us to eradicate the preventable mortality of in-

fants. My first plea, therefore, is for the development of

comprehensive plans on a community basis for preserving
and conserving tJic lives of infants.
But I shall equally stress a second desideratum, namely,

the organization of community development supervision of

the child during the entire growth period. That there is need
of such supervision in this day of disintegrating homes there
can be no doubt. The problem of the individual child only
begins after the battles of the first years of life have been won,
and after the child has become more or less emancipated from
abject dependence on his mother or caretaker. The momen-
tous period of development and individualization which now
begins is fraught with grave physical, mental and moral

perils at every turn. All along the child will have to cope
with insidious destructive environmental influences which tend
to abort, deflect or retard his normal development. Can we
safely entrust the responsibility for normal development, par-
ticularly under modern urban conditions, to the child or

parent? Does not practically every child, and the majority
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of parents, lack the requisite knowledge, insight and fore-

sight? Is it not, therefore, the duty of the community OP
state to supplement the home care, and systematically direct
the child's development, so that it may come to a true knowl-
edge and appreciation of the ideals which the state regards
as essential to its perpetuity? Clearly it is in the interest
of the state that the child be so safeguarded from injury and
disease, and so trained that he may reach his maximal physi-
cal, mental and moral potential, to the end that he may be-
come a productive civic unit and not a social drag.
That the state has already assumed a paternalistic function

toward her children is shown by the general establishment of

compulsory systems of public day and special institutional

schools, and by the more recent establishment of systems of
school medical inspection. While I am of opinion that the

public school systems are the logical community agency for

accomplishing the orthogenic work required by the infant as
well as the child, neither the public schools nor the school
medical inspection systems have as yet been adequately or-

ganized to carry out a satisfactory program of orthosomatic
and orthophrenic work. The public schools are making heroic

attempts to adapt their machinery to the varying physical and
mental needs of every pupil, but school officers and adminis-
trators have thus far failed to appreciate that the mental and
educational problems connected with the mentally exceptional
child cannot properly be handled until the direction of the
work is taken out of the hands of dilettantes and jacks-of-all-

trades, and placed in the hands of psycho-educational ex-

perts, who are not only skilled in the methods of psycho-
clinical diagnosis, but who are also capable of functioning as

consulting experts in the various branches of corrective peda-

gogy. Likewise the school medical inspection systems have

frequently failed to deliver, partly because a considerable

number of school medical inspectors have no specialized train-

ing in the diagnosis of the physical defects of children, and
lack expert knowledge of school hygiene and sanitation,, and
of the preventive aspects of pupil defects and disorders;

partly because the work is confined almost entirely to mere

inspection and tabulation of defects instead of including cor-

rective treatment, with the result that in many schools the

percentage of pupils who actually have their handicaps re-

moved varies from 5 to 25 per cent;* and partly because the

4 In one Chicago school the principal told me that In one of her investiga-
tions she found that only 5 per cent of the defective pupils had taken any
measures to have their defects removed. It is said that in New York last year
as a result of visits to the pupils' homes by Inspectors and nurses, 36 per cent
of the defects discovered were treated.
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emphasis is placed almost entirely on iJie discovery and cor-

rection of existent defects, inwtead of on I he discovery and

prevention of the causes of ihe defects (that is, the conditions

which produce adenoids, enlarged UmnilH, carious teeth, etc.)

In order that the schools may serve as an organized com-

munity agency or clearing-bouse, for carrying out an effective

program of orthogenic work for every child of school age, the

following plan of work is proposed :

1. Every child on entering school should he given an expert
examination for the detection oC latent or manifest ahiumnali-

ties or deviations of mental, moral and physical development,
the mental examination to be made by a skilled clinical

psychologist who is an expert in the psycho-clinical methods
of examination and diagnosis, and in the differential, correc-

tive pedagogy appertaining to various types of mental de-

viates; and the physical examination to be made by a physi-
cian specially trained in the detection of Ihe diseases, the

physical defects and physico-developmeutal abnormalities of

childhood.

2. Children found in these examinations to be menially or

physically deviating should immediately receive appropriate
orthogenic treatment, whether this be hygienic, corrective or

preventive, or whether it be physiological, pedagogical or

psychological. By thus securing diagnosis and treatment
while the child's brain is plastic, we shall be able to accom-

plish the highest orthogenic results. We shall be able to pre-
vent the formation of injurious pedagogical habits which re-

sult from the malfunctioning of the psycho-physical organism,
and which, once established, are often hard to eradicate. To
obtain maximal results the child deviate must be located early*

3. Specially trained teachers and special classes or institu-

tions should be provided for the mental and physical deviates.
School medical and dental dispensaries should be established
for the free treatment of all properly certified indigent cases.
It is economic suicide for the state to pay for the education of

pupils who are largely uneducable because of the presence of

physical handicaps. To spend large sums of money in the dis-

covery of physical handicaps without providing the machinery

"The schools may well caro for the child Irom the time of birth, In the de-

partment of orthogonics which I propone. This would entail the employment
o Infant nurses, who would devote themselves to the care of babns and young
children. All the records would be filed In the one central school bureau.

9 Neither the Introspective-experimental psychologists nor the average medical
practitioners have any qualifications for this type of diagnosis. See J. B. Wal-
lace Wallin, Clinical Psychology : What it Is and What It is Not. Science, 30 :
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for securing the rectification or correction of defects is also

economic suicide.

4. Physical training should be systematically required of

every child during his entire school course. Health educa-
tion must be given the same emphasis as head education.

5. Children shown by the expert examinations and the
results of special training to be incurably socially and men-
tally incompetent, should be segregated in colonies for per-
manent oversight. They should be sent to such institutions
as soon as their incompetency is measurably certain, at least
before the pubertal epoch. No mental incompetents should
be permitted at large in society, unless the home situation is

such as to insure adequate protective oversight for the child.

6. Throughout the medical and psychological work should

contemplate not only the discovery and correction of defects
or deviations which interfere with normal development, but
also the discovery and removal of the conditions, whatever
their nature, which produce physical or mental disabilities.

The keynote of the whole plan must be prevention, rather than
cure. The problem does not so much concern the excision of

adenoids, or enlarged tonsils, as the removal of the conditions
which cause them.

In my limited space there is not time to argue the practical

efficiency of a comprehensive program of orthogenic work
along the lines indicated above; but I wish briefly to refer to

an experiment undertaken to discover whether or not the

mental efficiency of a group of children actually could be
raised by orthosomatic mouth treatment. There is great need
for the scientific investigation of the mental effects of various

physical disorders or defects, because the extravagant claims

which are often made as to the marvellous mental improve-
ment which follows the correction of phsyical defects are

usually based on the casual and sympathetic observation of

a few favorable cases, and not on actual performance deter-

mined by controlled objective measurements.
For some time it had been my desire to carry out a research

of this kind, particularly in relation to the so-called "disease

of the people," dental caries, in view of Osier's statement,
"That there is not any one single thing more important in

the whole range of hygiene than the hygiene of the mouth."

The opportunity came during the academic year 1910-1911.

The subjects of the experiment were a squad of 27 girls and

boys in Marion School, Cleveland, who were suffering from
diseased conditions of the teeth and gums, and an unhygienic
condition of the oral cavity. During the first few months of
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the experimental year these pupils had their teeth polished

and repaired, and their gums hardened. They were taught
how properly to brush their teeth and gums, and how to

fletcherize their food. At two sittings before treatment began

they were given five psychological tests, namely: Tests of

the capacity to memorize three-place digits, of the rapidity of

writing free-word associates opposite supplied antecedents,
of the ability to add columns of ten one-place digits, to write

antonyms opposite a series of supplied words, and to draw a

stroke through the letters "A" which were distributed pro-

miscuously in successive lines of capitals. The medians of

the scores in the two pretreatment series of tests were used

as the normal or comparative standards of performance under
the status quo. During the course of the treatment, and after

its termination, these five tests, somewhat modified, but
nevertheless uniform in difficulty, were giveii under the same
experimental conditions in four successive sittings. The dif-

ference between the median scores in the first two and the
median scores in the last four sittings (or the last two may
be used) thus represents the index of improvement.
The detailed results of this attempt to measure under con-

trolled objective conditions the orthophrenic effects of opera-
tive and hygienic dental treatment have been presented else-

where.7 Here the briefest summary must suffice.

The amounts of the average" improvements were as follows :

In ability to memorize, 19 per cent; in spontaneous associa-

tion, 42 per cent; in adding, 35 per cent; in associating an-

tonyms, 129 per cent, and in the capacity to perceive, attend
and react, as determined by the "A" test, 60 per cent. The
median improvement for all tests thus amounts to 57 per cent,
truly a significant gain. Even if it be conceded that only
one-half of the gain is solely attributable to the heightened
mentation resulting from the physical improvement of the

pupils, the gain would still be very considerable. In corrobor-
ation of the mental improvement shown by the psychological
tests may be mentioned the following facts: Most of the
members of this experimental squad were pedagogically re-
tarded in their school work from one to four years. But
during the experimental year only one failed of promotion,
while six completed 38 weeks of work in 24 weeks, and one
boy did two years of work in one year. During the preceding
year many of the pupils were quite irregular in their attend-

7 J. EL Wallace Wallln. Experimental Oral Hnthenics. Dental Cosmos 54
***&$?' 404 ff> an? 545 ff* Alfl Experimental Oral Orthogenlcs. The Journal
of Phfiosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods, 9 : 1912, 290 f.
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establishment of adequate, reliable mental development scales

is a large work which cannot be done within a reasonable
time without liberal public or private subsidy. One of the
reasons for supporting such work is the extreme feasibility
of experimental work in heredo-psychology. In the psycholo-
gical field it is easy to test and experiment on fit as well as
unfit individuals, while in the biological field human heredity
experimentation is almost impossible. This brings us to the
statement of the final obstacle which confronts applied eu-

genics, namely:

4. Experimental difficulties.

If it were possible to apply the principles of experimental
genetics to human breeding as those principles are now ap-
plied to the breeding of domestic animals, many of the contro-

verted problems could be brought to a fairly expeditious ex-

perimental adjudication. Just because this seems impossible
of achievement, the eugenist propogandist must beware lest

he bring disrepute upon the movement by advocating precipi-

tate, ill-advised or premature action. There is danger that
zeal may get the better part of wisdom, so that state and
national laws may be passed which we shall later come to

rue. In the absence of experimental demonstration, who shall

say that the laws of human heredity are Mendelian, and not

Galtonian, in character? What warrant is there for affirm-

ing that such socially significant complex mental traits as

honesty, courage, virtue, initiative, concentration, persever-

ance, intelligence, judgment, reasoning, kindness and loyalty
are unfit characters, and are transmissible as simple deter-

miners? Woods affirms that they do not behave as unit char-

acters, and are not transmissible as such. But it is just such
mental characters as these that it is important to transmit,
for fundamentally the difference between a social fit and
misfit is a difference in mental qualities the age of brute
or muscular force has been superseded by the age of intellec-

tual or mind force.

Since the important question, therefore, is to determine
whether socially significant complex human mental traits are

heritable, and since this cannot be directly determined for

man by the method of experimental genetics, what is to be
done? The following brief outline of both practical conser-

vational and eugenical research work is suggested.
1. Conservational bureaus or agencies should be estab-

lished on a community basis in the cities and commonwealths
for the purpose of scientifically supervising the health, growth,
hygiene and educational development of the child from birth
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duty toward a given child may be patent certainly not later

than at the dawn of adolescence. The urgent need for im-

proved differential eugenical diagnoses will appear presently.

But before proceeding further let us summarize the argument
of the preceding pages:

It is the inalienable right of every child, once he has been

born into the world, whether fit or unfit, to receive such par-

ental and community care as shall remedy or prevent sickness

and disease, and as shall correct or mitigate constitutional or

acquired physical defects and mental and moral disabilities,

to the end that he may be able to appropriate in maximal

degree the instruction and training which the community so

munificently bestows upon him, and to the end that he may
become a fit progenitor of a race of healthy offspring.

But if this proposition is true, is it not equally true that it

is the inalienable right of every child to be well ~born
}
to be

saved from impending death, premature decrepitude or inap-
titude before, instead of after, birth? Otherwise stated, is it

not the inalienable right of the state to demand that all so-

cially unfit stock must remain unborn, and to enforce that

demand by all the police powers which it possesses ? To these

questions the eugenist makes affirmative reply.

EUGENICS

The eugenist affirms that human beings, like the lower ani-

mals, breed true. Like produces like, fit answereth unto fit,

unfit follows unfit. Therefore, fundamentally, the problem
of human orthogenics is a problem of breeding viable, un-
tainted infants by means of eugenically fit matings.

If the euthenist has unbounded faith in the efficacy of the
environment, the eugenist has that faith in his heredity for-

mularies which characterizes the belief in reJigious tenets.
We are told :

That tlie Influence of the environment is less than one-
fifth, nay, less than one-tenth that of heredity (Karl
Pearson) ;

That most infant deaths are dne to lack of biological
capital ;

That 30 per cent of infant mortality is due to inherited
syphilis alone;

That the congenitally syphilitic child Is far more prone
to contract the various contagious diseases than the
non-syphilitic ;
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That constitutional inferiority always spells increased
susceptibility to disease;

That more than one-third of tubercular cases in insti-

tutions come from tubercular families, which it is

assumed are tubercular because of inherited tubercu-
lar diathesis;

That from 60 to 90 per cent (Tredgold) of the amented
feeble-minded are hereditary cases, and that a large
percentage of the insane (16 per cent, Koch), and epi-
leptics (56 per cent, Barr and Spratling), and crimi-
nals and social offenders are the victims of heredity;

That alcohol is a veritable race poison, producing both
individual and racial degeneracy;

That parental alcoholism causes atrophy or pathologi-
cal changes of the reproductive mechanism;

That it is responsible for from 5 to 10 per cent of
feeble-mindedness, from 10 to 20 per cent of epilepsy,
30 per cent of male insanity, and a large percent-
age of pedagogical backwardness in school children,
for a large percentage of mortality soon after birth,
for infantilism, deformities, nervous disorders, defic-
iencies of weight and disease in children ; for the ina-
bility of mothers to nurse their offspring (Bunge
found that only 2.1 per cent of daughters of confirmed
drunkards were able to suckle their infants) ;

That female inebriety particularly is a prolific cause
of the ruin of infant life, inebriety in the expectant
mother being responsible for a large percentage of
sterility, abortion, miscarriages, premature births and
stillbirths (Latenen; only 42 per cent of 600 children
of 120 female Inebriates lived more than two years;
55.8 per cent lived less than two years. Lonnett;
of 107 English women dying of alcoholism before 29,
S bore no children, 99 bore 6 delicate and deformed .

children. But 29 vigorous children were born before
the mothers became alcoholic) ;

That the death rate is greatest for the later pregnan-
cies of maternal inebriates (33.7 per cent of deaths
among first born; 72 per cent among the sixth to the
tenth born; stillbirths among first born, 6.2 per cent;
among last born, 17.2 per cent) ;

That increase in national sobriety has actually been
attended with a decrease in Infant mortality (Eng-
lish study ; Latenen's study of 20,000 from 5,846 fami-
lies indicated that the number of deaths and miscar-
riages decreased as the amount of alcohol consumed
decreased) ;

But that both the number of premature and stillbirths

and the number of infants who barely escape these
-conditions are increasing in civilized countries (Kaye,
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whose finding is based on English statistics), while,

likewise, our neuropathic stock is increasing faster

than the general population, so that the army of de-

pendents, defectives and delinquents threatens to en-

gulf our civilization. One medical alarmist (Kel-

logg) predicts that in the year 2012 no children at

all will be born;

That the preservation of unfit babies by euthenical

means materially augments the increase of the degen-
erates ;

That state systems of granting annual bonuses or
allowances for each child born is particularly per-
nicious, because only that part of the population
which is barely living above the poverty line would
take advantage of them, and this would tend to aug-
ment the ranks of the lower social strata;

That material prosperity, eugenically considered, is no
panacea for racial degeneracy, because it tends to pro-
duce alcoholism, premature debauchery and syphilis

(as shown by a study of prosperity in the wine-pro-

ducing canton of Luchon, France. The schools have
received a crop of dullards seven years after good
wine years) ;

That the potential limits of every individual's level of

functioning is fairly definitely fixed by heredity; that,
since the limits cannot be radically altered or lifted

by nurture or training, each individual will tend to
achieve his maximal success only in so far as he fol-

lows his initial aptitudes, propensities or bent, and
that, therefore, the improvement of human capacity
is primarily a matter of eugenical mating, and only
secondarily a matter ol teaching and training.

What, now, are the measures which are proposed by the

eugenist for elevating the standard of parenthood? The

strictly eugenical measures have to do either with the regula-
tion of reproduction or mating, i. e., scientific breeding; or
with the protection of the germ plasm from injury or deter-

ioration (and possibly with the safeguarding of the foetus
from injury, starvation or infection). The specific measures
most frequently advocated are the enforced limitation of mar-
riages to the eugenically fit, as determined by statutorily re-

quired physical and mental examinations of applicants for

marriage certificates, the compulsory sterilization, under
legal safeguards, of all persons legally adjudged socially in-

competent, the quarantining of all persons who are carriers
of infectious social diseases, and the permanent sequestration
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in state colonies of all social dead-weights, including the epi-

leptic, insane and feeble-minded, chronic inebriates, syphil-

itics, rapists and sexual perverts.
The student of orthogenics finds himself in sympathetic

accord with the fundamental aims of the eugenic movement.
In our efforts to fashion a race of human thoroughbreds noth-

ing less than the eugenical ideal is wholly satisfying. More-

over, we have a right to judge any proposed euthenical meas-
ure in the light of the eugenical ideal. Any euthenical meas-
ure which is manifestly anti-eugenical should not be encour-

aged. Thus legislators may well pause before favorably con-

sidering various measures now being advocated in various
civilized nations which are threatened with depopulation. The
probable immediate effect of paying bounties out of the public
treasury to mothers for the support of babies would be the
increase of neuropathic stock, so that, ultimately, society
would succumb under the ever-increasing burden. But while
the eugeuical conception is impregnable as an ideal, the stu-

dent who is seriously interested in the cause of eugenics must
recognize that there are almost 111superable difficulties in the

way of the effective application of its principles, and that

progress in the work will depend upon the measure in which
these difficulties are successfully overcome. We may group
these difficulties into four classes:

1. PsycJiological and sociological difficulties.

Effective reform of human practices is scarcely possible
without the aid of the emotional forces of human nature. But
man's emotional development has not kept pace with his in-

tellectual progress. Emotionally human nature is very much
the same today that it'was in the days of primitive man. This
is explainable on the assumption that the emotions are merely
the subjective side of the instincts. Therefore, in trying to

transform the sex life of the race we are obliged to deal with
a set of emotions which are connected with one of the three

oldest and most basal instincts of the race, namely, the sexual

instinct. Now, it is at least supremely difficult, if not utterly

impossible, suddenly to change instinctive racial reactions

by mere instruction, demonstration, exhortation or legal en-

actment. An instinct has become deeply imbedded in the

very fabric of the psycho-biological life of the individual as

a result of age-long racial conflicts, by slow and painful pro-
cesses of elimination and survival. Therefore, instincts have

acquired a degree of stability, pertinacity and emotional in-

tensity which render them almost invulnerable to merely
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rational appeal, and which at least suggest that there is but

one way to transform them, namely, the evolutionary method
of gradual elimination and survival.

To illustrate: As a result of thousands of years of painful
tribal struggle and warfare, those tribes were gradually
selected for survival who abandoned the practices of consan-

guineous marriages and incestuous intercourse between near

relatives. Through painful experience the inexorable truth

was slowly forced into the consciousness of the race that such

unions weakened the stamina of the tribe, and, therefore, must
be rigorously interdicted. Not only did such practices arouse

the disapproval, contempt and condemnation of the organiza-

tion, but they gradually awakened in the individual a feeling
of disgust, which in time became instinctive. The intense

repugnance which the normal mind today feels toward con-

sanguineous or incestuous intercourse rests more upon an in-

stinctive than a rational basis. The taboo pronounced on
such unions as these is founded on the deepest psychic subsoil

of the racial consciousness, and has thus become incorporated
in the very habitudes, customs and traditions of the race,
which gives it a sanction which is more authoritative than
that conferred by command or arbitrary legal enactment.
The eugenic problem would be easily solved if there were

an existent racial instinct of repulsion against anti-eugenical
matings if there were a universal instinctive taboo of mar-

riages between the biologically unfit. It is a question whether
such a feeling of disgust, instinctive in its elemental inten-

sity, can be instilled in the consciousness of lovers by mere
teaching, enlightenment or prohibition. Sexual attraction is

an instinctive psycho-biological phenomenon less subject to

regulation by scientific or legal prescription than by blind

impulse, custom, tradition or convention. Most free matings
will be determined by certain intangible secondary sexual

characteristics, certain fetishes peculiar to each individual,
while the restricted matings will be determined by the con-
ventional requirements of social station and wealth unless,

indeed, the eugenic creed can be transformed into a vital
national religion.

Just as there are deep-seated psychological instincts or
emotions which tend to frustrate the enforcement of eugenic
marriages, so the racial instinct of sexual modosty will offer

the hardest obstacle to the effective and universal enforce-
ment of laws requiring health examinations before marriage
licenses may legally be issued. Even if such laws were gen-
erally enacted, will not the forces of sex love frequently over-

leap all legal restraints and defy prisons and chains ?
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In the same Tray the chief obstacles toward the legal en-

forcement of the practice of vasectomizing the unfit are of a

psychological nature; various sentiments and prejudices, and
man's instinctive recoil against any interference with the

processes or impulses of nature. If it were possible to vasec-
tomize the whole army of misfits, and to stop entirely the
manufacture of alcohol throughout the earth, the problem of

eugenics would be largely solved. The chief obstacle against
the total elimination of the liquor curse, again, is also psycho-
logical the instinct of appetite and certain mental states
which are induced by the consumption of narcotics.

Finally, there are the maternal instinct and filial ties to
thwart any effective plan of colonizing without exception all

degenerates or eugenical misfits.

It has been necessary thus to emphasize the fact that there
are certain psychological forces, certain instincts, emotions,
customs, conventions and folk ways which are anti-eugenic in

nature, and which must be reckoned with in any well-conceived

plan of eugenics. The fact that these energetically hostile

forces exist in the very citadel of the social psyche makes it all

the more essential that the eugenist wage a relentless campaign
for the increase and dissemination of verifiable and convinc-

ing knowledge of heredity, so that eugenic truths may lay hold
on the deepest feelings and sentiments of the race, and be-

come, in fact, a national faith, tradition or religion. Then
will it be possible to make eugenic enactments on the statute
books genuinely effective.

2. Administrative and legal difficulties.

The adequate enforcement of eugenical measures in the

present stage of civilization requires adequate governmental
machinery. But, because of the facts which we have just

considered, it is not probable that adequate laws can be se-

cured, or if secured, can be enforced. Public sentiment would
not support the enormous legislative levies which would be
needed to colonize the vast army of misfits which abound in

the body politic (already in New York from one-fifth to one-

seventh of the state revenues go to the support of the insti-

tutions for defectives) ;
and the popular outcry, based on

prejudice, blind emotion, impulse or instinct, against the

sterilization of at least all the misfits who remained in society
would nullify the law. As a consequence, a large number
of degenerates would always be found in society polluting the

race stream. Compulsory physical and mental examinations

of all parties to marriage contracts would subserve a useful

eugenic purpose; but the laws would be powerless to prevent
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a man or woman from contracting, say, contagious venereal

diseases after the bill of health had been issued. After all,

the problem is not so much to get proper laws enacted as to

secure the public sentiment which will demand their enforce-

ment. There is no panacea for these difficulties, except a

campaign of discovery and diffusion of eugenic facts, so that

the public conscience may eventually be stirred.

3. Diagnostic difficulties.

Our third obstacle is the lack of a reliable or infallible cri-

terion of eugenical unfitness, or of anyone competent to in-

fallibly pronounce on all but the obvious cases. Who is com-

petent to decide whether or not a given individual possesses
desirable or undesirable hereditable determiners? Who is

able to say unequivocally that a given individual is eugeni-

cally defective, and that a given individual ran only give
issue to tainted progeny? Who can determine with scientific

exactness that certain determiners are lacking in "X," and
that the same determiners are likewise lacking in his intended

consort? Who is able to determine whether a so-called nor-

mal person may not be the carrier of defective strains, just
as healthy persons may be disease carriers, so that unions
between such normals may be just as non-eugenical as unions
of obvious degenerates? It must be confessed, 1 believe, that
the gaps in our knowledge of the laws of human heredity from
the biological side are still painfully wide. So far as con-

cerns the psychological identification of mental defectives,
our present technique enables us to locate all the extreme

types, but not the border cases. One of our best all-around
mental sifters is the Binet-Simon scale. But after having
personally used this scale almost daily for more than two
years in the study of the feeble-minded, epileptic, insane,
juvenile delinquents and backward children, I am free to con-

fess that, while the great utility of the scale cannot be ques-
tioned, it is not by any manner of means the marvellous, un-

erring mental X-ray machine which it is claimed to be by cer-

tain over-zealous journalistic exploiters and pseudo-scientists,
even for the purpose merely of measuring the degree of mental
arrest. Nevertheless, with the development of improved meas-
ing scales of intellectual capacity, supplemented by the de-

velopment of scales of personal, social, motor-industrial and
pedagogical efficiency,

8 and by developmental and heredity
charts, the difficulties pertaining to the accurate mental diag-
noses of pases will probably not prove insuperable. But the

Cf. I. H. Wallace Wallta, Human Efficiency, Pedagogical Seminary, 1911,
74-84.
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establishment of adequate, reliable mental development scales

is a large work which cannot be done within a reasonable
time without liberal public or private subsidy. One of the
reasons for supporting such work is the extreme feasibility
of experimental work in heredo-psychology. In the psycholo-
gical field it is easy to test and experiment on fit as well as
unfit individuals, while in the biological field human heredity
experimentation is almost impossible. This brings us to the
statement of the final obstacle which confronts applied eu-

genics, namely:

4. Experimental difficulties.

If it were possible to apply the principles of experimental
genetics to human breeding as those principles are now ap-
plied to the breeding of domestic animals, many of the contro-
verted problems could be brought to a fairly expeditious ex-

perimental adjudication. Just because this seems impossible
of achievement, the eugenist propogandist must beware lest

he bring disrepute upon the movement by advocating precipi-

tate, ill-advised or premature action. There is danger that
zeal may get the better part of wisdom, so that state and
national laws may be passed which we shall later come to

rue. In the absence of experimental demonstration, who shall

say that the laws of human heredity are Mendelian, and not

Galtonian, in character? What warrant is there for affirm-

ing that such socially significant complex mental traits as

honesty, courage, virtue, initiative, concentration, persever-

ance, intelligence, judgment, reasoning, kindness and loyalty
are unfit characters, and are transmissible as simple deter-

miners? Woods affirms that they do not behave as unit char-

acters, and are not transmissible as such. But it is just such
mental characters as these that it is important to transmit,
for fundamentally the difference between a social fit and
misfit is a difference in mental qualities the age of brute
or muscular force has been superseded by the age of intellec-

tual or mind force.

Since the important question, therefore, is to determine
whether socially significant complex human mental traits are

heritable, and 'since this cannot be directly determined for

man by the method of experimental genetics, what is to be
done? The following brief outline of both practical conser-

vational and eugenical research work is suggested.
1. Conservational bureaus or agencies should be estab-

lished on a community basis in the cities and commonwealths
for the purpose of scientifically supervising the health, growth,
hygiene and educational development of the child from birth
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to the period of late adolescence. A community plan of this

character has already been sketched in an earlier section of

this paper. I incline to the opinion that this work should

be organized in connection with the public school systems,
not only because this public agency is already in existence,
nor because it would prevent the duplication of material

plants, nor yet because the people have confidence in the work
of the public school systems, but because I believe that the

integral functions of the public schools is not only instruction

or training, but also the conservation of the mental, moral
and physical health of the children entrusted into their care.

2. One of the specific functions of this bureau, or of some
other organization, should be the "biographical charting of all

babies born into the world, or, at least, of all infants of pre-

sumptively degenerate stock. The biographical charts, on
which the entries should be made at about the time of birth,
should contain such facts as the following: Date, order, cir-

cumstances, condition, weight and height at birth
;
the mental

and physical condition, eating and drinking habits, overwork,
and accidents of the mother before and at the time of birth;
a record of the hereditary factors in the direct and indirect

ancestral lines; a statement of the housing and environmental
conditions. Later entries would indicate whether the child

was breast or bottle fed, and for how long, and contain a
record of his diseases, accidents, developmental retardations
or accelerations, mental and physical peculiarities or abnor-
malities. This card, or a duplicate, might accompany the
child to school, where it would be properly filed and supple-
mented by annual entries made by the teachers, the school

nurse or social worker, the school psychologist and doctor.

These entries would show the child's physical and mental con-

dition, as determined by anthropometric, medical and psycho-
logical tests, and his pedagogical progress, from year to year.
The data thus secured (to be made available only to the offi-

cers of instruction and diagnosis and research workers) would
be of value not only for the intelligent guidance, care, devel-

opment and training of the child, but they would enable us
to locate and diagnose more speedily and effectively the social

incompetents, and also contribute material of great value to
the science of human eugenics.

3. A number of specific medical, psychological, pedagogical
and anthropometric investigations, because of their practica-
bility and the light which they will shed on various eugenical
factors, should be prosecuted on a large scale. For example:
What is the difference in the rate of mental and physical de-
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velopmeut between children of alcoholized or caffeinized or

narcotized parents and children of abstainers from alcohol,
caffeine or tobacco? If there is a difference, does it appear
clnring early childhood, during early adolescence or later?

Do the differences eventually disappear, so that both classes
'

of children eventually reach their normal type, just as some

species of animals whose development has been artificially or

experimentally retarded later recover their losses? Likewise,
what is the relation between narcotized parentage and mental
and physical defects, deformities and abnormalities, and ar-

rested epiphyseal development in the offspring? To answer
these questions extensive serial psychological, anthroponietric,

physiological and radiographic tests need to be made of chil-

dren of alcoholized and non-alcoholized parentage.
A number of studies already made indicate that this is a

fruitful field for protracted research. Thus in some of the

special classes in London and Birmingham 40 per cent of the

pupils are reported as having intemperate parents, while the

corresponding percentage for pupils of the same age iu the

regular classes was only 6 per cent. Of like tenor is the re-

ported fact that in some cantons in France the schools have
been flooded with an army of laggards seven years after good
wine years.

In an investigation carried out on the students of Murdoch

Academy, in Utah, it appeared that the offspring of non-narco-

stimulant parents were superior to those of the stimulant

parents in all of the 22 mental and physical traits examined ;

that as the amount of caffeine consumed daily was increased

there was observed a progressive deterioration in the height,

weight and bodily condition of the offspring; that the mental
and physical inferiority was increased when the parents used

both coffee and tea, when they used tobacco, and particularly
when they used alcohol also. Seventy-nine per cent of the

narcotized parents had lost one or more infants, while only
49 per cent of the abstainers had suffered such losses. It re-

quired from eight-tenths to one year longer for rne narcotized

progeny to graduate from the grades, and their average age
was one year and seven months older in the academy.*
A parallel study of the effects of coffee drinking by children

on their own development enforces a conclusion previously
reached, that a sharp separation cannot be made between the

eugenical and euthenical aspects of various environmental

factors. Statistics were compiled for 464 children in two

B Cf. J. H. Hickman, In Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific

Methods, 1012: 9, 234.
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schools for a period of one month. The drinkers averaged
from one and one-half to four pounds less in weight, one-half
to one inch less in height, three pounds less in strength of

grip, 2.3 per cent less in conduct, so far as concerns those who
drank one cup only per day, and 7.8 per cent less so far as
concerns those who drank four cups or more. The rank in
lessons was 2.6 per cent less, or 29.6 per cent less for those who
drank four or more cups.

10

By prosecuting on an adequate scale standardized re-

searches in heredo-psychology, heredo-pedagogy and heredo-

biology, analogous to those to which reference has been made
above, we shall eventually secure that groundwork of facts
which both euthenics and eugenics need in order that they
may attain the dignity of more or less exact sciences.

Charles Keen Taylor, Effects of Coffee-Drinking upon Children. Psychol-
ogical Clinic, 1912, 56 f.
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Maternal feeding should be the keystone of the propaganda
for the prevention of infant mortality. It does not take a
great deal of study to convince one that we fall far short of
the attainable in onr practice. Fortunately, the confusion
of ideas is not so bad concerning breast feedings as Keller
has shown it to be about artificial feeding.
Can the number of mothers who are able to nurse their in-

fants be increased? The very interesting study of 1,501 clinic
cases reported to this organization by Dr. Herman Schwarz at
Baltimore showed that with careful instruction of the mothers
96 per cent of the babies were able to take the breast for one
month or less, that 88 per cent were on the breast for three

months, and 77 per cent for six mortha Out of 1,500 women
six were reported who could not nuise on account of inverted

nipples, and four who seemed to have no mllir at all. Jacobi's

long experience has led him to conclude, as expressed in his

presidential address before the American Medical Association
last June, that "There is no such thing as absolute absence of
milk secretion," and again,

' kThe attentive doctor and the dili-

gent midwife know that our women, poor and rich, suffer from
no organic mammary degeneration."

If the possible degree of attainment is so high, what are we
actually accomplishing? To get some statistics upon this sub-

ject, I sent out the following list of questions to physicians
concerning the results obtained in the families of our own
profession.

1. How many children have you had?
2. Give years of births. First child-. Second-

Third-. Fourth-.

195
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3. How many are living?

4. If you have lost children, at what ages, and from what

causes ?

5. How long was each infant, at the breast wholly? (If

but a few days, or a short time, state as nearly as possible how

many days). First child months. Second

months. Third months.
6. What intervals were allowed between feedings?
7. At what time was the breast discontinued ? First

months. Second months, Third months.

8. Give the reason for discontinuing the breast feeding in

each case, if before the ninth month.
9. If the bottle was given with the breast, was it in addi-

tion to each breast feeding, or in place of certain breast feed-

ings?
10. If mixed feeding was used, state when the bottle was

begun.
But one or two physicians who answered indicated that

they had not striven to procure for their own children the

advantage of breast feeding. As delayed answers are still

coming in, and as a limited number of figures only can be
followed when read, I shall give only the most essential re-

sults here, and defer the rest until they can be shown in com-

plete tabulation. From the physicians of Minnesota I re-

ceived 892 answers. After deducting those who were unmar-
ried, and those who were married but have no children, there
were left 469 mothers for this study. Of these

2 or 0.4= per cent intentionally did not nurse
their children.

75 or 16.0 per cent did not nurse one or more chil-

17.9 dren two months.
7 or 1.5 per cent nursed one or more children

two months, but failed be-

fore three months.

42 or 9.0 per cent nursed from three to six

months only.
82.1

-|
48 or 10.2 per cent nursed six, seven or eight

months.
295 or 62.9 per cent nursed nine months or over.

100.0 per cent.

Similar results were obtained from the States of North and
South Dakota, Montana and Northern Iowa. Seventy-six per
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cent of the wives of the physicians answering from Wisconsin
were, however, able to nurse their babies nine months or more.
These same questions were also sent to the physicians who

registered for the Section on Diseases of Children at the Atlan-
tic City, St. Louis and Los Angeles meetings. It was hoped
by this means to get answers which would not be open to the

objection of coming from one part of the country. One hun-
dred and seventy-one answers were received. Thirty-nine of

these physicians were not married, and after deducting those
who were married but childless, 94 were left from which to

draw conclusions. Of these
"

1. The wives of none had intentionally withheld the
breast.

2. 19 mothers or 20.2 per cent had not been able to

21.2 J nurse one or more
children two
months.

3. 1 mother or 1.0 per cent failed during the
third month.

C 4. 12 mothers or 12.8 per cent nursed three, four or

five months.
5. 15 Mothers or 16.0 per cent nursed, six, seven or

eight months.
6. 47 mothers or 50.0 per cent nursed nine months

or longer.

78.8

94 100.0 per cent

If these be divided into those who failed before the end of

the third month, and those who carried on the nursing longer,
we get the following results :

For Minnesota:
Failed before the end of the third month 17.9 per cent

Succeeded longer than three months 82.1 per cent

100.0 per cent

For those registering for the Section on Diseases of Children :

Failed before the end of the third month 21.2 per cent

Succeeded longer than three months 78.8 per cent

100.0 per cent

From the above it is probably safe to conclude that about

80 per cent of the wives of American physicians succeed in

nursing one or more children three months or longer.
Eietschel found from the answers of 110 German podiatrists
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that but 60 per cent of their wives had succeeded in nursing

longer than three months.

When we compare these actual results with those accom-

plished by Schwarz, and with the possibility as set by Jacobi,
we see that, although undoubtedly much better than the re-

sults among the families of laymen, they are far from satisfac-

tory. We are forced to the conclusion that the number of

mothers who nurse their infants can be increased.

By what means can the breast nursing be increased? This
is naturally considered in two parts first, the technique of

breast feeding, and, second, the means of getting this technique
employed.
Breast feeding may not succeed because the mother herself

is not properly considered. She must, of course have the ad-

vantage of good nourishment and care during the whole of her

pregnancy. She should have the assurance that almost every
mother can nurse her child. She must be made to understand
1he importance of maternal feeding for her babe's life and
growth. She must be given facts to neutralize the effect of

stories told by well-meaning, but ignorant, busybodies. Shortly
after the child is born she will receive circulars, very shrewdly
worded, which laud the ease and safety of substitute feeding.
The danger of such ideas, and interestedness of those supply-
ing them, must be made clear to her.

Nursing must be made as little a burden to the mother as

possible. We have all seen mothers who have been directed
not to eat vegetables or meat, sour things or sweet things, and
go on until they ask, with justice: "What is there left for
me to eat?" Many a breast nursing has gone to wreck because
the mother's appetite rebelled against a diet made up almost

exclusively of gruels, cocoa and beer. We now know that the

nursing mother can eat what is proper for any woman, with
an increase of food value, and reasonable addition of fluids to
cover the loss through the milk. The knowledge that pickles
do not sour the milk will give many mothers an entirely new
view of the subject. After such information it should be
explained to her, of course tihiat no one advises a diet largely
made up of pickles for any woman.
The mother's comfort should be considered. By lengthen-

ing the interval of feeding the mother is greatly relieved. Very
rarely is an interval less than three hours necessary and more
often a four hour interval is best employed. We frequently
hear that the baby stays at the breast from one-half to one
hour and even all night. This is very trying to the mother and
of no real service. Often the only way to convince the mother
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of this is to determine the amount taken in fifteen or twenty
minutes by weighing the baby before and after nursing, and
then, by putting the infant back for five minutes, and weigh-
ing again, she can be shown that very little, if any, milk is

obtained by the baby in the last five minutes. Prolonged
nursing is a common cause of fissured nipples. With the

longer intervals it may be necessary to give both breasts at one
feeding. Longer intervals and shorter nursings will olten

change an unsuccessful and burdensome lactation into a reai

pleasure.

Mght feedings should be avoided as much as possible. Fre-

quently, what appears to be a necessity is only a habit and
two or three nights' training will give rest for both mother
and babe in the future. Menstruation, even if the baby is tem-

porarily restless, is no reason for taking the child from the
breast. Pregnancy is not an indication for Immediate weaning.

Contagious diseases such as scarlet fever, and diphtheria,
and even the usual typhoid, I am speaking from personal
experience, as well as from reports of others, are not sufficient

ground for weaning the young baby. There may not be enough
milk for a time, and the temporary addition of some artificial

mixture may be necessary, or even during a severe fastigium,.
it may be advisable to take the baby from the breast for a

short time altogether, but with the convalescence, the reappli-
cation of the baby to the breast will bring the milk back and
the lactation will proceed normally. Open tuberculosis in the

mother is a contraindication to breast feeding.
The fundamental requirement for the stimulation and con-

tinuation of the milk flow is the complete and regularly re-

peated evacuation of the breasts. Specific preparations for the

production of the flow of milk are of value principally because

of their mental effect The sucking of a strong healthy baby
stimulates the breasts to increased output It has been re-

cently shown that the milk supply can also be kept up by dili-

gent, artificial evacuation of the breasts, by the pump or hand.

If the mother's own babe is weak, the strong child of another

woman may be put to the breast to stimulate the milk flow.

From the baby's standpoint, as well as from the mother's,

it is well not to nurse it at less than three-hour intervals. A.

large number of babies do well on three and a half or four hour
intervals. The infant's stomach, as well as that of adults,

should be allowed a period of rest. Most of the so-called

''colic" will disapear with longer intervals. Likewise it is best

for the babe not to let it lie at one breast too long. Fifteen
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or twenty minutes are almost always enough. After that

length of time the child gets little or nothing.

If but one breast is taken at a feeding they should, of course,

be offered alternately. If both are required each time, the

nursing should be begun at one for the first feeding, and at

the other for the next feeding, and so on alternately.

The nipples may be cleansed with boiled water; antiseptics

are not necessary, and may be harmful. The mouth of a nor-

mal baby should not be washed, as this practice is often the

means of implanting tnrush or other infection, and the me-

chanical injury may cause Bednar's Aphthae or simple stom-

atitis. Cracked nipples should receive cai'e and protection,

preferably by nipple shields, as by furnishing an opening for

infection they may be the cause of inflammation of the breast

proper.
If the baby does not gain in weight it is rarely, if ever, be-

cause the '"breast milk does not agree wita it," but usually
because the quantity of milk is insufficient. When the baby
is taken from the breast because the milk is supposed to be

poor in quality, it is a mistake in nearly every case. Poor
milk cannot be recognized by looking at a few drops or a

glassful expressed from the breast. The rough method of

milk analysis by hydrometer and creamometer has been the
cause of many deaths through depriving babies or breast milk
on the ground of incorrect determinations of the contents.

Accurate analyses by competent chemists are of little clinical

value, as the variations shown from the normal are so slight
that they do not, in the present state of our knowledge, war-
rant weaning.

If the infant is well otherwise, but still does not gain at the

breast, it is not because the "mother's milk does not agree with
the baby," but because it does not get enough. This can be
determined by weighing the baby before and after each feed-

ing for twenty four hours. If the amount is found to be

insufficient, regularly repeated complete evacuation of the

breasts, patiently persisted in, will usually bring the amount
up. The mother's health and nourishment should, of course,
be looked into. If the quantity is found to be definitely defi-

cient, sufficient additional or complemental feeding may be

given after each nursing to nourish the child properly all

through the lactation, or until the breast can supply enough.
The fact must not be lost sight of, however, that the repeated
complete evacuation is the essential. The mother is often led
to believe that she has not enough for five nursings, and drops
one breast feeding, putting in its place a bottle feeding, hoping
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to have more for the nursing that she does give. This does
seem to be the case at first, but the breast soon adjnsts itself

and there is really less milk, as she has transgressed the law
of repeated, complete evacuation.
There is general agreement that weaning should be begun

in the last quarter of the first year, and carried out gradually.
First one breast nursing should be supplanted by an artificial

feeding, and when the breasts have adjusted themselves, a
second nursing should be dropped, and so on until all are given
up. This should require three weeks or longer.
What are the difficulties practically experienced in carrying

out the technique of nursing? Among the questions sent out
to the physicians by me, was one asking the reason for discon-

tinuing the breast feeding in each case, if done before the end
of the ninth month. We have here the means of studying not
one man's experience, but that of many in the field/ Let us
consider the various causes of failure as to the number of
times they occur, their justness and remedy.

Insufficient quantity, as one would expect, is most frequently
put down as the reason for discontinuing the breast feeding.
This is given as the reason with 228 babies of the Minneapolis
list, and 48 times in the answers from the list of the members
of the Pediatric Section of the American Medical Association.

Insufficient quantity is, in most cases, an indication for mixed
feeding, that is, a complemental feeding with the breast, not

replacing the breast, a supplemental feeding. Undoubtedly
this number would not be so large if it were confined to those
of the past decade, as Professor Schlossman stated in the dis-

cussion of RietschePs figures. Schlossman confessed that in

the case of his own family he was confident that, had the lacta-

tions fallen in the last decade, the result would have been bet-

ter for the breast feedings. Included with the reason of "in-

sufficient quantity" should probably be the answer, "No Milk,"
54 times for the Minnesota list and 11 times for tie American
Medical Association list. It is generally considered today,
that there is no such condition as complete agalactia. "No
gain in weight," which appears for twenty-five babies, should

probably appear with insufficient quantity as an indication

for mixed feeding rather than weaning.
In the larger list the "mother's condition" was given as a

reason for discontinuing, 90 times for 46 mothers and 19 times

for 13 mothers in the shorter list. Little competent criticism

can be made of this reason, except that it appears much
oftener than, in Schwarz' series, and one suspects that in some
of the cases the babe's right to the breast milk and the dangers
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of artificial feeding were not given sufficient consideration in

the decision.

In the light of the modern understanding, the next reason,

"Poor quality of the milk," which appears 83 times in the Min-

nesota list and 13 times in the A. M. A. list, would, with rare

exceptions, be considered as no reason, but simply a misinter-

pretation of some illness of the baby, or trouble caused by some
error in the technique of breast feeding.

"Colic," which is given as a reason five times, does not ap-

pear in the list of the babes that were fed with an interval

over three hours.

Menstruation appears as a reason but five times, which is

probably five times too often.

Mastitis appears but eight times, and troubles with the nip-

ples four times. This shows how rarely it is that this, at times

adequate reason for giving up the breast feeding, cannot be
overcome. Other scattering reasons are given, but none of

importance for the matter in hand.

The justification for taking your time with the above will,
I hope, become apparent when we come to consider what is to

be done to increase the number of successful lactations.

Those whom we must reach may be divided, as Southworth

suggests, into

1. The ultra social group.
2. The educated classes of means, large or small.

3. The great middle classes, including well-paid artisans.
4. The very poor and ignorant, including the foreign immi-

grants.
How can we get information concerning the importance and

technique of breast feeding before these various groups?
Group one can undoubtedly be reached best through their

medical advisers.

This is undoubtedly also true of the educated group (two) .

Even the students of sociology and social workers, editors,
clergy, philanthropists and nurses who are doing such valiant
work for the prevention of infant mortality, as well as the mid-
wives, must draw their information upon this technical sub-

ject from the medical profession.
Class three, the bulk of the population must be reached

through their medical attendants and others of class two.

And, finally, class four must depend upon the activities of
class two, with the inclusion of the midwives.

It comes right back to the medical profession. It is not

possible that every physician should be an expert rhinologist,
dermatologist, surgeon, or even pediatrist, but it is practicable
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and highly advisable that every young physician who goes out
from a medical college shall have proper instruction concern-

ing the importance and simple technique of the establishment
and maintenance of lactation. It is also possible to put the

practical essence of the advance made dnring the past decade
in the knowledge of the function of lactation in the hands of

every physician in the country. As a preliminary step lead-

ing toward uniformity of instructions to mothers, a concerted
effort should be made by the various branches of this organiza-
tion to put the official pamphlet now being prepared by our
committee into the hands of every physician in the various
localities.

Dr, Jacobi's advice concerning the instruction of midwives
is excellent, and if carried out will accomplish much. Every
midwife should have a copy of the booklet also.

"

The consultations and dispensaries allied with this organi-
zation are doing fine, and ever-increasing work in getting
information concerning breast feeding, not only to South-
worth's fourth class, but also before all the other groups.
The newspapers can, and some now do, through "Babies'

Friend" departments, give great aid in distributing knowl-

edge about breast feeding. Such departments may, however,
do definite harm if not carried on under the direction, or with
the advice of, competent pediatrists. I can conceive of no
editor before whom this need is properly put who would not
feel in sympathy with the movement.

Clergymen can, and undoubtedly will, if properly ap-

proached, insist upon the mother's first duly.
Much can be done, and a start has already been made

through Dr. Putnam's committee in getting such instruction

into the schools.

Premiums for nursing mothers and allied means are not

practicable in this country. The keynote is dissemination of

information concerning the importance, possibility and tech-

nique of breast feeding. Let us unite upon this platform.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Collins Johnston, Grand Rapids: From the standpoint of prac-
tical and iTfiTnefHflte results along the lines for which this Association
was formed, namely, the study and prevention of Infant mortality, this

is by far the most important paper that has been brought before us.

A copy of that paper in the hands of every physician and nurse and
midwife in this country would, if it were read, be attended with
marked results in the reduction of infant mortality. We all know that

the lack of maternal nursing is the most influential cause of disease

in children under one year old. In our Grand Rapids, clinic we handled
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over two hundred infants last summer and in every instance which I

can recall, when I asked the mother wliy she weaned her baby, she

stated that she was advised to do so by a physician or a nurse. The
medical profession and the nursing pro Cession are largely to blame

for the fact that more mothers do not nurse their infants longer than

they do. I think a large number of doctors who graduated longer ago
than 10 years would be benefited by many points brought out in this

paper. There are but few causes for weaning a baby in the early

months other than open tuberculosis and advanced heart disease.

Dr. 1J. Emmett Holt, Xetv York: I believe that the mother who is

able to nurse her baby and refuses to do so represents a small pro-

portion. There are ten mothers who would like to nurse, and fail

to do so, where there is one who is able to do so and voluntarily
refuses. I think it is true that largely on the advice of physicians
and nurses mothers have been persuaded not to nurse their babies.

They have been discouraged because immediate results were not good.
I do not know that I would go quite as far as Dr. Johnston and Dr.

Sedgwick do and say that open tuberculosis is the only reason for

weaning.

Dr. Sedgwlck: 1 believe I did not say it was the "only," I said

It was a reason.

Dr. Holt: Take a typical city mother where the bnby is not quite
welcome; it is constantly restless and fretful, causing the mother to

lose sleep and weight. And the baby not thriving seems to tsome suffi-

cient reason for not nursing. It is extremely difficult iu many cases to

know what to advise. The general tendency haa been to give snnp
judgment and say that the mother's milk is hurting the baby. What
the symptoms of inadequate nursing are should be determined juwt as

carefully and just as earnestly as early symptoms of tuberculosis or

typhoid fever.

Dr. T. B. Oooley, Detroit: Many cases of such bad advice are due
to physicians, to whom a little more attention ought to be given. The
feeding of the baby is too often left to the obstetric nurse. She starts
the baby on the bottle before the doctor knows it. If the baby cries the
first two days it is given some malted milk, and that's the beginning ot

weaning.

Miss Harriet Leet, Cleveland: You are sure it is the obstetrical
nurse and not the practical nurse? My experience has been that the
obstetrical nurse follows the doctor's orders absolutely.

Miss Minnie Ahrens, Chicago: My experience has been that many
good obstetrical nurses are doing Just what Dr. Cooley has said.

Dr. Herman. Schwarz, New York: I am much pleased, although an
unmarried man, that forty-eight per cent of our physicians' wives nurse
their children for six months or over. That's a better record than the
wives of general physicians. It is a fair comparison with the cases
among the poor and foreigners and Immigrants. I am sorry Dr. Sedg-
wick did not bring similar statistics from people in other professions
of the same intelligence. The doctor has probably told his wife how
much easier and safer it is to nurse the baby* I wonder, of 500 mar-
ried lawyers, what percentage of nursing wives there would be. One
way we can Increase the number of mothers nursing is by instruction
when they are in the High School. I agree with Dr. Holt that most
women want to nurse their children. In New York all the young
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mothers I have come in contact with are very anxious to do so. But
it is interesting to note that where I can get them to nurse six and
nine months I cannot get the babies to do well in that proportion.

Dr. F. W. Schlutz, Minneapolis: Studies in pediatrics in the last

ten years have brought out the fact that many babies are affected

shortly after birth with conditions which we now know are constitu-

tional, which have been trnsmitted to the child by heredity, frequently
through neurotic mothers. These babies are intolerant to the fat com-
ponents in the food. This sort of baby has intolerable colics and is

commonly taken off the breast. The Lest expedient at the present time
to overcome this difficulty is found in the proper technique of allaite-

ment mixte, adding a food of low fat mixture to limited breast feeding.
This would frequently prevent taking the baby from the breast.

Dr. Philip Van Ingen, New York: In my experience it is very rare
for me to see a baby in a fairly well-to-do family, who at the end of
one month, is not already on a night-bottle. While this may be all

right, there is danger that this night bottle will be increased to two or
more. The obstetrician cannot be too careful in impressing upon his
patient that it is to be one night bottle and no more.

Dr. Sedgrcick: In regard to Dr. Holt's question, I said that open
tuberculosis is a contraindication for feeding the baby at the breast.
1 think the student should be taught just as carefully as Dr. Holt
suggested. But it seems to me that when a nursing baby is not doing
well it is an indication for mixed food rather than for weaning. If we
go as pediatrists to the obstetricians, we shall find that we can convince
them that we are right in regard to the importance of breast feeding.
In our State that has been done and there are no better supporters
of breast feeding than the professors and instructors in the University
of Minnesota in the Department of Obstetrics. The suggestion was
made that this list be sent out "to other professions. I have considered
that, and I think it would not be best for one man to send out such, a
list to other professions. It could be done by the organization in an
impersonal manner, and that I think would result in information of

great value.



PASTEURIZATION", STERILIZATION AND BOILING OF MILK

HENRY F. HKLMHOM, M. D., Chicago, 111.

The question of the heating of milk has boen such a live one
that it seems well to take account of its advantages and of
its disadvantages at this time, and formulate in some way a
definite scheme for the use of milk, not only for the infant,
but also for the older child and adult, who are constantly ex-

posed to various infections diseases when drinking fresh milk.

What is meant by pasteurization? Pasteurization is the

process by which milk is heated for a short time to a tempera-
ture below the boiling point, and then rapidly cooled. The
object of the process is to kill off all the harmful bacteria
rather than to preserve the milk. The process was used by
Pasteur between 1860-1864 in preventing diseases of wine, but
it was not until 1886 that Soxhlet suggested pasteurization for
milk used in feeding infants. It was largely through his

efforts that it has become an almost routine procedure in the

preparation of milk for infants. The relation of pasteuriza-
tion to the development of high-grade milk supply is beyond
the scope of this paper, and will not be discussed at all. The
subject to be considered is whether the heating of milk is an
aid or a hindrance in the great problem of infant mortality.
As a sub-head under pasteurization will come the boiling of

milk, which is a cruder method of accomplishing with practi-
cally the same means the same end that pasteurization does,
namely, the killing off of the vegetative forms of bacteria.

In the early days boiling the milk was thought to sterilize it,

but we have long known that a great majority of the spores, of

spore-bearing organisms are not killed off, and begin to multiply
just as soon as the temperature of the milk falls below a cer-

tain point, so that unless the niilk is immediately cooled to a
temperature low enough to inhibit growth (about 50 F.) the
bacterial count will rapidly mount up again.

"When, milk is sterilized, on the other hand, all forms of bac-
teria are killed, and if kept in an enclosed vessel, without the
possibility of contamination, the milk remains in this condi-
tion for an indefinite time. By sterilizing the milk, however,
we produce changes in the proteid, sugar, fat and salt of the
milk, which render the tnillr free of bacterial life, but also

changed in some ways that are supposed to be detrimental to
the infant.

206
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Sterilization can be accomplished in two ways, either by the
discontinuous method of bringing the milk to the boiling point
on three successive days, or by heating the milk under pres-
sure to a temperature of 120 C. (248 F.) for fifteen minutes.

In consideration of the advantages or disadvantages of heat-

ing milk to be used for food, it is necessary to take a very
broad view of the subject, and discuss at length both the bene-
fits as well as the dangers of the process. To begin with, it

must be said, however, that many of the supposed dangers of

heating milk as practiced in pasteurization are not real, and
are to a large extent imaginary, as shown by recent high-grade
work on the bacteriology of commercially pasteurized milk.
The simplest method of presenation will be to give the objec-
tions in order, and answer them in the light of recent investi-

gations.
The first objection to be presented can readily be understood

by everyone. It is the statement that pasteurization is dan
gerous, because it kills all the lactic acid-producing bacteria,
thus preventing souring, and giving the peptonizing bacteria

opportunities to produce toxines before the milk will be rec-

ognized as bad, either by taste, smell or sight.
What are the facts? The facts are that pasteurized milk

heated to 140 for 20-30 minutes contains proportionately as

many acid-forming bacilli as does raw milk. Not only that,
but the group relationship (inert to lactic acid to peptogenic
bacteria) is the same in both, and remains so when both milks
are allowed to stand; the acid group, which at first is the mid-
dle group on souring, becomes predominant. The peptonizers,

always the smallest group, increase proportionately for sev-

eral days in both, and after that time decrease. So that as

far as toxin production of the peptonizers is concerned, the
some opportunities prevail in raw as in pasteurized milk of a

good quality. In the inferior grades, on the other hand, the

peptonizers are present in smaller numbers in the pasteurized
than in the raw during the first twenty-four hours. The sour-

ing in pasteurized milk is naturally delayed, because of the

presence of relatively few acid-producing bacteria; but this

is true also in our very best certified milk, in which the per-

centage of acid-producing bacteria is also very low.

As a second objection, it is said that, although the greater
number of bacteria are destroyed, the toxins and other bac-

terial products are not rendered harmless. There is hardly
a group of toxins that is so constantly written about, without

scientific foundation. With the exception of tyrotoxicon
found by Vaughan in cheese, not in milk, no definite toxin
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has been isolated from milk. Because bacteria and their

products injected into animals cause death, is no reason for

believing tliat the same bacteria in the intestinal canal of

an infant will do damage. Yet this is the foundation on
which most of the work on the toxicity of the peptogenic bac-

teria rest. Furthermore, most of the known bacteria toxins

are rendered practically inert by a temperature of 140 for

thirty minutes; so should they be present, they should be de-

stroyed by the process of pasteurization. As Rosenau says,
"When we sift the matter down, we find that we know prac-

tically nothing of the true bacterial toxins concerned."

At a meeting of the International Congress for Infant Wel-
fare last summer the question of the toxins of the milk was

brought up, and, as it usually is, in a very general and indefi-

nable way. In the discussion a number of men asked the

speaker, Who had demonstrated these toxins? Needless to

say they are still waiting to hear the names of the discoverei's.

A third objection commonly made is that by carelessness

the milk is again infected, and may be worse than before.

This, however, is not an argument against pasteurization, but

merely against the present method of procedure, and one that
must be met, and is being met today, as will be indicated later,

namely, by excluding the possibility of reinfecting the milk.

As long as there is so much dirty market milk sold in our large

cities, there is no need to worry about pasteurization covering
it up, or encouraging dirty methods. Just as long as the com-

munity will stand for it, so long will it have dirty milk.
There is another objection that is apparently a real objec-

tion to pasteurization, viz. : That bacteria grow faster in pas-
teurized than in raw milk. Here, again, the excellent work
of Ayres and Johnson has set right a long-used objection
to pasteurization. From their studies it is evident "That
bacterial increase in an efficiently pasteurized and a clean*
raw milk is about the same, when the samples of milk are held

under similar temperature conditions. If, however, initial

counts are disregarded, and pasteurized milk of low count is

compared with raw milk of high count, the ratio of increase
will be much greater in the pasteurized."

To take up now the objections that can be urged against
heating of milk because of its effects directly on the child.

When the question of heating milk comes up at any meeting,
the spectre Scurvy is sure to appear, and with one fell swoop
attempts to overwhelm the assembly. It is time to get over
this scare, and to realize that at best it is only a very insig-
nificant factor when boiled milk is being discussed; and
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against pasteurized milk a verdict of not proven must be re-

turned. Even should an occasional case occur, there is prac-
tically nothing so amenable to treatment as scurvy. That

boiling, or even sterilization of milk cannot be the only neces-

sary factor in the production of scurvy is shown best by the
fact that in continental countries, where practically all babies
are fed on boiled milk, scurvy is, if anything, less common
than it is in this country. From France, where the most ex-

tensive experiments have been carried on with sterilization

of milk, Variot reports a series of 3,000 cases fed on sterilized

milk without a single case of scurvy developing. Caul reports
a series of 373 cases without any scurvy. Of the 379 cases
of scurvy collected by the American Pediatric Society, only
107 were on a diet of sterilized milk, so that in 270 of the cases,
over two-thirds, some other factor predominated. Even should
we allow the argument that pasteurized milk causes scurvy,
is it not much more rational to use it in spite of this fact, and
give small doses of orange juice prophylaciically, than to run
the very much greater dangers that threaten the infant from
tuberculosis, typhoid, scarlet fever, streptococcus infections,

diphtheria, for the cure of which we have not found an orange
juice. Thus we can retire scurvy to the background a much
exaggerated and overworked feature of the fight against pas-
teurization.

Eickets is another condition that has been ascribed to pas-
teurized milk by its enemies, but investigators have shown so

conclusively that no relationship exists between boiling of

milk and rickets, nor between malnutrition and boiled milk,
that it seems unnecessary to go into the matter at all. lu

fact, it has been shown that for some substances at least the

absorption is better from boiled milk than from raw.
There is, however, a danger, and a real one, of laying too

much emphasis on the raw or pasteurized character of the
milk. There are those who would prevent all infant mortal-

ity, if they could only feed all children of the tenements a

pure, clean, raw milk. There are also those who would accom-

plish the same end by feeding them, one and all, pasteurized
milk. In each case they do not realize that infant mortality
is a very complex problem, and that either one of these things
is only a small factor, and that when it comes to the feeding
element of the problem, perhaps the more important thing is

not so much what is fed as the way in which it is fed.

There is another group of objections that must be answered
if the slate of pasteurization is to be kept clean, namely, those

urged against it because of the changes it produces in the
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milk. Taking them up in order : Pasteurization is supposed
to so change the casein that it is more difficult for the stomach
to attack. Talbot has recently shown that the so-called hard
curd consists basically of casein. Eecent work by Brenne-

man, and others has shows that by boiling the milk this hard
casein curd cannot form, but is rendered more flocculent, thus
more closely resembling that of mother's milk, when precip-
itated in the stomach.
The fat and sugar are very little affected in pasteurization.

Regarding the mineral elements, the precipitation of various

salts, especiallly of those related to rickets, seems a very seri-

ous objection, unless one knows that this precipitation is due
merely to the boiling off of the carbon dioxide, and that they
rapidly go back into solution when the carbon dioxide is again
taken up from the air. This can be entirely prevented by pas-
teurizing in sealed containers.

The ferments still remain. They are not killed at 140, but

if, for the sake of argument, one were to say they were de-

stroyed, no one has ever proven that they are of any use to the
child in digesting cow's milk. To show still more clearly the
uselessness of these ferments, human milk contains diastase,
and cow's milk does not, and yet there is no starch present in
the milk for it to act on. What, then, can be its use?
Having answered the objections to pasteurization, we can

now pass to its advantages. Why should we pasteurize milk?
First and formost as regards our work, it makes possible the
feeding of a great deal of milk which, without pasteurization,
would be a menace in localities where it is impossible to buy
a good raw milk. The objection can be made that it would
be better to strive to get a good raw milk than to pasteurize
the bad. The milk in many instances is so bad that it ought,
under no circumstances, to be used. But used it will be until
more stringent laws are enacted and enforced. Which is pref-
erable? A milk alive with bacteria and permeated with their
toxins, or a milk in which these same bacteria are dead and
their toxins, if any, destroyed? So much for the milk supply
as It is found in most of our large cities. What is to be the
advice, provided a clean milk, inspected or certified milk, can
be obtained? The recommendation will not change, but will
read: Obtain the best raw milk possible, and then pasteurize,
even though it be certified. The reason for doing so is the
second important advantage, the most important reason for
pasteurization the one which makes pasteurization practi-
cally imperative at the present time namely, the protection
from infection with the diseases usually transmitted by milk.
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This is the reason that makes it necessary to pasteurize certi-

fied milk in the same manner as is inspected or market milk.
Certified milk has been shown to contain virulent tubercle
bacilli. Certification can keep milk-born epidemics down to
a minimum, but cannot prevent them. To cite professor Wins-
low writing of his investigation of a milk-born epidemic:
"I am at a loss to suggest any other precautions that could
have been taken to guard against infection with human germs
of disease that were not taken in this instance." If, in spite
of these precautions, the milk became infected, any raw nfc

supply at any time becomes infected. It is practically impos-
sible to exclude mild and unrecognized cases of disease from
contact with milk production. There is but one certain safe-

guard against such outbreaks proper pasteurization, with

regulations as to sanitary inspection and bacterial count.
A third reason is that it increases the keeping qualities of

milk, which is a very important question when one considers
that in the homes of the poor there is no icebox, and that the
milk quite generally is kept in a jar of water or in a sheltered
box. Even when certified milk is used and all precautions
of preparation are taken, the milk very rapidly turns sour

during the summer months unless it is heated. This has been
the experience of Infant Welfare Society of Chicago.
To come back to the objection made to pasteurization that

it is of no use because milk is reinfected in the process after

the heat has been applied. Although this applies to the hand-

ling of raw milk as well, this very serious objection has not
received the attention that it should. No doubt it will be met
in the very near future by pasteurization in the final container,
as suggested.

This leads directly to the next point to be considered.

Should the milk be pasteurized before or after sending it to

the home? The greatest objection to pasteurization in the

home is that it is practically impossible to control it. If it

is difficult to control the pasteurization of milk at the different

dairies supplying milk to a city, how vastly more difficult is

it to control it after it has been sent out in all directions. The

objection that it spoils faster than raw milk does not hold

good, and by pasteurizing it immediately we reduce by 90-95

per cent the number of organisms that can multiply while the

milk is in transit.

The same argument applies still more forcefully when the

individual feedings are prepared in the laboratory and the

finished product sent out If the home conditions are so bad
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that the milk cannot be modified in the home, then it can be

taken for granted that the feedings would not be pasteurized
or boiled, as the case might be.

To summarize: Pasteurization at 145 F. for 30 minutes
does no harm whatsoever to the nutritional qualities of the
milk. The objections to pasteurization of any force are not to

the heating involved, but to carelessness in heating and in

handling after pasteurization. Carelessness is just as danger-
ous to raw milk as to pasteurized.
The only safe and feasible method of supplying a good milk

to the poor of our large cities is by centralized pasteurization
in the final container.

Recommendations :

I. The method of heating to be recommended for infants' milk
be it in quarts, pints or in individual feeding bottles, is pas-
teurization at 145 F. for thirty minutes in the final container
at the earliest moment, that is, at the bottling plant or labora-

tory, followed by cooling at 50 F.

Whenever the heating of milk is to be done in the home a
simpler procedure can be employed.

If a pasteurizer is at hand in the home, proceed as under I.

It is almost as good to set the prepared feeding bottles into
cold water and allow the water to boil for fifteen minutes.
Then rapidly cool to 50 F.
The simplest method is to allow the milk or milk mixture

to come to a boil, and then rapidly cool to 50 F.

DISCUSSION

Dr. G. Lloyd Magrnder, Washington, D. O.: Dr. Helmholz lias so
folly covered tlie subject that there is but little more to be said. The
progress of the movement for the improvement of the milk supply
and some recent happenings in Washington may be of interest.
My attention was first called to the importance of a wholesome

milk supply by statistics from the Oesus of 1900. These statistics
showed that Washington had a death rate of 136 per 100,000 of popu-
lation from typhoid, typhoid-malarial and malarial fever. It is safe
and proper to consider practically aU of these cases as typhoid. This
rate, allowing one death to ten cases, showed that there were nearly
4,000 cases of fever that year in Washington. From January 1st to
September 30th, 1912, there were 40S cases with 58 deaths in the
entire city. The facts revealed by the Census were brought
the attention of the public on February 5th, 1894. They were so
startling that I brought them to the attention of the Medical Society
of the District of Columbia February 7th, 1894, with the statement that
If the figures were false, the Society should correct them; if true, the
Society should use every effort to remove the causes.
Drs. W. W. Johnston, C. M. Hammett and myself were appointed to

Investigate the subject
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Contaminated milk, polluted water and defective sewage were found
to be causes of the disease.

Among the recommendations of the Committee were the extension
of the water and sewage systems, the removal of pumps, the filtra-

tion of the water supply and the enactment of a law that no T^nir
should be sold in Washington without a permit from the Health offi-

cer and that no permit should be issued until there had been an
inspection of the conditions at the farm, including the water sup-
ply. Congress acted upon the suggestion as to the nk supply and
passed a law embodying the desired requirements, which was approved
March 2nd, 1S95.

Provision was made for the Improvement of the water supply by
securing additional facilities for sedimentation and later on, the instal-
lation of slow sand filter beds at a cost of over $3,000,000. There
was a steady diminution in infant mortality and the prevalence of
typhoid fever soon after the enactment of the milk law in 1895. At
the same time there was a steady improvement also in the nk supply.
Contrary to the general expectation, there was no marked drop in
typhoid fever after the completion of the filter beds in 1905. In fact,
in June, 1906, the prevalence was greater than in June, 1905. Numer-
ous investigations were instituted.

The Bureau of Public Health investigated the conditions prevailing
in the city. It was found that the filter beds were so efficient that
the Potomac water could be eliminated as a possible cause of the
fever; the milk supply on the contrary was an important factor.

The average bacteria count of the many samples of milk examined
was over 22,000,000 per G.C. and much of it was delivered to the con-
sumer at a temperature near 70 F.

The Department of Agriculture examined the conditions at the

dairy farms. At my suggestion, this included the bacteriological ex-

amination of the water supply of a number of dairy farms in Mary-
land, Virginia and the District of Columbia. These examinations dis-

closed that nearly 50 per cent were contaminated with the colon bacil-

lus and 25 per cent more contained a very high number of bacteria.

All of the more than 1,000 farms supplying milk to Washington were
inspected and the results of the inspections were recorded upon the
score cards of the Department The average obtained was only 41

per cent out of a possible 100 not half good enough. A number of us
in private life also took part In the investigations carried on at that
time.
The information secured was submitted to the District Commis-

sioners, who at the suggestion of Mr. E. Berliner and myself, called

the Washington Milk Conference in the spring of 1907. All informa-
tion pointed to im'ik as the cause of typhoid fever, as well as other
diseases and the high Infant mortality.
The Conference, after careful deliberation, recommended the Melvin

classification of milk, viz., certified, inspected and pasteurized. The
first two they considered reasonably safe, as they protected only

against tuberculosis; the other much safer, as all pathogenic bacteria

were killed by proper pasteurisation. They recommended that thla

process should be conducted under official supervision. They would
not tolerate the least abatement of the most rigid inspection nor of

the requirements for cleanliness. In view of the recent developments
as to possibilities for the contamination of milk, there is hardly a man,
who took part in the Conference, who does not positively advocate

the pasteurization of the entire milk supply.
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Dr. Rosenau took part In this Conference and the following is the

summary of his views:

ADVANTAGES

The advantage of pasteurization is that it is a cheap and effective

means of preventing the transmission of infectious diseases, such as
tuberculosis, typhoid fever, diphtheria, scarlet fever, etc., commonly
spread by milk. It also probably has a favorable influence in prevent-

ing or ameliorating the severity of some of the intestinal disorders of
children caused by impure milk.

DISADVANTAGES

Some of the objections urged against pasteurization are considered
below:

1. Pasteurization promotes carelessness on the farm and dairy, etc.

This may be controlled by proper regulations, inspections, and
laboratory examinations.

2. Pasteurization renders milk less digestible.
While it is generally conceded that boiled milk commonly in-

duces constipation the majority of the evidence plainly indicates
that pasteurization has little, if any, effect upon the digestibility
of the milk.

3. Pasteurized milk favors the production of scurvy.
Authorities agree that the danger, if any, is slight, and, further,

that it may readily be obviated.

4. By destroying the nonspore-bearing bacteria pasteurization some-
times allows toxic organisms to grow and produce serious

poisons in the rnmr.

On the other hand, these same poisons are more frequently pro-
duced in milk that has not been pasteurized, and this danger may
be obviated in pasteurized milk by cooling It quickly, keeping it

cold, and shortening the time for distribution.

5. Pasteurization is inefficient as a preservative.
This is really no disadvantage, for the quicker bad milk sours,

the better.

6. Pasteurization injures the taste of milk.
This is not so, if properly done.

7. Pasteurization Increases the cost of the milk.

True; but it Is the cheapest safeguard, and the expense of pas-
teurization is offset by the keeping quality of the milk.

The position of the Washington Milk Conference was affirmed by
the Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis in the District of
Columbia at a meeting held February 8th, 1912.
The classifications adopted for New York City and recently for

Chicago are practically those recommended by this Conference. The
classification adopted by the Commission appointed by the New York
Milk Committee is also practically the classification of the Washington
Milk Conference of 1907. The majority of this Commission were In
favor of the compulsory pasteurization of the entire milk supply. They
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only yielded, because the resolution authorizing the Commission called
for a "unanimous report." The word "unanimous" was inserted by the
framers of the resolution, Dr. Schroeder, Mr. Berliner and myself, in
deference to the then antagonism of those who were still not fully
informed of the advantages of proper pasteurization. These were the
motives that actuated the Washington Milk Conference in 1907, not
to insist upon the pasteurization of the entire milk supply.
Another additional reason for the pasteurization of the entire milk

supply is the discovery by Schroeder and Cotton of the bacillus of In-
fectious abortion in cattle, especially since there are now known means
to guard against the contamination of milk by this organism. For a
description of this bacillus see Circular IDS, Bureau of Animal Indus-
try, Department of Agriculture.
The result of this agitation in "Washington has given a marked

reduction in the death rate from typhoid fever and the diarrhoeal dis-
eases of children under two years of age. There has been a steady
improvement in the milk supply. Each year more and better milk
has been pasteurized. Each year the process has been improved.

Similar results have been observed throughout the country where like
conditions have prevailed as to the improvement of the miiir supply
and the institution of proper pasteurization. Pari passu there has been
a steady drop in mortality. The citation of a few figures will be inter-

esting:

Deaths from typhoid fever per 100,000 of population
1S04 ............... 79.0 1SOO ............... 67.2
1904 ............... 43.0 1909 ............... 33.2

1910 ............... 23.2 1911 ............... 20.9

1912, Jan. 1st to Sept. 20th, 312 cases and 30 deaths

Deaths from diarrhoeal diseases of children under 2 years old per
100,000 of population.

1S94 ........ 190 deaths 1899 ........ 110 deaths
1904 ........ 103 " 1909 ........ 72
1910 ........ 81 " 1911 ........ 73

Total number of deaths from diarrhoeal diseases of children under
2 years o'f age.

From May 1st to Sept 14th, 1909 ........ 245 deaths
*..... " " 1910 ........ 205 "
" " " " " 1911 ........ 190 "

" " 1912 ........ 130 "

Proper pasteurization means that -miiTr should be raised to and held
for a sufficient length of time at the temperature necessary to kill all

pathogenic bacteria. Repeated laboratory investigations by men of the

highest reputation and the proprietors of high grade dairy depots have
demonstrated that this can be done at a temperature that in no ways
interferes with either the chemical constituents or nutritive properties
of miiTr so treated. Experience has demonstrated that this process
must be conducted under intelligent official supervision. Experience
has also taught that proper pasteurization freedom from pathogenic
bacteria can. be secured by both the holding process in tanks or In the
final container.

In the final container with the metal cap similar to that of the beer
bottle a greater number of bacteria of all kinds are destroyed. The
so-called flash or instantaneous process should not be tolerated for an
Instant. It does not furnish the required security. What is said of

milk, applies to cream, ice cream, butter, and other dairy products.
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Dr. Beifeld, Chicago: An experiment was made in Chicago with
two groups of babies. One group was fed with certified milk from one of

the finest dairies in this country; the other the worst obtainable milk

from the dirtiest grocery in the city. This latter milk was allowed to

stand at a mean temperature in a warm room- It was then sterilized and
fed to the second group of babies, not for a long time but for a sufficient

time to aemonstrate that the difference in effect between pure certified

milk ana tnis filthy sterilized milk was practically the same. The condi-

tion of the children who received this dirty milk which had been ster-

ilized was a bit better than that of the others. ,

Prof. C.-B. A. Winslow, New York: The Association has, as It

Beems to me, done few things more important than to crystalize and
make public the growing conviction that pasteurized milk is the only
safe food for infants who are not brought up on the breast.

For some twenty years there has been a vigorous discussion be-

tween the sanitarians, who were impressed with the dangers of raw
milk, and the podiatrists, who used to maintain that we must take our
chances because pasteurized milk was so Indigestible. Dr. Helmholz
has pointed out that this idea was only a specter with no bodily sub-

stance or reality behind it. It was a pediatric ghost however, and we
sanitarians had to bow before it until it was laid by the podiatrists
themselves. They have disposed of it pretty thoroughly now, however,
and the whole subject has never been more clearly and convincingly
treated than in the paper to which we have just listened.

Dr. Helmholz has covered almost all the objections raised against
pasteurization, that it does not destroy toxins, that it does destroy
enzymes, that it produces a milk of poor keeping quality, that it causes

scurvy and rickets, and has shown their fallacy. On one point he
did not perhaps speak quite so fully. We are often asked whether we
should prefer a clean raw milk of certified grade or a dirty rpjifr

containing all manner of filth and then pasteurized. I, for one, re-

fuse to accept this dilemma. There is absolutely no reason why you
cannot keep milk clean and then pasteurize it. You can have your
farm and dairy inspection and your bacteriological count and In each
case you can enforce just as high a standard as the public can pay
for, and then pasteurize. Tou cannot enforce a certified milk standard
with tuberculin testing because 15 and 20 cent milk is of no value In
solving the general milk problem. But you can enforce just as high
standards as are enforced for any raw milk of good grade today.
Even for the best certified milk I believe pasteurization in the

home should be an invariable rule. Dr. Helmholz has quoted a remark
of mine upon this point which was made in connection with an epidemic
of septic sore throat In the neighborhood of Boston, In the study of
which I spent the greater part of the summer of 1911. There were 1,000
cases and 50 deaths of this insidious disease caused by a clean milk
not of certified grade, but very nearly so, a milk running usually under
100,000 bacteria, supervised by one of the best milk experts In the
'country. Tou cannot help these things. Care may minimize the dan-
ger, but no amount of care can ensure against infection of the cleanest
milk from an unrecognized carrier case.
We must, of course, be careful not to be misled by words. As Dr.

Helmholz has pointed out, pasteurization means heating to 140" or
over for twenty minutes, and nothing else. The so-called flash pasteuri-
zation is not pasteurization at all, and many commercial pasteurizers
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are of this type. Other commercial pasteurizers are designed on the
holding system, and are thoroughly efficient; and best of all is the
practice of pasteurizing in the final package which is rapidly being per-
fected, and is likely to be the ideal method of the future.

Dr. S. McClintock Hamill, Philadelphia: I am in favor of the
pasteurization of milk, but it seems to me we lose sight of one impor-
tant factor. The question is discussed from the standpoint of commer-
cial pasteurization as it exists. Is the product of commercial pasteuri-
zation safer than clean raw milk? Dr. Winslow would indicate that
pasteurized milk is safe, because he says if It is properly done he
would prefer that to certified T^ik i think we would all agree
that pasteurization is not effective if it is done commercially,
and there is no way of making it efficient with the present process.
I have served on commissions in Philadelphia which studied Wq prob-
lem, and we expect to follow the pasteurization plan in Philadelphia.
We discovered just one plant in the entire city that produced satisfac-

tory results, so far as bacterial contents were concerned. There were
many days in which they properly sterilized; at least there were many
days in which they destroyed all bacteria. And there were, on the
other hand, occasional days when the bacteria went up to a hundred
thousand. I am in favor of pasteurization of milk properly done. I

do not approve of letting the impression go abroad that pasteurized
TTiiik is pasteurized milk, and the present method of pasteurization is

safe. I do not think this organization ought to go on record as advo-

cating the process used today for the protection of milk supply. The
question of reinfection of pasteurized milk is another problem. There
is no way I know of in which the devices utilized at present in the pro-
tection of milk can protect it against reinfection, especially of the milk
bottle. The nearest we come to it is the capping device which protects
it from the hands of those who have to do with it after it is pasteurized.
Whether it avails to do this work I do not know. The caps have to be
placed by the hands of a person in charge of the capping machine. If

you can eliminate the possibility of Infection, I would like to know how
it is to be done. I am in favor of pasteurization of even certified mr-

I have been a strong advocate of certified milk. But in the light of
recent epidemics in Boston and Baltimore, it seems to me the only
safeguard we have against the possibility of transmission of disease
from milk is to pasteurize it, but not by present commercial processes.
Dr. Rosenau has completed a paper, in which he has demonstrated that

pasteurization by the holding process at a temperature of 140 to 142
for 20 minutes, which is the common practice, does not destroy the

pathogenic organism. He has put that milk through the holding pro-
cess, and found for the first seven minutes the milk still contained live

organisms. It is possible they may be reduced, but they are still

present. Dr. Helmholz also said that he had many times demonstrated
that bacilli remained in pasteurized milk. It is manifest that anyone
who will take the trouble to investigate the methods of commercial

pasteurization can discover that it is absolutely impossible to protect
the milk supply. And this is the standpoint from which the problem
should be discussed. I do not think that the ideal pasteurization is the

pasteurization by the holding process.

Prof. Winslow: We will all admit that some commercial pasteur-

izing plants are inefficient On the other hand, I am sure Dr. Hamill

does not mean to imply that all commercial pasteurization Is neces-
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sarily unsatisfactory. If he does, we can show him some plants in
New York where it is done with most satisfactory results.

Dr. Herman Schwarz, New York: I have come to believe that our
certified nk is more or less free from the pathogenic organisms. I give
a great deal of certified milk raw. But if I am the least suspicious
I pasteurize it in the home.

The Chairman: Personally I think the important point is to get;
a milk to the child that contains no pathogenic germs or harmful sub-
stances, and to accomplish this as economically as possible. That's the
keynote of the whole thing. Theoretically, certified milk is free from
tubercle bacilli only as the "Bang" system is applied. To my knowl-
edge this system is not carried out anywhere in the United States,
and if that is so, we are theoretically running the risk of giving tuber-
culosis to the babies, even though they are getting certified milk. All
Tnirk should be heated to the point where the pathogenic germs are
made Innocuous.

Dr. Helmholz: Pasteurization does no harm. No one has yet dis-

covered any harmful effects from it. Even in certified milk, the very
best TniiTr we can obtain, if we feed it raw we are running the risk
of giving the child tuberculosis or some other Infectious disease. There
is just one thing to do, and that is to pasteurize milk before it is given
to the child. Pasteurization has nothing to do with inspection or bac-
terial count. These are separate propositions and are just as im-

portant as pasteurization. We have these two means of controlling
our m*ik supply. We know that to obtain a safe milk we must pas-
teurize. On the other hand, we must not forget that it is just as Im-
portant to buy a good product before we start to pasteurize, as was
emphasized by Professor Winslow.
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STATEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN

From the time of Eve one sex has been singled out to play
the most important role in the continuation of the race the

charge of the impregnated ovum, its nutrition and its delivery
into the world as a completed entity. The failure to perform
this high biological function may be due to various mechanical
causes, or to failure in the application of the known laws of

asepsis and anti-asepsis., or to failure to recognize certain gen-
eral conditions which imperil the life of the mother or the
child. The expectant mother has need of guidance by those
who are qualified to apply the facts of science to the condition
of pregnancy, she needs to be surrounded in child-birth by such
conditions and such scientific care as will bring confinement
to a successful issue, she needs such instruction as will enable
her to give the child the right start in life. The mother needs

care, therefore, before, during and after child-birth. This
need is as old as the race, and will be as unceasing as the

perpetuity of the race.

This is the section on Midwifery in its broad sense, not the
section on Midwives. Its purpose is to determine to what
extent present methods of obstetrical practice in America are
a factor in preventable infant mortality and what reforms
are necessary in order to insure to every infant the right to be
well born.

Last year's discussion in this section showed plainly the in-

adequate preparation of many physicians for the practice
of obstetrics. The responsibility for the deaths of infants
which are due to bad obstetrics must be shared by physicians,
midwives and the general public which permits present condi-

tions to continue.

219
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The program of today consists of a discussion of maternity

hospitals and their out-patient services, obstetrical dispen-
saries and other agencies which in many large cities give

adequate care to women in confinement. It is believed that

the extension of such agencies would gradually eliminate the

ignorant midwife from the practice of obstetrics. Two papers
will be presented and a free discussion will follow.

Several important studies of midwifery conditions and of

substitute agencies in various cities have been made during the

year. The Boston Lying-in Hospital and its out-patient serv-

ice has been reported by Dr. James Lincoln Huntington;
Dr. Goler has presented a report of the maternity hospitals
of Rochester, New York

;
Dr. Alice Weld Tallant, a report of

the Maternity Hospital of the Women's Medical College of

Pennsylvania and its out-patient service.

PRE-NATAL WORK
Boston Lying-in Hospital. Physician and nurse give in-

-struction as to diet of mothers and preparation for maternal

nursing; nurse instructs the mother as to preparation of cloth-

ing for baby and bed \ monthly examinations of kidneys are

made by physician (and oftener if indicated). All primiparae
ore examined by physicians before delivery, if normal, case

fe delivered by students. All house cases are delivered by
a physician, the majority of out cases are delivered by
students under careful supervision. A district nurse visits

these cases for ten days or more after -delivery. Very ef-

fective pre-natal work is done by the Committee on Infant
Social Service of the Woman's Municipal League of Boston,
of wMch Mrs. Wm. Lowell Putnam is chairman.

PhUadelpMa: No systematic pre-natal work is done by
the maternity department of the Woman's Medical College
Hospital. The visiting nurses of the division of Child Hygiene
of the Bureau of Health give instruction as to diet of mothers
and preparation for maternal nursing. Provision is made for
relief from hard work before confinement and advice given as
to arrangements for suitable care in confinement. This divi-

sion was organized in July 1910 and 1500 cases were visited in
1911.

Rochester, JSf. T.; In Rochester General Hospital, prospec-
tive mothers whether or not expecting to be delivered in the

hospital may receive pre-natal instruction in the free and out-

patient department as to diet, and the condition of the kidneys
is watched by the out-patient physician. Pre-natal work is

done by one nurse supplied by private philanthropy. In 32
cases, instruction was given as to diet, maternal nursing and
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preparation of clothing for baby and bed. The condition of

the kidneys was watched in all cases. Advice as to selection

of hospital and physician was given in eighteen cases. Relief

from hard work was secnred in one case. Material aid was
furnished in twenty-one cases. Fourteen of these patients
had previously employed a midwife.

Statistics reported in these studies show an increase in the
number of cases attended in the past five years; that the babies
are maternally nursed in nearly all the cases attended; that
the percentage of mothers and babies discharged well is very
high; 487 cases in the Woman's Medical of Philadelphia with-
out the loss of a single mother; 522 cases in Rochester with

only one maternal death. The facts reported indicate that the

quality of work done is far superior to the service rendered

by the average midwife.
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It is most gratifying to note the interest which, has been
awakened in the midwife problem during the past few years.
The outlook is hopeful and an attempted early solution of
the question may be anticipated. The danger lies in too great
haste. Either we are going to settle the matter to our credit
and future welfare, or we are going to make a serious and,
perhaps, irreparable mistake. My own feeling is that the

great danger lies in the possibility of attempting to educate
the midwife and in licensing her to practice midwifery? giv-

ing her, therefore, a legal status which later cannot perhaps
be altered. If she once becomes a fixed element in our social
and economic system, as she now is in the British Isles and
on the Continent, we may never be able to get rid of her. I

am exactly in agreement with Dr. E. P. Davis, that she is a
"menace to the health of the community, an unnecessary evil

and a nuisance," and I am, therefore, unalterably and uncom-
promisingly opposed to any plan which seeks to give her a
permanent place in the practice of medicine. In no other
branch of medicine do we permit ignorant, non-medical indi-

viduals to give counsel and assistance in medical matters.

Midwifery is the most poorly done of all medical work, not
alone because some 50 per cent of all labors are in the hands
of midwives, but largely because of the low standards of

midwifery existent among physicians and laity alike. And
these standards cannot he raised so long as 50 per cent of title

cases are in the hands of individuals with as poor preliminary
education and as little medical training as have the midwives.
The argument that large numbers of physicians do equally
as poor obstetrics as the midwives, is entirely beside the
question. We are quite ready to admit this, but to claim that
for this reason we must retain the midwife, if we retain the

physician, is absurd. Legally the midwife has as yet practi-
cally no status, and even if she had, there can be no reason
why she should not be subject to the same laws and require-
ments as those governing all other individuals practicing
medicine. The fact is, as we shall attempt to point out, we
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can get along very nicely without the midwife, whereas all

are agreed that the physician is indispensable. It thus seems
that the sensible thing to do is to train the physician until
he is capable of doing good obstetrics and then make it finan-

cially possible for him to do it, by eliminating the midwife
2nd giving him such other support as may be necessary.

I am opposed to educating and licensing midwives to prac-
tice obstetrics in this country for several reasons. First, be-
cause I believe it unnecessary, since I am convinced that a
plan can be evolved and practically applied which will give
to every child-bearing woman in the country competent medi-
cal attendants. And, second, because I do not believe it pos-
sible to train women of the type of even the best of the mid-
wives to practice obstetrics satisfactorily.

In this country, with its great wealth and unlimited re-

sources, it should be, and is, unnecessary that a system should
exist and be supported which seeks to give to those unable to

pay for competent service, a service which is incompetent and
unsafe, and administered by untutored, non-medical indi-

viduals. We are passing through a political, social and econ-
omic revolution which is certain to result in giving to the

worthy poor justice in necessities of life, among which must
be included competent medical service, administered by those
who are trained in medicine. They will demand it and they
are going to get it. This does not necessarily mean socialism
but it does mean social justice. Talcott Williams, in speaking
upon "'Equality of Opportunity" in this country, presents some
astonishing facts and figures which show that the trend of

modern times is toward "equality of opportunity in all that
relates to economic progress." This fact, as he points out,
is apparent in the marvelous growth in savings bank deposits,
industrial and regular life insurance and in the increased

ownership of hous.es and lands by the common people, show-

ing that the average citizen is coining nearer and nearer to

the place where he is able to secure for himself the things of

life which he needs. If equality of opportunity as regards
medical service is ever to come in this country, it cannot come
so long as we train one class of practitioners to care for those

who can pay and another much inferior class to care for

those who cannot. If this be true, then in the name of human-

ity and of justice let us not give to the midwife a permanent
place in the practice of medicine when we know full well that

she can never render anything but a service much inferior to

that of the trained physicians of the future.

The practice of obstetrics carries with it much more than

standing by while the natural forces of labor complete the
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act as best they may. Obstetrics is an important branch of

medicine and to practice it safely and successfully implies a

knowledge of general medicine, as well as a knowledge and

appreciation of the physiology and pathology the normal

and the abnormal of the child-bearing process. The func-

tion of the physician in midwifery cases is to secure for the

woman the best possible preparation for her labor, to accom-

plish her delivery safely and to leave her, so far as possible,

in good physical condition; to prepare the mother for, and
teach her the importance of nursing her baby and to do

everything that is possible to bring this about. A careful

physical examination of the patient in each case, a thorough
knowledge of her pelvis and a careful study of her previous
labors may be indispensable to the successful conduct of her

approaching confinement. Tt will, perhaps, never be known
how many thousands of babies are sacrificed anmially at birth

because nothing is known of certain deformities and abnor-

malities until labor is well advanced. Every intelligent

physician knows bow important is the routine examination
of the urine during pregnancy, and yet, in more than 50

per cent of all the labors occurring in the country the
urine is never examined until, perhaps, the woman is in con-

vulsions. Then, too, think of the thousands of women who
are annually invalided as the result of unrepaired injuries to

the birth canal and from infection, to say nothing of the

many who lose their lives. Those familiar with the sub-

ject believe that this appalling condition of affairs can be

very largely prevented by providing skilled medical attention

before, during and after childbirth. This means that preg-
nancy in each case must be carefully supervised, labor scien-

tifically conducted and the mother and baby left, so far as

possible, in good physical condition, which cannot be accom-

plished by untrained, non-medical individuals as are the mid-
wives.

Another very pertinent objection to the midwife is that she
has charge of 50 per cent of all the obstetrical material of
the country, without contributing anything to our knowledge
of the subject. As we shall point out, a large percentage of
the cases are indispensable to the proper training of physi-
cians and nurses in this important branch of medicine. The
whole country is indebted to Dr. J. Whitridge Williams for
his studies on "Medical Education and the Midwife Problem
in the United States." He has done a great and lasting
service in laying bare the facts in regard to the teaching and
practice of obstetrics in this country. On the other hand, Dr.
Jacobi in his inaugural address, at the meeting of the Ameri-
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can Medical Association at Atlantic City in June of this year,
has taken in my opinion a decidedly backward step as re-

gards both the teaching and practice* of obstetrics. His rec-

ommendation that 200 schools for midwives be established iii

the United States is as impractical as it would be impossible
of accomplishment. According to Williams, bnt a single
medical school in the country has adequate facilities for teach

ing obstetrics properly to medical students. A marvelous

thing will have been accomplished if, during the next fifteen

or twenty years, thirty institutions similar to the Sloane

Hospital, in New York City, are established to meet the re-

quirements of the thirty-one medical schools needed in this

country according to Flexner. To accomplish this would
rquire the expenditure of some thirty millions of dollars and
an annual budget of more than three millions of dollars to
maintain them. So much is needed before we can hope to give
to the students graduating from our medical schools adequate

"

training in obstetrics, and before we can hope to compete with
the German medical schools. If then, in addition, an attempt
be made to establish the 200 schools recommended by Jacobi
or 170 additional ones, using the university schools also to

train midwives as in Germany, some idea may be gained of

the utter foolishness of such a recommendation.
It is, at present, impossible to secure cases sufficient for

the proper training of physicians in obstetrics, since 75 per
cent of the material otherwise available for clinical purposes
is utilized in providing a livelihood for midwives. If schools
for midwives were established in all the larger cities of the

country, a large number of additional cases would become
necessary for training the midwives, and we should soon find

ourselves in the anomalous position of favoring the elimina-

tion of physicians from the practice of obstetrics, by still

further depriving them of clinical material for their training,
in order to provide trained midwives to supplant them. If,

moreover, the money which would be necessary for establish-

ing and maintaining 200 schools for midwives, together with
what would be necessary to supervise the midwives properly
in their practice afterwards, were used to pay physicians and
nurses to care for the midwife cases, sufficient money would
be available, to say nothing of the five million dollars which
it is estimated is collected annually by midwives in this coun-

try and which should be paid to physicians and nurses for

doing the work properly.
The question in my mind is not "what shall we do with the

midwife?" We are totally indifferent as to what becomes of

her, as compared with the very vitally important question of
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how we shall provide competent medical service for the hun-
dreds of thousands of the very best of our women while they
are fulfilling the sacred obligations of maternity. And in

this we include all classes, for we realize that obstetrics is

frequently as poorly done among those who are able to pay
for competent services as among the poor, who are dependent
upon midwives and upon public charity. The answer is to be
found in providing proper training and adequate compensa-
tion for physicians and nurses, who alone should do the work.

It is generally recognized that obstetrical teaching in this

country is woefully deficient. There has been a dearth of

great obstetrical teachers with proper ideals and motives, but
the deficiency in obstetrical institutions and in obstetrical

material available for teaching purposes has been even greater.
It is today absolutely impossible to provide material enough
to give to medical students before graduation anything more
than the merest smattering in practical obstetrics. So far

as I have been able to learn, in all but a few medical schools

in this country the students deliver no cases in a hospital
under supervision, receive but little even in the way of demon-
strations on women in labor and are sent into out-patient

departments to deliver, at most, but a half-dozen cases. When
we recall that abroad the midwives are required to deliver

in a hospital at least twenty cases under the most careful

supervision and instruction before being allowed to practice,
it is evident that the training of medical students in obstetrics

in this country is a farce and a disgrace to a great nation,
which in other branches of medicine holds high rank. It is,

then, perfectly plain that the midwife cases, in large part
at least, are necessary for the proper training of medical stu-

dents. If for no other reason, this one alone is sufficient to

justify the elimination of a large number of midwives, since
the standard of obstetrical teaching and practice can never
be raised without giving better training to physicians.
On the other hand, it is equally plain that every woman

has a right as a citizen and as a mother to such care dur-

ing and following childbirth as shall preserve her life

and health, and those also of her children. It is not difficult

to prove that this cannot be accomplished by midwives, but
that it can be and is being done by students of medicine
under careful supervision, and by recent graduates in medi-
cine who have been trained in well-equipped and properly
conducted maternity hospitals. In the Boston Lying-in Dis-

pensary, for example, some 2,000 consecutive cases of labor
have been conducted by medical students without a single
maternal death, and similar records are to be found all over
the country where maternity dispensaries exist.
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I believe that the midwife should be eliminated as rapidly
as possible, bnt I do not believe that this can be accomplished
at once, nor perhaps even very rapidly. Legislation will

not eliminate tie midwife unless hand in hand with such leg-
islation provision is made to take her place. While a sub-
stitute is being provided she must be supervised in her work.
She should, however, not be given a license but should be

given a certificate, to be renewed from time to time or can-
celled as deemed advisable under the circumstances. Licens-

ing her will not add to her knowledge, and will not make her
more efficient but will place upon the state permanent re-

sponsibility for her work. No attempt should be made to
establish schools for midwives, since, in my opinion, they
are to be endured in ever-decreasing numbers while substitutes
are being created to displace them.
Our present system of caring for the so-called "charity

cases" is entirely wrong, and this does not apply to midwifery
cages only. Our charities are, for the most part, but poorly
investigated and supervised and are inefficiently adminis-
tered. Much of it is not legitimate, and the cost is unjustly
distributed. Physicians have been called upon to do much
more than their share. There is not the slightest reason why
the physician should give his professional services without

pay, as it is no more his business to administer without com-

pensation to the dependent and sick poor than that of any
other citizen. The fact that he is especially fitted to so serve
them does not in any wise alter the situation. The poor when
ill are the State's charges, just as much as when they must
be fed, clothed and sheltered, and the State should admin-
ipter to the needs in one case just as much as in the other.

Until physicians are justly compensated for their services to

the poor they will not receive adequate medical attention.

In the long run individuals receive just about the service to

which they are entitled by the compensation provided. This

is just as true in medicine as in any other field of endeavor,
and so far as I can see there is not the slightest reason why
it should not be. Public charities of all kinds should be

placed upon a strictly business basis, should be well organ-

ized, thoroughly supervised, and all the workers should be

justly compensated.
The placing of the burden of medical service to the poor

upon physicians, without compensation, has led them to seek

in return excessive fees from those who can pay, with the re-

sult that much harm has been done to the cause of medicine.

The practice of medicine has been thereby converted into a

trade, and commercialism has destroyed much of its higher
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and finer side, and has done untold harm in the attitude which
the public should have toward the physician and the schools

which educate him. And for this the leaders of the profes-

sion, the teachers of medicine, have been largely responsible.

They have frequently used their professorial appointments for

their personal profit, prostituting the ideals of medicine to

their greed for gold, and "exploiting their patients at the

expense of the entire profession." This does not apply to the
so-called laboratory men, who have worked upon modest sal-

aries, and yet have shown an unselfish devotion and enthus-
iasm which have astonished the whole world, and who have
contributed practically the only knowledge in medicine which
has been worth the while. Such men as Pasteur, Koch, Behr-

ing, Ehrlich, Flexner and a score of others are striking ex-

amples of medical men who have done a lasting service to

humanity without levying a tribute upon it, and stand out in

striking contrast, for example, to an equal number of Ameri-
can surgeons whose very work has been made possible only
through that of the laboratory workers, but who, unlike them,
have demanded from their patients unreasonable and dis-

honest fees for no other reason than that they have had the

opportunity of doing so. No one questions the justice of the
man of means paying in accordance with his ability toward
the medical care of the dependent poor, and that on this basis

the burden should be equitably distributed, but it is the busi-

ness of the State to collect such moneys for the purpose, and
not the business of private persons to levy tribute upon indi-

viduals of means on the plea that they are serving the poor
without pay. The State should pay the physician adequately
for all his services to the poor and should collect by taxes
from all the people their just share of the money necessary to

care for its charges.
In medical charities economy and efficiency are all im-

portant and can best be secured when such charities are util-

ized for teaching purposes. Medical education and medical
service to the poor should go hand in hand, since patients in

teaching institutions receive the best possible attention and
at the least possible cost to the State. Both are matters for
the State rather than for private individuals and the State

should, therefore, see that each contributes to the other all

that is possible. It is not generally appreciated that medical
schools should be first of all educational institutions rather
than medical institutions; that they should be, moreover,
public service organizations and exist for the public good, as

dp other educational institutions, and that the teacher of medi-
cine should be an educator in the highest sense of the term and
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should stand in the closest relationship to all the problems of
medical education, medical practice, eugenics and social serv-
ice. He should spend his life, therefore, as a public servant,
and should use his calling and the innumerable possibilities
and opportunities which go with it, not to enrich himself at
the expense of the profession, but to serve his generation in all

that pertains to the public good, For all these reasons medi-
cal schools should be liberally supported by the State as in

Germany, where medical education and medical service have
reached their greatest development. The number of medical
schools should be limited to the actual needs of the country,
and medical teachers should be put upon liberal salaries and
should be required to devote their entire time to teaching,
research and the care of hospital and dispensary patients.
Until this is done it will not be possible to prevent many med-
ical teachers from seeking and obtaining professorial appoint-
ments for the purpose of advancing their own personal in-

terests.

But you may ask what has all this to do with the subject
of my paper. This much, that men and women of influence

and of means will never contribute all that is necessary in

money and in legislation to medical education and medical
charities until they have more confidence in the ideals and mo-
tives of those who administer them. And this brings up a very
important matter which cannot be neglected in such a discus-

sion as this, namely : the administration of medical charities

hospitals and dispensaries. Each supplements the work of

the other and if properly co-ordinated they cover, without con-

flict, the entire field of medical service to the poor. Each is,

therefore, indispensable, and each has its legitimate field. In
so far as they care for the State's charges, they should be

supported by the State, the one just as much as the other.

All patients applying for care through either should be rig-

idly investigated and required to pay to the extent of their

ability. To this class belong all patients who are unable to

pay adequate physicians' fees, whether they can pay all, a part
or none of the cost to the hospital or dispensary of caring for

them. And in this investigation all the facts should be taken
into consideration the size of the family, the income and cost

of living, the actual legitimate earning capacity of the family;
while the physical health and mental equipment must not be

overlooked. If the income, whatever it be, is entirely needed for

the necessities of life, it ought not to be used to pay physi-
cians' fees. Such individuals cannot, therefore, be looked

upon as of any legitimate financial value to the physician to

whom their care by hospitals and dispensaries should give
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no cause for offense. The manifest anil professed purpose of

the science and art of medicine is the prevention and cure

of disease. The physician exists, therefore, for the benefit

of the patient, and not the patient for the benefit of the physi-
cian j

and the solution of this matter will not be reached until

this fact is fully appreciated, and until it governs our atti-

tude toward providing medical service for the dependent poor.

Any system, therefore, which does not provide the most econ-

omical service consistent with essential efficiency is wrong.
On the other hand, physicians should not be criticised for not

giving medical service to such patients, but, on the contrary,
should be paid for it, and this applies with equal force to

nurses and social workers.
In Pennsylvania the hospitals and dispensaries are paid by

the State to the extent of the difference between what it costs

to care for their patients and the receipts secured from them
and from private gifts, and this is as it should be.

Staff physicians in hospitals and dispensaries, who are given
a monopoly of clinical material and, therefore, possess excep-
tional opportunity for the development of skill and the estab-

lishment of a reputation, should not be allowed to use their

positions to gain a monopoly over private patients as well.

This is the great evil of the present hospital system and can be

prevented only by putting staff physicians and their assist-

ants upon salaries, and requiring them to devote their entire

time to the work of the hospital, to research and to teaching.
In the larger cities where medical schools exist, all patients for

whom the State is responsible, or as many thereof as may be

necessary, should be cared for in the hospitals in which the
staff positions are held by members of the medical faculties.

In this way a tremendous amount of clinical material would
become available for teaching purposes, and students and

practitioners of medicine would be given an opportunity of

securing any desired amount of training in chosen branches
of medicine, while the patients themselves would receive the
most efficient service at a minimum cost to the State. Noth-

ing would be taken from the physicians in the way of income,
their opportunities for advanced medical training would be
much increased, and the medical heads of such hospitals would
become invaluable public assets as teachers, investigators and
consultants. The salaries of the staff physicians and of the
clinical members of the medical faculties could be provided,
if necessary, by fees from the necessary number of private
patients.
The vast majority of private patients should, however, be

cared for in private hospitals supported by private or corpor-
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ate capital. No one objects to any physician making all the
money to which his skill and reputation entitle him, but he
has no right to do so on the investments of public moneys.
From what has been said it will appear that the elimination

of the midwife is to be brought about in time through the
establishment of obstetric charities consisting of maternity
hospitals and maternity dispensaries, with all that goes with
them in the form of social service, visiting nurses, prenatal
work, relief work, etc. The hospital is to care for all who,
for one reason or another, cannot secure proper attention at

home, and the dispensary for those who are delivered at home.
The majority of women will always be cared for at home, and
it is desirable that they should be when conditions permit it.

A mother with a number of children cannot usually leave
them to advantage, and while it is true that physically she
cannot and should not care for them, her presence in the home
is necessary to .order and discipline. Then, too, the cost of

caring for patients in hospitals is much greater than in their

own homes. Dispensary patients, moreover, are more likely
to do for themselves all that they are able to do, and thus be
not so entirely dependent upon help. Both the hospital and

dispensary should be in charge of one and the same head in

the form of a medical director and in medical centers both
institutions should be a part of, or closely affiliated with a
medical school.

In cities of the first and second class, especially where medi-
cal schools exist, the midwife can, in time, be entirely elimi-

nated through the establishment and extension of obstetric

charities hospitals and dispensaries. The vast majority of

cases, unable to pay physicians, can be cared for by medical

students, provided the requirements for graduation are in-

creased so as to give students the necessary training in ob-

stetrics. My own feeling is that before going into private

practice each student should be required to deliver person-

ally not less than fifty cases under careful supervision, and
should also be taught to do upon the living subject all the

obstetrical operations which the granting of his diploma gives
him license to perform; as I hold that it is little less than
criminal to permit practitioners of medicine to jeopardize the

life and health of human beings by performing upon them

operations which they had not done, and perhaps had never

seen performed in their student days. The average practi-

tioner who gains his experience in obstetric operating solely

upon his own responsibility rarely ever learns to do it safely,

and, therefore, always remains a menace to his patients, and

should he eventually become an accomplished operator, his
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knowledge has been gained at the cost of much invalidism and
of a number of deaths. My argument, therefore, is that if he
must acquire the knowledge, it is much better that he should
do so under careful supervision and instruction. The public
should learn that it is the duty of every citizen, if for no other
reason than that of the safety of his own family, to insist that
students of medicine be not only supplied with clinical mate-
rial, but that they be required to utilize it in acquiring the

knowledge which is indispensible to efficiency in the practice
of obstetrics. If the midwife cases and such others as are

dependent upon public charity were used for teaching pur-

poses, not only would the patients themselves receive excel-

lent care, but sufficient clinical material would be available

to give every graduate in medicine such obstetrical training
as would make him a safe and efficient practitioner.

In the larger cities, therefore, maternity hospitals and
maternity dispensaries, properly co-ordinated, well equipped
and efficiently conducted, offer the sane and logical solution

of the midwife problem. In the smaller cities and towns,
the problem is somewhat more difficult, but even there it can
be very largely handled by utilizing, as maternity dispensary
stations, the many small hospitals which are being estab-

lished so rapidly all over the country. By increasing the
annual hospital budget to include such dispensary service, all

patients unable to pay physicians, including also the vast

majority of midwife cases, could be provided for at a very
reasonable cost per patient. In this way the pupil nurses
in such hospitals could be given the training in obstetrical

nursing which is now so generally required for the registra-
tion of graduate nurses, while the medical service could be

very largely supplied by recent graduates in medicine serving
as internes in such hospitals, and thereby acquiring, under
proper supervision, invaluable experience in operative obstet-

Tics. In the rural and other districts where there are no
hospitals, and where there will always exist a lack of medical

practitioners, the midwife must continue her work "doubly
dangerous" because of the scarcity of physicians unless the
State places a higher value than heretofore upon human life

-and health and comes to the rescue. Upon this point I am
in entire agreement with Professor Pritchett, of the Carnegie
Foundation, in saying that "A sanitary service, subsidized
by the State, will alone render efficient relief in backward
districts without demoralizing the profession."
In attempting to secure certain data with regard to mid-

wives in several of the large cities I have been much disap-
pointed. In Boston, for example, with 18,000 births reported
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last year, it is not known how many midwives there are, nor
how many cases are delivered by them, although birth regis
tration is compulsory. As Boston has a much smaller per
centage of foreign-born population than Pittsburgh, it would
seem fair, on the basis of Pittsburgh statistics, to estimate
that the number of cases cared for in Boston by midwives
and dispensaries combined would not exceed 30 per cent. As
the dispensaries care for about 19 per cent, the midwives prob-
ably deliver not over 11 per cent, or 1,980 cases.

In New York City, according to Dr. Baker, 51,996 births,
or 40 per cent of the total number in 1911, were in the hands
of some 1,300 midwives. In Philadelphia in 1911, the esti-

mated number of births was 44,0003 and the actual number
registered was 40,066, of which latter number 21.09 per cent, or

8,450, were delivered by 194 midwives. In Baltimore in 1911,
there were but 9,283 reported births, showing very incomplete
returns. On the basis of United States Census Keports, the
annual birth rate for Baltimore should be about 17,000, and
if the midwives deliver 50 per cent of this number, they care
for some 8,500 cases. The number of registered midwives in

Baltimore is 162.

There were 15,422 reported births in Pittsburgh in 1911, of

which 4,864, or 31.53 per cent, were delivered by 150 mid-
wives. Of 12,839 births reported in Cleveland from July 1,

1911, to July 1, 1912, 5,127, or 40 per cent, were in the hands
of 266 midwives.
In Chicago registration is not compulsory, so that complete

statistics are not available. Dr. Henry G. Ohls, who has gone
over the records of all births reported between January 1 and
July 1, 1912, gives the first reliable birth statistics as far as

they go. He finds in the total of 19,939 births reported during
the six months, that 43.55 per cent, or 8,445, were in the hands
of an unknown number of midwives. Dr. Ohls estimates the
number of births in Chicago for 1912 to be 57,438. On the
basis of his statistics 50 per cent, or 28,719, ought to be a fair

estimate of the number of cases delivered by midwives.
On the basis of the number of students graduating annually

(1911-1912) from the combined medical schools in Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and

Ohicago, it is interesting to see to what extent the midwife
cases in these cities could be handled by students alone.

In the data given it would appear that in some instances

at least, not all of the cases credited to undergraduate stu-

dents were actually delivered by them, since many of the

deliveries were most probably demonstration cases, observed

collectively by a number of students while the actual delivery
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was being conducted by one of their number under super-
vision. Then, too, in certain cities large numbers of cases

are delivered by gradute physicians doing post-graduate work,
and their cases are also included among those credited to

undergraduate students. These facts doubtless account to

some extent at least, for the great difference in the number of

cases reported as delivered by students in the different cities,

and must be taken into consideration in interpreting the

following figures. In this study it is estimated that if mid-
wives did not exist, at least 25 per cent of the cases now under
their care could afford to, and would, employ physicians :

1. Boston: Number of students, 190; cases delivered by
students in out-patient departments, 3,500 (10 per cent) ;

midwife cases, 1,980 (11 per cent). Cases credited to each
student 18, and 10 additional to handle the midwife cases,
or a total of 28 cases per student.

2. Philadelphia: Number of students, 437; cases deliv-

ered by students in out-patient departments, 2,566; midwife
cases (less 25 per cent), 6,338. Cases credited to each stu-

dent 6, and 15 additional to handle the midwife cases, or a
total of 21 cases per student.

3. Baltimore: Number of students, 334; cases delivered

by students in out-patient departments, 1,746; midwife cases

(less 25 per cent), 6,375. Cases credited to each student 5,

and 19 additional to handle the midwife cases, or a total of

24 cases per student.
4. Pittsburgh: Number of students, 66; cases delivered

by students in the hospital and dispensary, 264; midwife
cases (less 25 per cent), 3,648. Cases credited to each stu-

dent 4, and 55 additional to care for the midwife cases, or
a total of 59 cases per student.

5. Cleveland : Number of students, 66
;
cases delivered by

students in out-patient departments, 605; midwife cases (less
25 per cent), 3,845. Cases credited to each student 9, and
58 additional to care for the midwife cases, or a total of 67
cases per student

6. Chicago: Number of students, 608; cases delivered by
students in out-patient departments, 1,927; midwife cases

(less 25 per cent), 21,540. Oases credited to each student

3, and 35 additional to handle the midwife cases, or a total
of 38 cases per student.

7. New York City: Number of students, 325; cases de-

livered by students, 3,780; midwife cases (less 25 per cent),
38,997. Cases credited to each student 12, and 120 additional
to handle the midwife cases, or a total of 132 cases per stu-

dent. If the students delivered 50 cases each, or a total of
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16,250, there would still remain 26,527 cases to be cared for,
so that in New York City at least it would seem that the mid-
wives must do a large part of the work for some time to come,
unless the City or State does a considerable part of the work
through dispensaries, employing physicians and nurses on
salaries. At the same time this would not be so much of an
undertaking as it at first appears, since fully 50 per cent of
the 38,997 midwife cases could pay to dispensaries as they
now pay to midwives $10 each and the remainder could

pay at least $5 each, the minimum midwife fee in New York
City. If the midwives were eliminated in New York City, all

their cases could be handled through maternity dispensaries
for an additional expenditure of not over 100,000 a year,
provided such dispensaries received as much in fees as the
midwives now do.

Your committee has asked me to tell also of the plan which
we have adopted for the solution of the midwife question in

Pittsburgh, and with this I shall conclude my paper.
You will perhaps best appreciate what the Pittsburgh plan

is when 1 tell you that it is, in its development, the concrete

expression of the views set forth in this paper. If the recom-
mendations which have been made appear to you visionary
and impracticable, you will want to remember that a number
of them are already in operation in Pittsburgh, and are work-

ing out beautifully, and that we fully expect to carry out the

entire scheme within the next half dozen years.
Some three and a half millions of dollars are available for

the building, equipment and endowment of a woman's hospi-

tal, to be built in Pittsburg during the coming year; and

$50,000 have already been subscribed, from an entirely dif-

ferent source, for the maintenance of a maternity dispensary
which was opened some six months ago.
The hospital, which is the first of its kind to be estab-

lished in this country, has been modeled largely after the

well-known "Frauenkliniks" of Germany, and will, therefore,
care for both obstetrical and gynecological cases. Abraham
Flexner, in his "Medical Education in Europe," expresses

exactly the point of view which we have taken for years, and
which now finds its expression in the new Magee Hospital.
He says, in speaking of the German clinics for women, that

"the women's clinic combines obstetrical and gynecological
wards. Separation into two specialties tends to make a mid-

wife of the obstetrician and an abdominal surgeon of the

gynecologist, to the neglect of the fundamental pathlogical
and physiological problems in both eases. Consolidation

avoids the necessity of drawing arbitrary lines by way of
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making two specialties where nature has made but one; for

obstetrics and gynecology have a single physiological and
anatomical point of departure, namely, the child-bearing
function."

The new hospital will have accommodations for 125 adult

patients in the wards and 25 private rooms. It is peculiarly well

adapted for teaching purposes, having an operating and teach-

ing amphitheater; a number of examining rooms, delivery
rooms and recovery rooms; research laboratories, a medical

library, museum and the necessary offices and other rooms for

the medical director and his assistants. There are also rooms
for photography, X-ray and hydro-therapeutic departments,
and an isolation department for infected cases, with the neces-

sary operating and sterilizing rooms. In the private pavilion
there is a private gynecological operating room, several pri-
vate delivery and recovery rooms, a cystoscopy room, etc.

The institution will be erected in the center of a ten-acre plot
of ground, and will be surrounded by a number of separated
and isolated gardens for private patients, ward patients,

nurses, physicians, etc.

The medical director of the hospital is also Professor of

Obstetrics in the University of Pittsburgh. He resides with
his family on the hospital grounds, is paid a salary sufficiently

large to make him independent of private practice, and to
enable him to devote all his time to the work of the hospital,
to research and teaching. All fees received from private
patients go into the hospital treasury.
The Pittsburgh Maternity Dispensary, within two blocks

of the Magee Hospital, is closely affiliated with the hospital,

having the same directing head. It is located in two large
houses of twelve rooms each, and having dormitory accom-
modations for a dozen physicians and students, as many
nurses and social workers, in addition to the dispensary rooms
proper. The present staff of workers consists of a social

worker, two graduate physicians and three graduate nurses,
all on salaries and devoting their entire time to the work of
the dispensary; also a number of medical students. The
number of workers will be increased as the growth of the work
demands it.

The present hospital, housed in temporary quarters, will

care for some 350 cases of labor during the present year, and
we expect to care for as many more cases in the dispensary
during the first year of its existence, or a total of 700 cases,
all available for teaching purposes. Our senior medical stu-

dents, 45 in number, will, during the present year, witness at
least fifteen deliveries each, of which number each student
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will personally deliver six cases under constant supervision
and instruction, three in the hospital and three in the dis-

pensary.
The work in Pittsburgh is young, but the outlook is most

promising, and we feel that we have in the combination of

hospital and dispensary, both teaching institutions, the solu-

tion of the midwife problem. And what can be done in Pitts-

burgh can be done in every other large city in the country.
The creation of obstetric charities, such as I have attempted
to describe, and the education of the people will in time make
the midwife unnecessary and her elimination inevitable.



DOBS THE AVERAGE MIDWIFE MEET THE REQUIREMENTS
OF A PATIENT IN" OONFINE3IENT?

A Comparison Between the Facilities Afforded by Lying-in Chari-
ties and the Average Midwife

By Q-EOROEl W. KOSMAK, M. ., Attending Snrffeon, Lylug-In.
Hoaplto.1, New Yoxlc

The specific work accomplished by the sessions of the
section on midwifery of this Association at the meeting held
in Chicago last year, and the attention which has been at-

tracted to this subject by editorial and other contributions
in our medical press, apparently make this paper appear
merely as a repetition of what has gone before. However, an
excuse for the same may be sought in the circumstance that
it is only by keeping the subject alive through the medium of

frequent repetition and constant agitation that the desired re-

sult may finally be accomplished.
In considering the so-called midwife question it must be

assumed that the proper care of a woman during pregnancy>

labor and the puerperium - is of signal importance, not only
to her as an individual, but to the State. The Constitution

guarantees to the inhabitants of the United States a degree
of political and religious freedom which is scarcely equalled
anywhere. Our Federal Government, to some extent, agrees
that our animal population shall be kept free from disease
for the purpose of insuring certain economic benefits to the

country. Without extending the paternalistic ideas of gov-
ernment which certain of our politicians have favored, is it

not reasonable to insist that our human population be ac-

corded an equal value as an economic factor? Unfortunately,
whenever this is attempted the cry of interference with per-
sonal liberty is brought to bear on the subject, and that is

usually the end of the matter. Nevertheless a mother must
be looked upon as a unit on whom depends, directly and indi-

rectly, a great deal of the welfare of a considerable portion
of our population. Her health must be conserved, that she
may be able to look after her children already born, or those
in the process of development. If mothers can be kept in

good health, their condition must be regarded in the nature
of an asset for the State, and, from the economic standpoint,
such good health will prove an important factor in eliminat-

ing a progeny which, in whole or in part, will come under the
care of the community at some future time in hospitals, or-
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phanages or insane asylums. The question remains, How
shall we guarantee such attention to a mother during that
most important period in her life pregnancy? Shall it be

through the medium of women usually ignorant, insufficiently
and poorly educated, and entirely unaware or careless of their

responsibilities in such matters, or shall it be by the aid
of the scientifically administered care of trained physicians
and nurses? Regarded from this standpoint, it would ap-
pear as if there was no question about which course we ought
to pursue.
The question as to whether the midwife or the doctor shall

care for the poorer classes of the population is one of great
importance, because it is only in relation to this class that
the midwife will ever be considered in the United States.

We are guided more or less in our attitude towards this prob-
lem by the experience of foreign countries, where the mid-
wife has become an institution apparently difficult to eradi-

cate, largely for personal and economic reasons. The efforts

which these countries have made to regulate the matter shows
quite distinctly that even where such a system is apparently
successful many factors enter which require study and atten-

tion. Germany must be regarded as the nation which has
done more to regulate the midwife than any other, yet Ger-
mans are evidently not yet satisfied with the result, for we
hear of constant endeavors to improve the position of the mid-
wife by regulation, by extension courses, and by so-called

post-graduate work. It must not be forgotten that the women
who enter this profession in Germany are very much superior
to the women with whom, as a class, we are dealing in this

country, and the more paternalistic form of government and
respect for the law prevalent in Germany, makes it a very
much simpler matter to institute a proper control over mid
wives than we can ever hope to accomplish. The shortcom-

ings of even this very much superior system are well shown by
the discussions found in various German periodicals, among
which the following pertinent example may be quoted from a

paper by Weisswange (Zentralbl. f. Gyna'k., July 20, 1912.)
"The question remains, Is the present method of rendering

help at childbirth the most advantageous? I question it.

All statistics which have been compiled since the discovery
of puerperal fever point over and over again to the fact that

we, in fighting the disease, have not reached the desired goal,
as in other illnesses resulting from infected wounds. The
midwife system occupies an important place. While we in-

struct our nurses so excellently in asepsis and antisepsis, and

require them to train for at least one year before we give
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them recognition and permit them to call themselves 'sisters/

and while, for the most part, we require a considerably longer

training before we permit them to assist us in operations, yet
even in Germany the midwife is trained for a period of only
from six to nine months, and then is allowed to officiate at

childbirth." The same writer states further that all proposed

reforms, whether they include the restriction of internal ex-

amination, the use of rubber gloves, etc., will not help us in

our aim to avoid puerperal fever if we do not take hold of

the reform in the right place, namely, the essential improve-
ment of the midwife class and the midwife's training. For this

purpose at least one year of thorough training should be re-

quired, and only those women selected who have the mental
fitness to appreciate the knowledge of proper sepsis and anti-

.

sepsis. Indeed, he believes that a higher grade of mentality
should be required of the midwife than is required of the

hospital nurses, for the latter always live in this atmosphere
and are under constant control, while the midwives are more
or less independent of outside influences. He goes on to

show, moreover, how a lack of preliminary training fails to
make a candidate for a license in midwifery properly appre-
ciate the responsibility under which she is placed. This is but
one example among numerous others met with in European
periodical literature, and if the faults of the system are evi-

dent under these more favorable circumstances, what can we
expect in large cities like New York and Chicago, where the

midwives are absolutely or practically without any control?
Of course, it is acknowledged that the municipal regulations

cover, or are supposed to cover, this particular field of medical

practice, and yet anyone connected with our larger maternity
hospitals who has the opportunity of seeing the results of

the midwives' work, and who comes in contact with their

life, can bear testimony to the fact that the medical inspec-
tion by the Board of Health, in New York at least, falls short

of the desired ends. Moreover, there are hundreds, and, I

might say, thousands of women extending their aid in child-

birth who have had absolutely no training whatever, except
that gained from a personal experience in their own labors and
the observation of this process in their neighbors. They are as
Innocent of any knowledge of asepsis or the science of obstet-

rics as a trench-digging laborer. This class of women is ab-

solutely without control, as they are not licensed, and, as
far as I know, not inspected. Another unfortunate effect in

connection with their work is that the women are rendered
careless of the possibility of complications, and very often it
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Is only at a period too late for assistance that the latter is

applied for.

The question remains, How can we overcome the difficul-

ties attached to the problem of caring for poor women in

pregnancy? What economic conditions make it necessary
for us to rely on this sort of assistance, simply because it is

cheap? Is not the value of a healthy mother to the commu-
nity greater than that of one who is crippled by lack of care

during childbirth? Would it not be a paying investment for
the municipality to provide proper care for these indigent
women? The question then arises, In the event of this being
possible, by what means shall better care in pregnancy be
extended to the poorer classes? There are apparently only
two methods suitably trained midwives or extended public
lying-in charities. The attempt has been made to solve the
so-called midwife question in New York by providing a six

months' course of instruction at one of our large public hos-

pitals, three months of which are spent by the candidate in

the wards, and the other three months in the tenements. The
preliminary requirements exacted by the candidate include a

physician's certificate of good health and of recent vaccina-

tion. After being vouched for by two friends, the candidate
is accepted for a probationary period of two weeks or longer,

depending upon her ability and general fitness. Very little

attention seems to be paid to previous education, yet the out-

line of the course of instruction would appear to require some-
what more than average mentality. The school referred to

is still in its swaddling clothes, and thus far but very few
women have availed themselves of the opportunities offered,

only eighteen having been graduated thus far. In view of

the needs of the community, can such a school ever hope to

supply a sufficient number of what must finally be admitted to

be insufficiently trained women, to do the necessary work? A
six months' course of instruction is insufficient, even for those
of a higher mentality than the candidates who usually present
themselves, and if we are going to leave this matter to women
who are specially trained, then at least we ought to insist

upon it that their period of instruction be increased, and
means offered to them to enable them to keep up with the

advances in obstetrics. The writer, in view of the fees which

ordinary midwives can command, is very skeptical that this

ever will be accomplished. However, with the certificate of

a school to back them, such women are in a position to play
on the sensibilities of their ignorant following, and exact fees

as large as those accorded to the ordinary practitioner of

medicine. Moreover, the opportunities to increase their in-
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come by the practice of criminal operations will be extended
even beyond what now, unfortunately, must be evident to

everyone who comes in contact with the results of their work.
I acknowledge that it may be a difficult matter to get rid of

the midwife system as at present constituted, unless we can

provide a class of women who are sufficiently trained to meet
all requirements. But we have had other problems in medi-
cine to deal with that have presented objections of equal, if

not greater, weight, and yet the profession has congratulated
itself quite frequently on the fact that it has overcome them.
Were it not for the insistence on certain medical measures
could we ever have overcome the ravages of smallpox and
other infectious diseases ? We insist on caring for our school

children by regular inspection of their noses, throats, glands,

joints, hair, skin and other portions of their anatomy, as a

protection, not only to themselves, but to the remainder of

the community. If abnormalities are found, we have devised
means to insist on their removal, either by the family physi-
cian or the public clinic. Is it not of equal importance to

protect a pregnant woman against the inroads not only of

disease, but of improper care during labor, because it is

directly here that outside interference, if improperly con-

ducted, will produce the most harmful consequences and re-

sults. If we have succeeded in insisting that proper medical
care be accorded in other conditions, why cannot we extend
this supervision to those poor women who resort to an in-

ferior type of care simply from their ignorance and prejudice?
In order to demonstrate what can be done for these women,

I will contrast a typical case of confinement in the tenements
attended by an ordinary midwife, with that attended by the
staff of a large lying-in charity. The patient who intends to

resort to a midwife's aid in her confinement rarely applies
until the labor pains have come on. The woman who is then

engaged to attend her is called from a nearby tenement, where
she is probably taken from her work in caring for a large fam-

ily that may include a child sick with some form of contagious
disease. She usually goes to the scene of the labor in the

ordinary dirty clothes that she has been wearing while doing
her household work, taking with her a satchel containing a
handful of absorbent cotton and a bottle of bichloride tablets
or carbolic acid, with a few strings of soiled tape for tying off

the cord. The satchel and its contents will not bear close in-

spection, and when carried by the so-called "professional mid-
wife" is usually done for effect rather than for actual use.
In a great many cases, however, among the Russian Jews we
find these women without even this small insignia of their
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trade. The patient is asked about her pains, and a vaginal
examination may or may not be made, this depending on in
how much of a hurry to get back home the midwife happens
to be. Abdominal examinations to diagnose position and
auscultation of the foetal heart sounds are practically never
attempted. If the pains are strong, the woman usually stays
on the case and busies 'herself about the house, doing cleaning
or other manual work. If the labor does not come off soon,
she will probably make a vaginal examination, usually with-
out washing her hands, and if the cervix is sufficiently dilated,
she will often rupture the membranes. The one favorable
feature about the work of the midwives is the fact that they
do not make many vaginal examinations, and the patient is

left to her own resources to expel the child. If the midwife
believes the case to be normal, she usually sits and waits
for the child to be born, after which the cord is tied with the
aforesaid piece of dirty string or tape, and the delivery of
the placenta awaited. A knowledge of postpartum hem-

orrhage and its treatment is usually outside the scope of

these women, and they know nothing about uterine contrac-
tions or the necessity of maintaining them after the placenta
is delivered. In many instances I have known them to deliver

the afterbirth by traction on the cord, with the possibility
of producing an acute inversion of the uterus. Any methods
of protecting the perineum from laceration, or the suture of

such tears, is entirely beyond them. In case an abnormality
occurs, such as a breech or a transverse, they know enough to

make a diagnosis by exclusion, and send -for a doctor or to

one of the charitable maternity hospitals for assistance.

Cases are not unknown in our service where efforts at breech
extraction have been made with dire results as regards the

delivery of the after-coming head. In most instances the

midwife seems to think that her labors are completed after

the child is born, and if she is of the so-called professional
or licensed type, she leaves the woman, to return every other

day for a week or more until the patient is up and about.

Most of the women whom we meet with in our work among
the Jews in New York, however, are not of this class. They
are simply women who have taken up this work as a means
of gaming an additional livelihood, or are widows, or may
have been deserted by their husbands. Very often they as-

sume the role of nurses and scrubwomen, and remain in the

house with the patient, doing the ordinary work and paying

comparatively little attention to the mother or the baby.

Summed up in a few words, it may be said that the care ex-

tended by either of these two classes of women during labor
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and the puerperium scarcely meets with the requirements of

modern obstetric practice. Contrast this with the care offered

by the staff of a large maternity institution, such as the

Lying-in Hospital of New York. Our service is divided into

an indoor and an outdoor department, and as the outdoor
comes into closer relation with the problem here under dis-

cussion, a brief general description may serve to show the
contrast between the care extended by the midwife and that
of a well-equipped hospital.
The staff of the outdoor department consists of two attend-

ing surgeons, one in charge of the labors, and the other in

charge of the postpartum cases. Under these there is an or-

ganization which includes a resident house surgeon and ten

staff doctors. This is supplemented by a corps of nurses who
act as assistants in various capacities. Patients are urged to

apply for admission to the service a month or two before the

expected date of confinement, when they are examined in a

special antepartum clinic, which meets every day except Sun-

day. A history is taken, and a careful external and internal

examination is made, including pelvimetry. A specimen of

urine is also examined, and the patient receives a card direct-

ing her to apply for treatment as soon as her pains begin. In
order to extend the care given to the ante-partum women, it

is also our intention to provide a pregnancy clinic, which shall

be regularly visited by the applicants, and all subsequent ab-

normalities noted and taken care of. When a message comes
in from a woman that she is in labor, a staff doctor is imme-

diately sent to the case with a bag containing the ordinary

paraphernalia necessary for delivery. As soon as the doctor

arrives he makes a complete examination of the patient, and
enters the data on a specially printed slip, which is at once

dispatched to the hospital by a messenger from the family,
and placed on file there for the inspection of the resident

house surgeon. The clerks in the office are instructed to call

the attention of the house surgeon to any abnormalities that

may be entered on the report. These reports are sent in to

the hospital every two hours, and the case is, therefore, under
constant observation and control. Should any abnormality
arise, the attending surgeon on duty is immediately notified

by telephone by the house surgeon, who is then directed as to
the manner of procedure. The aim has always been to have
an attending surgeon present at every operative delivery, and
this is quite faithfully carried out, as shown by the hospital
records. In case operative interference is necessary, one or
more of the staff, together with a nurse, proceed to the case,
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taking all the sterilized dressings and instruments required.
It is unnecessary to go into further details regarding the vari-
ous procedures and methods employed, because this would be
foreign to the paper, but attention may be called to the rules
which are distributed in printed fornTto the members of the
house staff, and further elaborated upon by a monthly lecture
by one of the attending surgeons, in which the outline of the
procedure insisted upon by the hospital in the conduct of
labor cases is fully described. Especial attention is called
to the method of hand disinfection and cleansing of the

patient before any vaginal examination is undertaken. We
do not supply rubber gloves for a number of reasons; they
are expensive and easily torn unless they can be applied dry,
and their use is apt to lead the wearer to depend for his asep-
tic technic on the glove rather than on careful sterilization
of the hands. We try to impress on the members of the staff

the absolute necessity for keeping clean and observing every
detail in connection with the case, impressing them also with
the fact that the conduct of a normal labor and the avoidance
of complications is one of the most important and essential

parts of their training. As an instance of the fact that these

instructions fall on fertile soil in almost every case, attention

may be called to the very low morbidity rate in connection
with this outdoor service, which for a long period of years has

rarely exceeded two per cent. We include here temperatures

produced by other conditions aside from infections through
the genital tract, and, notwithstanding this, the morbidity
rate will bear favorable comparison with that of any institu-

tional indoor work, and is very much better than that ob-

tained in ordinary private practice by physicians. No com-

parison can, of course, be made with that attending the prac-
tice of midwives, as these facts are not recorded unless they
come under the notice of the hospital.
Labor is regarded quite generally as a physiological pro-

cess. For this reason many will claim that too much atten-

tion is extended to women at this time. The fact remains,

however, that environment has tended to interpose many com-

plications to this supposed physiological process, as an in-

stance of which I may state that operative deliveries in pur
series of cases amount to at least ten per cent. Complica-
tions necessitating operative delivery cannot usually be

avoided, and the good results attending our own series of such

cases show how necessary is skillful supervision and attend-

ance.

For lack of time I have refrained from touching on a num-

ber of points which would be of great interest in this connec-
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tion. The distribution of the cases confined by the hospital
staff during a single year is graphically shown in a map exhib-

ited at the last meeting of the A. M. A. at Atlantic City and

published elsewhere (Bulletin of tlie Lying-in Hospital, Voh
VIII, No. 4J. With the exception of those parts of the city
covered by business buildings and the better classes of resi-

dences, the lower portion of New York City is occupied by the

ordinary cheap tenement house, a form of dwelling which has
resulted from certain economic and geographic conditions.

This type is most unfortunate in its effects on the tenants,
who are thus compelled to live in close contact. Our work
extends mainly along the lower East Side, in the district

largely inhabited by the Jews of Russian or Austrian extrac-

tion. These women all have large families, and although the
tenement-house conditions are gradually improving, they are
far from being what they ought to be, and the conditions
under which these children are brought into the world are
in many instances extremely sad. In this same district there

are, of course, numerous midwives of every kind, but as their

confinements are not invariably reported to the Bureau of

Vital Statistics of the Board of Health, it is impossible to

state accurately what proportion of all confinements in New
York City are conducted by them, but a claim has been made
that it amounts to 45 per cent. Among the Italian popula-
tion particularly midwives, no doubt, attend a greater num-
ber of women in labor than are attended by regular physi-
cians. It must be acknowledged, however, that the Italian

midwives, although far from perfect, have been equipped with
a somewhat better training than is met with among the Jews.

Notwithstanding this, we get a great many abnormal cases

among this class of people which would have been attended
with better results if they had been under the care of a hos-

pital,

The large material which comes under the direct control
of our hospital is available for study and instruction not only
by the house staff, but has also been made use of to afford

medical students practical training in obstetrics. Especially
during the vacation months, large numbers of medical students
are in attendance, who, after spending a week of prelimi-

nary work in the hospital, are sent out in pairs to cases IL
the tenements. They are usually sent out to confine multi-

part who give a history of previous normal labors, and as
soon as they arrive at the case are compelled to send in a

report of the patient's condition to the hospital. These cases
are visited by one of the staff men, who corrects the diagnosis
made by the students, and remains at the house under certain
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conditions. The students are required to transmit reports
of the progress of the case at regular intervals of two hours.
Neither the staff nor the students are allowed to interfere
in an operative sense with the progress of a labor, and by
means of the detailed reports to which I have referred, we
are enabled to keep in constant touch with this outdoor serv-

ice, so that practically nothing escapes us. Cases which re-

quire attention, such as placenta previa or eclampsia, are

temporarily treated by the staff according to the suggestions
given in the hospital's pamphlet of instruction, but the house
surgeon is immediately notified of what transpires, and
through him the further disposition of the case is directed.
Cases of placenta previa, hemorrhage from other causes,
eclampsia, and various pelvic deformities, are usually sent
into the hospital for further treatment; but versions, forceps,

craniotomies, curettages and a number of other operations
are done directly in the patients' homes with excellent re-

sults. The hospital also extends its care through the puer-
peral period, the women being visited every day for the first

three days, then every other day until the ninth day, when
they are examined and discharged from the service if no ab-

normality is present. If necessary, they are kept under

supervision until they are well enough to go out, and if further

treatment is required, they are referred to the gynecological
clinic at the hospital, which is in session on four afternoons
of the week, and is conducted by one of the attending sur-

geons. The staff, students or nurses who make these post-

partum visits, are required to observe and note carefully all

the details of a woman's condition, which are then entered on
the history sheet. All ordinary complications are treated at

home, but if septic or other conditions should develop that can-

not be handled by the outdoor staff, the case is referred to the

hospital. To show how rarely this is necessary, I want to call

attention to the fact that during the year's work, from April

1, 1911, to April 1, 1912, only 25 cases were referred to the

wards. All postpartum gynecological conditions, whether re-

quiring operative or other treatment, are cared for by the

hospital, so that it is not necessary for a woman to apply to

another institution.

I have gone somewhat into detail in drawing this compari-
son between the care extended by the ordinary midwife and
that by a large maternity hospital, in order to show what can
be done with proper supervision, which, is necessarily entirely

lacking in the practice of the midwives as a class. The ques-
tion naturally arises, Can our maternity hospitals be extended

to include all the cases among the poor if it becomes possible
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in time to abolish the midwife as a factor in the situation?
This is a difficult question to answer at the present time, and
time and experience alone will decide the same. At present
our maternity hospitals are not sufficient to cope with the sit-

uation, especially as the assistance extended by the City of

New York has of recent years been restricted rather than
extended. The time will come, however, when the situation
will have to be viewed in a more liberal light by the public
authorities.

A question of vital importance, to which I am tempted to
refer again in this discussion of the midwife situation, is the

housing problem, to which, unfortunately, too little attention
has been extended as a factor. The education of our poorer
classes, the dwellers in the tenements, cannot be favorably
extended in either moral or physical directions until some im-

pulse has been given to the movement for bettering the condi-

tions under which they live. The problem is not an easy one
to solve. The mere insistence on better tenement dwellings
is insufficient, unless these people, as individuals, can be made
to recognize the necessity for personal and household cleanli-

ness. It may be argued by those who see the only solution
of the problem in the betterment of the tenement structures
that this is all-sufficient to accomplish the desired ends, but to

anyone who has been favored with the practical knowledge
obtained front associating with these people must come the
realization that the personal equation plays an even more im-

portant part. That people can remain clean, even under the
most disadvantageous surroundings, may be readily shown to

anyone who will take the trouble to make a pilgrimage through
our tenement districts. There are individual lodgings and
houses no better, and often not as good, as those immediately
surrounding them in which an effort at maintaining cleanli-

ness is plainly apparent. There are certain classes of our for-

eign population just as poor, and usually as ignorant, as their

neighbors, in whose lodgings and on whose persons the desire
io be clean is evident without question. On the other hand,
the majority of those people have absolutely no conception
<of the ordinary laws of cleanliness, and it will be a difficult

matter to eradicate the lack of this desire, which has been prev-
.alent for centuries.

There is no doubt that better dwelling houses for these

people will accomplish a great deal, but unless they them
selves can be taught the necessity of keeping clean, the shell

in which they live will not accomplish the desired result, any
more than an ornamental container of any kind will improve
the quality of the contained product. The midwives them-
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selves are largely of the class in whom cleanliness is an unim-

portant factor in their daily life, so that it is quite natural
to assume that the necessities of conducting a labor in a cleanly
manner will not appeal to those who cannot understand the

principles which form the basis of this question.
Another factor that enters here is the attitude of the physi

cians practicing in the poorer quarters of the city. I have
found repeatedly that these men will confine women for the
sum of from $10 to $15, which is about what the average mid-
wife gets. Will it be possible to turn over all the cases who
are able to pay a midwife to the local physicians? That de-

pends entirely on the latter, who need not refuse to take these
cases at the figures stated if they so desire, but, unfortunately,
the character of the assistance extended to women at the price
is often commensurate with the same, and it must be regret-

fully admitted that as much, if not more, poor obstetrics oc-

curs in the practice of physicians of this class than even

among midwives. This is a circumstance that must be taken
into consideration, and if we insist on proper care being given
to these women, we must insist that it be extended by the
doctor himself, and if he cannot, or does not, care to do it,

either to turn the case over to someone else or rely for the
treatment on a maternity hospital. In any case it would seem
as if the midwife could be eliminated as a factor in this situa

Hon. But there are thousands of other women to whom a
fee of even this size is practically prohibitive, and I know of

instances where women have received the attentions of a mid-

wife, such as it was, for the sum of (2 or $3. It is this class

of midwives who are the most ignorant, and who do the most
harm.
How, therefore, shall we solve the problem? Shall we

decide it on its financial, or on its humanitarian, aspects ? If

we are to decide it along the former lines, then an entirely dif-

ferent attitude must be taken than we have hitherto assumed.
If these people cannot afford the services of a reputable physi-
cian for this purpose, it cannot be regarded as an act of pau-
perism to assist them in accepting the aid of a hospital. The
question may be answered along the same lines as that which
has been solved, in part at least, by certain of our charity

organizations, who, in the case of a widowed mother, instead
of taking her children and placing them in an orphan asylum,
with all the unfortunate features that go with it, assist her

directly by financial and other aid to keep them under her

personal influence at home, an influence which, with all its

drawbacks, is in the majority of cases preferable to that ex-

erted by an orphanage.
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There is one circumstance to which constant reference is

made in a discussion on the midwife problem, and that is that
more cases of sepsis, opthalmia neonatorum, and various com-

plications in labor are to be found in the practice of physicians
than among the cases attended by midwives. It seems to me
rather an unfortunate basis of comparison for the abolition

of the midwife to say that there are doctors who do not do as

well, or who do worse, than this personage. The doctor whose
faults of commission are brought forward in this manner can-
not be held excusable for them. If his obstetrical work is done
in a false or slovenly manner, this should be the subject of

correction, but simply because this type of physician has been

pointed to with the finger of scorn, there is no valid reason
to accede to the demand for the midwife as an institution.

It is not within the scope of the subject assigned to me by
your chairman to recommend measures intended as substitutes

for the midwife, but I hope to have shown what can be done

by a single agency in the way of scientific care and attention

for that class of women who believe that they are compelled to

resort to midwives as aids in their confinements. In addition
to what the maternity hospitals can do in the immediate care
of the patient in labor and the early puerperium, much can be

accomplished by allied organizations working in harmony with
the hospitals, including the various nursing and welfare socie-

ties. Co-operation, such as that indicated, which will teach

these people to help themselves, to practice cleanliness and
decent living, to appreciate the value and necessity of proper
care during the child-bearing period, will do much to gradually
but surely, eliminate the midwife from this field of medical

practice, which belongs to the scientifically trained physiciant

and to none else.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Alice Weld Tallant, Philadelphia: I lire in a city which
rolls up year after year an average infant mortality of more than
5 per cent from stillbirths. In 1911 the percentage was 5.3 per cent, or
in other words, one out of every 10 babies born in Philadelphia last

year came into the world dead and this in one of our greatest medical
centers, the home of six medical schools. For the whole State of
Pennsylvania the proportion is naturally lower, but even there, when
we figure out the relation between the 200,036 births and the 9,828
stillbirths, we find a foetal mortality of 4.7 per cent, or one death in

2134. it hardly sounds as if Pennsylvania babies had a fair chance,
does it? And what are we to say about Pennsylvania obstetrics?
Dr. Williams' paper last year set before us all too plainly that im-

provement in the obstetrical training given by our medical schools is

sorely needed, if their graduates are to go out fitted to cope with the
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problems of this great branch of medicine. But clearly as I recognize
the value of his home-truths, I cannot help feeling that to over-

emphasize them is hardly fair to even the rank and file of physicians.
Only a short time ago, in the company of a "lay" friend, I heard a
paper on the midwife problem in which the writer, himself a doctor,
quoted so freely from Dr. Williams, and laid so much stress on the
obstetrical shortcomings of the medical profession that my friend!

finally turned to me with the indignant protest, "Why. that paper
makes the midwives out better than the physicians." Now, while I
am ready enough to acknowledge that we have our imperfections, I still

wish to put in a plea for the doctor versus the midwife in obstetrics.
The practice of obstetrics seems to be so largely made up of normal

cases, in which apparently the patients might have come through
successfully without any medical attendance, that it has always been
hard for the general run of people to realize how near the abnormal
is hovering. Even students, in their yearning for "interesting cases,"
are slow to appreciate that judgment and wise management may have
turned the scale in favor of an uneventful labor and convalescence.
I myself have often maintained that obstetrics is a cheerful specialty
because the great majority of the cases turn out well but always with
the reservation that when an obstetrical case is bad, nothing in all the
range of medicine can be worse. It is no wonder then that the
world is still following the tradition of thousands of years in retain-

ing the service of the untrained midwife for its women in childbirth.
There is, of course, something to be said on the side of the mid-

wife. She may be well trained (although that is sadly uncommon
in this country) ; she may be capable of conducting a normal case and
recognizing the complications which require a physician's services. She
usually charges less than a doctor. It is claimed that she is often help-
ful in the homes of her patients, apart from her professional work.
And whatever else she is or is not, she has always one fundamental
point in her favor; she is a woman. We may jfrHnir ourselves far re-
moved from China or India, where tradition, custom, superstition
what you will requires that women shall be attended by women; but
a little investigation among the poor of our great cities, and partic-

ularly among the foreign element, brings to light conditions closely akin

to the Orient. Miss Crowell's statistics, for example, show a large

proportion of confinement cases are attended by midwives in Chicago,

running up to 86 per cent among the Italians.

The dark side of the midwife question has been clearly pictured

by those who have studied it utter lack of training, ignorance and in-

competence, uncleanly, not to say filthy, habits, and worst of all, in

a certain number of cases, a willingness to turn to criminal operations*

as a means of revenue, which makes such women, abortionists more
than midwives. In such company and in the absence of proper regula-

tion, the good midwives are so overshadowed that the whole class gets

a bad name.
I t.hiTik no one will deny that whatever the excellence of the obstet-

rical courses given In our medical schools, we shall wage bnt a losing

battle against infant mortality at birth, as long as we allow any

woman, however dirty or Ignorant, to call herself a midwife and ply

her trade without let or hindrance. It seems an equally self-evident

proposition that the first step forward should be the regulation and

licensing of midwives, with such restrictions that the incompetent will

be forced out Further than this, if we are to have midwives, provision

mnst be made for their training.
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But after all, Is our ideal to be the maintenance of trained mid-

wives as a permanent institution? What one of you here would be

willing to employ in your own family even the most capable midwife

in preference to a physician? Why then should we advocate mid-

wives for the women of the poor? It is all very well to say, let the

midwives take charge of the normal cases and call in a physician if

need arises ;
but who knows how long a case will remain normal, how

sudden may be the emergency or how grave the complication; how
disastrous the result before the physician can be secured?

It is true enough that we cannot by the wave of a wand abolish

midwives, and that we must perforce educate and license the com-

petent ones for many a year to come; but in the meantime we must

carry on quite another educational campaign and train the women
of this country to use other agencies than midwives, Such a campaign
can best be conducted through our maternity hospitals and out-practice

services, which should surely be relied upon to demonstrate the value of

a trained physician in confinement cases. This work has long been
done on a splendid scale by the Lying-in Hospital of the City of New
York, as well as by many other hospitals, and the results are there for

all the world to see. Anyone who has done medical work in our so-

called slums knows that good obstetrics can be practiced in the most
unfavorable surroundings, and that dirt and poverty do not mean
mortality for either mother or child, so long as the obstetrician is

clean.

In the ont-practice of the Maternity of the Woman's Medical Col-

lege of Pennsylvania, which covers the crowded foreign quarter of

Philadelphia, we have had in our last 2,500 cases 3 maternal deaths

(12/100 of 1 per cent), and our gross mortality from stillbirths (includ-

ing many macerated or premature babies) is 2j^ per cent, while the
whole city averages &/$ per cent of stillbirths at term. I give these

figures with no intention of lauding our work, but simply to show that

poor surroundings bear no relation to obstetrical success, and that
the spread of such institutions will be a powerful factor in lessening
Infant mortality at birth.

Besides the ground covered by medical charity, there still remains
a wide field for action among the poor but self-supporting families
who will not apply to free clinics, and have used the midwife because
he was inexpensive and a woman. Without meaning to be prejudiced
in favor of my own sex, I cannot help feeling that here must lie
a province for women physician's, for it seems only reasonable to sup-
pose that women doctors will be more readily accepted than men as
substitutes for midwives. If so, they must more than ever secure the
best possible training in obstetrics, and wider opportunities in the best
schools and hospitals should be made available for them. The ques-
tion of compensation In these cases is a problem yet to be solved.
In this whole discussion we physicians must not be over-righteous

in our condemnation of the "midwives. We must look to the beam In
our own eye, so accurately located for us by Dr. Williams, and we
must put forth our combined forces In constantly raising the standard
of our obstetrical work, whether It be among the rich or the poor.
The conduct of a case of labor carries with It the double responsibility
for mother and child, and dangers may arise at any time, which will
tax to the utmost the skill and Judgment of the ablest physician. For
the woman who must pass through the ordeal of child-birth, surely
the best is none too good.

^ v
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Dr. J. B. Freeland, Pittsburgh: Dr. Ziegler and Dr. Kosmak have
told us how we may hope to eliminate the midwives. On the other

hand, If we decide to license and train them, the question is what
is necessary to tnrn out properly equipped midwives? Three classes
are recognized the handy woman who gets her training by attending
her neighbors; who does not charge for the attentions she gives, but
usually at the finish gets a present of about five dollars. The next
higher class is represented by the one who has been trained under a prac-
ticing physician in a poor district She has attended a certain number
of cases under the supervision of a doctor, and gets a certificate and
is put on the roll of practicing midwives. These two should be elim-

inated. In the third class are the midwives trained in special lying-in

hospitals; and if we decide to license midwives, these are the only
ones to whom licenses should be given. The essentials of such training
as given by the Rotunda Hospital of Dublin, Ireland, of which I was
formerly assistant master, are:

(a) The conduct under supervision of twenty deliveries. Forty
vaginal examinations on patients attended. Twenty catheter-
izations. Palpation and auscultation on all patients delivered.
Attendance at all deliveries while on duty.

(&) The care of twenty women and their babies throughout the

puerperium. Only three patients cared for at a time.

(c) Six months' residence in hospital and attendance at daily lec-

tures by the master, and three lectures a week by assistant
masters.

(d) Attendance at all operative work and clinical lectures.

(e) Examination at end of term.
The best of the nurses graduating from this institution go into

private practice as obstetrical nurses, not midwives.
Others at the end of a year are known to be doing very poor work.

Indicating that this training or the subsequent supervision has been
inadequate. Their work can only be described as a little better than
that of the midwives in the eastern section of New York City as
outlined by Dr. Kosmak.
In Great Britain, with 30,000,000 inhabitants, there are approxi-

mately 37,000 cases available for instruction of midwives. America would
need about 110,000 cases to train midwives to the standard required
in Great Britain, which would still mean very unsatisfactory work.
Students would suffer in their training if this condition existed, and
midwives would have to call as consultants men whose training In

obstetrics had been much inferior to their own.
It would seem desirable, therefore, to use the available material for

training of students, gradually raising the standard of midwifery.
Thus the elimination of the midwife would be only a matter of time.

Dr. S. Josephine Baker, New York: So far we have had no dis-

cussion from the platform on the side of the midwives and their

patients, and there are two sides to this question. It is all very
theoretical to announce that all that needs to be done is to establish

enough hospitals to take care of the pregnant women, and then to

take these women to the hospitals and have them confined there. I

have had charge of the midwife situation In New York City for the

past four years. One of the speakers has remarked that medical stu-

dents might ultimately take care of all women during their confine-

ment. This is hardly practicable in New York City.

We have over forty per cent of all births, or a total of 50,000 women,
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confined each year by about 1,350 midwives. These midwives have
been placed under the control of our Department of Health. Previous
to the assumption of this control conditions described by Dr. Kozmak
existed ; at the present time I take issue with him. The midwife situa-

tion is still far from perfect, but the medical profession is equally far
from perfect. There are bad midwives, and there are bad doctors. To
say that the average midwife conducts confinements in the manner
described by Dr. Kozmak is totally unwarranted. The midwives1

bags are repeatedly inspected, and it is the exception to find a bag as
he described it. Our nurses make it a particular point to bring dirty
bags and show them to me as curiosities, because it is so unusual to
find a midwife's bag in bad condition. "We realize that the system
of controlling midwives is not perfect; we also realize that the mid-
wife in New York City, and in many other cities, ia a condition and
not a theory. We can talk until we are hoarse; we can build all the
lying-in hospitals we choose, but we cannot induce the women to go
to them if by racial prejudice and inclination they prefer the midwife.
These women are perfectly able to pay a reasonable fee, and they
prefer going to a midwife for their confinement.

My experience has been that the after-care given by midwives is

infinitely superior to the after-care given by the average doctor for
the same fee. The midwife acts as "house-mother;" she washes the

baby, often gets the meals, and visits the case for a week or ten days,
doing little homely duties, in addition to keeping the patient clean
and caring for the baby. The average doctor, for the same fee, comes
in in a hurry, often uses his instruments too soon, often lacerates the
perineum, and frequently leaves the house in a hurry, aud generally
makes not more than one or two calls on his patient afterwards, and
the criminal malpractice of midwives is no greater than the criminal

malpractice of doctors in New York City. To talk against the entire

profession because of the delinquencies of a few is unwarranted. We
have a stupendous problem before us, but we will not get any help
when an association like this says that midwives are wholly bad, and
that we must make no effort to improve them.
Until we can have proper training schools for midwives and assure

them of proper training in baby care, we shall not have solved the
midwife problem, but I can assure you that from my experience of
four years in intimate touch with the midwives of New York City I

am just as sure as I am of anything in this world that no amount of

legislation or ignoring them will drive them out of business. In the
big cities they cannot be eliminated; they will practice, whether super-
vised or not If unsupervised, they will not report births attended by
them. A large number of women demand their services; these women
will not have hospital treatment, as they have a natural prejudice
against hospitals, and believe that they will be practiced upon by the

young doctors, and so they refuse to go.
In New York City 26 per cent of our midwives are Italian, 23 per

cent German and 20 per cent Austrian. These women have been
trained in their home countries. Only 9 per cent are natives of the
United States. Those who hold foreign diplomas are generally com-
petent. The school at Bellevue Hospital is a splendid beginning for
the training of midwives. As soon as they are able to handle the prop-
osition of training the midwives of New York City the Department of
Health will demand that every woman desiring to practice midwifery
take her course at this school before a permit will be granted. We
have authority, by a special act of the Legislature, to have these
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women under the supervision of the Department of Health. As to
the quality of the supervision, I feel that I am not the one to reply
to the criticism that has been made. We have a special staff of five
doctors and nine nurses to supervise the midwives. While the system
is not perfect, it goes about as far as mere supervision can go. I
believe that until we get the training schools we cannot improve their
status farther than we are doing now by mere supervision.

The Chairman: I am very glad that we have heard from Dr.
Baker on this subject, as I did my best to induce her to prepare a
paper for our program.

Dr. Philip Van Ingen, New York: I take strong exception to
two or three things that have been said. I think- a fair way to look
at this problem would be to consider the results of the care given to
women and children in cases attended by midwives and doctors. The
papers that were read this morning recommend the abolition of the
midwife, and say a great deal about increasing the education of the
physician. I have been interested in seeing what kind of care was
given to women In the poor quarters of New York, as shown by the
number of stillbirths and the number of babies dying during the first

week of life, and by the amount of puerperal sepsis reported. I have
lately looked through the statistics for the Borough of Manhattan and
tabulated the findings. I think they have a distinct bearing on the
situation.

I took the poor section of Manhattan Island, leaving out of consid-
eration for the time being the areas where people of the so-called
better classes live. Let me say at the outset that I am theoretically
opposed to the principle of midwives, but we are a long way off yet
from the point where we can get along without them. In the area
mentioned above, from which 80 per cent of the births in Manhattan
Island were reported from the 1st of January to September 12th of
this year, 48 per cent were in the care of physicians (not in hospitals)
and 51 per cent in the care of midwives; in other words, practically
the same proportion.
Then I looked up the stillbirths reported by midwives. Dr. Guilfoy

says that midwives report births and stillbirths better than physicians,
and that they are more accurate and prompt. There were 1,199 still-

births reported by physicians and 122 by midwives; 96 by the coroner.

These figures are too startiing to be strictly accurate. I have, there-

fore, analyzed these stillbirths occurring in the care of physicians,
and find that 574 occurred after the eighth month of gestation. I

have left out of consideration all cases of stillbirths after this date

reported by physicians without any further explanation as to cause,

and they amount to nearly 33 per cent of the total. I have only con-

sidered stillbirths where the application of forceps was resorted to,

or where the explanation was given as obstructed labor, prolonged

labor, etc.; in other words, those cases which, with reasonable skill,

might have been prevented.
To the midwives, on the other hand, I have credited stillbirths, no

matter what the period of gestation, together with all cases reported

by coroners. Based upon 1,000 terminated pregnancies in the care of

midwives, the rate was 13.3 per 1,000. For physicians, on the other

hand, the rate was, for the class of cases described above, 18-2.

I have referred back to the birth certificates of the 581 deaths under

one week of age occurring during this same period 64.9 per cent were

delivered by physicians and 35.1 per cent by midwives.
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The supervision of midwives has been criticised by Dr. Kosmak. Dr.

Kosmak describes the condition of affairs he has found, and, if they

exist, he is remiss in his duty as a citizen if he has not called the atten-

tion of the authorities to such conditions. However perfect a system o*

supervision is on paper it Is always difficult to carry out. I can tell Dr.

Kosmak of several cases that have come to my knowledge where the

instructions given by the Lying-in Hospital were not carried out. The
time for discussion is too short to say a great deal that should be said,

but I leave it to you, if you were living in that tenement district, would

you have a midwife or a doctor?

Also, if you take away the midwife, what are you going to give the

women in her place at the present moment and during the next ten

years?

Dr. A. J. Skeel, Cleveland: The preceding speaker has made an
appeal to your sense of fairness, and has quoted statistics in this

appeal.
Now I wish to appeal to that same sense of fairness in interpreting

statistics. If we were to take a thousand healthy, breast-fed babies and
put them in charge of nurse girls for a year; then take another thou-

sand marasmic, bottle-fed babies with all manner of diseases, and place
them in charge of podiatrists for a year and compare mortality rates,
the podiatrist might have the worst of the statistics, but that would
not prove that his work was poorer than that of the nurse girl.

That is the kind of comparison made in the statistics Just presented
to you.
Midwives are obliged to call in a physician when their cases go

bad. In every abnormal case, every operative case, every case of

hemorrhage, or of any other complication, the midwife must call a
doctor, and if the patient dies it is reported while in his hands, and
thus her record is kept clear and his shows deaths.

If the neighborhood physician finds the case a desperate one, which
cannot be handled at home, he sends the patient to a maternity hos-

pital, which thus becomes the dumping ground of all the worst cases-

In that locality.

If some of these cases die, they die while at the hospital, whose
statistics are thus vitiated.

But this is not all. Every woman who has had this kind of an
experience with a midwife in her first labor is afraid at her next
confinement, and calls a physician at once. So that even among the
patients not referred by midwives he has the largest percentage of
abnormal labors.

As to the argument that these foreign women do not want to be
confined at hospitals ; no one this morning has proposed to confine them
an In hospitals, but In their homes with a physician and nurse in

charge; and with hospital care for the abnormal cases.

This whole question resolves itself into one which I had never
thought anybody would be obliged to argue before an educated, scien-
tific audience; and that question is whether, with a given amount of
clinical material, used for training people to practice any branch of
medicine whether you would get better results by beginning with an
illiterate Individual who does not understand the first principles of
medicine or whether you would get better results by taking a matt
who has had abundant training, giving him the same material to work
with, and then allow him to practice medicine.
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The whole situation amounts to this: All over the country we are
raising the standards of medical training. We are demanding from
one to four years of college education before the study of medicine is
begun. We require four or five years more of study before granting
a license to practice.
Then men discuss, in all apparent seriousness, if we would not get

better results from people who have had none of this training.
Obstetrics is a difficult branch of medicine. The advance has been

so rapid that the bulk of the profession has been unable to keep up
with it. This proves the need of more clinical material.
That is the line along which the matter should be worked out; not

by an attempt to show that a woman who can hardly read or write,
a person of no education at all, can practice this branch of medicine
better than a person who has spent six or eight, or even ten years in

preparation.
The proposition is so absurd that it seems needless to spend further

time in Its discussion.

Dr. A. P. Hammond, Cleveland: I thought the society might be
glad to know some of the conditions that exist in Cleveland. In the
last four years we have been engaged in the prosecution of Illegal
cases of practice of midwifery, under the auspices of the Ohio State
Medical Board. I fully agree with Drs. Ziegler and Kosmak; and
while I admit that some of the conditions that Dr. Baker has men-
tioned exist, I think that they could be remedied. There is no excuse
for allowing them to exist. We can discourage them easier than we
wn encourage them. Seventy per cent of our population is foreign,
and we have 150 registered midwives, registered by the Ohio State
Board. In the last four years it has been necessary to prosecute 80
cases, most of them for practicing illegally, some for causing opthalmia
neonatorum by neglect and some for producing criminal abortions.

Twenty-five per cent or more of the midwives produce criminal abor-

tions, and do not do midwifery at all One of the cases we prosecuted
was convicted in Common Pleas Court of criminal abortion. The mid-
wives I have come in contact with are ignorant and unprepared, even
those that were educated in Europe. They are dirty and unfit for the

practice of obstetrics. Most of them charge $5.00. We have found
in all the cases of neglect in opthalmia neonatorum that they were

registered midwives, and many educated in Europe; Italians, Hun-
garians, Polish and Bohemian midwives. I think the problem is seri-

ous, and it seems to me the remedy is largely covered in Dr. Ziegler's

paper. The Medical Societies and this Society should make recommen-
dations to different State Boards. The Ohio State Board is lenient

about registering these midwives, and yet they are ready to prosecute
them if necessary. It seems to me that the remedy lies in the State

Boards being more strict, and I think that examinations should be held

entirely in English.

DP. B. Franklin Boyer, Harrisburg: By sympathy and training, I,

of course, favor the physicians in this question at issue; but by actual

experience I have to endorse strongly everything that Dr. Baker has

so well said. Any health officer who has followed the splendid work
she has been doing in New York City, or who attempts to analyze
this question with care, nrast see the utter futility of physicians advo-

cating a standard for midwifery higher than their own standard of pro-

ficiency. That midwives are doing a fair grade of work equal to phy-
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sldans can easily be proven. Dr. J. "Whltrldge Williams, in his splendid

paper before this Association last year, showed how absolutely unpre-
pared the average doctor is for the practice of obstetrics. We are just

beginning to demand of doctors sufficient training to have them properly
take care of normal cases. In most communities there is not a physician
even well enough equipped to handle abnormal cases. Much bad obstet-

ric work is due to the Impatience of doctors and their had obstetric

technique. In Pennsylvania of 209,000 births a year, 100,000 occur
in municipalities of less than 8,000 population. All this outlying rural

population has no access to hospitals, and there are no students study-
Ing medicine there. There is ample opportunity to establish clinical

service in those places where women can get training to fit them for
bedside work in obstetrics. I believe it would be far better for the
future of obstetrics and for mothers and babies if we were to encourage
a higher training in obstetrics, encourage obstetric specialists, and en-

courage and train women for proper, clean midwifery. The midwife,
no matter how well you prepare her, should be supervised by someone
who does obstetrics as a surgeon does surgery.

Dr. Ziegler: It is generally admitted that there are two sides to

every question. I am quite ready to admit that the midwife question
is no exception to this rule. From the discussion, however, it would
appear that New York has one side and the rest of the country has
the other side. The whole argument of the opposition is based on the

comparison between midwives and poor doctors. As has already been
pointed out, physicians cannot be properly trained in obstetrics until

sufficient clinical material is provided for the purpose, and since the
midwives now utilize this material in making a livelihood, the best

argument for the elimination of the midwife is the confession that so

many poor doctors exist.

If Dr. Baker could be induced to use the same amount of mental
effort, energy and perseverance in the abolition of the midwife as she
now exerts in her defense, she would accomplish much in the way of

solving the problem, not only for New York City, but for the entire

country. We realize that the work is poorly done, and we appreciate
that it will take time to accomplish it, but let ns not say that it can-
not be done. Xiet us rather educate the public, train physicians and
mould our legislation with the view of giving to even the poorest
woman in the country competent medical attention during childbirth.

Dr. Kosmak: It appears strange that in discussions of the mid-
wife problem the objections to any movement tending to abolish this

personage should come largely from without the ranks of the obstet-
ricians. The majority of the latter, especially those engaged in welfare
work in our large institutions, who are thoroughly acquainted with
the situation, are in favor of the immediate or gradual abolition of
the midwife. In New York City a few of the more prominent obstet-
ricians are interested in the Bellevue School for Midwives, sincerely
believing that the situation can be Improved by a suitable institution
for these women. They have a right to their ideas, which are un-
doubtedly dictated by personal experiences, but in contrast to this
opinion there are others who have an equal right to an opinion likewise
based on their own experience in this matter. It seems to me, how-
ever, that the attitude taken by those who favor the educational devel-
opment of the midwife is a very inconsistent one from the medical
standpoint. Within recent years medical practitioners have been de-
prived of several Important lines of practice. Thus in one of the
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leading universities of this country, which la situated in New York
City, a school of optometry has been started in direct opposition to
the wishes and desires of the ophthalmologists. A. few months' train-

Ing permits the graduates of this course to practically announce them-
selves as expert diagnosticians of ocular troubles, and this has resulted
In a great many serious eye lesions being unrecognized at the time of
examination by these insufficiently trained men. The optometrist can-

not, as a rule, see any further than the pair of spectacles which he
puts on his customer's nose. Trachoma, glaucoma and other serious
intra-ocular conditions are not recognized, and yet, notwithstanding
the strong protest, this so-called optometrist has been licensed to prac-
tice unrestrained in this most delicate branch of medicine. I wish, to
bring this statement forward by way of comparison with what I am
about to say. For we are practically duplicating this state of affairs
by the introduction of the so-called trained midwife, and are thus
taking away from the medical practitioner an opportunity to practice
this branch of his profession. If such an agency is permitted to de-

velop, the public will accept it in the same spirit as they have accepted
the optometrist We have heard more or less in this meeting about
the milk problem, yet the people who are at the head of these welfare
societies do not delegate the preparation of nb- formulae to anyone
but a graduate physician.

It has been repeatedly stated that we can educate and control mid-
wives. I am sorry to say, in opposition to what Dr. Baker has stated,
that in my contact with the lower East and West sides of New York
no such supervision has been apparent Moreover, the class of mid-
wives who are supervised are not always the ones who get us into
trouble. It has also been stated that the maternity hospitals of New
York are not doing perfect work. I am ready to acknowledge this,

but I am sorry that I have to admit it, although the conditions are
such that perfect work is almost impossible. We do the best we can
in our maternity hospitals with the means we have, and if you would
realize what kind of people we have to deal with, you would be ready
to believe what I say. I thoroughly agree with a previous speaker
who has shown you by his statements that people choose midwives
simply through ignorance, and that if the subject is properly presented
to them they never hesitate to accept a doctor in preference to the
midwife. Dr. Van Ingen's statistics and comparisons between doctors

and midwives can be explained by the fact that the midwife in all

cases of trouble sends for a doctor, and that is what makes the mor-
tality of the latter necessarily high. If a large maternity hospital,

with the careful supervision over its work which I have previously

outlined, gets into trouble with its cases, a great many things undoubt-

edly occur in the practice of midwives which are never brought to the

attention of the authorities, and never find their way in the public

records, whereas everything that happens in the work of a large insti-

tution is subject to public inspection and criticism.

J>r. Baker: Two physicians have made the point that in Dr. Van
Ingen's statement the physicians got all of the abnormal cases, and
the midwives were charged with only the normal cases. Dr. Van Ingen
Is not here, but I feel that I should like to answer for him. He said

that he counted against the midwives every case of possible abnormal-

ity and all stillbirths, and against the physicians he counted only the

stillbirths after eight months which were due to preventable causes.

Dr. Kosmak has stated that he did not believe that the bags brought
to the department were the same ones that the midwives used. The
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midwlves do not bring their bags to the department. Every midwife
In New York City that is registered is visited by a physician or trained
nurse at least once a month ; at that time her bag and complete equip-
ment is examined.

If Dr. Kosmak found bags such as he has described, I think it was
his duty to report the matter to the proper authorities. Indeed, it

seems to me the duty of every good citizen to report anything that is

wrong or against the law, and not store it up for a meeting like this,

simply to make a sensation.

The midwife situation is one of the most difficult in the world, par-
ticularly among a cosmopolitan population such as we have in New
York City, but the foreign women who employ midwives are not yet
ready to lend themselves as medical material and subject themselves
to the treatment of young doctors in hospitals ; they demand midwives,
and will have them, supervised or unsupervlsed ; therefore, let us raise

the standard of the practice of obstetrics so that it will be possible to

say that the midwives are giving these people as good attention as

the doctors of the city could.

The Chairman: I think Dr. Baker has indicated the ground on
which we may all stand. We stand for the improvement of the teach-

ing and practice of obstetrics, not only in New York, but in the United
States.

REPORTS

MLDWIFEB.Y INVESTIGATION

BirmlnfflLam, Ala.

By Wm. M. AfeGratli, Ueneral Secretary. Associated. Charittea

The number of midwives practicing in Birmingham is about 115,
with approximately 100 more throughout the county. All in the city
are negroes, with the exception of four two Italians, one German, one
native American. There is no examination prior to the commencement
of their official practice; this permission is granted by the County
Health Officer. No form, even, is filled out in making the application
or in granting same, the county official merely writing on a piece of

paper that "
j is permitted to practice as

a midwife in Jefferson County." There is no follow-up work, nor any
record kept of the cases handled by these midwives. They report
births once a month to the City Health Officer.

Practically 75 per cent, or even a little higher, of the colored children
born are ushered Into this world tinder the auspices of a negro mid-
wife. Of the 2,960 children born in Birmingham last year 927 were
delivered by midwives.
The system, as you see, is open to many abuses, and is in urgent

need of complete re-organization. One difficulty we have to contend
with is with the poorer classes of white people, who, in many instances,
also avail themselves of these negro midwives, and that is the small
amount they have to pay for attendance during delivery. The midwife
charges from $7.50 to $10.00. If we succeed in obtaining the consent
of a woman about to be confined to procure for her a regular practi-
tioner, we are compelled to obtain same at the aforementioned price,
or make up the difference.

Another very unfortunate condition, productive of many evils, Is the
engaging of a negro "nurse," who takes charge of the case immediately
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after delivery. A great deal of Infection of both mother and child
has been traced to improper treatment by this negro nurse, local infec-
tion of the mother being quite common; the infection of the child
being principally of the eyes and umbilical cord. I regret to state
that some of our practitioners cannot escape criticism of lack of care.
We have found where, Immediately after the birth of the child, the
doctor has taken the family lard pail and greased the child from this

receptacle with the ordinary cooking lard.
There has been some marked improvement in the matter of birth

registration in this district during the past year or two, but there is
still a great deal left undone. The machinery of the county and
Health Department is far from perfect, not only In the construction,
but in the modus operand! A curious anomaly is that the City Health
Officer is elected by the County Medical Association, and is paid by
the city. The door to many abuses is thus thrown wide open. We are
fortunate at present in having a very efficient man as health officer,
who I believe would go far if he had the opportunity, but he is at
present hampered by the economy practiced by the city administration,
due to a depleted treasury, and a policy of retrenchment which has
been adopted, commendable in itself, but misdirected wherein a reduc-
tion of the health forces of the city has been made. The department
is now working on the lowest basis of efficiency, due to this retrench-

ment, and it is impossible that the proper supervision be given the mid-
wives that are practicing here in such large numbers.

It is the earnest hope of those interested in social progress in Bir-

mingham that a board of health will be installed, and that the depart-
ment will be cut off entirely from the county machinery. The depart-
ment at present is much interested in the better handling of the mid-
wife situation. When returns have been obtained from the investiga-
tion now being conducted through our organization, I trust we will be
able to strike a body blow at the present system, and make more
efficient the midwife phase of the local health situation.

INVESTIGATION OF 363 M1DIV1VJ4S IN CHICAGO
By OAHOLrNH HEDGHR. BE. D-, Chicago

METHODS OF PRACTICE

Average equipment (The law of Illinois forbids midwives to admin-

ister any drug)

Ergot
Lysol
Carbolic acid
Vaseline

Spirits camphor
Boratic Acid
Catheter
Douche bag
Cotton

Tape
Scissors

Visits before confinement were made by 97; 23 carried instruments;
23 used rubber gloves; 97 made visits before confinement; 1 used

chloride; 5 bichloride; 235 lysol; 45 carbolic add; 218 administered

ergot ; 3 quinine ; 6 creolin ; 224 used douches.
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MIDWIFERT INVESTIGATION I3F LOUISVILLE, KY.

By Miaa Elizabeth Shaver, Snpt. o* Xurses, Tlie Babies' Mllfe Fund
Association of Louisville

The Department of Health gave hearty support and co-operation in
the study of the midwife situation in Louisville. They were at the
time making a house-to-house canvas to determine the cause of a falling
off in the number of births registered last year as charged by the
State Registrar.
With a population of 255,000, there are but twenty women who

hold license to practice as midwives, and there are 64S M. D.'s. Of
the 4,627 births reported in 1911, 336, or 7.2 per cent, were reported
by midwives. That many more are actively engaged in midwifery, and
that many births are never reported at all, was discovered during the
investigation, although evidence was not sufficient to establish the
fact Many of those registered were found only after tedious search,
as the Department of Health is not notified of change of address.
No qualifications are required for registration as a midwife. Of

the twenty registered fifteen were foreign, twelve claimed to have
been trained before coming to America, and only three read and write

English. Two hold diplomas from the St. Louis School for Midwives.
The negroes are wholly ignorant, unable to read or write, and all sus-

pected of practicing abortion.
In justice to the Louisville midwives, it must be said that of the

cases of opthalmla neonatorum coming under the care or observation
of the Babies' Miiir Fund Association, not one could be traced to a
midwife. In each instance the case has been under physicians' care,
but Kentucky has no law providing a penalty for neglect of attention

to the eyes.
Of the twenty midwives, seventeen claim they rarely need a physi-

cian's help, and deny either tears or accidents at birth. However, a
study of the general physical fitness of the women habitually employing
midwives shows a great majority suffering more or less marked inval-

idism resulting from childbirth.

Lack of hospital facilities and the limited number of visiting nurses
makes the problem difficult to solve In Louisville.

There is no marked preference for the service of midwives, except
in rare cases, and conversion to the medical profession requires very
little effort

Skilled obstetricians are willing to give their time and influence

to develop substitute agencies, and a tentative plan is now being for-

mulated by the Department of Health and the Medical Staff of the

Babies' Mnk Fund Association that will enable women to avail them-

selves of expert care at small expense.
The situation in the State at large Is far more appalling than In

the cities.

Twenty-five hundred midwives reported 10,284 births last year, 17

per cent of the total number.
While it is estimated that 85 per cent are white, the promiscuous

practice of midwifery among the degrees defies all effort to calculate

either the number of deliveries that may be credited to them or the

amount of blindness for which they are responsible.

Most of the midwives practice in Eastern and Southeastern Ken-

tucky, and in the rural communities. In the mountains, where the
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obstetrical work is done almost exclusively by midwives, there Is uni-
versal use of the "birth, stool," and the maximum lying-in period is

four days. Here they are even employed by the doctors In their own
families.
These women are invariably illiterate and untrained, and while It

Is claimed by those who have had wide opportunities for observation
that opthalmia is comparatively rare, invalldism is a frequent result
A large company of partially or wholly blind children travel down

each year, walking ten, twenty, thirty miles to a railroad, and are
enrolled at the Kentucky School for the Blind, in Louisville. Field
agents for the school report many more of school age; settlements,
schools and churches send stories of the tragic host of the blind In the
mountains.
The situation in Kentucky seems to be far less a midwife problem

than a question of stimulating the medical conscience and advancing
obstetrical efficiency.

REPORT OF NEW ENGIiAND COMMITTEE

Tour New England Committee wishes to make the following report:
We have been unable to obtain from the States of New Hampshire and
Vermont any Information as to the exact number of mldwives prac-
ticing In those States. Certain it is that there are very few midwives
practicing in the State of Vermont, if any at all.

In New Hampshire, on the other hand, there are probably a few
midwives in active practice in the cities of Manchester and Nashua.
We have no report from the State of Connecticut
From the State of Maine Dr. H. J. Everett, of Portland, reports that

In the city of Portland there is one Italian midwife. Out of 1,200
births ten returns were made by a midwife and fifteen by parents
(these were all Jews, and were probably midwife cases). Rumford
Falls, a large manufacturing town, with large foreign population,
reported 257 births last year; none were attended by midwives. In
the towns of Biddiford and Saco no midwives are in practice. In
Waterville two cases have been attended by midwives in the last two
years, but there is no midwife in practice there today. There were
307 births in Waterville in 1911. In the town of Wlnslow, very near
Waterville, there ia one midwife in fairly active practice. In I^wiston,
with a population of 26,000, and in the town of Auburn there have
been no midwives practicing since 1900.
Dr. Ellen A. Stone, Superintendent of Child Hygiene of Providence,

R. I., sends the following report:

1. The legal status of the midwife is that she Is not recognized by
the Medical Practice Act, yet certain duties are prescribed for her,
among them being the reporting of births and reporting of Inflamed
eyes.

2. Certain midwives in Providence deliver only a few cases each
year, while others are extremely active, three delivering over 160
Infants in 1910.

3. The midwives of Providence report births to the City Registrar
very promptly. In 1910, 34 midwives reported 1,536 births. In 1911,
83 midwives reported 1,637 births.
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A nurse is employed by the Superintendent of Health of Providence
to visit all infants delivered by midwives, and instruct the mother
in regard to feeding and caring for her infant. She usually visits

the infant on the third or fourth day after birth, and again when it

is eight to fifteen days old. More visits are made if there is the need.

MIDWIVES IN MA-SSAOHTTSETTS
The fact that many midwives are practicing in Massachusetts in

defiance of the law was uncovered by an investigation relative to the
prevalence of opthalmla neonatorum in 1909. In order to ascertain as
nearly as possible how many of these practitioners there were, and how
well qualified for this practice the "Committee on Birth Eeturns and Mid-
wives of the Boston 1915" instituted an investigation. The following
is a study of the results of this investigation, together with some
closely related data obtained by the Research Department, Boston
School for Social Workers, supported by the Russell Sage Foundation.
This data concerns the association of physicians and midwives in
Boston, and becomes of special Interest In the light of recent legislation.
The investigation carried on by the ''Committee of Boston 1915**

employed trained workers acting under the advice of a Boston obstet-

rician; in two cities the actual facts obtained were collected by other
agencies working under the supervision of these trained workers; in
Fall River by the agent for the "

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children," and in New Bedford by the agent of 'The Children's Aid
Society,"
The plan of campaign adopted by this committee was to see what

cities and towns had a foreign population of sufficient size to make
midwife practice probable. The City or Town Clerks in these commu-
nities were then questioned as to the number of birth returns made
by midwives, and of the presence of midwives in that city or town.
Then, with these facts at hand, the investigators went to the cities

and towns where the midwives existed in numbers large enough to
make the study worth while.
As a result of I*B undertaking 101 midwives were interviewed,

most of them in their own homes, and the following tables arranged
from facts obtained at such interviews.

Besides these 104 midwives found in the cities and towns mentioned
below, there were In 1909 some 45 midwives practicing in the cities

of Gloucester, Lawrence, Lowell and Worcester, as reported by H. C.

Greene, of the American Association for Conservation of Vision. It

is the opinion of the committee that there existed in 1910 approxi-
mately 150 midwives in more or less active practice in the State
of Massachusetts. In the city of Boston 36 midwives were found In
more or less active practice; 18 of these were Italians, 5 Russians, 4

Swedes, 3 Germans, 2 Americans, 2 Irish, 1 Syrian and 1 French.
More than 66 per cent of the midwives in Boston stated that they

attend only normal cases, and many of these women notify a physician
with whom they are closely associated at the onset of labor in each
and every case they attend, so that he will be ready to give assistance

should it be necessary. The Italian midwives in Boston charge from
$3.00 to $20.00 for attendance, and very few do more for the mother
and baby than can be accomplished in a daily visit of one hour.

Little can be said about the Russian midwives, except that they do

very little work, nearly all the five practicing now solely as obstetrical

nurses.
The Scandinavian midwives, all well educated women, deliver be-

tween 200 and 250 children every year in Greater Boston, averaging
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about 55 cases for eacli midwife. They received $10.00 to $15.00 for

each case. Unlike most of the other midwives, they act in the double

capacity of physician and nurse, and do much for the comfort of their

patients.
In the city of Cambridge, with a population of about 105,000, there

are twelve midwives in practice.

In the city of SommerviLle, with a population of 77,000, there was

found but one midwife,
In the city of Chelsea, with a population of 32,000, there were three

midwives, and in the town of Brookline, with a population of 27,000,

there was found but one midwife, Grouping these suburban cities and

towns of Boston, and studying them as a whole, we find that most of

these women are past middle life, practically without any technical

education, and living in poor surroundings. Additional information

shows that most of them are not professional midwives, many of them
working without pay for their friends and neighbors. Only six of

these seventeen women care for more than twenty women a year, and
not one of them attended over sixty cases. The fees average about $5.00,

though one well-trained midwife states she would never take a case

for less than $10.00,

According to the statements of physicians familiar with these mid-
wives and their work, most of these women when left to themselves
conducted the case without the slightest knowledge of the principles
of Obstetrics.

In the city of Quincy, with a population of 32,000, there were five

midwives; Brockton, with a population of 56,000, had three midwives,
and in Lynn, with a population of 89,000, there were only three mid-
wives, Analyzing these eleven, we find that they are, for the most
part, women under fifty years of age, well educated in all save Obstet-

rics, and Jiving in comfortable surroundings. They all render the
mothers rather more attention than a physician would give. Addi-
tional data shows that at least three of these eleven are really obstet-

rical nurses who only occasionally take full charge of the case. These
women have anywhere from less than ten to about sixty cases a year,
and receive from $3.00 a case to $15.00 a week for their services.

In the city of Springfield, with a population of 88,000, there were
eight midwives; in the city of Chicopee, with a population of 25,000,
there were two midwives, and in the city of Holyoke, with a popula-
tion of 57,000, there were five midwives. In these three cities in the
Connecticut Biver Valley six of the midwives were Poles and five were
Italians. Two-thirds of these women held diplomas from foreign mid-
wife schools. They all live in fairly comfortable surroundings, and
give the mothers rather more attention than they would receive from
a physician alone. Additional information shows that these women
are doing a large practice, eleven stating that they attended fifty or
more cases a year, five of these delivering over a hundred a year, and
one over three hundred cases a year. They receive from $2.00 to $10.00
for each case. The Italian women are probably, as a class, the best
trained, but many of these are practicing medicine In other branches
than Obstetrics, according to the statements of physicians familiar
with their work.
In the dry of Fall River, with a population of 119,000, thirteen mid-

wives were found in active practice. The investigation at Fall Biver
was not carried out as fully as in other cities, and beyond the fact of
the actual number in practice, few details were obtained.
In the city of New Bedford, with a population of 96,000, there were

twelve women practicing as midwives. All these were over forty years
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of age, and eight of them over fifty years of age. More than half of
them were illiterate, and all but one without obstetrical education.
All of these women gave more attention than would have been given
by a physician alone. Additional information showed that only five
of these women were caring for more than fifty cases a year, while
only three cared for one hundred and fifty as a maximum. Their fees
range from 2.00 a case to $10.00 a week.

Briefly summarizing, we find that in the year 1010 there were 104
women more or less actively engaged in the practice of Obstetrics
without the degree of Doctor of Medicine, in the State of Massachu-
setts. Of these at least 10 per cent were in reality obstetrical nurses,
who only occasionally assumed charge of the actual delivery of cases.
We see that a large proportion of these women are over forty years
old; over 35 per cent were well educated, and only nineteen "were
unable to read or write; less than 25 per cent were living in bad sur-
roundings; nearly 25 per cent admitted that they cared for abnormal
cases. Only 5 per cent of the midwives investigated were suspected
of undertaking abortions.

B. L. DE iXORMATfDIE, M. D.,

Chairman, yeic Enf/lawl Committee.

JAMES LES'COLX EU^TIXGTOX, M. D.,
Secretary.

TABLE I 104 MIDWIVES OP MASSAGEDSETTS
NATIONALITIES
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REPORT ON THE STUDY OF AGENCIES IN BALTIMORE, MD.,
CARING FOR WOMEN IN CONFINEMENT

By LOUISE PEARCE, M. D.

This Investigation was carried out in June, 1912, at the request of

Dr. Mary Sherwood, Chairman of the Midwifery Section of the Amer-
ican Association for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality, It

was done in the hope of getting accurate information as to the extent
and quality of obstetrical work of Baltimore institutions in order to

contrast it with that done by poorly trained inefficient midwives. In
this study twenty-eight (28) institutions were investigated.

Hospitals inside services 16

Hospitals outside services 5
Private Charitable Associations 2

Dispensaries 5

Johns Hopkins Hospital inside service
Johns Hopkins Hospital outside service

University Hospital inside service

University Hospital outside service

Mercy Hospital Maryland Lying-in Asylum inside service

Mercy Hospital outside service

Maryland General Hospital Maryland Lying-in Hospital inside

service

Maryland General Hospital outside service

Franklin Square Hospital West End Maternity inside service
Franklin Square Hospital outside service

St Joseph's German Hospital inside service

The Church Home and Infirmary inside service

Hebrew Hospital inside service

Hospital for the Women of Maryland inside service

Maryland Homeopathic Hospital inside service

St. Luke's Hospital inside service

St Agnes' Hospital inside service
Provident Hospital (colored) inside service
Mother's Relief Association outside service

Baltimore General Dispensary
Baltimore Eastern Dispensary
Northeastern Dispensary
Christ Church Dispensary
Neal Institute
Medical Clinic Dispensary
City Municipal Hospital Bay View
Union Protestant Infirmary
Maryland Association for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality

(Babies' Milk Fund Association)
Of these twenty-eight institutions, three do not take obstetrical

cases; one private charitable organization exists for the purpose of

delivering respectable worthy white women, the other handles pre-
and post-natal cases, but does no active delivery work. This is done
by various hospitals Included in the above list. None of the dispen-
saries does any obstetrical work but refers all cases to the nearest

hospital.
Great difficulty was experienced in most of the institutions Inves-

tigated in getting any accurate or up-to-date statistics. Indeed, in

several none were obtainable; in many no tabulated, summarized rec-

ords appear to be kept and so approximate figures had to be taken.
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In a few of the hospitals no annual report was available. Owing to

the different systems of record-keeping in the various hospitals and
to the fact that practically all have different fiscal years, the identical

time limits could not be observed in getting records for certain months
or years, but in each case the same extent of time has been observed,
and as nearly as possible the same time. Hence our results are of

necessity not as exact and accurate as we had hoped to make them,
but we feel that they are as nearly so as it is possible to have them
and therefore their use for comparison is Justified.

In one hospital one thousand histories were personally gone over
and tabulation of cases made, but this could not be done for all the

hospitals because of the great amount of time Involved. The utmost
variations in the type and quality of history kept was found, in the
different hospitals, in only three were careful and well written
histories found (Johns Hopkins Hospital, University Hospital and the

Mercy Hospital). By far the greatest amount of institutional obstet-
rical work is done by these three hospitals and it is of interest that
each one Is connected with a medical school. In only one hospital Is

systematic, careful pre-natal work done (Johns Hopkins Hospital).
In no institution are records kept relating to the employment of mid-

wives in previous confinement, unless some special point in the history
calls forth the question, although on some of the history blanks a space
is reserved for such information. In only one hospital (Johns Hopkins
Hospital) are bacteriological examinations done as a routine for all

morbidity cases. In this hospital's statistics there is, consequently,
a far greater number of puerperal infection cases than is ordinarily
Inferred by the usual meaning of the term.
The five hospitals doing the most work are connected with medical

schools (Johns Hopkins Hospital, University Hospital, Mercy HoHpilal,
the Maryland General and the Franklin Square Hospital). In three
the outside normal cases are seen and in these hospitals (University,
Mercy and the Franklin Square Hospitals) are delivered exclusively by
senior medical students. In the Johns Hopkins Hospital Outside Serv-

ice, the senior medical students have always been accompanied by a
physician a member of the hospital's resident obstetrical staff, and a
nurse in training. Up to the present time, the students who delivered
the outside cases of the Maryland General Hospital went alone, but
recently the hospital has added to its resident staff a graduate physi-
cian who goes with the student on these outside cases. No nurse at-

tends any of these cases. In both these outside services, the delivery,
11 performed by the student, is always supervised by the physician.
Only one hospital (the Johns Hopkins) sends a nurse on outside

cases, and one has just gotten an obstetrical bag for the use of the
students; formerly the student had to supply his own bag and outfit,
which not rarely consisted of a piece of string and a pair of scissors
thrust hastily Into his pocket. Such a state of affairs surely furnishes
food for thought and consideration when one realizes the infectious
nature of the material medical students handle daily, and one must
more than sympathize with those who are trying to raise the standards
of medical education when one listens to such a statement.

Great variation was naturally found in the degree of excellence and
thoroughness of these outside services in the post-natal work as well
as in the actual delivery. Perhaps not as striking a difference was
found in the Inside services for obvious reasons. One institution (Ba-
bies' Milk Fund Association) is doing excellent pre-natal and post-natal
work, with very gratifying results. This institution works in connec-
tion with three of the hospitals investigated.
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OABE FOR WOMEN IN CONFINEMENT AFFORDED BY

HOSPITALS, ETC.
; BALTIMORE, MD.

The estimated number of births per year in Baltimore is approximately
18,500. The number of obstetrical admissions during the year to the
institutions investigated was 8,298. Hence it is seen that practically
one-sixth of all the obstetrical cases in the city of Baltimore were
handled by institutions a proportion that is at once satisfactory and
that should spur these Institutions on to a better and more extensive
work.
In only two medical schools are women admitted as students (Johns

Hopkins Medical School and the Maryland Medical College).
In conclusion the following points are of Interest :

1. That with the amount of obstetrical work done by the various
institutions investigated, better and more complete records of cases
should be kept.

2. In order to raise the standard of obstetrical practice, better In-

struction should be given medical students and insisted upon.
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3. That with more skillful and more extensive obstetrical practice
of institutions giving practically free service, the practice of midwives
poorly trained or absolutely non-trained, is bound to suffer and hence
to decrease proportionately as that of the hospitals increases.

4. That the class of persons who would go to a hospital or engage
the services of a midwife for confinement should be educated to appre-
ciate why their choice should be the hospital.

(I wish to express my grateful appreciation to Dr. Mary Sherwood
for her many suggestions and unfailing interest during this Investiga-
tion, and to Dr. Henry A. Stephenson, resident obstetrician of the
Johns Hopkins Hospital, and the various other house officers of all the
hospitals for their kindness and courtesy in giving me access to their

records).

SUBSTITUTE AGENCIES IN CLEVELAND

By N. Theodore Miller, M. D., Cleveland

The Cleveland situation differs only in degree from that of other
cities. For the year July, 1911, to July, 1912, we had in Cleveland
12,839 births reported. Of these 5,127, or, roughly, 40 per cent, were
reported by midwives. However, this by no means represents the
entire number, for to these must be added about 4,000. That is in
each year there are about 1,000 deaths of infants under one year of

age for whom no birth certificate has been filed. Multiplying this

by the Infantile death rate of Ohio of 23 per cent, we have in the

neighborhood of 4,000 unreported births each year. A few of these

are, of course, traceable to the negligence of physicians, but fully 99

per cent have been under the care of the midwife. With these figures
on hand one can readily see that midwives care for over half of the
labors In Cleveland.
To care for these 9,000 women we have some 176 midwives licensed

by the State Board at Columbus, and in addition to these, 90 known
to be practicing without a license, but managing to keep within the
law. To this number we can perhaps add a few more, making in all

about 275 women who practice as midwives in Cleveland alone.
The chief argument employed by the defendants of this midwife

system which we have imported, together with a foreign-born popula-
tion, is that the people themselves prefer midwives, and do not want
doctors. To ascertain, the truth of this Dr. Gerstenberger instituted
an Inquiry among the people handled through the Babies' Dispensary.
The nurses asked the question, "Do you prefer a doctor or a midwife?"
Almost universally the answer was "A midwife." He then changed
the form of question, asking them whether they knew that they could
obtain the services of a doctor and nurse, paying not more than they
would be obliged to pay the midwife? A large percentage at once
declared that they preferred the doctor and nurse, but imagined the

expense prohibitive.
Infantile and maternal mortality in Cleveland Is a matter of open

record, and upon reviewing the midwife situation It Is to be wondered
at that our results are not even worse than they are. Through Its

Lying-in Clinics Cleveland is endeavoring to give to Its poor foreign-
born population, as well as to the poor of every class, a substitute for
the midwife which will fulfill the minimal requirement
The work is as yet so limited that a comparison would be scarcely

fair to the midwife, since the number of cases is not large enough.
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However, from those cases which have been under the care of the
clinics from early in pregnancy throughout labor the figures are most
encouraging. For over two thousand cases we can report a maternal
mortality of 1/10 of 1 per cent, and an infantile of less' than 1 per cent.
The clinics endeavor to give efficient service not only to those who

apply during pregnancy, but handle without question all emergency
work referred to it by midwives, or by the women who have lost confi-

dence in them, so that we see here the results of midwife ignorance
and neglect, with all of its deplorable results.

Despite claims to the contrary, the clinics do not solicit cases, for
from the very nature of the work criticism must be avoided. Even
those cases which do apply are carefully investigated, and if found
able to pay, are referred to private physicians. This investigation Is
of the most careful nature, and all complaints are gladly received,
and if cases are proven unworthy of free attention, they are at once
rejected.
These clinics, or substitute agencies, have been organized solely for

the purpose of educating the public, improving the social and physical
conditions of the women which they handle, and to give instruction to
men and women in the proper handling of the pregnant women. Their
figures justify the assertion that as far as Cleveland is concerned,
women can be taken care of with far better results than those which
the midwives obtain.



SECTION ON HOUSING WITH SECTION ON
NURSING AND SOCIAL WORK

Friday, October 4, 3 P. M.

JOINT SESSION

The Chairman of the Committee on Housing, Prof. C.-E. A.

Winslow, of New York, presiding.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS BY THE CHAIRMAN

PROF. WINSLOW: We are coming to realize more and more
that in infant mortality we have to deal with a complex of

many factors. As long as attention was paid almost entirely
to procuring clean cow's milk, but little progress was made.
With the discovery that human milk, and not cow's milk,
was the only proper food for the baby, real progress began,
and recently there has been associated with that discovery
attention to many other factors. This is one of the reasons

why the efforts of the last few years have been attended with
such notable success. We know that the most important sin-

gle factor is breast feeding, but we remember that there are
some other factors, too. Two of them, infection and temper-
ature, in particular, have been more or less clearly shown to
have a bearing upon the death rate of infants. At the meet-

ing of the American Public Health Association last week,
Dr. Levy, of Richmond, presented facts to show that the infant
diarrhoea in that city last summer was infectious, and was
spread by flies. Infant mortality rose and fell, and rose again,
without any connection with milk supply or temperature, but
in close relation to fluctuations in the breeding of flies. Dr.

Levy pointed out in that connection the dangers from the

baby's diaper. Wherever there is an imperfect sewage dis-

posal there is danger of fly-borne disease, and the diaper left

about the room is an ideal device for exposing excretal matter
in such a way that it can be carried by flies. Then there is

the question of temperature, to which attention was called
at this meeting a year ago, and which has been recently illu-

minated by the German investigators, Liefmann and Linde-

mann, who show, as Bietschel and others have done before, a
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close correspondence between summer diarrhoea and tempera-
ture. They show that the summer death rate is of two kinds

;

that in the early summer there is a rapid response which is

manifested among children fed at the breast, as well as those

fed on cow's milk, but not manifested among children pro-

tected from high temperature; also that the disease is at this

season marked by acute nervous symptoms ;
that it is, in fact,

a sort of heat stroke- On the other hand, later in the sum-

mer there come the more typical diarrhoeal deaths affecting

children fed on cow's milk. The data accumulated in this

country are not so convincing, as far as daily correspondence

goes. The New York Milk Committee has published in its

recent reports records for the two principal boroughs of New
York for three years, aud I cannot see any very close day-by-

day correspondence in those figures, but if they are given for

weeks, as in the diagrams here shown, there is a very close

correspondence. The point at which these curves begin to

rise is almost that fixed by the German observers as the dan-

gerous temperature 73. The point to which our program
calls particular attention this afternoon is the problem of

the temperature in the tenement dwelling as it directly affects

the child. This has been studied by the Germans with a great
deal of detail, but we have had no investigations of it in this

country. That is why the Committee on Housing has at-

tempted during the summer to collect statistics of this kind.
In four cities such studies have been made during the past
summer, and will now be reported. They show a considerable
excess of indoor over outdoor temperature. In Chicago, as
the report to be presented shortly will show, enormous indoor

temperatures have been recorded in certain cases. In Phila-

delphia and Baltimore the differences in temperatures were
less extreme. In the Providence data there is a significant
difference in the excess temperature between the homes of

the sick babies and the well babies. This is a serious matter,
and one which I believe merits serious attention. There are
various ways in which the effect of high temperature can be
mitigated. The most obvious way is by proper care as to

sleeping arrangements, clothing and bathing, etc. We may,
however, have to go further than that. We may have to con-
sider the effect of rooms in which there can be no through
ventilation, and in which excessive indoor temperature may
perhaps furnish a weighty argument for better housing laws.
Three or four or five degrees in some cases means all the dif-

ference between health and disease. Finally, special provision
may be made in babies' hospitals in the way of cooling rooms;
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in the Mt. Sinai Hospital, in New York, they have rooms

equipped in that way which they expect to use next summer.

We may come to the time when we shall have public cooling

rooms, where the habies can be brought in hot weather,

as we come to realize how much more important it is to keep
cool in summer than to keep warm in winter.

REPORT UPON A STUDY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

AND INFANT HEALTH IN PROVIDENCE

By CHARLES V. CHAPIN, M. D., Providence

At the suggestion of Professor Winslow the following

epidemiological study was undertaken by Dr. E. A. Stone,

Superintendent of Child Hygiene, Health Department, Prov-

idence.

For nine weeks during the summer of 1912 a district nurse
carried on intensive preventive work among babies under two

years of age in a limited district of the city.

While carrying on that work the nurse made a study of

the environmental conditions existing about each baby, and
took many temperature records of the sleeping rooms of

these babies. Similar environmental and temperature obser-

vations were made by other district nurses in various parts
of the city upon babies under two years of age ill for a longer
or a shorter time with diarrhea.

The nurse working under the Health Department carried
on her preventive work in 159 homes in a limited district of

the city. This district was one of the poorer sections,, with
no large tenements nor many non-English speaking families,
but a section in which there was a great deal of ignorance
and a large amount of drunkenness. The fact that there
were but nine cases of illness in infants under one year, with
four deaths, and five cases of illness in babies from one to
two years of age, with no deaths, speaks well for the preven-
tive work.
The environmental and temperature observations have been

tabulated in two series, always comparing the facts regard-
ing the homes of sick babies under one year with the homes
of well babies under one year, and the facts regarding the
homes of sick babies between one and two years with the
homes of well babies between one and two years of age.

Every room temperature taken by the nurse was compared
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with the official out-of-doors temperature at the City Engi-
neer's Office, and the differences for each hour of the day,
between 10 and 5, inclusive, were noted and averaged. As
the numher of sick babies totaled but 35, the observations

tabulated deal with but 70 homes, a number too small from
which to make any definite conclusions, yet we do find that

in regard to the temperature the homes of the sick infants

under one year averaged 1.8 hotter than those of the well

infants of the same age, and 6.1 degrees hotter than the out-

side temperature. In the homes of the infants between one

and two years, however, the few observations showed a higher

temperature in the homes of well babies.

TABLE I. TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES

The temperature figures indicate the difference between
the room temperature and the out-of-door temperature at

the City Hall.

In regard to environmental conditions infants living on the

first floor did not show as many cases of illness as those living
on the second or third floors, and infants living in homes of

five or more rooms did not have as much sickness as those

living in homes of three rooms or less. General cleanliness

and flies in the homes of the infants did not seem to have any
bearing on the number of cases of illness.
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TABLE II. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
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The food taken by the infants showed a distinct influence
on the number of cases of illness. Only 7 out of 22 sick babies
were taking the breast, while 18 out of 22 well babies were
thus fed.

TABLE III

Inquiries in regard to other cases of diarrhoea in members
of the families of sick babies were made, and four cases were
found in the families of the 22 sick babies under one year,
and four cases also in the families of 13 sick babies over one
year.
Th following bacteriological study of the feces was made

by Mr. A. W. Sweet, of Brown University, under direction of
Prof. F. P. Gorham : Forty-seven swabbings from the rectum
of 44 children with diarrhceal symptoms were examined for
bacilli of the dysentery group. Organisms were found in the
swabs from seven children, which corresponded in all respects
with the cultural and fermentation reactions of dysentery
bacilli of the Shiga type. Agglutination has not as yet been
tested.



REPORT ON STUDY OF TEMPERATURE AND INFANT HEAI/TH
IN CHICAGO

By HEtfJRT F. HKLMHOLZ, M. D., Chicago

This paper represents a brief abstract of the work done this

summer by the Sprague Memorial Institute in connection with
the Infant Welfare Society of Chicago.
The work was started July llth, and carried on until Sep-

tember 13th. During this period there were 1,374 maximum
and minimum temperature readings taken, and the same num-
ber of rectal temperature readings of the babies in the various

homes. The babies were under continuous observation by the

physician at the Infant Welfare Station. The work was car-

ried on in five different districts of the city, corresponding to

areas covered by an Infant Welfare Station. The one in which
the bulk of the work was done is situated in the North Side,
nearest the lake, far enough inland so as to have every benefit

from lake breezes, but apparently considerably cooler than one
of the other districts. Three of the districts lie in that most
congested part of Chicago just west of the river, and the last

district represents the most inland the stock yards district.

To begin, let us for a moment compare the temperature con-

ditions in the different districts.

Max. Mln.
T 90 05 100

or over, or over. or over. T 80

Stock yards 100 43 21 7
West Side 1 000 2
West Side2 36 3 7
West SideS 10 8
North Side 18 2 17
(1 exceptional case) 28 5 6 47

The most evident feature of this table is the relatively large
number of maximum temperatures above 90 in the stock yards
district, as compared with the relatively low number of times
that the minimum exceeded 80, indicating marked cooling off

at night. Maximum temperatures exceed the maximum out-

door temperature by as much as 30 degrees in the district, In
the North Side district the temperatures above 90 were only
about one-fifth as frequent, but the minimum temperature
above 80 degrees was 2% times as numerous. At this point
it might be well to mention one of the North Side cases that
was very much out of the ordinary, in 28 out of 55 read-

ings temperatures were 90 and above. In 47 out of 55 readings
the minimum readings were 80, ten times above 90, and two
times above 95. The lady in this house had only three temper-
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atnre readings above the normal 101.6, 100.2 and 100. The
contention of Beitschel that continuous high temperature,
rather than intermittent high temperature, is very dangerous,
is not borne out by this instance. Thirty-two cases of diarrhoea
occurred in the 48 cases observed. The outbreaks of diarrhoea
occurred in days with the maximum temperature as indicated

by the chart :

DIARRHOEA.

70-74 76-79 SO-S4 85-89 90-100

7 cases 995 2
22% 28% 28% 10% 6%

This may not be a very fair way to state this, as the summer
in Chicago was exceptionally cool, except for a warm week
in July and one in September. In 55 instances in which the
babies7

temperature reaches a 100 and above the maximum
room temperatures were as follows :

70-74 75-79 80-84 85-90 00-100
[> cases 9 18 10 9
16%

From the last two sets of figures it seems fair to conclude
that in this set of infants the heat per se was not a very great
factor in causing diarrhoea or fever. But it must be remem-
bered that all of these infants were under the constant daily
care of a nurse

;
that the mother had been instructed about the

proper bathing, and as to the proper clothing in the summer
time, etc. To get conditions as they are, we ought to work in
homes where the light of our efforts has not reached, and once
arrived we would hardly allow the conditions to continue.



THE EFFECT OF MODERATELY HIGH TEMPERATURE UPON
THE INFANT

By J. H. MASON KNOX, Jr., M. D., Baltimore, Sid.

It has long been known that the incidence of illness from
intestinal disorders and the mortality among infants

reaches their maximum in hot weather. The number of

infant deaths increases from the beginning of hot weather, is

greatest at mid-summer, and rapidly declines as the contin-

ously high temperature lowers toward fall.

The explanation of this phenomenon, perhaps the most

striking in the whole subject of infant mortality, is not a

simple one, as might appear at first sight. Has the higher
summer temperature per se a harmful effect upon the baby,
and if so, can its influence be lessened? Or does the hot
weather injure the infant indirectly? As, for example, through
the more rapid decomposition of its food, particularly of its

milk?
The untoward effects of high temperature upon the infants

have been classified by L. F. Meyer, of Berlin, as follows :

1. Immediate Heat Stroke.

2. Mediate including :

a A lowering of the baby's tolerance.

J) A decrease in its immunity against disease.

c A less favorable course of alimentary disturbances.

d An increased decomposition of its milk.

Whether this classification is finally satisfactory or not, it

should be a matter of common knowledge that the infant's

digestive capacity is lowered in hot weather, as indeed is that
of the adult. At this time the baby does not need, and cannot
take over long periods, a diet of high caloric value. The failure

to reduce its food in quality or quantity when the temperature
is unduly high, together with the rapid bacterial proliferation
in milk in warm weather, probably are important factors in

the increased morbidity among bottle babies during the sum-
mer months.
The present paper is the result of a study of the outside

(atmospheric) temperature and that in the homes of 100
babies in Baltimore, and is offered as an additional indication
to the many we already possess that with only a moderate
amount of supervision, and with clean milk, the high summer
death rate now pertaining among infants may be diminished.
The facts which are perhaps of most interest have been

brought together in the accompanying tables.
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The babies were in homes visited more or less regularly by
nurses of The Maryland Association for Study and Prevention
of Infant Mortality. Many of them had been on our records

as prenatal cases, and the mothers had been visited by the

nurses before their confinement. No selection of cases was
made except that during the periods of observation one or

two very ill babies were sent to The Thomas Wilson Sani-

tarium.
Accurate maximum and minimum thermometers were left

for a period of two weeks in specified homes, usually in the
room where the baby slept. These thermometers were read

by the nurses between four and six o'clock each afternoon.

At this time the minimum temperature of the previous night
was recorded, together with the maximum temperature of the

early afternoon. These results were compared with the max-
imum and minimum outside temperatures for the same day,
obtained from the weather bureau in Baltimore. It is to be

regretted, for the sake of demonstration, that comparatively
cool weather prevailed during the fortnights selected for obser-

vation.

Between July 25th and August 7th 42 cases were studied.

From August 13th to August 26th, 30 cases. From August
29th to September llth, 16 cases, and from September 12th
to September 25th, 3 cases 100 in all.

PERIODS OF Two WEEKS

Group 1 July 25th to August 7th 42 cases
" 2 August 13th to August 26th 30 "

" 3 August 29th to September llth 16 "
11 4 September 12th to September 25th 3 "

Total 100

TABLE "A" AGH OP BABIES

to 3 mo. 4 mo. 6 mo. 6 mo.

Group 1 16 14 12
" 2 15 12 12
" 3 8 2 6
" 4 1 2

40 28 32

The infants were roughly divided in three groups according
to age.
A From birth to three months.
B From four to six months.
C Those older than six months, all were under a year.
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The numbers in each group were forty, twenty-eight and

thirty-two, respectively. The largest proportion of very young
babies is fortunate, as these are known to be most susceptible
to all unfavorable circumstances, including high temperatures.

Cows' Milk. Proprietary
Food.

8
7
1
1

49 34 17

Nearly half of our cases were exclusively breast fed, as

Table "B" indicates, and one-third additional were partly
breast fed, but seventeen were exclusively bottle babies. All

these received dilutions of scalded or pasteurized cows' milk,

prepared in most instances at the home of the babies, under

supervision of the nurses.

Proprietary foods were not given to any infants in series.

TABLE "0" INCOME OF FAMILY
Less than More than
$10 a week. $10 per week.

Group 1 27 15
11 2 , 26 13
11 3 11 5
" 4 2 1

66 34

The families have been roughly divided according to total

income, thus in two-thirds of the homes the entire wages of

the fattier, or where other members of the family were em-

ployed, the entire income of the household was less than $10.00
a week. This indicates that our investigation had to do with
children living in small homes or flats, and in the narrow side
streets of the city. It may be added that, with a few excep-
tions, all these families were able to pay from nine cents to
ten cents a day for good milk for their babies, or for the nurs-

ing mothers.
One case in this connection may be cited. It was that of a

premature baby weighing three pounds. The mother's condi-
tion was not good, and the breast milk was failing. She was
about to wean the tiny infant when found by the nurse. A
quart of milk was furnished the mother daily, and she was
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helped with her household duties. Her milk returned and she

was able to exclusively nurse her tiny baby through the hot

weather, and thus save its life amid the most unpromising
surroundings.

TABLE "D" LEGITIMATE

Yes. No.

Group 1 38 , 4
" 2 36 3
" 3 15 1

4 3

92 8

As indicated, nearly all of our infants were born in wedlock,
and represent the offspring of the poorer working classes.

TABLE "E" CONDITION OF THE HOME
Good. Fair. Poor.

Group 1 14 12 16
" 2 17 11 11
" 3 5 9 2
" 4 2 1

38 33-30
Condition of the home was designated as "good,"

a
fair" or

''poor" by the visiting nurse according to the degree of clean-

liness and thrift prevailing. It was not uncommon to find a
clean house where there was a small income. The homes rep-
resented are about equally divided among these three groups.
In a large majority of the houses the nurses were able to

secure good ventilation.

TABLE "F" CONDITION OF CHILD

Good. Fair. Poor.

Group 1 19 8 15
" 2 26 7 6
11 3 871
11 4 300

56 22 22

More than one-half of the babies were in good condition at
the beginning of the period of observation, that is : They were
of average weight,, and were taking and digesting their food
normally. Twenty-two are classified as in fair, and twenty-
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two others as in poor condition. The latter groups include

those who were below normal ;
that is, were more or less mal-

nutritic. None of them had fever or acute diarrhoea.

TABLE "G" RESULT DURING PERIOD OF OBSERVATION

Improved. No Change. Worse.

Group 1 31 7 4
2 31 6 2

3 8 8
" 4 1 2

71 23 6

In the case of 71 infants there was definite improvement,
as represented particularly by increase in weight and by nor-

mal stools during the fortnight of observation. In 23 the con-

dition remained stationary, while in but four instances the

babies became worse. All of these latter were marantic in

type, and continued to lose in weight. One died a few days
after the completion of the period of observation.

During the first period of July 25th to August 7th there

were 113 deaths under one year in Baltimore, and during a
second period, between August 13th and August 26th, there

were 104 deaths under one year in the city. These figures are,

perhaps, a little lower than the average during corresponding
periods in previous years.

TABLE "H" TEMPERATURE

Outside Inside
Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave.
Max, Min. Highest Max. Mln. Highest

75 65 85 80 73" 86 f 78- 02
84 68 92 83 77 95 1 80-100
84 70 92 82 75 92 f 84-100
76 66 88 80 73 84 \62- 84

The average maximum and minimum temperature for out*
side and inside conditions are indicated. It will be noted that
there was no unusually hot weather during any of the time.
The outside temperatures were generally lower than those
taken in the homes. This is particularly noticeable in the

average minimum readings, where the average of all readings
is more than 7 lower on the outside than on the inside, and is

a strong reason for keeping babies out of doors on porches, or
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under trees during very warm nights. The highest outside

temperature recorded was 92 Fv while in two instances the

thermometers in the homes reached 100 F.

TABLE "I" HUMIDITY

Highest Lowest Average

Group 1 90% 59% 70%
11 2 82% 60% 70%
" 3 89% 65% 78%
" 4 97% 63% 80%

The percentage of moisture in the air was also recorded.

And it is well known that the degree of humidity determines
the comfort with which high temperatures are borne. The aver-

age percentage of moisture varies at different periods from 70

to 80, the highest being 97, and the lowest at any period 59

per cent.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

1. Because of the prevalence of unusually cool mid-summer

weather, these results shed little or no light on the effect of

prolonged high temperature on the well being of infants.

2. They do suggest, however, that the babies of the work-

ing classes can be kept well during the summer heat of mod-
erate intensity if their rights to mother's milk, or to pure,

pasteurized or scalded cows' milk, is not denied them, and
the mothers needing it receive from the nurses in their homes

practical instructions on the care of clothing and diet of their

infants.

3. It follows, therefore, that the large infant mortality pre-

vailing each summer is, to a large extent, unnecessary. This
is a potent reason for multiplying the resources of this Amer-
ican Association for Study and Prevention of Infant Mor-

tality, and every other agency whose object is to see to it that
the helpless infant receives suitable diet and adequate care.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Collins Johnston, Grand Rapids: Last summer in visiting
the certified milk plant of the Augusta-Victoria Hospital for Children
at Charlottenburg, I found that the milk was boiled to comply with
the German law. It is a fact, however, that in spite of the boiling
of milk in Berlin for a good many years, the summer death rate among
infants has not been lowered. This led to the conclusion that bacterial
contamination of milk Is not the chief cause of summer diarrhoea in

Infancy.
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Finkelstein Is of the opinion that the principal cause is a chemical

one, that the epithelium of the intestinal mucosa is so damaged by the

salt in the cow's milk, and the child's resistance so lowered by the

heat, that metabolism is interfered with and the sugar of the milk
Is not properly digested.

Bietschel of Dresden has produced cases of cholera infantum in in-

fants in the winter by simply running up the temperature of the wards
without any change whatever in the food. We must, therefore, recog-
nize heat as an important etiological factor in these cases, but the

humidity of the atmosphere, I believe to be an even more important
one.

Last summer In Grand Rapids it was especially hot, yet our infant

death rate dropped about 50 per cent We believe this was due in

some degree to a strenuous nk campaign that was conducted through-
out the year.
In some experiments conducted by Schrouder of Chicago two or

three years ago it was shown that the discomfort experienced in badly
ventilated sleeping cars was due more to the amount of moisture in the
anr than to the temperature of the car.

Dr. Fritz B. Talbot, Boston: The last speaker said he got the

impression that his cases were not due to bacterial infection. We
had had bacterial examinations of the stools of all sick babies, which
showed that a large proportion of the diarrhoea or gastro-enteritis was
of pathogenic origin. Three years ago the predominating infections

were the dysentery Infections. The infection last summer wna much
more serious than the infection this summer; so I don't believe we
can draw the conclusion from the experience of any one summer. We
have noticed that in very hot weather we did not have children coming
into the hospital in any great numbers. In Boston we have the mis-
fortune or the good fortune of having some winds which in five minutes
will change the temperature and cool it sometimes 20 or 25 degrees.
Always after such a drop the babies flood into the hospital and have
symptoms of diarrhoea. We have a cooling plant in the hospital and
have used it until recently. We get better results with outside fresh
air than with arttfically. cooled air. I believe these aparati. are not
sufficiently complete or good enough to make a room better than can
be obtained in outdoor good fresh air. I think the point that has
been demonstrated by these papers is that what the baby needs is fresh
air. He wants to be outdoors to get the pure fresh air and that is

as important a factor as Is the temperature.

Dr. Betfeld, Chicago: This past summer we found a certain num-
ber of cases due to affections of the respiratory tract, some to overfeed-
ing, some to faulty mixtures. That left us with a large group of cases
which we were at a loss to explain. Even when these babies were
receiving proper mixtures with an interval between feeding which would
satisfy the most critical, still the baby would get serious symptoms of
diarrhoea. We came to the conclusion that articles outside of the milk
were to blame, carelessness for Instance. There is no doubt that the
heedless feeding of all forms of raw food peaches, apples, bananas, ber-
ries, grapes, various forms of vegetables, pickles, green corn, herring
and sausage cause much of this disturbance. I recall one baby that
lost three pounds in one day, and it was a case of intoxication. It was
a question of ferment. In certain cases it took as long as five minutes
to elicit from the mother the fact that she had given the baby a raw
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peach. Shortly afterwards the baby suffered an attack of diarrhoea, In
which the stool had the appearance of pus and blood, jeopardizing the
life of the baby for a long time.

DP. Schwarz: It is curious that in tropical countries they have no
summer diarrhoaa. The records in New York the last three OP four
years show that when the humidity was low and the temperature high,
mortality increased. Late in the summer the heat is more dangerous
than In the beginning of the summer, because the children have lost
the power of resistance.
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By M1ARGARET N. McOLURE, R. N., Superintendent Vlailintf Nurse

Association, St. Lonla

The Visiting Nuirse Association of St. Louis has always
taken maternity cases, and prenatal instruction has been given
whenever possible.
One of the chief features of our work is the interest taken

by the different churches and societies in preparing maternity
bags for expectant mothers. These bags contain sheets, pil-
low cases, gowns, rubber sheet, douche bag, and douche pan
for the mother, and three complete suits for the baby. The
bags are loaned with the understanding that everything is to
be returned clean as soon as the mother regains her strength.
Most of our cases come to us through the doctors or some

neighbor or friend, and the nurse, of course, finds many in
her rounds.
Whenever a call comes in it is followed up in the home to

ascertain if the home is a fit place for confinement, and if

there is anyone to care for the patient betwen the calls of
the nurse, and to see what provision can be made for the
other children during the mother's illness.

292
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If the nurse finds the home exceedingly impossible, she

suggests the hospital. If the patient decides to accept hospital

care, she is sent to the hospital most convenient, and makes
her own arrangements. If the patient is to be cared for in

the home, and cannot pay a doctor, the nurse suggests the

doctors from the out-clinics, always explaining that a student

will accompany the doctor and assist during confinement,
and that the nurse will not be present during labor. She
also instructs the mother as to diet, fresh air, regular habits,
the care of the breasts and the importance of breast feeding.
She talks with her about the baby's wardrobe, and the dress-

ings, and impresses on her the importance of taking or send-

ing a specimen of urine to the doctor.

If the patient is intelligent, and the nurse feels she can be

trusted, she leaves her card, telling the patient to call her if

she wants advice.

As a rule, not more than three prenatal calls are made, but
if the symptoms are unusual, the nurse calls as often as the
doctor in charge suggests.

After labor the nurse calls nine days, bathes and cares for

the mother, teaches someone how to change the dressing during
her absence, and cares for the baby.
Of the 572 maternity cases cared for in the homes by our

nurses last year, we had only three deaths; 230 of the mothers
were visited before confinement, some as early as the second

month, the majority coming to us from the sixth to the eighth
month. Two of the medical colleges send all the out-clinic

cases to us for nursing care. These patients we seldom hear
of until the doctor reports the delivery. One of the colleges,

however, has a nurse doing prenatal work, and her position
is unique, in that her salary is paid by the Bible class of one
of our large churches, and she is under the supervision* of the
Social Service Department of the Oollege Hospital.
Of the babies under our care 540 were living at the end of

the first month, six of these being premature; 27 babies died

during the first month, three being premature, and we had
nine stillborn. Of the babies living at the end of the first

month 393 were breast fed, 67 were bottle fed, and 80 had to

have mixed feeding.
Of the babies who died during the first month 6 were

breast fed, 12 bottle fed and 9 had mixed feeding.
That our work is slowly gaining way is told by the effect

seen in the home and the frequent calling on the nurse for

advice by the mother.
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Clothing and bedding are never loaned grudgingly, but the
nurses try to have the mother see the necessity of preparing
for the event, and the nurse who is able to report at the weekly
conference on a case she is attending for the second or third

confinement, where the mother did not even see the need of

preparing a few clothes for the baby when she first called in

the nurse, but who at the last confinement not only had her

baby clothes ready, but plenty of bed linen and gowns, is the
nurse who is envied.

As a result of our work, we feel that to attempt to put the

baby work in the hands of other than the regular district

nurse is a mistake. The nurse knows her district, and the
mothers know the nurse. To have one nurse make the pre-
natal calls, the regular nurse care for the patient during con-

finement, then turn the baby over to another nurse, makes the
mother discontented.
We now give the regular district nurse the mother for pre-

natal care and confinement, and the supervision of the baby
for one year. Heretofore we have had charge of the babies
from four to six weeks; they were then left in the mother's

care, and the nurse called after the advice of all the neighbors
had been carried out and the baby left in a serious condition.
Now the mother has her nurse, who makes regular visits to

the baby, ofttimes preventing artificial feeding, or if artificial

feeding is necessary, sees that the mother has proper medical

supervision, and the mother knows she has someone who is

really interested in her own and the baby's welfare.

We are looking forward to the time when we will be able
to make weekly visits to all our prospective mothers, and are

already taking steps towards securing a fund to be used in

providing rest for our obstetrical cases, both before and after

confinement.
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By MISS F. FREHSE, R. N., Hartsdale* N. Y.

"In the education of the mother in the care of herself and
her baby, we have the strongest weapon for fighting infant

mortality."
This conclusion is quoted from the 1912 Special Report of

the Committee for the Reduction of Infant Mortality of the
New York Milk Committee, and it concerns a branch of public
health work which has received much careful thought and
study, has been widely discussed and is vitally important to
national welfare.

There are Mothers' Clubs, Free Lectures for Mothers, Babies'

Welcomes, and clubs of various sorts doing this work. There
are schools for mothers, both in this country, England, Ger-

many, France and Belgium, where the mother may bring her
infant for a few hours daily or semi-weekly, and x*eceive in-

struction in matters pertaining to infant life and hygiene,
but it has fallen to the New York Association for Improving
the Condition of the Poor to control a Mother's School that
is unique in this country, at least, and I have seen no reports
that lead me to believe that there is any other where the
mothers come and live for a period in the school, spending
the most of the day in a regular, systematic course of instruc-
tion in all that concerns child life and mothercraft.
Work with mothers, to be of the most value, must begin

with the pregnant woman, and as early after the beginning
of pregnancy as possible. If the cases can be gotten in the
sixth month of pregnancy, so much the better. In the school

just mentioned, The Caroline Best and School for Mothers,
the work begins with the expectant mother as soon as the case
is reported. The nurses visit the home, note the surroundings
and daily habits of the woman

j they look into the question
of diet, clothing, and exercise and provide for medical care
if it is needed. Belief in the manner of clothing and food are

provided if necessary, and as these women come from the

poorest homes in the most congested part of Manhattan, it is

almost always necessary. The visits are made regularly until
the arrival of the infant, and continue until the mother is able
to be out of bed and about the house, when, with her babe,
she is taken to the school, and that she may feel no anxiety

295
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about her other children, all under ten are taken with her.

The husband is invited to come to the school on Sunday, and
dinner is provided for him on that day. All nationalities are

received. The mothers come to the school weak and almost

feeble, showing the effects of poor and insufficient food, bad

air, and sometimes alcoholism, and are much in need of the

healthful surroundings, comfortable sleeping dormitories, three

good meals daily, with nourishment between, which the school

provides for them.

The children are given into the care of competent, expe
rienced nurse-maids, and if the mother is willing, she may be

relieved of all responsibility concerning them during her visit.

They sleep in a well-ventilated dormitory, away from the

mothers' quarters, and eat at a table by themselves, always
attended by one of the nursemaids. The care of the infant

is left to the mother, and it sleeps beside her in its basket bed.

A competent maid remains on duty all night to see that the

infants are not kept in the mother's bed longer than the nurs-

ing period makes necessary, and that they are fed regularly

"by the clock," not "whenever he may seem to ask for it."

The babies respond to training for regular feeding far more

readily than the mothers.
For the first three of four days nothing but the care of the

infant is required of the mother. She will usually, however,
imbibe some of the enthusiasm of the mothers who have been
in the school longer, and ask when her work is to begin long
before she is considered strong enough to do it.

The day begins when the breakfast bell rings at seven
o'clock. We insist upon a neat appearance at the breakfast

table, and a nurse visits the dining room during the meal to

see that the rules are observed. One mother not long ago
wrote a letter that was given to me to read, in which she said:
tfcWe are kept so clean that it is a pleasure to look at one
another." The idea may strike one as humorous at first

thought, but it is really a good thing for them to have learned
that it is much more of a pleasure to see a neat, clean woman
than an untidy one, and we never fail to suggest that they
remember this in their own homes, and at their own table.

After breakfast one group goes to the infants' bathroom, a

large, well-ventilated room, and the others to the sleeping
dormitories to make their own beds, under the supervision
of a nurse, who will tell them why it is better for baby to
have his own bed and sleep alone, and how a bed can be pro-
vided for an infant at low cost. She will speak of the neces-

sity for sleep, and how to .prepare baby for sleep; she will
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emphasize the need of fresh air in all sleeping rooms ;
talk to

them about the care of blankets, the best kind to buy, and

bring out many points on personal and home hygiene. The

group in the bathroom have meanwhile been bathing their in-

fants, noting under the guidance of the nurse the temperature
of the room and bath, the best kind of soap to use, uses of

powder, care of eyes, nose, ears and throat. Instructions are

given on the best kind of infants' clothing for the various

seasons, need of daily exercise for an infant, and while the

bath is being given the children are examined, and physical

defects, if any, noted. When each mother has bathed her

infant and made her own bed the infants are fed and put to

sleep in their basket beds.

Those mothers who have the bottle-fed babies then go to

the diet kitchen to prepare the various formulas. The mothers
are given individual instruction, and each one is taught the

care of bottles, nipples and milk utensils. We have been sur-

prised and a good deal gratified to find how few of the mothers
who come to us have bottle babies. Out of the thirty mothers,
the capacity of the school, we have never had more than six

mothers at one time in the milk class, and it is usually com-

posed of only three or four. If the infant is breast-fed, the

mother will have this period free.

At ten o'clock the mothers hear a short lecture, or, as we
call it, "Mothers' Talk," on one of the following subjects :

Infant feeding; the advantage of breast feeding.

Proper food for the child after weaning.
Summer care of sick babies.

Some things essential for the nursing mother
Cleanliness,
Fresh air,

Sunshine,
Food and drink,
Exercise and rest.

Common accidents of childhood.

Dangers of the pacifier ; good and bad nipples.
A few contagious diseases and how to recognize them.
Sometimes the period will be given up almost entirely to

discussion or answering of questions. To hold the interest
this instruction must be given in an informal way, inducing
the mothers to feel perfectly free to ask questions or relate a
few personal experiences if they wish, and, as a rule, they
are interested, and ask very intelligent questions. The course
has been remodeled almost completely since it was commenced,
and built up around the questions the women have asked.

They have been much interested in cultures taken from the
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babies7

pacifier, and in those taken from a finger nail, when
we were talking about the great need of early training the

children to wash the hands before going to the table. A cup
of gruel, with crackers, or cocoa and crackers is served during
this period, and adds greatly to the sociability of the hour.

After this lecture the class in cooking meets with the

Domestic Science teacher. For this the mothers are divided

into groups of eight or ten, never more than ten, each group
having four classes a week. The mothers gather around the

teacher during the demonstrations, and are ever ready with

questions, and to tell of experiences they have had along this

line in their own homes. They are always interested, and
often write to us about their first trial with a new dish when

they go home. We firmly believe that a diet kitchen, with in-

dividual equipment, the equipment approximating as closely

as is possible the equipment these mothers have in their homes,
is essential to get the best results from the work in cooking.

They are given copies of all receipts used in the classes.

The course consists of instruction in

Manner of purchasing foods and care of the same.

Oare of cooked foods.

Some idea of a well-balanced diet.

Variety in daily diet.

Hot and cold weather dishes.

Need of fruit.

Use of dried fruits and their preparation.
Milk

; its value and ways of introducing it into diet.

Making of typical dishes to illustrate nutritive foods at

low cost.

To make the work as practical as possible the same dish

prepared in class is used on our menu for the day. If the les-

son has been one on soups, and cream soup has been made,
the children will have cream soup for dinner, and it is a little

short of funny sometimes to hear the criticism of the work
of our poor old cook, who has prepared for one hundred what
the mothers have prepared for the first time, and for a group
of six.

The dishes that are prepared in the class are always chosen
with the thought of the need of a growing child, but the work-
ing man is considered, too, for there is seldom money enough
to provide two kinds of food, and the wage-earner is usually
considered first. When one woman was asked why she gave
the baby beer, she said: "It is all we have. My husband must
have his beer; there isn't money for beer and milk, too, so the
baby must have tea or beer." And so it is with food; the lit-

tle toddler eats what the father eats because there isn't any-
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thing else. One woman was so very happy in her cooking be-

cause, as she explained, "she had learned several good ways of

preparing potatoes." Potatoes were her husband's favorite

dish, and though she had been married two years, she could

cook them in only two ways, boiled and fried. "I won't tell

him one word about it until I have put the potatoes on the

table, and then he will be so glad he let baby and me come to

Caroline Rest," she concluded.

Sewing comes in the afternoon, two classes each week for

each group. The group that has cooking in the morning never
has its sewing in the afternoon of the same day, but have the

afternoon for "out-of-doors." Here, too, we endeavor to get
mothers interested from the very beginning, and instead of

commencing with hemming, basting and simple stitches, as

we did when the classes first began, the first lesson is one on
the use of paper patterns, a cutting-out lesson, and each

mother is assisted with the cutting out of a garment of proper
size and style for one of the children she has with her, usually
the infant. The garment chosen will always be one requiring
instruction in

The use of paper patterns.
Method of putting a garment together.

Hemming.
Adjustment of sleeves.

Finishing the bottom and neck of a garment.
Buttonholes and sewing on of buttons.

If the garment is finished completely and satisfactorily, the
mother may have it, the child wearing it home. The mothers
are interested and work hard to get the little dresses

finished. Sometimes the buttonhole has to be made on
another piece of cloth many times before the teacher will
allow one to be cut on the dress

; sometimes the sleeve has to
be taken out several times, but it is all done cheerfully, and
if a piece of lace or embroidery is donated, the mothers are

very happy indeed, and will show you with the greatest pride
"the first dress." Visitors to the school used to speak of the
fact that the mothers seemed to be so idle sitting around in
the solarium with nothing to do but gossip, but now they may
be seen with their little dresses trying to get them ready for
the teacher's inspection at the nert class.

While we all felt from the very first that sewing was a very
Important part in the instruction such a school might give,
we have been repeatedly surprised at the number of these
women who know absolutely nothing about handling a needle,
and if you could see them pin the pattern on to the material
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for the first time, yon might say that that they know eqnally
little about the nse of pins. As to using the scissors, following
the line of a pattern around an armhole or neck, it is done
most awkwardly at first. Let us hope that when cutting and

folding are introduced more generally into our public schools,
the next generation of mothers will not find garment making
quite so difficult, they will be more deft in using needle and
scissors.

Remodeling of garments, cutting down of garments is also

taken up, and any one who wishes to make over her own gar-
ments at the school is encouraged to do so, and is given all

the assistance necessary. We have tried the giving of prizes
for the best buttonhole, but was not very satisfactory, and has
been given up. The mothers are given patterns of all gar-
ments they have made. An exhibit of fabrics suitable for

children's garments, chosen with due regard to cost and dura-

bility, and not forgetting beauty, and a model set of children's

garments for all seasons, could well be used in this work.
Besides this class work, we believe the mothers imbibe much

knowledge they do not consciously learn. We want every hour
to give them a new interest in the every-day things of their

lives. If a child falls, thereby obtains a wound, he is taken to

the nurse, who dresses the wound in the presence of the mother.

The nurse will explain simply why it must be kept clean,

why it must be covered with a bandage, and the bandage left

undisturbed, but the next day, and every day thereafter, the
mother applies the dressings, always with the nurse present.
The remainder of the day, and often part of the evening, is

spent out of doors. We often have picnics in the woods,
sometimes for the children, sometimes for the mothers. We
never take both together.
The mothers take upon themselves quite voluntarily the

care of the big bowls of wild flowers we try to keep in the liv-

ing room and upon the dining table. Many a mother has said
to me 'this summer : "This is the first bunch of flowers I have
ever picked."
They are interested in seeing who can find the greatest

number of wild flowers during the visit, and before another
Summer comes the Superintendent of this school intends to

know a great deal more about .trees and flowers than she
knew this Summer. And let me say in passing that if you
think of starting such a school in the country, you must know
a good deal about everything under the sun, not excepting the
sun. There seems to be something about country air that
makes city children and most of the mothers unusually in-

quisitive-
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In one short morning you may be called upon to explain
the relation between improper food and bowlegs; tell why
the lower leaves of the sumac have turned red before the

top ones ; explain why certain stones are red and others grey j

and tell how a katy-did may be distinguished from a cricket.

Three evenings each week some little entertainment is pro-
vided for the mothers. They enjoy dancing, they love games,
real lively ones, and the radioptican, for which we have many
sets of cards, is used for rainy evenings. Many of the cards
used in the radioptican are chosen for their educational value,
as the one on the dangers of the house fly. Others are views
of the different countries, and the funny ones are not all kept
for the children. Singing on the balcony is a popular way to

spend an evening hour in the Spring and Aiitumu, The
children have their parties and picnics, too, and they
love their little dances as much as the mothers love theirs.

A set of dancing dolls always pleases the children of all ages.
Both mothers and children seem never to tire of music, and
if any mother can play or sing, she is often awkcd to do
so as we sit around the fireplace in the evening. We fre-

quently have mothers who sing the songs of their own country
very well, and enjoy doing so.

The infants and children are weighed weekly; (he inolhers
at the beginning and end of the visit.

Almost every one gains, and this steady gain of infants

and children is a wonderful argument in favor of our treat-

ment, the best object lesson for both mothers and fathers.

One of the things needed to make our work complete is

some man to organize these fathers into clubs or classes, and
instruct them and discuss with them the things pertaining
to the physical and moral welfare of the family and the

upbringing of children. Many of them are very young, with
no more knowledge of their children and their needs than the
children have of law or medicine.
The length of the mothers' visit depends entirely upon the

individual case and the home conditions. This makes it very
necessary that a pretty full family history be sent to the
school before the mother's visit begins. If Ihere happens to
be a husband who never goes home when the wife is away,
and spends his time in the neighboring saloon, then the visit

should be short, and the family sent home as noon as the
mother is physically able to do her work. If the husband is

a steady wage-earner, and there is no one who can cook his

food; if he is forced to get his food in the place before men-
tioned, if he gets any at all, then again we should not keep
the wife very long. Two weeks is probably a fair length of
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time. Our object should be to make happier homes, and not
to destroy happiness that already exists. If the husband is

in sympathy with the work, can perhaps get his own meals,
and does not mind doing so, or if he can get his food at the
home of a relative or friend, then we may keep the wife for

a longer time, perhaps a month. This varying length of the
visits complicates very much the work of the teachers. The
husband's permission should always be obtained, a definite

t

yes," and his interest solicited. It is very annoying to get
the wife into the school, just beginning to enjoy and appre-

ciate, and have the husband come some evening and insist

on taking his wife home because "he never consented to her

coming anyway," or "because he wasn't asked." If his consent

has been given, if he has been consulted, as undoubtedly he
should be

?
then he might hesitate to use these excuses anyway.

There are plenty of other excuses, as we have discovered,

one man coming for his wife because the dog was sick (the

baby fourteen days old), and another sent for his wife last

winter because the pipes were frozen up and he couldn't get
them open. His wife aptly said he was "no account, any-

way," and we believed her. As he was not working, it was
suggested that he come to the school, and get some work in

simple plumbing, but he did not come, and the poor, half-

starved wife went home.
I believe the visitor who collects the cases should take some

care to arrange, if possible, that these husbands have some
place to get a warm meal when they come from work if they
are not the kind of men who can cook for themselves, or there
is no relative at hand. We have often been impressed with
the generous spirit these women manifest toward each other,
and probably, in most cases, some family in the same house
would give the husband his warm dinner or breakfast for

less than the saloon would furnish it, and be glad to do so

while the wife is in the country.
Training these women for domestic service has been one

branch of the work that has been of interest during the Sum-
mer just passed. Most of these women have homes to which
they return, but there is also the deserted mother with a
email baby to support, and we have found that it is never
difficult to find a comfortable home for the mother with her
baby if she has had our training. We see a good deal of
them while they are in the school, live very close to them, as
it were, and we can easily discover the hardworking, deserv-

ing woman who makes the good steady, reliable helper in the
home. We have had more requests for mothers than we could
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grant. At present a little colony of school mothers live in

our vicinity, and come home to the school frequently on their

free afternoon, looking upon the school as a place where they
are always welcome. The work of collecting the cases for such

a school, deciding which cases are suitable for such instruc-

tion, and the follow-up work are as important as is the work
in the school. The ideal mother is, no doubt, the young
mother with her first baby, if she has begun to realize the

gravity of the situation, and has felt the problems of house-

keeping.
Our most gratifying results have been with cases of this

kind. One young mother of eighteen came to us with a four-

teen-day-old baby for the usual visit. On her second Sunday
the nineteen-year-old husband came to see his family, and was
taken over the school from attic to cellar. When he was
leaving he came to ask how long his wife was to stay, looking
serious and thoughtful. "How long may she stay?" was our

reply to his question. "Well," he said, "Margaret thinks she
has learned here how to cook and keep house. We have never
had enough money so that I could do for her and the baby
as I would like to have done, but there is a better job at my
place, and the boss will give it to me if I will spend two weeks

learning it, but during those two weeks there will be no pay.
Now if Margaret can stay two weeks more, I thought I'd try
it." We agreed to keep his family two weeks more, and the two
weeks lengthened into four; then the wife, having gained
eight pounds and the baby three, went home to a little apart-
ment of their own, with a fair income if they keep well, and a

much better knowledge of right living.
There are numbers of such cases among our young mothers.

If it happens to be a young mother to whom the baby was
not very welcome, it will be a good place for her, for we are
told it only needs suitable soil and congenial surroundings
for the growth of affection, and both are provided at the
school.

We have found some good material in mothers of two or
three children. Sometimes there are two children before the
mother begins to feel the need of more information; sometimes
one will slip away before a mother realizes her ignorance, be-

fore she begins to think for herself at all. All these are good
cases for such a school. It will not be necessary for me to

tell you why the mother of four or five or six children is not

good material, especially if the children managed to survive
the soothing syrup, pacifier method, and have come through
fairly healthy in appearance. Such a school will be lost if
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it is made a clearing-house for all the cases of maternity that
one feels sorry for, or that one wants to send to the country.
The work of following up the cases is of the greatest im-

portance. The mothers will need some help in applying the

principles they have been taught in the school to their own
every-day surroundings, and they should not be allowed to

think that our interest ceases when they are put aboard the

train for home.
If they do try to apply this teaching at home they will very

probably want to ask a few questions, and will feel the need
of further help in a number of ways. They will find points
that have not been clear to them.
The education of these mothers requires a well-balanced

combination of both home and school instruction to produce
results, and some of it as necessary after the school work as

before.
If the cases are chosen with an intelligent sympathy for

and interest in the work; if the teaching is done by teachers

interested and believing in their work, and the cases are sys-

tematically followed up, there is no estimating the breadth
of the work or the good these schools may do. The same
teaching methods have been used with the mothers of all

nationalities.

Out of a total of 472 mothers admitted to the school dur-

ing the year there have been

Italians 93

Jews 11
Irish 60

English 15
German 23
Finnish 11

Swedish 9

American 241

This classification has been made according to the country
in which they were born and spent the early years of their

lives.

The work with the Italian mothers has not been very en-

couraging, especially when they have not been able to under-
stand our language. The Swedish and German mothers have
been most interested and more responsive to our work as we
see the results in our school. Our American mothers come
after the latter.

England is justly proud of its schools for mothers, and there
are very interesting reports of the work they have done. Sev-
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eral of the English schools were opened the same year that
ours at Caroline Eest was opened, 1907.

In these the mothers visit the school daily, or certain days
weekly, bringing the infant with them, the work all supple-
mented by careful and systematic teaching in the home.
The St. Pancras' School is associated with the St. Pancras'

Day Nursery and the St. Pancras' Nursery School.

The activities of the school embrace the period from the

very beginning of pregnancy to the compulsory school age of

the child.

The objects of the school are :

First The promotion of maternal 'health and the improve-
ment of the capacity of mothers for the suckling, care and

training of their infants and young children.

Second The prevention of infant mortality and sickness,
and the promotion of the health of sucklings.
Third The prevention of mortality and sickness from in-

fectious diseases and communicable disorders, and the pro-
motion of health among babies.

Fourth The prevention of physical defects among children

before entering schools to avoid the necessity of having to

remedy them at a later period of life.

The Darwin Mothers' Club, in Lancashire, England, is gov-
erned by a committee of ladies, representative of the religious
bodies of the town. The objects of the club:

First To give instruction in infant feeding and rearing.
Second To organize a fund raised by the fortnightly pay-

ments of the members to supply nourishment for the mothers
in time of need, or milk for the babies.

There is a general committee, whose work is :

a To look up mothers who have absented themselves from
the fortnightly meetings, and to collect overdue sub-

scriptions.
fc To cook necessary nourishment for the mothers (who

are unable to have it cooked for themselves) at the
time of confinement.

c To help at the fortnightly meetings.
The mothers meet fortnightly on Saturday afternoons in

the lecture hall of the public library. They must attend at

least once a month, and the subscription is one penny a fort-

night. The money so raised is to help those in need, but a

member must have belonged to the club for three mouth
before such aid can be given.

Maternity bags are loaned to the members under certain

conditions, the fee for which is one shilling.
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The lectures given to the mothers include :

Infants' food.

The mother and child.

Epidemic diarrhoea.

The care of healthy children.

How to feed baby.
How to feed baby after weaning.

Practical demonstrations are given in

Cookery.
Compress and fermentation and applying.
Poultice making.
How to wash and dress baby during the first month.

Cutting out and making of little garments.
The New York Milk Committee is doing similar work with

mothers in connecton with their milk stations, though they
have not taken up quite so many subjects. From these re-

ports can be seen how easily this work can be combined with
the work undertaken by Day Nurseries, Milk Stations and
Mothers' Clubs.
A school for mothers is not a hospital for sick babies or

children, and if it undertakes that work, it will ultimately
lose sight of its main purpose.

Careful and complete records should be kept in the school,
and a report of the school work should be in the hands of the
visitor who is to do the home visiting if it is not done by the
teachers at the school.

The class work, the sewing especially, will show many
women in need of glasses. The daily inspection of the chil-

dren will show numbers needing dental care. This is also
true to a sad extent of the mothers, and we look forward to

the day when a dental clinic will be added to our school, and
we may send the mothers home with clean mouths, the work
perhaps continued in the city. Tooth brushes are given to each
mother and each child when they come to us, and they are
allowed to take them home, with the promise of another one
if they write to us when the first one is worn out.

Many charts and pictures are used to supplement the work
In the classroom. Charts illustrate the size of a baby's
stomach at the various ages, and show the relative food value
of the various food products.

Photographs and postal cards of many kinds can be used
to illustrate

Dangers of the house fly.

What harm may be carried by the baby's pacifier.
A miserable baby sucking from a long-tubed bottle.

The tight roller binder.
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Various stages of the baby's batb.
A rickety baby with its crooked legs.

Demonstrations are given frequently in connection with the
classwork.

Conclusions :

To produce the best results the work with mothers must
begin with the expectant mother, and as soon after the begin-
ning of pregnancy as possible.

Careful reports of family conditions must be sent to the
school with, or preceding, each case by the collecting office,

that the Superintendent may judge with some understanding
of the length of time the mother may remain away from the
home.
The teaching must be done in an informal, free-and-easy

way, never forgetting the limitations of the homes from which
these women come.

Systematic follow-up work is essential to produce any re-

sults at all.



THE PUBLIC HEALTH SCHOOL NURSE AND INFANT
MOBTAMTY

By JOHN H. L.OWMAJT, M. D., Cleveland

At present the public health nurse in the school is not

closely enough associated with the family to have any direct
influence on the babies. Her office is too specialized and too
limited in scope too restricted in practice to modify the
infant mortality problem except in a general way as will any
great health movement. In order to utilize the great body of
nurses and social workers for this end it may be necessary to

revert to the system of friendly district nursing of the earlier

nurses' associations and thus run counter to the recent idea
of particular nurses for particular kinds of work, or else it

may be found advisable to specialize still more finely the vari-

ous phases of children's work and have many nurses visiting
in the home. At present the baby is reached only in excep-
tional cases, and only in particular phases of these exceptional
cases. The question can be solved only abstractly, unless one
considers the nurse, the family, the child and the municipality.
The social problem is a single problem with many variants,
and one can expect only a partial solution of it if he touches
but one part of it, just as one can hope to determine the moral
quality of an act only by knowing the feeling, desire, motive,
will and consequent of such an act; motive alone, will or con-

sequent alone can never decide the moral quality of condtict.

It is the whole character, the whole self and not a part which
must be taken into consideration, and so in any movement for
social betterment, the whole question must at least be kept
in view. It goes without saying that one must be enthus-
iastic and earnest in his special work; he must be interested

intensely, but this interestedness must never cease to be a
"disinterestedness." It must never be so circumscribed that
it does not constantly and actively appreciate its intimate
relationship to the whole social movement.
An organization can and should be used for other pur-

poses than its own immediate ends. Its activities are always
interchanging, always exchanging values, for its main pur-
poses are in unison with those of many other bodies. It is
as if the social body was a living body, where one member
ministers to another. Moreover, this is really so, for all
social movements and institutions are but exterior manifes-
tations of man's character as a social being, and should have

SOS
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high and harmonious aims. A disinterested interest is, there-

fore, one of the highest elements in all social movement.
The spirit of extreme specialization comes from work with
the inorganic world where there is no life. There the

laws are known and fixed and facts are more easily observed,
more definitely established, more easily classified and ex-

plained. The science of inanimate things is more exact and
is much nearer the mathematical or abstract sciences. The
study is attractive because work and time are less apt to be
lost. But the instant one touches life problems there is con-

fusion, complexity and uncertainty, for the unforeseen and
unforeseeable are constantly happening to disturb our data;
and, again, life especially among sentient beings makes an
intimate co-operation which nowhere else exists, and extreme

specialization is less fruitful, and, indeed, more inclined to

fall into error. In any forecast of social improvement breadth
of vision and energy will count more than funds, and one

ought to be able to determine in some degree the direction

this energy should take.

The growth and development of this Association is an exam-

ple of what rightly directed energy can accomplish. Its life

has not been long, but its force has been great, and in a very
short time it has aroused interest and enthusiasm in the great
child question. To be sure, this question has always been a
universal question, but the world has not been aware of it in

the way it now is since this and kindred associations have

brought their energy to work upon it, and have focused the

widely diversified and hitherto inaccessible knowledge upon
it, and pointed the ways in which allied and subordinate

agents can effectively move. To meet the infant question ade-

quately from the nursing standpoint there should be one cen-

tral controlling body a nurse bureau if you will possessing
at least influence and, perhaps, the power to supervise and in

a general way co-ordinate the work. Naturally there would
be subdivisions of the nurses, but the extent to which such
subdivision should be carried could be decided by such a
bureau. The moment one group, say the school public health

group, departs from the central organization and becomes inde-

pendent it loses the force that numbers give, the inspiration
that comes from kindred but different spirits, and the oppor-
tunity of cultivating that disinterestedness which controls
untamed interest. In a word, the balance is disturbed, and the
common end which all are seeking by various avenues is less

clearly realized.

All this is in accord with the fundamental principles which
govern the moral and economical conditions of the human
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race. It is the realization of the common good as an end
which is the gauge and rnle of conduct. It is said by some
to be the standard, and this standard is satisfied by the mere

conceiving and performing of some act that leads to this end.

What is true of the individual should be true of institutions,
but this, of course, is impossible, because codes, rules and con-

stitutions are composites of many minds and not the exterior-

ization of any one mind, and must necessarily be more im-

perfect.
There may be, and in several communities there now are,

directors of child hygiene who have a thorough understanding
of the whole movement, and who occupy official positions in

the municipality. Such men have a splendid point of vantage.
The director must have his bureau of nurses. This may be

self-constituted, and if this self-constituted body has time,

dignity and experience behind it, it will probably be more effi-

cient than any municipal nursing corps. The manner in which
the nurses who are marshalled by this bureau will reach and
know the child and be able to influence the parent must be

worked out in practice.
We will find ourselves constantly diverted from the main

issue by such subsidiary issues as means and training, but we
need not fear that there will be a lack of energy, for sufficient

is at hand if it can be aroused. Under the best of circum-

stances, however, there can only be a limited number of nurses,

though even if there were enough of them to satisfy a reason-

able demand we would still have to ask ourselves to what
extent we should encourage the entrance of more than one
nurse into the home of a family.

It certainly is unwise to multiply such visits when one
visitor is enough if she is efficient. Aside from dissipating
means and losing valuable time, it has a distinctly demoral-

izing influence on a family, and minimizes the influence of

each individual nurse, and confuses the ideas of the mother.
Whatever plan is finally adopted must provide for the elimi-

nation of this multiple evil for evil it is.

There are now four large classes of public health nurses,
viz.: district nurses, school nurses, tuberculosis nurses and
nurses of the department of child hygiene.

In addition to these groups, there are maternity nurses,
general dispensary nurses, inspecting, agents, associated
charity workers and philanthropic society visitors, all of whom
have, more or less, the opportunity of entering the homes
of the poor; very few of these touch the infant mortality
problem directly, but the work of all has certainly some bear-
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ing upon it, The question is, could they not all have more
influence? The director of child hygiene will, through his

agents, come in close contact with the infant, but mainly, from

pressure of circumstances the question of this care is still

largely a question of the diet of the child. The personnel is

so limited in number and the duties so onerous that there is

time only for a very short visit if twenty visits are made in a

day, thus the contiguous and often portentious social problems
are missed.

The tendency of the school nurse as urged by the superin-
tendent of the school is to see that pupils sent home for this

or that reason return as quickly as possible; and it is remark-
able how the percentage of school attendance has increased

under her supervision of illness among school children. The
maternity nurse would not dream of noticing a child more
than a few days old. Thus the tendency of high specialization
is to accentuate the particular and to dwell upon it. This is

hazardous, for this particular is probably only one symptom
of a great social disease.

Even the public health records of deaths are only one of

the indications of misery, and may be misleading, for it has
been shown in tuberculosis that the more widespread the dis-

ease the lower the individual case mortality, and the more lim-

ited the disease the higher the individual case mortality. This
is probably dependent on a gradually increasing immunity in

communities where tuberculosis has been a long existing

scourge, and also explains the tuberculous holocaust among
the American Indians and the Polynesians. Thus it follows
that in this instance at least the morbidity statistics would
have high value in determining the extent of the disease. A
low mortality is perfectly consistent with a widely infected

people. Thus the special hunt of the special nurse, though
effective in detail, must be limited in scope, as far aa the com-
mon end is concerned, unless it is combined with a wide out-

look.

The value of the trained medical worker or public health
nurse in the home is determined not alone by her special

duties, but by her general knowledge of the whole social prob-
lem. If the school nurse continues to do no more than she
does now, her energy is restrained and her general usefulness

much restricted. Some would district a city, and have one
nurse responsible for the nursing of the district If this were
found impracticable because of insufficient special training of

many of the nurses, the districts could be slightly enlarged
and two nurses placed in charge, one to do general district
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nursing and one for what might be considered special prob-
lems. The district nurse could gradually take up the special

problems, and in time be competent to carry an entire district.

This was the early practice of the nursing orders, and is still

in a measure advocated.

District nursing is still a great force, there is a logical

place for it and it must never be abandoned. To meet the

exacting requirements of special nursing an effort is now
making to train a few nurses in all branches so that they will

be adequate to all demands, and then to place them in trial

districts. The outcome of this experiment will be watched
with great interest. It requires a two years' school training,
a year's hospital training and a year's post graduate work.
Such a nurse could carry school, district, tuberculosis, and
babies' work.
But to come back to our school nurses from whom we

constantly are led away because of a certain confusion of the

present system and because the emergencies of the hour and
the needs of the home have led many to believe that a modifi-

cation of the present plan is necessary. Ten years ago a physi-
cian of Ghent organized, in conjunction with a small general

dispensary, a class of girls into what he called his Little

Mothers' class. They were taught orderliness, which is, after

all, the fundamental basis of education; orderliness of think-

ing, orderliness of conduct, orderliness of school, and of

home. They were taught to wash and dress babies and their

young brothers and sisters, how to help their mothers, how to

stand in the mother's place and assume responsibility when
the mother was absent. In all homes where the work devolves

on the family alone the girls are all pupils, for necessity has

already taught them many of the household arts and ways;
they can cook, can sew and tend the baby. This is particu-

larly true in the rural districts. But this report comes also

from the country towns surrounding the great civic centers.

The physique of the girls in the country towns is not equal
to that of the city girls who spend their summer near them.

They are often overworked ;
if however, they learn to work in

an orderly way their work will be easier and more quickly
done. If these little mothers can be taught the general care of

infants, the general rules of feeding and dressing, and particu-
larly the great value of regular hours and rest for the baby, a
valuable contribution would be made towards combatting
infant mortality at least ! If each school nurse could have an
organized body of these little helpers at her command to
assist in a very limited way in the school dispensary and to
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report to her the condition of health of the younger children

of the family, another weapon would be in the hand of the

nurse. This is not demanding too much, the schools have the

right to know when sickness invades a family; the school

nurse should have certain hours when she could investigate
such illness and if desired, direct what measures should be

taken as to other nurses or general measures in order to meet
it. Whether time, opportunity or place is at hand for the

school nurse to undertake such work is a detail for the direc-

tor of hygiene or the bureau of nurses to work out. It would

certainly break the monotony of the school nurses' life and

open wide vistas of future possibilities and I believe would
be an agreeable variant of the daily routine.

It is one of the duties of the school nurse to detect con-

tagious disease among the pupils in her district; such pupils
are not allowed at school and go home. We have not yet
reached that grade of development when they can be sent at

once to the contagious disease hospital; such hospitals are
not large enough in the first place, and but few mothers
would permit such drastic measures even when other children

were exposed. When, however, a school nurse suspects or

discovers a case of contagious disease she should report it to

the board of health and visit the home once at least, for pur-

poses of observation and advice and in the case of one disease

at least for the purpose of giving special precaution. In the
first year of life, whooping cough has its greatest mortality. It

is quite fatal to young infants and every precaution should
be taken to safeguard them. It is highly presumable that by
the time the nurse knows of the case the children in the home
have been infected or at least exposed. But even in that
event the nurse who has knowledge of the fact that whooping
cough is in the house, in the tenement or in the neighbor-
hood should notify the mother and protect the infant by fore-

fending the grave malady as far as is in her power.
Kirchner's statistics show in the first year of life, 83 deaths

from whooping cough, 34 from measles and still less from
lour other contagious disease, in 10,000 living people. By
these simple measures alone of reporting the cases of whoop-
ing cough and informing the mother of the danger to her
infant the school nurse could materially aid the cause of

infant mortality, she could inform the mother not only of
the high mortality of the disease among infants, but of its

marked contagiousness, and of the fact that the contagion
can be carried by the clothing, she could urge the mother to
watch for the early symptoms of cough in the young infant
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and impress upon her the necessity of unusual care of the infant
which has been exposed, and also the great importance of

avoiding exposure if whooping cough is in the immediate
neighborhood. In the second year of life measles is more
dangerous than whooping cough. Measles has a mortality of

36 and whooping cough 28 in 10,000 living. In the third

year whooping cough ceases to be dangerous. Mothers should
be warned by the school nurse of both measles and whooping
cough for the seriousness of neither is understood by the

ignorant poor, and there is no other source from which this

information is likely to come, except through the school
nurse. I see no reason why the school nurse should not know
whether there are any infants in the families represented in

the schools of her district. There is every reason why she
should know and keep a record of them and send out her

danger signal when necessary. Being thus in at least long
distance communication with the babies of her district the
school could, through the little mothers, find out what the
babies have to eat. She could learn whether the mother nurses

her baby or not. Milk is a rare and costly article in the
families of the very poor. If the nurse finds through direct

or indirect inquiries that the baby is not being nursed, she

should send the district nurse to investigate the reason why.
If she discovers that cow's milk is wanting and the baby
has improper food she should make it her duty and have
the energy to fulfill her duty by reporting this fact to the

district nurse, who would best know the proper machinery
to put in motion. The school nurse should keep a record

of all the babies in her school district and notes of what she

knows about them. By this means every baby in a large city
could be brought under some supervision. This would entail

but very little additional toil on the nurse. This method Ls

both natural and simple; the school nurse is known by the

mothers, she is in communication with them through the

children and occasionally visits them in their homes. It is

very natural for her to know of the presence of a baby in

the house and to make inquiries about it. Hence her informa-

tion comes by the most natural channels and is certain to be
more effective than a more formal method instituted by formal
officials sent out by the director of hygiene from the city
hall. It must never be forgotten that there is always a form
of armed trace between man and the state. The rights of
men were originally individual rights. Some of these, par-
ticularly taxation, have been usurped or at least taken by
the state, and some may say they have been conceded to the
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state. They never have been absolutely relinquished by the
individual as instance the American revolution or the passive
resistance now conspicuous in England. Thus any new means
for social betterment must never appear to run counter to

individual right. The conservatism of the Latin races is pro-
verbial in this particular and is a serious obstacle to their

social development. This plan would gain the end desired

without any antagonism, also it is in accord with another

principle, that is to use existing methods and means rather
than invent new ones when possible. Again the effect on the

nurse herself is not to be overlooked. It takes her away
from her routine, broadens her views, increases her general
outlook and breaks down her specialization. A nurse is not

prepared to specialize, she is not broadly trained enough to

specialize. It requires a long discipline and high training to

specialize successfully. Her social equilibrium is too easily
disturbed. Her emotional interest, her very devotedness and
concentration turn her head. Moreover, she is only special-

izing on a superior officer's dictation, who may or may not
be a specialist. To specialize with profit to one's own char-

acter one must specialize on one's own initiative, otherwise

one's mind is like the machinist who feeds a machine with a

bar of iron to make nails from morning to night. Koch soon
after the discovery of the tubercle bacilli formulated with

the prescience of genius three laws for the eradication of tu-

berculosis. The first one we can apply here to school nurses.

That law was, "find the cases." We can formulate that as

"find the babies," and this can be done through the Public

Health School Nurse.

DISCUSSION

Dr. 8. J. Baker, New York: Dr. Lowman made the remark that
the school nurse should look after the baby In the home. This has
been done In New York City for three years. The school nurse does
a large part of Infant mortality work. The school nurse In connection
with the school work also refers babies to the milk stations. I feel

that there are no more valuable public officers than the school nurse
and the tuberculosis nurse. Their work deserves the highest credit
And they hare demonstrated that it is possible to reduce infant mor-
tality to a great extent In the last four or five years. The death rate

among the babies under the New York District Nurses last summer
was L5%. In the most crowded district the death rate in the popu-
lation tinder the care of the nurses from the milk station was
slightly higher. This lowering effect on the infant death rate has been
due to the work of the visiting nurse and the doctors, and the allied

agencies which care for approximately 10,000 more babies. It has been,
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due to the preventive work that has been done by these agencies that
the death rate has been reduced from 160 In 1007 to 130 per thous-
and. For three years we have had school doctors lecture to public
school girls. We have groups of girls In "Little Mothers" meetings.
The nurse has charge of the children. They elect their own president
and secretary. They have weekly meetings during the spring and
summer; and are taught the details of baby care. We have a definite
course of study for them so the interest may be kept up during the
summer. Each girl has to promise to do each day something to help
the mother. She has to keep a diary and present it at the weekly
meeting. During the last two years we had each summer approx-
imately 20,000 members. And they are not only taking better care
of their little brothers and sisters, but they are passing the knowledge
on to their mothers, and are being instructed in the most essential
characteristics of a useful and good mother of the next generation.



EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES OF THE DAY XURSERY

MISS nTCRJV BROCKETT, Chicago

The following paper is based upon fonr years' experience
at the Mary Crane Nursery, a Hull-House building, which is

conducted and supported by the United Charities of Chicago.
It deals, in part, with what has been done at the nursery,
and also with its plans and ideals. This nursery has had an
unusual opportunity to develop and express day nursery
ideals. The building is well planned and suitably equipped
for the work. Its relation to Hull-House immediately estab-

lished it in the confidence of the community. Moreover, its

affiliation with the United Charities has put it into touch
with a large group of young girls and mothers who are in
need of the sort of training that can be given in such an in-

stitution, and also has given to the nursery in a special way
the cordial interest, advice and co-operation of the splendid
group of directors and workers of that organization.
When the family is deprived of the father's support, either

through his death or because he is ill or otherwise incapaci-
tated, so that both the care and support of the half-orphaned
children falls upon the mother; when the mother's income
does not permit her to stay at home, or even to afford a paid
worker in the home; when, moreover, she is brave and de-

voted enough to undertake this double responsibility, the day
nursery is called upon to give her relief in the form of care
for her children during the hours that she is away from home
at her work.
The importance of proper physical care of the young child

in itself as a social factor cannot be overestimated, and the

day nursery which provides such care is doing a most valuable
and admirable work. In the doing of this work, however,
other opportunities present themselves, and the training of
children m proper habits (as of eating, sleeping and pl.ay),
of the older nursery children in the kindergarten, and of the
so-called "nursery graduates" in clubs and classes, has be-
come a recognized nursery function, and is now finding ex-

pression in most of the good day nurseries of the country.
Further, the social worker in the field is realizing that the

nursery matrons and nurses, because of their interest in the
children and their daily intercourse with the mothers, are

317
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getting an acquaintance with the mother and the family sit-

uation which an occasional visitor cannot hope to attain.

Hence, the social worker is advising with the day nursery
worker as to the family situation and its treatment. This

co-operation is of value not only to the field worker, but to

the nursery worker, as it broadens her vision and tends to

make her work more truly social and constructive.

As the hospital, with its corps of trained physicians and

nurses, and its equipment adapted to its special purpose, for

many years has recognized its opportunities for the training
of nurses for the sick, so the day nursery is arousing to the

fact that the activities involved in the care and training of

the young child left to its care, afford fitting material for the

education of children and women along those lines which are

fundamental and essential to them as mothers and home-
makers.
In the day nursery the yonng child spends an average of

ten hours per day, six days per week, through the entire

year, aggregating about six times as much as the school child

spends in the public school room during the course of the

year; and the nursery child who goes to school, even on school

days, spends as much time in the nursery as he does at school,
in addition to which he spends his Saturdays and vacations,

Is it not fitting that these hours should be so planned and
directed that they shall count to their utmost in the prepara-
tion of the child for successful living?

Every well-conducted day nursery includes in its staff a

physician, a social worker, a nurse and a household econ-

omist, although frequently in the smaller nurseries the social

worker, the nurse and the household economist are repre-
sented in two, or sometimes only one, individual. If the

nursery work is to be really well done, these must be intelli-

gent trained workers, who are capable of realizing not only
the importance of high-class work with children, but also the
value of the training which comes through the doing of this

work. Such workers are especially suitable interpreters of

this material to the students.

Further, the nursery provides an environment well adapted
to practical educational ends. It is like the home with a

large family and meagre income; each member participates
in the work, and each one sees that his contribution is real

and of value. And, as under the supervision of a wise and
sympathetic mother, the child finds pleasure, not only in the
fact of accomplishment, but because he is serving those whom
he loves. Moreover, these activities furnish happy expression
to the abundant energy of the child, and almost solve the
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problem of discipline. In their life together the children

learn unselfishness, consideration for others and courtesy.
In helping in the work they gain skill and form habits of

helpfulness. If you have watched the children from three to

nine years old as they help in the morning preparation for

school bathing, combing and dressing themselves and the

younger ones or if you have seen them at dinner, serving
with abundant care the soup and bread, you will realize there
is real joy in the service, as well as training in efficiency.
In their little parties, their clubs and classes, sewing, cooking,
dancing and singing, they acquire accomplishments and learn
the etiquette of more formal social intercourse. That this

training is accomplished through the nursery life was illus-

trated this summer, when thirty-one of our nursery children
were sent to a small town for a ten days' outing, where they
were cared for in the various homes of the community. At
the end of the ten days I went to bring them home, and found
the town quite aroused concerning them. The minister had
preached a sermon, saying that all who had these children

were agreed that they were remarkable children helpful,

polite and accomplished even above their own children. There-

fore, he concluded their school must be twenty years behind the

Chicago schools. Naturally, some of the citizens took excep-
tion to this criticism of their schools, and learned from the
children that it was in the nursery, and not in school, that

they had learned these things. And one of the prominent cit-

izens came to me and asked : "How can we get that training
for our own children? Do you advise a day nursery?"
At the close of the day, when the children return with the

mother to the little home, eager to show her how well they
can help, that which they have learned during the day finds

expression in the home life. Thus has been brought about
not only the training of the child, but a bettering of the home.
Not long ago six little children of the organ grinder's family,
found sitting in the home in filth almost unbelievable, were

brought to the nursery and given a few months' care. A sub-

sequent visit revealed not only cleaner children and a much
better kept house, but where before one dish and a few spoons
had sufficed to serve the family meals, eight tin cups and eight

spoons were now carefully set out on the table three times a

day, and under the supervision of the twelve-year-old girl,

the meals were served with the preliminary blessing and all

fhe formalities of the nursery table.

And the mother who comes twice daily to the nursery to

bring and take away her children may find help in this rela-

tionship. She finds her child in a room which is clean and
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attractive. She finds the child also clean and attractive, as

well as obedient and happy, and she seeks to wring about simi-

lar conditions in her own home. Moreover, the mutual in-

terest of the nurse and mother in the children brings them
into close relationship, and the sympathy and advice of the
nurse may mean much to the mother in helping her in her
difficult problem of the management of the home and discip-
line of the children. It is especially in this close relationship
with the home, both through the children and the mother,
that the day nursery offers educational advantages superior
to those of other child-caring institutions.

Although the children help in the work of the nursery,
this fact by no means eliminates the necessity of older

workers, and to the young girl emerging into womanhood
the work is

especially adapted. The child spirit of play, the

newly developing maternal and home-making instincts here
find natural and adequate expression. The children give

sympathetic response to her mothering, and appreciate her

genuine pleasure in their play. Their recognition of her im-

portance, their open admiration for her charms and superior

accomplishments give to her that gratification the lack of

which might lead her to seek move dangerous companionship,
We have found our work with young girls most interesting.

As a rule, they have been sent to us as "problems," cither

physical or social. Our first thought has been for Hum- physi-
cal care. Those who need it are given a rest hour each day.
which is spent in the open air on cots. If they arc not well,

ihey rest for a longer period. We give Iheni time to go to

the free dental clinics and have their tcelh put in good condi-

tion when necessary, glasses arc provided through Hie proper
agency, and occasionally special treatments, as of nose and
throat.

Under this care Marie, a little girl of fourteen, who had
formerly attended one of the open-air schools, gained twenty-
two pounds, or one-third of her weight, in three months. She
wanted to work in a factory at JffS.OO per week, but the physi-
cian of the school said she was too ill to attempt any such
work. A visitor of the United Charities, finding the family
income inadequate, and feeling that help must be provided,
sent Marie to us last November for relief work at $3.00 per
week. Her physician now pronounces her well and able to

go to regular work. At the same time that she has been

gaining her health she has become remarkably efficient as a

nursery worker, and we expect soon to place her in a private
family as a nursery maid, where she will earn $6.00 per week,
with living and with increasing pay as she advances in expe-
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rience and maturity. Her training has consisted of helping
in the care of infants and young children under the super-
vision of the head nurse, and special lessons in sewing, cook-

ing and laundry work. She has also assisted in the dispen-

sary, and attended a series of lessons and talks given by the
doctor and the nurse.

We are now enlarging the scope of this work. The outline
of the training is as follows :

I. The care of the child.

a The theory of nursing
& The normal child and its physical and mental de-

velopment
(Practical application in dispensary)

c The need of the normal child and how to supply them

(Practically illustrated in the nurseries)
d The environment, nursery, etc., and its care.

e The care of its body, bathing, clothing, feeding, rest

fresh air, exercise, etc.

(Practical application in the nurseries)

/ The mind-training in physical habits^ play, etc.

(Instruction in kindergarten and nursery)

g Planning and preparation of food (Infants young
children)

(Instruction and practical work in diet kitchen)
h Planning and construction of clothing, its care and

repair

(Instruction in sewing room)
? The washing of flannels and diapers, fine ironing

(Taught in laundry)
/ Emergencies and minor ailments

(Illustrated in the dispensary)

II. Elementary bacteriology.
a Bacteria defined and classified as harmless or dis-

ease-producing, conditions of growth and develop-
ment, functions, results of development, agents for

destroying
& Simple methods of sterilization

c Simple consistent aseptic technique
d The distribution of infection, purposes and method

of .consistent isolation and fumigation
III. Hygiene Preservation of health

Household Practical work in kitchen and bathroom
Personal (cleanliness, clothing, diet, physical habits

etc.)

Infant (details of its special needs)
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Practical work in nursery

Elementary physiology:
Circulation, respiration, digestion and elimination, with

'special emphasis on their relation to hygiene, nursing
and habit-forming

IV. Ethics :

Self-respect, dignity of efficient service, manners, etc.

Practical application in the daily routine)
This is to be supplemented by a short general course in

Household Economics.
The house selection, furnishing and care and sanitation.

Food function:
Selection and care.

Preparation.
Diets.

Clothing, buying, making and care. Girls to make their

own uniforms and aprons in sewing room.

Laundry work :

Girls to do their personal laundry, work in nursery laun-

dry under instruction.

This course, with suitable modification, will be given, first,

as a training for nursery maids; second, to kindergarteners,
or other teachers who wish to specialize in child hygiene and
the care of the child in the home, or to young women as a

preparation for home-making.
It is evident that the care of the infant under the super-

vision of the nurses, together with Icftfionn in cooking, sowing,
diet and household mnnagenicnt, present writable, interests

to the eager mind of the expectant and the young mother.

Feeling this fitness, we have offered a course of training for

pregnant women and mothers with young babies. They spend
two or three days per week at the nursery, from nine o'clock
to four o'clock. If there are older children to be cared for,

they are placed in the nursery, that the mothers, free from
care, may devote the day to rest, recreation, and to the train-

ing which is provided for them.

The schedule is as follows :

9.00 to 0.30 Lunch
9.30 to 10.00 Light general work in kitchen, cleaning of bathroom, eta

10.00 to 12.00 Sewing room
12.00 to 1.00 Dinner, lesson in household science
1.00 to 1.30 Recreation, singing, games, etc.

1.30 to 2.30 Rest on cots outdoors
2.30 to 3.00 Baths
3.00 to 3.45 Instruction by nurse and doctor
3.45 to 4.00 Lunch

Home
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The object is two-fold to give them special care and feed-

ing, so that they will be in fit physical condition for mother-

hood, and to instruct them in those things, a knowledge of

which they need as mothers and home-makers. The domestic

science teacher visits the homes to encourage the mothers to

apply there what she has tried to teach them at the nursery,
and in the case of the expectant mother to help her in the

preparations for her confinement. The course of study is

similar to that given to the young girls, but is given chiefly
in the form of talks and demonstrations, with emphasis placed
upon the special need of expectant and young mothers.
Another interesting experiment was tried a year ago, when,

in co-operation with the Illinois Children's Home and Aid
Society, we opened a flat next door to the nursery for the care
and training of young mothers with babies. During the year
eleven such mothers were cared for, with excellent results,
both as to physical condition of the mothers and babies, and
to training. One of them, an ignorant little Polish girl, has
been cook in our nursery until a few weeks ago she was hap-
pily married to the father of her child. Another is cook in
a neighboring institution. Several of the girls still come oc-

casionally to visit us on their afternoons off, and to display
with pride their splendid babies.

The immigrant mother, discouraged by poverty and great
loneliness of spirit, dazed and often apparently downed by the

difficulties of the adjustments to the new and strange environ-

ment, may also find help at the nursery. She finds in the

nursery group her own countrywomen, who give her compan-
ionship, and help her to understand the new land and people.
She finds washtubs, pails and scrub brushes, which she under-

stands, arid with these as a basis she grows into a knowledge
of the use of household equipment and into ideals of cleanli-

ness. An average of eleven women per day are sent to us
for relief work and instruction by the district visitors of the

United Charities. They receive $1.00 per day, their car fare

and free care for their children. Some of them are sent to us
for special care and instruction, that they may become more
fit as home-makers. Through her work the mother becomes
acquainted with the staff workers, realizes her kinship with

them, and accepts their help and advice with really touching
confidence and appreciation.
When confronting a situation of overwhelming difficulty I

ask of one of these mothers : "Well, Mary, what are you going
to do now?" So often the response comes: "I no know, Miss
Brocket*:. You tell me. I do what you say." The climax
of this confidence and dependence found expression when Mrs
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Talva, after a widowhood of two years, received a proposal
of marriage from Nick, and responded : "I no know. You'll

have to ask Miss Brockelt"
The training of these mothers, as far as industrial efficiency

is concerned, simply prepares them to do hotter work in clean-

ing, laundry work and plain cooking. We have, however,
been able to increase their earning capacity along these lines.

It is to be regretted that the question of earning capacity for

mothers with young children must he considered, but under

existing social and economic conditions this is necessary, and
the training which will bring about this increase is a distinct

contribution to the family situation. All of the regular adult

workers in our nursery, i. e., the cook, laundress and nursery
assistants, are mothers wilh children who came to us as relief

workers. Each was trained for her particular work, advised

as to family situation, and in ouch case the woman has become
a really efficient worker, mid the family entirely self-sup-

porting.
Directors and matrons of the smaller day nurseries have

sometimes asked: "That is all very well for the Mary Crime

Nursery, where you have everything, but what are you going
to do about our little nursery?" Tt seems to me it is largely
a matter of vision and emphasis. We may limit our vision

to the care of the child and the relief thus afforded, with little

or no thought for the educational opportunities presented
thereby, or we may have childron'H houses, JIN M. Montesflori

has done in Italy educational institutions where the care of

children is only a means to an educational end. The Montes-
sori methods and ideals, possibly even the educational mate-
rial will doubtless prove most helpful to us. Moreover, it

will tend to make us realize needs, less material, than now we
recognize, and suggest that the training might include the
children who suffer from the lack of adequate maternal care,
due, not only to poverty, but to the carelessness or ignorance
of the mother. May we not, however, strike a balance to
meet our own particular situation as it is today, give adequate
relief in the care of the infant and young children of the
mother who must work, but, at the same time, use the mate-
rial that we have at hand to the best of our ability, as a
means of training for yonng children, girls and mothers?
Moreover, is it not true that in this training of girls and
women for motherhood and home-making the day nursery
may make its best contribution towards lessening infant mor-
tality? And may not the physicians, nurses and social

workers who come into such close contact with the day nur-
series accomplish much toward bringing about this larger
vision of nursery work and opportunity?



AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR STUDY AND PREVENTION OF
INFANT MORTALITY

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES
REPORTS

11)12

Affiliated Societies were asked to indicate as far as possible their
activities along the following lines:

I. Is your Association doing any prenatal work? If so, how have
the expectant mothers been reached

;
that is, from what source

have names been obtained V How many mothers have been
instructed V What have been the results in the health of

mothers, in the increased ability to nurse the babies, in the
health and progress of babies?

II. What proportion of the infant population is reached by your
Society in its

Feeding Conferences
Consultations for Nurslings
Welfare Stations

Classes for Mothers
Milk Dispensaries

III. What was the total number of births in your city last year?
How many were reported by midwives?

IV. If available, please give mortality figures for districts reached by
your work; and figures for entire city.

V. What do you consider the most effective branch of your work,
and why?

VI. Summary of the year's work

THE BABIBS' DISPENSARY GUILD

Hamilton, Ontario

Report September 1st, l!)ll~AuBroat Zlflt,

.PBENATAL WORK
This work, so far, in our Society has been incidental with our Dis-

pensary patients, expectant mothers being visited more regularly
and frequently, and udvice given to them in their homes. Sixteen

in all have been noted. In each case mother and babe are in good
health, seven are entirely breast fed, the remaining number are
on mixed (breast and milk formula)

FEEDING CONFEEENOES. CONSULTATIONS, ETC.

The number of patients admitted during the year was 9.24 per cent
of city births. All of these branches of work are covered by our

daily demonstrations for instructions, regular feedings, etc., both
in the Dispensary and home, and in our daily clinics at the Dis-

pensary

325
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BIRTHS
Total in city, 2,326
Number reported by mldwives (not obtainable)

MOETAUCTY
Total number deaths in city, 408, or 175 per 1,000 births

Number of deaths in district reached by Dispensary work (not
obtainable).

MOST EFFECTIVE BBANOH
HOME INSTRUCTION. Best results have been obtained from this source

Report Annual Ulsl, 11)11 September 3 Hi, 1912

Previous number patients admitted 114
Number patients admitted 215

Total number on Dispensary roll 329

DISPOSAL OF OASES

Sent to City Hospital 16
Sent to family physician 42

Discharged 90
Deaths 15

(4 Gastro Intestinal, 11 other causes)

Total 172

In regular attendance 157
Total daily attendance at clinics 2,041

Average 11

GASES REFERRED
To Family Physician 20
To City Hospital 5
To City Hospital Outdoor Department 33
To City Belief Officer

To City Health Officer 4
To City Tuberculosis Dispensary 5
To Victorian Order of District Nurses 2
To School Nurses 4
To other charitable organizations 17

Total 96

VISITS

Original for instruction and investigation 257
Special nursing visits 187
Cases referred 62
Revisits 1,600

Total 2,166

MTT/BT DELIVERY

Certified Milk 12,181 quarts 16,490 pints
Albumenized milk 989 quarts 124 pints
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WOMAN'S BOARD

Clothing supplied Apparel for fifty infants
(For loaning in emergency cases)

Clothing supplies donated Twenty-one families assisted

(Given in needy cases)

PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
A publicity campaign was carried on by the Board of Trustees from
June 20th to July 5th, which was "of an educational nature. A
subscription list totaling about $15,000.00 (including pledges for
future dates) was the result. The Guild sends a letter to every
mother explaining the work, inviting either the securing of our
services or some financial aid from the mother, where circum-
stances warrant it

THE BABIES' MILK FUND
Detroit

1. Prenatal work is carried on through obstetric dispensaries and
pregnancy clinics working in connection with our own, and in some
cases under our supervision. Names have been obtained in some dis-

tricts by house-to-house canvass. In others the pregnancy clinics are
well attended without special canvassing.
The results have been distinctly good in better health of mothers,

increased ability to nurse, and health of babies.

2. PBOPOBTION OP INFANT POPULATION REACHED: Our work Is best

considered under the heading of "Welfare Stations."

So far as we can tell we are reaching directly about 5 per cent of the

infant population.
3. TOTAL BIETHS, 13,372 Number reported by midwlves not known*
4. As FIGUBMS BY DISTBICTS : For entire city, 1,86113.0 per cent.

5. Consider that the nurses' visits of instruction to the homes are

the most effective features of our work.
6. We have increased the number of dispensaries since July from

two to five; have considerably more than doubled the number of babies
under supervision, have established obstetric dispensaries as an effort

to answer the midwife question, and have in general had a healthy,
if not very rapid, year's growth.

THE BABIES' MILK FUND ASSOCIATION

I. The Association is doing whatever prenatal work can be accom-
plished in conjunction with its other activities. The majority
of expectant mothers are those who have been in touch with
the conferences by reason of previous children. In every case
the health and progress of the child has been thoroughly satis-

factory, and the mothers have all been able to nurse the infants

except when advised otherwise by physicians.
III. Total number of births September, 1011, to September, 1912 4,627

Number reported by midwives ........................... 336
IV. Death rate for entire city under five years .............. 14.1%

Death rate Babies 1 Milk Fund Association under five years
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V. The systematic instruction given by the muvseH in the lioiuub has
brought quicker and more lasting results than other means
of teaching. Concentrated attention and lack of welf-conscious-
ness on the part of the mother and ability of the nurse to

adapt method to individual iieucl.

VI. The Babies' Milk Fund Association has taken a Htrido this year
which carried it past the stage of seasonal activity to the
strong, steady effort of a continuous campaign. The value of
this step is shown in the marked decrease in infant mortality
in our city- According to the report of the Department of
Health, there were seventy-three deaths from ttiuiThtutil dis-

eases in 1911, and in 1012 only thirty-seven deaths, a falling
off of about 50 per cent.

Instead of the seven pure milk stations open previously for five

months only, the Association has maintained four yearly sta-

tions, each in charge of a graduate nurse. In addition, the
Association has employed an extra nurse to visit families living

beyond station territory.

The co-operation of many doctors has brought an even greater
number of well babies under the care of the nurses, who In
this way were able to prevent much serious illness this year.

The Association continues to maintain its modifying laboratory.

From September 1, 1911, to August 31, 1912 :

Total enrollment 787
Number fed from stations 395
Death per cent 3.1%
Visits of nurses 12,118
Total number present at conferences 2,290
Total number babies weighed 1,182

Louisville, Kentucky. Population, 255,000

Midwives registered 20
White (foreign 15) 17
Colored 3
Foreign 15
Births reported In 1911 330
Total births in city 4,027
Diplomas (St Louis School for MidwivcH).. 13

Trained before coming to America 12
Number calling medical assistance 3
Number attending abnormal cases 17

f Good 8
Care of Infants' eyes . . <

( Bad 12

Lexington, Kentucky. Population, 40,OOO

Midwives registered 4
White
Colored 4
Total births reported 1911 525
Reported by mldwives 30
Condition of homes very poor.
Much invalidism reported by Board of Health.
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Many cases opthalmia-neonatorum.
The Bureau of Vital Statistics of Kentucky has a total registration

of 2,500 midwives practicing in the State.
It is estimated that 85 per cent are white.
A large majority of tJiem practice in eastern and southeastern Ken-

tucky, and in rural communities. In the mountainous country mid-
wives do the work almost exclusively, the doctors even having them
with their wives. Number able to read and write negligible.

In U)ll the midwives reported 10,2S4 births, 17 per cent of the total
number.
No qualifications are required iii this State, but the Vital Statistics'

Law requires them to register with a local registrar.
They are amenable to the law only for failure to comply with this

rule.

CERTIFIED MILK: AND BABY HYGIENE COMMITTEE,
ASSOCIATION OF COJLLECHATE ALUMNAE

San Francisco

The report of this Committee for 1012 must largely be a repetition
of the report given a year ago for the Chicago meeting except for
some increased figures in numbers of babies cared for and numbers
of dollars spent. That the work has been worthy of effort is shown in
our last set of statistics, which gives the mortality among the 186
babies cared for by the San Francisco Associated Charities at 5.9

per cent.

The general city mortality among children of the same age remains
nearly 10 per cent.

As in the past the work has assumed two characters :

1. That of providing certified milk for different groups of needy
infants, and

2. Education.
I. The same four groups remain our wards, namely :

(a) The ISO babies boarded out by the San Francisco Associated
Charities. These babies are given a mother's care, in
foster liomes, and are fed on properly modified certified
inilk provided by this Committee.

(&) The babies brought to the day clinic conducted by the Tel-

egraph Hill Settlement

(c) The Florence Crittenton Home babies that need more than
the mothers' milk.

(<Z) The sixteen scattered babies in Alameda County under the
care and supervision of our sub-committee on the east
side of the Bay. These babies are brought to the clinic

at the Oakland Associated Charities, conducted by our
Committee member, Dr. Florence Sylvester. A visiting

nurse, paid by the Committee, teaches the mother in
the home the proper modification of the certified milk
provided by the Committee.

II. EDUCATION.
The educational work has been carried on as previously reported.

Circulars on the care of the Infant are mailed to every mother register-
ing the birth of a child.

In San Francisco this work was done until within the past few
weeks, and we are now awaiting the outcome of our request that the
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work be done by the Board of Health. The educational value of the
circular would thus be increased, because they could be mailed as part
of the regular routine of the day's work immediately upon the regis-
tration of the birth, and so reaching the mother wheii the child is still

very young, before the formation of bad habits.

In Oakland and Berkeley the respective Boards of Health bear the
expense of printing the circulars, and the Committee as in the case
of San Francisco docs the clerical work and bears the expense of

postage.
Jointly speaking, an average of 1,000 circulars monthly have thus

been distributed.
The two nurses now caring for the boarded-ont babies of the San

Francisco Associated Charities are necessarily a far-roaching factor
in the educational campaign for the proper feeding and hygienic care
of the baby. They reach not only the 18G babies actually provided
with milk by this Committee, but indirectly every neighborhood where
a child is boarded.
The weekly clinic at the Associated Charities has assumed large pro-

portions, the average attendance being 25.

The foster mothers continue a source of never-ending joy to those
of us who work so hard to provide the funds for the work.
The resultn, shown in our statistics, tell the story of how well the

foster mothers are chosen, how eflltient are the throo attending physi-
cians and two visiting nurses, and how worth while the effort to

provide clean milk from healthy cows.

THE CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY OF PXONNSYI-.VANIA

Philadelphia

I. Prenatal work does not come within the wcopo of the Children's
Aid Society.

II. The Society established during the your a depiirtracnt: for wet-

nursing.
The Children's Aid Society has undertaken thin work in order to

secure wet-nurses for young babicw for whom It is asked to provide
such care on the recommendation of doctors connected with hospitals
and charitable agencies. In addition, the Society hopes to keep on
hand a list of certified wet-nurses, who may be employed by doctors
for their private patients. The wet-nurses and their babies are exam-
ined by a doctor, and no one will be recommended who has not passed
the various tests required to provide every safeguard for both the wet-
nurse and the baby. When two babies are being cared for by the
same wet-nurse, precautions are taken to see that both are properly
nourished.
A trained social worker is in charge of the department, and the work

is done under competent medical supervision.
HI. Forty thousand and sixty-six births were reported in Philadel-

phia last year ; 9,116 were reported by midwives.
IV. The mortality figures for the City of Philadelphia in 1911

show a total of 26,092, of which 13,773 were males and 12,310 were
females. Of these 17,680 were adults and 8,412 were minors. Of the
minors 4,558 were boys and 8,854 were girls.
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The deaths classified by age periods were as follows :

Under
Between 1- 2

2- 5
5- 10

10- 15
15- 20
20- 30
30- 40
40- 50
50- CO
60- 70
70- SO
SO- 00
90-100
100-110

1 year 4,630
1,139

1,157
599
302
5S5

1,892
2,580
2,650
2,072
3,317
2,737
1,251
175
6

V. Probably the most effective branches of the work of the Chil-
dren's Aid Society of Pennsylvania are the department for boarding
out young children in carefully selected private families in the country,
and the department for destitute mothers with young infants which
seeks to prevent the separation of the mother and child, and the depart-
ment for promoting wet-nursing.

VI. During the past year the Children's Aid Society of Pennsyl-
vania has co-operated with the Department of Health and Charities
In promoting the Baby-Saving Show, and has extended and developed
its work in the department noted above.

CHRISTIAN SERVICE LEAGUE
Wichita, Kansn*

We have received into our care during the year 43 babies, nearly
all of which were under three months old when received. We had
eight babies in our care when the work of the year began, and out of

the entire number we have had only two deaths.
We have no accurate way of determining how much we really have

accomplished along some of the lines of prevention. Four of the best

physicians of this city are co-operating with us, and are giving their

services free of charge.

THE COMMITTEE OF CHILDHOOD'S HEALTH EXHIBITION
BOHton

The Committee of Childhood's Health Exhibition of Boston is an
interesting illustration of economic advance and proper social aid
in connection with preventive medicine. At the Out Patient Depart-
ment Clinic of the Children's Hospital of this city a demonstration
of a few practical points such as the dipping off of cream, exhibition
of various rubber nipples, with a few facts on simple modification of
milk was graphically given by a physician during the summer of
1007. Three years after one of the mothers returned, wishing to see
tibe original demonstration repeated. It was this evidence of Interest,
which had withstood a test of three years, that led to the formation
of the Committee.
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Originally, the Committee was to bo nil information bureau, to which
mothers could apply for knowledge regarding the care of Uu*ir babies,
the buying oJ! needful utensils for the nnrwory, the proper cooking of

foods, and the ways mid moans for obtaining proper cure oC their

children. It was early ween that permanent exhibit ions along theae
same Hues wore necessary; and talks and demons! nit Ions of the same
naturally developed.
The Committee felt that a nurse, especially trained and onthuslaHtic,

could develop these exhibits, and that such could be transported from
place to pluce to instruct graphically other groups of citiKeus. It

was hoped that the time tmd labor for transportation and use of a
nurae could be partly supported by those asking for the inhibitions and
demonstrations. As a later step, it, was thought thut the department
stores, supplying utensils, could be brought into competition, making
it more economical for young mothers to procure the essentials,

The scheme of producing such exlxibits devolopod as follows: A
nurse Investigated pcraoually the various stores whore the necessary
articles for different exhibits were offered. She then put those exhi-

bitions oil as economical a scale us possible, and offered them com-

plete to a group of physicians (specialists). On being passed ou by
this medical committee they were accepted, and made a permanency.
In connection with these exhibitions tho nurse developed tulks so that
she could travel with the exhibits, and in that way bring tmt points

necessary to emphasize.
This nurse has co-operated with mothers' clubs, public gatherings,

childhood welfare meetings, and already, with the exhibit, has visited

several places in the surrounding cities in helping to educate the public.
Enthusiasm on the part of the public hun been gratifying. Similar
committees have been formed in several places with an idea of helping
each other in originating more practical means to develop healthy
citizens.

The definite budget for such a nurse and exhibitions is a small one.

The existence of such a committee and its work is one more arm to

preventive medicine.

THE COMMITTEE ON INFANT SOCIAL SERVIGU OIT THE WOMEN'S
MUNICIPAL LEAGUE OF 1IOSVON

This Committee is engaged principally in prenatal work, caring for
women during pregnancy for as long a period aw possible.
The patients are obtained from maternity hospitals, dispensaries,

charitable organizations, private physicians, and by personal applica-
tion of the patients. Besides caring for their own patients the Com-
mittee is also, at the request of the Instructive District Nursing Asso-
ciation of Boston, supervising all tho prenatal care given by this Asso-
ciation throughout the city, both In its district work and In Its training
school for district nurses. This laat work Is especially valuable, for
It reaches many other cities through the district nurses who receive
their training at this school.
The number of women carried to confinement throughout the period

of time covered by the Committee's work has been 1,267.
The total number instructed for a month or more has been 1,496.
The difference is accounted for by the patients often moving away

and leaving no address, going out of town too far to be visited, etc.
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Of the patients nuclei- the euro of the? Committee
Three have miscarried iu the three years and five months of work.
Two of tlio miscarriages occurred in the Urst year.
One occurred iu the second.
None has occurred for about, two years past.
No patient has died during pregnancy in the whole period
Three deaths have occurred at childbirth.

ir.

The percentage of stillbirths has been 2.7%
The general average appears to be about 5.3%
The percentage of premature blrtha has been 2.1%

The number of cases showing symptoms of threatened eclampsia has
been reduced as follows :

First your 10.2%
Second year 4.8%
Third year 1.7%

On the other hand, during the last year, for the first time, four cases
of this disease have developed. All of the babies were saved, and
three of the mothers, but, the* Committee is determined to make a more
serious study of methods oC prevention, and iu consequence are now
testing the urine and taking the blood pressure at every visit, which
means at least once in ten days. The blood pressure is then charted
twenty cases to each chart, iu the hope that results of value may
thus be obtained.
On an average the women are only under the care of the Committee

from two to three months, because they have not yet learned the

importance of registering early, but some have been cared for six aucl

seven months, and one for the full term.
This latter case shows very clearly the importance of early registra-

tion. Her lirst child had dlwl within si week of birth from cerebral

hemorrhage, caused by a contracted pelvis which necessitated the

use of instruments. With this child sue had been cared for only a
short time. With the second she applied for care as soon as she

thought herself pregnant. The child was delivered by Gfflsarian section,

which, because of constant observation of the patient, it was possible
to perform without watting for labor to begin, and the child, whose
picture at niueten months' old WUH exhibited at the International Con-
gress on JTygiene and Itomography, was a healthy, vigorous baby. With
the third pregnancy, in spite of hew previous experience, she decided,

through the advice of neighbors, not to register until the sixth month,
and at live mouths she miscarried. She promises to send Immediately
for the nurse should she again become pregnant.
The birth weight of the children has been eight and a half ounces.

Their condition a month after birth may be seen from the following
facts gathered from 112 cases tabulated:

Breast fed, alive 70 dead. ... 1 percentage 71%
Artificially fed, alive U) " .... "

16%
How fed not known alive..- 10 " .... 3 " 9%

Percentage of deaths 3.5%
The Committee believes that the cost of the work should be borne,

If possible, by those benefiting by it, because, first, payment for value
received promotes self respect, and, second, because work which is

self-supporting can be extended without limit. The cost per patient
has been $2.61, but the charge Is $3.00, to allow for deficiencies which
might arise.
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Money is not given in "charity," but if it is really needed in a given
instance, the Associated Charities are asked to co-operate with the
Committee in care of the case.

The women are cared for in their own homes, for the Committee
feels that if the home is not the right place for the pregnant woman,
the solution usually lies, not in removing the patient, but In reforming
the home.
Pregnancy is a time of peculiar sensibility and susceptibility, and,

therefore, the patient can often be appealed to at this time with better

results than at any other. This wide oE the work should not be neg-

lected, for it has great spiritual possibilities.
Besides this work the Committee is trying to lower the rate of infant

mortality by persuading the Boston School Committee to Introduce

teaching In the care of babies into the regular curriculum for Rirls

of the seventh and eighth grades oC the grammar HCliools. Not only
would it help the babies of today, for these girls arc the little mothers
to whom the care of the baby is often conlldcd by the over-worked
mother but the babies of the next generation would profit ovon more,
for the future mothers would not then start with an ignorance so crass

as only to be believed, when seen. This teaching would mean an even
earlier start than "prenatal care," aud yet it does not wipcrsode it,

for nothing can ever do that, not even eugenics, when it shall have
become exalted and glorified.

COMMITTEE ON PREVENTION OF BIJNDNKJSS

New York

During the past year the Committee's infant welfare work hna com-
prised an investigation of the number of pupils blind from ophthalmia
neonatorum in the schooln for the blind throughout the country, a
study of cases of opthalmia neonatorum in New York City, and edu-
cational work in the form of prows notices and mngassiuc artlclCH, nnd
distribution of pamphlets and circulars on tho subjoct of infantile
blindness.
The information obtained from schools for the blind in twenty-six

states showed that in 1011, 57G or 23.G per cent of the total number
of pupils were needlessly blind as a result of ophthalmia neonatorum,
this proportion being 2.2 per cent loss than that of the preceding year.
To show the need of enforcing the law now practically inoperable

in New Tork City, which requires physicians and midwives to report
all cases of ophthalmia neonatorum immediately to the Department of

Health, the Committee has investigated 100 cases of this disease and
obtained the following information:
Seventeen midwlves and nine physicians seemed to have been guilty

of gross neglect in the care of their patients. Of the nine cases at-
tended by physicians two lost both eyea, six lost one eye, and the sight
of one patient was affected. Only one case of injury in which the
sight was affected resulted from a midwife's neglect. The remaining
sixteen midwives were negligent in delaying several days before sum-
moning a physician.
The Committee believes, from Its study of this disease, that if all

cases were reported to the City Department of Health, as required
by law, prompt and skillful treatment might be secured In every in-
stance through the visits of an inspector. There were only 36 cases
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of babies' sore eyes reported to the Department of Ilealth during 1911,

while as many as 12C were takon to eye hospitals for treatment

Total number of births reported in 1911 .......... 134,544
Number of births reported by midwives......... 51,750

DIJHT KITCHEN OF THE! ORANGES
Orun fire, N. J,

October 1, It) 11 October 1,

The Diet Kitchen of the Oranges is not doing any organized prenatal
work. About half a dozen women have come of their own. accord to

make inquiries, and have received advice about clothing, food aud
necessary care.

We have had great success in prescribing cornmeal and Imperial
Granum gruel for mothers whose milk was insufficient. As a result
babios began to gain at once from four to nine ounces weekly. For
this purpose we use the milk left iu bottles after the top milk is re-

moved.
Our consultation class is held weekly. One hundred and forty dif-

ferent babies have attended during the year 1,325 weighings. The
regular attendants of the class almost all gain. Mothers are instructed
in general care, and taught, whoii possible, the fundamental principles
of infant hygiene. The most discouraging things with which wo have
to contend are the carelessness, ignorance and indifference of many
mothers. Persistence in feeding the babies with tomatoes and equally
unsuitable food works havoc.
One hundred and twenty-two babies were supplied . with modified

milk in the past year. Of this number live died while under our care

chiefly because of neglect of parents.
The total number of births in Oraiiso last year was 732. Of these

265 were reported by midwives. One hundred and two babies under
one year old died during the year 22.S) per cent of all deaths.
We consider the consultation class, where babies are weighed, and

where mothers are taught, and the nurses' visits in the homes, to be
the most important featured of the work, because in this way the most
practical knowledge is given.
The following report of the year's work is approximate, as when It

was called for the year was not finished nor records completed :

Modified milk is distributed daily 11,842 Quarts during the year
the prices ranging from five cents to cost. In some cases the milk Is

given free. Fifty-four thousand two hundred and forty-eight quarts of

milk and 1,140 dozen eggs have been distributed to sick people, to ill-

nourished children, and to babies requiring whole milk.
One nurse is employed, and In addition to conducting two consultation

classes, preparing modified milk and giving daily advice to mothers,
she has paid many visits in the babies' homes, often staying several
hours. For part of the year a class for little mothers also was held.

THE DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
Frovlileii.ee

The Providence District Nursing Association employs six nurses for
child welfare work. During the past year 2,259 cases have been cared
for, and 18,366 visits have been made.
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One nurse attends the cliuic for babies At the Rhode Island Hos-

pital three mornings a week, and one nurse attends the consultation

for well babies twice a week.

Mvery case discharged from the I'rovidenee Lyiiitf-Iu Hospital, and
every case discharged from the infants

1 ward of the Rhode THland

Hospital is visited. Those methods brintf the molhers and babies
under observation early, thus enabling the nurse to do a great deal
of preventive work.
The nurses also .supervise all licensed infant boarding-houses in the

city.

One of our nurses conducted a special investigation for the Health
Department during the months of July and August. One hundred and
fifty-nine homes wore visited, and a record of every child under two
years of age taken and reported to the Health Department. The results

of this investigation are summarized in the paper by Dr. Charles V,

Ghapiu for the Section on Housing.
I'BBNATAL WOBKI
We have no deihiite outline of prenatal work, but visit all expectant
mothers when asked to do so. These calls are usually received
from family, neighbors and insurance agents. During the past
year our nurses cared for DSD obstetrical cases, and instruction

was given to all these cases.

MILK DISPENSAMES AND FICKDING CONPKIUCNUKU :

We have no milk dispensaries in our city. The Hhode Island Con-
gress of Mothers conduct two consultations for well babies, which
include Feeding Conferences, Consultations for Nurslings, Welfare
Stations and Classes for Mothers. The Clinic IK in charge of a
physician, and one of our nurses is always in attendance.
Total number of births in Trovidence 1011 5,047
Number reported by midwives 1,637

MOBTAI.ITY STATISTICS:
Total deaths, all ages, for 11)11 3,008
Total deaths for 11)11 under two years 705 or 22.10

Total deaths for 1011 under one year 070 or 18.75

MOST EFFECTIVE BBANOH OP WOUK :

Home visiting, as it is more easy in this way to gain the conlidence
of mothers, and thus influence them to curry out instructions Tor

the proper care of the children.
STTMMAKY os1 YEAH'S WOEK:

Number of children cared for during 1011 2,259
Number of children cared for under two years of age. . . 1,428
Number of visits to homes 18,306

HEALTH. IICHEAU
RoclicHtcr, N. T.

We are not doing any prenatal work at present, because we have
not been able to secure an appropriation for the work. Our first work
of this klud was done on an appropriation from the Woman's Union,
which enabled us to employ a nurse for prenatal work for six months,
in order to prove the value of the work.
In our welfare work during July and August about 20 per

'

cent of
our Infant population was reached. During the past summer our
nurses visited 1,400 different babies.
The total number of births in the city last year was 5,206, of which

80 per cent was reported by midwives.
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It Is hardly possible to give mortality figures by districts, because
our nurses reach nearly every district in the city, except those inhab-

ited by the well-to-do.

Last year the census population was 227,103 ; births, 5,296 ; the birth

rate per thousand, 23; deaths under one year, 447; rate per 1,000

population, 19; rate per 1,000 reported births, 84.

The most effective branch of our work is that of the nurse in the

home, because it brings the nurse to the home of the mother, and
teaches the mother what to do with what she has in the home.

HJBJALTH DEPARTMENT
Richmond, Va.

PRENATAL WOKK:
I. Yes.

In house-to-house canvass in certain districts covered by our
infant work.

About fifty (before birth of baby).
Good in all respects. Every baby has lived.

II. Our entire work is by instruction of mothers in their homes.
This year our nurses have listed 1,025 babies.

III. Two thousand nine hundred and forty births reported.
Doctors, 1,701; midwives, 1,239. Our birth returns are not com-

plete, in spite of every effort to make them so.

IV. During 1011, 017 babies were visited by our nurses.
Of these 63 died, or 10.2 per cent. Among the 2,323 (i. e., 2,940
minus 617) not visited 471 died, or 20.3 per cent. Our 617
babies were especially handicapped. But for our work the

mortality would certainly have been higher than among other

infants, but our work resulted in a mortality exactly half that
of more favored babies.

V. See answer to II.

VI. Our aim is to reach handicapped babies. This is done by honse-
to-houne canvass of the poorest districts, and by every effort to

reach in every way babies whose chance of living is less than
normal. Breast-fed babies in good surroundings are not vis-

ited. As our work is among babies whose chance of dying is

certainly twice as great as among the general infant popula-
tion, we expect a considerable number of deaths and get
them in spite of our work. Nevertheless, the death rate among
our babies is considerably less than among the more favored
classes, who do not receive instruction.

INFANT WELFARE ASSOCIATION
New Haven, Conn.

The work this year has been especially that of reorganization. From
being a sub-committee of the Consumer's League, the Society has be-

come an Independent organization ; and instead of selling milk modified
and in feeding bottles, the mothers are taught to prepare It themselves ;

a change which has been attended by very gratifying results. Certified

milk of the highest grade has been offered for sale at the four stations,
but when preferred the mothers have been allowed their own milkman,
If his milk is of a satisfactory grade. Instructions in the preparation
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of the milk is given both at the stations and in the homes, and is fol-

lowed up by frequent visits by the nurses. Weekly conferences are
held at each station, where there are physicians to examine the babies
and change prescriptions when necessary, and careful records are kept
of all cases. In case of sickness on the mother's part, or of very elab-

orate formulae, the milk is modified at the laboratory, but there have
been comparatively few such cases, nnd tho mothers have learned
the processes readily and intelligently.
The stations are open during the summer, and close October 1st,

but two of the conferences will be carried on each week through the

winter, and a nurse will be engaged for two days each week to follow

up and keep in touch with old cases.

At present the Association is not doing any prenatal work, but It

encourages breast feeding wherever possible, and gives instructions

through the nurses in general hygiene.

STATIONS :

Number of stations 4
Number of liursea 4
Number of babies registered 202
Number of babiew in attendance September 20 IRQ
Number of deaths from all causes 15
Total number of births 1011 4,013
Number reported by midwives 1,510
Total number of deaths, all ages, 1011 2,2SO
Number under one year 425

INFANT WELFARE COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATED CHARITIES
Birmingham, Ala.

PRENATAL WOEK:
Prenatal work has been done only in a few instances. The expectant
mother has been reached through our day nursery, which is affil-

iated with the milk station, the names having been obtained from
friends of the work and the mothers who have had children under
our care, Those with whom we have come in contact havo, we
feel, been benefited, both In the health of the mother and ability
to nurse the baby, to say nothing of the health and opportunity
for progress of the baby.

FEEDING OONFEEENGB:

Feeding Conferences, Consultations for Nurslings, Welfare Stations
have not been conspicuous by their prominence iu our work, and
In these particulars have we felt very keenly the lack of a trained
worker. The classes for mothers have been more successful.

It Is difficult to state the exact proportion of population rondied by
our Society, but we have a population contributing directly to this
work embracing a radius of about a mile. Many families moved Into
our neighborhood to enable themselves to achieve the advantage of
the milk station and day nursery offerings.

Last year there were born 2,900 babies, Of these 027 wero reported
"by midwlves.

It Is Impossible to give mortality figures for tho districts-! within our
reach. The rate of the entire city was 140.0.
The most effective branch of our work at present is the clay num*ry

work. It may be a Jittle unfair to assign credit to thl In prctVronco
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to the milk station proper, for the functions of the two are very closely

interwoven, but inasmuch as we found it necessary to emphasis the
feature of the day nursery before we could make even a bogi lining
with the other, It perhaps deserves the credit. It is now of great Im-

portance, in that it cimblcH us to get a hold oil the mothers who are
employed.
The two physicians in charge are Drs. Norborno Page Cocke and

Alfred A. Walker. In July we opened a branch station In the Avon-
dale Cotton Mill Village in connection with the Wesley House wetLle-

ment work carried on there for ten months prior to our association
with them. This branch department met with immediate success, and
we have done not only a good milk station work, but have had a very
large medical department under tlio supervision of the aforementioned
physicians during the past year.

Hinee our last report we have cared for 315 different children. The
usual daily average iw 38. This number has varied, reaching 12!) an a
high point and going to a minimum of 2, this his I; on a parlieu la rly
inclement day. It its felt by all Interested In the work that it is past
the experimental stage, and has more than justified the expenditure
of time and money that has been necessary for carrying on the work
for Uhe liftcen months of its existence. We hope that thly coming
summer we will be able to emphasize the Iresh air movement, csUib-

lishing something In (he nature of a frosh air farm along characteristic
lines. Whether or not wo will be able to accomplish this depends
almost entirely upon our annual financial campaign, which will be
held some time during the ensuing six weeks.

INFANT WJULFAU1D SOCllflTY

Number of babies cured for from Jan. 1, 1MB, to Sept. 1, 1!U2 ____ li,54
Number of deaths ............................................. 102
Of this number there were:

ttroust Alliut Mix. IT. M. Mixed dlol.

1,-MiT 3-tl 730 310

Nursing NtafC to May 3, lOlii .................. H nurse.H

April 1st;, added to sU/T ...................... '{
"

Making total of 11 mimes and 1 district supervising nurne.

Number of calls made by Infant: Welfare Nurses :

Now, 2,817. Old, IMdG. Miscellaneous, 1,051). Total, !t,ftL1.

Number of mothers' conferences held at Infant Welfare Htntlons, 7(W.

Attendance at conferences :

Now babies ................................... 2,j:W
Old babies .................................... 0,l!iO

Sick bablow ................................... 5MI

Total .................................... 11,830

Tho Society has done litde along t?ie lino of prenatal work. Tlic

nurses lu their work in the (UHlrlcts have Instructed the pregnant
mothers, and have urged them to have u physician care for them at
the time of confinement rather than a midwife. It Is hopud that; In
our plant* for iho coming your tlic queHllou of prwiatal work may bo
more definitely developed- In another ycnr wo may be able to giro a

report along tuifi line.
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VI.

The Scottish Bite Masons have employed one nurse to do infant wel-

fare work. The work has been visiting homes to instruct mothers;
to hold mothers' meetings in two different places twice a month at

each place, where babies arc weighed and mothers instructed how to

keep them healthy, and also to encourage maternal nursing. TJC babies

are not gaining who are ill, they are advised to bo sent to their own
family physician or county physician. The City Health Department
has three milk stations, where good, clean milk is sold below cost.

Two of the stations had nurses in charge from Juno 1 to September 1,

1912. The Consistory nurse does follow-up work for one oC the stations.

The milk will be sold the year around, and they will rofor the infanta

to the Consistory nurse. They are unable to keep up tho city nurses
for lack of funds.

Dr. Oliu Itowe has a free clinic for infanta at a local hospital ouch

Monday. Babioa are weighed and mothers instructed. The Consistory
nurse attends this clinic.

At present the great need is for a children's hnsplUil. Tho WooUiKU
Rite Masons are considering the necessity of building such a hospital,
or an addition to some local hospital.

INSTRUCTIVE DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION

Oftlambutf, Ohio

I. No regularly organised prenatal work, except in the following
manner :

Our visiting nurses, eleven in number, carefully instruct nil expectant
mothers as to regulation of diet, strict attention to rules oC hyglonc,
care of breasts and nipples, preparations for the coining baby, etc. The
nurse also ascertains if a physician has boon tuigagod for tho con tine-

ment; if not she makes the necessary arrangements, so that a compe-
tent physician may examine and attend tho prospective mother; also
that nursing care be provided for.

The names of expectant mothers are obtained from friends, district

physicians, the different charitable organbsatlonH of tho city, such as
Associated Charities, Tuberculosis Society, Diet Kitchen Association
and Female Benevolent Society.
During the nine months of the current year about 175 expectant

mothers have been thus instructed with marked results In tho. health
of the mothers, and the ability and inclination to nurse the baby has
been noticeably Increased.
The progress and health of the baby haw been moat markect over

results in 1911.
II. Four feeding conferences and consultations for nursliiigH havo

been held once a week during the past nine months, with an average
daily attendance of 11%. Probably 10 per cent of the infant population
of the city haa been reached through these conferences, and through
the visits of the Baby Welfare Nurses.
There are six stations in the city from which mothers can obtain

modified milk.
III. Total numbers of recorded births in the city during the year

1911, 3,260.
IV. In infant mortality there has been a creditable decrease In

ages from one month to five years, there being a total of 450 deaths
In 1911, as against 534 in 1910.
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Special attention is called to decrease in the number o deaths In

children under two years from diarrhoea and enteritis, viz., 65 for the

year, as against 07 in 1010.
V. We consider the work of the Baby Welfare nurse in the home

the most effective feature of our work, because of the constructive and
instructive work in the home, which cannot fail to have a marked influ-

ence, not only upon the lives of the existing members of the family,
but also upon that of the coming life.

VI. Children under three years:

FOB TEAB ENDING DECEMBER 81, 1011.

Cases carried over 4G7
New canes 424

l

;

Total number of cases SOI

Discharged 4!)5

Died M
Total discharged and died r4(S

Still under care 3-15

Number babies furnished modified milk iiOS

M1ARYJC/AND ASSOCIATION FOlt STUDY AND 1'RKVENTION OF
IN IfANT MORTALITY

(Ualilett' Milk Fund ANwoelatlon)

HaUlmorc. Mil.

HlBtoryi
In making this report it haw boon thought advisable io Includo the

following extract from pamphlot issued by l.he Maryland Association
in 1010, outlining the history of ttio Milk Stations in Baltimore:

"In 1004 tho Triustoos of tho Thomas Wllon Sanitarium (an intl-
tution for sick babies under live yours of ago, open oaeli year from
about Juno 15th to September Int), in order to increase the scope of
their work, and to provide turning care and proper died throughout
the year for bubloH of Baltimore wlio could not go to Mfc Wilson, eMtotb-

lished four Milk Stations in wldtily separated districts of tho city.

The work of the firt year wan made possible largely through the liber-

ality of Mr. Jacob EpKtoln. During tho HUCOIU! year tlic stations were
maintained by the sanitarium. Afterwards, in order l;o moot Lho in-

creasing domanda at tho stations, the Bablon' Milk Fund Association
was duly incorporated, and an appeal was made to tho public of Balti-
more for support The sanitarium IUIH continued to bo the largest
contributor, in organizing the stations those engaged in similar work
in a number of American cities* wero freely consulted. Tn their final

arrangement our ntatlons resemble perhaps more closely t,he Milk
Z>iflpeiisary in connection with the Babicn' Xlospital In Newark, New
Jersey, under tho direction of Dr. II. L. Colt.

From the beginning the milk uncd at tho stations has been produced
at tho Burrualde Farm of Mr. S. M. Shoemaker, and modified and dis-

tributed to the several stations trom the Walker-Gordon Laboratory.
A number of simple milk mixtures suitable for babies of various ages
are used, but it is clearly understood that other formulae can be ordered
by physicians at their discretion, A uniform charge of ten cents per
day for all mixtures has been charged, but no child Is refused the milk
because of the inability of its parents to pay. All the babies arc sent
to the stations by their physicians* or from the medical dispensaries
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of the city. Prom the outset the milk has been dispensed by trained

iwrscs, who spend the greater part of the day iu visiting the homes
of the babies and in giving instructions to their mothers."

Prenatal "Work:
At the beginning of the present year, realizing that too many mothers

were depending on the Milk Dispensaries, or for other reasons were
unnecessarily weaning their babies, we decided to try to reach the
mothers before the babies came, and with the four leading hospitals

helping us we inaugurated the prenatal work in Baltimore. Once a
week we called at each hospital and obtained from them a list of

patients registering with them, which list included both Inside ami
outside obstetrical cases. These names were given to the nurneH iu

charge of the different districts in which they belonged, and the
mothers were at once visited by the nurses. The work, aw Htnrtud, ha.s

been continued along the snino lines, and from February 1, IDlli, to

September 23, 1912, we have received over 1,300 calls, and in every
case except one we have been welcomed.
Our advice is along simple lines fresh air, plenty of water inside

and out, exercise in the open niv, and to avoid too heavy work. We
always caution them against lifting heavy weights and reaching up
for objects high above their heads; a wimple diet, avoiding fried or

heavy foods, with stewed fruits, cereals and cocoa and milk, if pos-
sible. In cases where we know the mothers arc not able to obtain the

proper nourishment we ask (and always receive) aid from some of

the agencies engaged in helping this work.
If the patient Is in a normal condition, with good history of previous

pregnancies, we vihlt onco a month otherwise art often aw ntietiHMary.

When the baby comes its weight is recorded and a nttord start o<l.

When the child is ten days old it is examined by our physician, and
by the time it is a month old we can generally persuade the mother to

bring it to one of the Wolfare Hl.aUoiiH, whore it is again weighed aud
the mother is instructed by the doctor,

Welfare Station*:

We find the Welfare Rtationw, of which we have lx, arc a great aid
to us in keeping track of these babies, and tho numcroun others which
we are following.
A clinic is held once a week at each Welfare Station, with a physi-

cian and nurse in charge, and besides the examination and weights,
the doctors from time to time give brief UlkH to the motherw collec-

tively, which they seem to enjoy, and in which they ahow groat in-

terest.

The Milk Dispensaries continue to form an important part of our
work, and while we are still using the laboratory modifications in
selected cases where we find the home conditions favorable and tho
mothera of average intelligence, home modlilcationn are encouraged.
The number of babies cared for by the Babies' Milk tfund ANSOCla-

tion has steadily increased from 500 who were coming to the Milk
Dispensaries at the end of tho first year to 2,500 now on our list. Of
this latter number 501 only are Milk Dispensary babies, and the re-
mainder are included in the babies being followed outside,

Dr. J. H. Mason Knox, Jr., Superintendent of the Thomas Wilson
Sanitarium at Mt. Wilson, Md., is the medical superintendent of the
Association. There are six other physicians connected with the work,
one of whom responds to all calls to sick babies where there are no
means to pay for a physician and the child Is too 111 to be taken to
a dispensary. This physician also makes first tide call In postnatal
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cases, when the baby is about ten days old, when she makes a physical
examination of the child and reports, as far as possible, on the health
and habits of the parents. The other five physicians meet the mothers
at the Welfare Stations once a week. There is also a nurse in charge
and six: district nurses, with three additional nurses during the sum-
mer months.

Summary

PBENATAL WORK :

Expectant mothers reached through hospitals, patients personally,
nursing associations and charitable associations. Number in-
structed from February 1 to August 31, G01.

STATISTICAL :

Proportion of infant population reached:
Welfare stations C!)0 (2

" 1 to 8 " 31" 12)
Milk dispensaries 501
1'ostnatal 730
Prenatal 2S3
Outside calls about 300

2,000 " "

BIRTHS :

Total number of births reported In ttalllinore in 1011, >,2H3.*
No separate record kept of births reported by midwives.

MOBTAUTY :

JQighty-KCvoii deaths rom February 1 to August 31.

MOST EFFECTIVE BRANCH :

Prenatal and Welfare Stations.

SUMMARY :

For aix mouths only February 1 to August 31, 1012 :

Galls received 2,583

Visits paid 11,353
NurHinR vlMitw paid 1,341?

Weighing vital* 2,500
Home modifications 103 15,288

Calls referred to other UHSOClutions 1,003
New patients ou lint 1,010

Inadequate birth roglHtrutlon. Approximate number 18,500.
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MASSACHUSETTS MIMC CONSUMERS' ASSOCIATION

During the past year the Massachusetts MLllc Consumers' Association
has labored (as it has siuco its inception in June, 1S)10,) to secure leg-
islation which shall adequately protect the milk supply of Massachu-
setts.

Two legislative years have passed without the enactment oC such a
measure, owing, in 1911, to the fact that Governor Foss vetoed the
bill after its passage by the Legislature, and In 101U to its being killed
in the House, through his influence and that of olhor domtigoguoa.
The campaign for the next session has been actively In progress ever

since the adverse vote referred to above, and will be continued in
spite of political opposition until the light is won, however long it may
take, for the Massachusetts Milk Consumers' AsHOClaUou believes that
in proper laws and their proper enforcement Hos the solution oC the
milk problem, and that attempts to furnish clean milk to Individuals,
however numerous such individuals may be, is at bunl only jmlHatlvo,
and a waste, both of money and human UCe. The money now spent
on palliation, if used instead for prevention; if used, for Instance, in
education of public opinion which shall domaud udequalo legislation,
would accomplish much greater and more permanent; results, and would
eventually save many more live*. The cost oC milk nwcl not bo pro-
hibitive because it Ls clean, as has boon proved by Or. Charles M.
North; many factors enter into the cost beside cleanliness, and these
will in many cases be found to be capable of reduction, MO that clean
milk can be brought within reach ot t.he poor. Milk stations are vory
valuable institutions, in HO far as they educate mothors In tho caro of
children, but the wholesale distribution of milk billow cost, is a confu-
sion of failure, as far as Legislatures and Hoards of Health ro con-
cerned, for it is an admission cither that the laws are iiiHiillwliuit', for
the protection of producer and consumer, or that Uuslr enforcement
is inadequate.
The Massachusetts Milk Consumers' Association is at prosont con-

ducting a campaign of education among the farmers oC Massachusetts
to convince them that their iuterosta and those of the consumer arcs

practically identical. The confidence of the consumer is necessary to
the successful conduct of any business, and the milk business IN no
exception to this rule. As long as dirty milk, even in small miaiillUon,
is allowed to be mixed with clean milk, just so long will tho milk
of the clean producer (unless it be really certified) be looked upon
with suspicion, and rightly, for it is utterly contaminated by the admix-
ture. It Is Just as much for tho interest of the chum producer as for
that of the consumer to be protected from this dirty milk and to have
a guarantee of the quality of the milk he wishes to buy or to sell
This guarantee would safeguard tho life of tho one and the pocketbook

,^ ih&r
;*

In the opinion of the Massachusetts Milk Consumers'
Association the State Board of Health is the proper body to furnish
this guarantee. It has not now the power to do this, and it ia Cor
legislation to give it this power that the AwMOdation ia working, Thin
is embodied in their bill, which bears the name of the largest milk
producer in Massachusetts, and is commonly spoken of as the "Ellis
Clean Milk Bill"
The Association's reply to the injuiry, "What do you consider the

most effective branch of your work, and why?11
is: "Prevention by

Improving the whole milfc supply, rather than feeding and caring for
individual babies."
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THE! NATIONAL LEAGUE OF NURSING EDUCATION

The National League of Nursing Education (formerly the American
Society of Superintendents of Training Schools for Nurtses) held its

eighteenth annual meeting in Chicago, June 3rd, 4th and 5th, 1012.

During the past year members have had the suggested plans for co-

operation with the Association now convening, which were presented
by Miss Nutting and adopted by the Society the preceding year. If
these suggestions have not boon presented to the Society, I will read
them:

plann l*y which thlH AHNopinion may co-operate vrllh
the American AHHOClatlon for Study ami Prevention of

Infant Mortality for the coming- year

I. (a) By each superintendent arranging in her own school for at

least three lectures by experts on the causes and preven-
tion of infant mortality, physical, social, industrial and
economic.

(&) By securing for her pupils, at any effort, adequate instruc-

tion and experience in this important branch of work.

(o) By arranging for definite and systematic instruction of
tho mothers while in our maternity wards in the care
and feeding of their babies, nml of their responsibility
toward themselves as mothers, and by making every
effort to encourage nnfl help mimai'rtatl mothers to irarse

and keep tluiir children.

IT. (a) Hy encouraging their iiupllK lo n greater interest in nmler-
iiity work and in all forms of supervision and crmtrol of
work among infants, such, for instance, aw infant asy-

lumH, foundling asylums, frtwh air work, milk Htatioua,
etc.

III. By encouraging our nurses to eok and nccopt opportunities for

regular work and for volunteer work, in teaching mothers In

day nurseries and milk stations, clinics and dispensaries, in

groups, elubs or cliiKS( k

K, or slugly in their liomew.

IV. liy eiiccniraging evory effort to bring aihout sanitary inspection
of txmcmoiit'H, e(,<!., by inirHtvs, bo.Hovlng that unsanitary condi-

tions and umvholcHome wayn of living will thua be discovered
often la (lino (o provout iho (lov^lopmont of illness,

V. By preparing our nurson to iiwch the cure of infants iu our
public schools whenever IL is asked for.

VI. By Joining as Individuals Uio American ANsociuUon and paying
the small f(H k

, or by joining an soliooln, alumnae, county ov Htate

associations, and paying a suiall fe<.

VII. By asking Llio public hoalUi oommitteo to iSuggeMt new ways and
moans of co-oporatlng with i.he American Association for Study
and Prevention, of Infant Mortality iuul reporting thorcson next

year.

While no donnllo rosults oC those plans worn reported at tho meeting,
it Is believed that each Huporliitendwit of a training wchool for nureos

Is much alive to the importance of acquainting pupils with this Impor-
tant branch of work.
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At the meeting in Chicago much time was Riven to the discussion of
Public Health work for the nurso. Opportunity for preparation along
this line of work is a part of some of the training school courses offered
nurses today. The suggestion has boon made that an adjunct post-
graduate course be attached to the training schools enabling pupils to
decide for themselves very early in tholr career which of the various
phases of public health they have aptitude for.

Among other important mid tors discussed at the Chicago meeting
was the idea of the standardization of the work of the district nurses,
and the forming of a national association of these workers, the ulti-
mate end and aim of such an idcu. being for public welfare in health
matters.
A number of members of the National League of Nurniiitf TOducatlou

hold important positions in public welfare work, nud couU'lbutc of
their knowledge of the care of the sick toward the betterment of health
conditions.

THE NJUW YOUK IUJST KITCI1UN ASSOCIATION
New VorJk City

The New York Diet Kitchen AHHociatltm, supporting niuo stations

throughout the year for the distribution of pure milk to babies, mim-
ing mothers, as well an to tuberculous and other canes of general
illness, would report as follows :

PKENA.TAL WORK: Up to the present time this Association linn made
no special effort along this line. Milk MR boon supplied to expoetunt
mothers referred to the stations, or with whom tho nurses and matrons
have come in contact, and general instruction has been given, but no
report of numbers or results can be made. Tt IH expected tluit this
work will shortly be taken up regularly in at leant one of tho H I all cms.

Figures regarding tho infant population of the city are not at hand.
The average daily enrollment of babies at the HtaUoiw, wither for tho
conferences or to receive milk, is about 1,425. Over one-third of those
are nursing babies.
The instructional work with the mothers IH considered by thiH ASHO-

dation to be the most important branch of He work. Tn teaching a
mother the care of her baby, tho value of bretint feeding, or the home
modification of milk, if artificial feeding is necoHHiiry, it is felt that
the results obtained do not end with tho particular mother instructed,
but that she becomes a factor in passing the knowledge on to others.
The Association's work during tho paut year has been along the

same lines as heretofore. Certified milk has boon dispensed to babies
and nursing mothers at $.00 a quart, and conferencen Tor mothers and
babies have been held in all the stations wockly or twice weekly
throughout the year, and daily In the heaviest stations during the
summer. Volunteer physicians have charge of tho conferences in two
of the stations, and the Association supports nurses in live. Elsewhere
the conference work is in charge of doctors and UUTHOH detailed from
the Department of Health.
. From June lat to September 15th of this year 2,248 babies were
enrolled at the stations, with eighteen deaths from all causes.
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THK NEW YORK MILK COMMITTEE

New York City

The New York Milk Committee has published the results of a suc-

cessful two years' experiment to demonstrate that milk equal to certified

can be produced by the ordinary farmer with ordinary equipment, and
delivered to the consumer at a price usually charged for bottled milk

of uncertain quality. In order to carry on this experiment the organi-

zation of the New York Dairy Demonstration Company was effected

in 1900. The Committee's Interest in this undertaking was limited by
its desire to make the work educational. The creamery, with its group
of farmery, constituted an experiment station where facilities to dem-

onstrate, on the one hand, the efficiency of various sanitary operations,

including the elimination of tuberculosis, and on the other hand the

cost of such operation, including the influence on the price paid to the

farmer and cost of milk to the consumer.
At the outset it was determined that the Company would handle

only milk which was essentially clean, and that no milk of an unsani-

tary character would play any part in the Company's business. It

seemed clear that while the character of certified milk was ideal, yet

Its methods of production made the supply extremely limited, and its

coat to the consumer made tho demand equally limited. The problem
of producing a sanitary milk was approached with the purpose of dis-

covoring whether Homo more simple and inexpensive methods could not

be devit&d for securing a nil lie of a satisfactory sanitary character

which could bo produced by the rank and ille of inilk producers with-

out expensive* equipment or exTK'iiHive cost of ojorations.

A survoy "C the moiliods of producing certified milk showed a very

large number of sanitary requirements, all of which the individual

producer was required to undertake on his own promises. Among
these sanitary requirements were some obviously of much greater im-

portance than others. It also seemed certain that many of the meas-

ures could bo done Just us well, and even better, at a central plant

than on oacb Individual dairy farm. The measures chosen for the

Company's work and the division of labor which has been made have

followed tlio HUGH Kuggewtod by Dr. North, and have been as follows:

1, Whut tho dairy farmer docs.

(0) OOWM healthy and tuberculin tested.

(&) Cow Teed subject to approval of station superintendent.

(c) Milk not nsod during calving period.

(d) Employee free from infectious disease.

(c) Milking only in covered pails, and only utensils pro-

vided by central station used.

(/) Milk cooltKl with ice.

2. What tho milk station doos.

O) Furnishes pure water supply.

(&) FurnlHliCH superintendent trained in sanitary science

nnd force of employees for milk handling.

(c) FumislioH separate rooms for receiving milk, washing
and sterilizing utensils, cooling and bottling milk,

and for other purposes.

(d) Furnishes steam boiler, power plant, apparatus and
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machinery for wanning, sterilizing, bottling, cooling
and equipment for shipment of milk,

(c) Furnishes laboratory for bacteriological and chemical

testing of samples taken from all dairy farmers daily.

The use of covered milking pails and of ice by the dairy farmery
have boon the two most important nanltary mcaauren instituted.

While the sanitary measures above outlined are bellcv<l to be posi-

tively oJIicient in furnidling a clean milk, yet it WIIH recognised that a
distinction must bo made between the recommendation of such meas-
ures and their actual practice.

Control of the actloiiri of milk producers by law or by official Inspec-
tors IK incomplete, and no far haw failed to product* the desired results.
The putting into practice of the .sanitary meaHurew proposed by this

Company has not boon accomplished by force, but by Ihe offering of

proper Jfinnnclal inducements to the dairy farmer hi return for his
services.

Premiums have been offered for each of the ineamiroH required of
the farmer. There haa been one premium for milk from tuberculin
tested cows, and another premium for the UHC of covered palls and of
ico. An additional premium wnw given for all milk brought to the
station which contained less than 10,000 bacteria per <>. c. The pay-
ment for milk on a bacteriological bawls in a novelty In the milk in-

dustry* but thiw plan haw proved in the Company's experience to be a
positive method for obtaining milk having small numbers of bacteria.

Since inilk la n commodity oC such vital importance to tmch large
numbers of people, and especially to infants and children, the matter
of price haw boon of equal Importance* with the matter of quality. In
order to properly determine tho cost of the work, it han been necewyary
to conduct the work oC the Company on a strictly business basis. The
buying and Helling of milk hus been a necessary part of the Company'**
work, and while UIOHU trniiHuctlouH have necessarily been commercial,
the work has been of a strictly experimental character, and It has been

possible only by conducting the work in this way to supply the facto

noGOMfuiry to solve the economic problem presented.
The IwHiH of payment of farmers was tho average market price of

five largo shipping stations lowted in the same territory an the Coiu-

pany'H plant, and within hauling distance of the Company's patrons.
In addition to thin, the following premiums hare been paid:

For milk from tuberculin tented cows, per quart;, % cent.

For adopting sanitary measures, per quart, % cent.

For milk below 10,000 bacteria pur c. c., per quart, % cent.

For butter fat above \W* per cent, a pvomlum of 1/10 cent per quart
for each 1/10 per cent butter fat.

For milk foolow 8% per cont butter fat a penalty of 1/10 cent per
quart for each 1/10 per ccut butter fat.

MILK STANDARDS

The Now York Milk Committee, In March, 1011, decided to appoint
a commission on milk standards. Tho appointment of this commission
was tho direct result of the observation of the Committee that there
was great incompleteness and lack of uniformity in the milk standards,
milk ordinances, and rules and regulations of public health authorities

throughout the country for the control of public milk supplies. There
was a need that health officers and civic organizations in American
municipalities working for a clean and nafe milk supply should be
furnished conclusions drawn from large experience and mature judg~
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merit, and that ordinances should be as free from erroneous positions
and as uniform as possible.
A special committee was appointed to consider the names of more

than 200 men of prominence in medicine, sanitation, public health and
laboratory work, particularly those recognized as authorities on the
milk question. The committee recommended the selection of twenty
of these to servo an a commission on national milk standards. Seven-
teen of the pel-sunn selected consented to serve and take an active part
in the work of the commission.
While this commission was created by and its expenses were borne by

the New York Milk Committee, it was desired that the commission
should make recommendations that might be adopted by any city or
town In the country. The report of this commission was published by
tho United States Government In the Public Health Bulletin of May
10, 1012,

BOVINE TUBEBCULOSIS

A special committee has been appointed to investigate the effective-

HOHM of the present system of Ktatc control over bovine tuberculosis,
and prepare constructive recommendations which may be made the
banipi for a state-wide campaign to Insure n, better control, If necessary,
over this disease.

HOSPITAL FACILITIES FOR SICK
The committee has under way an Investigation to determine present

hospital facilities for the care of Hick infants. All cases of babies
referred to hospitals by milk stations during the past summer are
being followed up In order to ascertain the methods and practices of

hospitals in handling wuoh eases. FacLs already obtained emphasize
the necessity for the standardization of requirements for admission,
find the adoption of soiuu plan by which hospital facilities may be more
effectively utilized by private* mul public agencies desiring to find

accommodations for nick babies,

JlKALTII WOKKINQ PlSTBIOTS

The Committee has been experimenting to ascertain the advantage
of tabulating birth and mortality returns by small territorial units, in
order t;o obtain a better index t;o conditions existing throughout the

city, ThiH Hl.udy will be used an a bimlK for recommendations to the
Health Department as to the redlnlrictlng of tho city into smaller
territorial nuilH than the. present ward units.

A ward as a mill, for estimating mortality is too large an area, and
often combines areas ot intense congestion and sparsely populated
areas. Kor the purpose oC having more accurate knowledge of the
distribution of tho deaths from week to week, the city has been divided
Into small ureas based upon donnHy of population and the mortality
figures in pant years. In this way It will bo powslblo at any time to

toll the mortality under one year of age lu any one of these districts

for the week previous, or for any number of previous weeka, and also

the mortality In the current \vwk at the close of tho previous day. It

will alHo be portable with a very HUM!! amount of work to determine
the caiiHOH of death in any district, and also to (Uncover the blocks

where the high mortality orairn. tty Mils system it is hoped that a
more comprehensive view of the, infant mortality nituatlon may be
obtained, arid information may bo available at the time it ia needed
instead of days or weeks after.

A knowledge of conditions from day to day will also make possible
an effective use of the forcow of prevention.
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MILK STATIONS

November 1, 1011, the Committee discontinued its milk stations,

which had been carried on since May, the work then being taken over

by the Department of Health. The milk stations were maintained

during these months in order to demonstrate their valtio in reducing
Infant mortality, and in order that this demonstration might bo suffi-

ciently complete a special report on Infant Mortality und Milk Stations

has been published by the Committee, showing the results obtained in

New York in 1011, compared with other cities, and giving special sta-

tistics on milk .station management and the rewultH obtained.

ritENATAt, WORK
Since August, 1011, this Commltt.cn haa boon carrying on prenatal

work. From August until Juno, 1012, this work was carried on by
the nurses. Since Juno six uurse.s ami a supervising nurse have been
actively engaged in the Hold. Mothers are enrolled by canvass In the
district in which the mirse works, by reference from milk st Ml Ions,
settlements, lylng-iii hospitals und charitable organisations. They are
enrolled as early in pregnancy na possible. There Is no distinction
made as to whether married or unmarried, or whether they are to be
confined by doctor, hospital or midwife. When possible they are
referred to physlcianM or hospitals for conunemenL Instruction in the
general hygle.no of pregnancy Ls given in the homes by special nurses,
the effort being made to prevent premature and stillbirths, and to make
the mother more fit to nurse Her baby. A physician Is available at; all
times lor advico and making visits to llio liomos in special canes when,
the mother is not under the care of a physician or hospital.

Since August, 1011, nearly 1,000 mothers have boon Instructed, and
the cases followed up until the baby wan one mouth old. Visits aru
made every ten days before the birth of the child, and more frequently
after its birth.
The statistics for those cawen show that, whereas In the Thorough of

Manhattan there were 4N.G Htillblrlhs reported per 1,000 pregnancies;
among the supervised mothers the rate was lO.Ci; among every 1,000
babies born in Manhattan 40.0 died under one. month oC age; while
among the cases supervised the rate was li?US per 1,000. OC (he babies
born 03,3 per cent were being breast foci entirely at the cud oC one
month, and 3.3 were being partly breast fud.
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UTICA BABIES' PURE MILK AND HEALTH STATIOS

TTtloa, N. Y.

Owing to the interest aroused by the Muncipal League, attention
was directed toward the further reduction of Infant mortality In the

city of Utica. A committee was formed and subscriptions raised to

look after the finances. It was hoped that the simplicity of the work
would lead to some municipal action another year. Through the help
of private donations the financial side of the experiment was taken
care of. A room, was furnished, in which the clinic and milk station
could be held. One of the school diet kitchens in the Italian district

was given us, and the simple furnishings, such as scales, etc., were
donated. Ice was donated by one of the ice companies, and a few
necessary drugs wore given by two of the drug firms. We tried to

keep the expenses low, simplicity being tho keynote. Considering the

experimental nature of the enterprise, we feel greatly encouraged. As
the primary object was one of instruction in the care of Infants,
rather than the euro of diseases among them, special attention was
given to the educational side.

(a) EDUCATIONAL. Mothers were instructed at the milk stations
three times a week along the lines of hygiene by the attending physi-
cian. This Instruction Included the correct clothing of children and
proper nursing and feeding. Instruction was given also in the homes
by the visiting nurses daily, with occasional visits by one of the four
attending pliyslcians. Posters of instruction in the Italian language
were hung upon the walls of the dispensary, and literature furnished

by the Board of Health woa distributed.

(6) CIUCVKNTIVU AND REMEDIAL. Though several stations arc needed,
thin your wo wore able to support but one only, and this in the lUllnu
district;. Milk was furnished t five cenUi a quart Though not certified

milk, tho Health Board kindly Inspected the source of supply, and
furnlshtid us with good milk. This was dispensed daily during tho
mouths oC July and August at the .station, niul Instruction given both
there juid tit tho homos HH to its proper modification. Every effort was
made to persuade the motlierw to nurse their infants, and where this

was impossible, to funilsli the proper formulas. No elaborate formnliB

wore used, simply a dilution of! 4,
lAi Y^ or whole milk with or with-

out burloy water, or pin la water wlt.h milk, sugar and either lime water
or solution of citrate oC so<lu. tfcw medicines of the simplest kind,
such as oiistor till, bismuth, or Dover's Powders, wore diypenscd. Great
credit is due to i;ho work rtuno by tlio visiting mirso in tho homos, which
was mulor tho Hiiporvlsiou oC one of tho physicians. Gulvanlssed ice

cans woro sold for sixty coui.s u piece to those able to buy, and whoro
this \vns impossible instruction wns givon in the manufacture of a

simplo Icolmx of a very luoxi>cuslve character.

(<0 AmUATiowH. There was no nct.nul connection with the Board
of Health, but tho Hoard gavo us every uid, both in fruiporvisLng the

milk Hiij)ply and in furnishing IHernt.uro, four of tho city physicians

giving (heir lime HO that a clinic could bo held three times a week.

(d) iSTATTSMCAL. Wo luicl two hundred names on our record books

for July and August. Thorii were aovcn doatlxs. This iticludcs all the

names entered for milk supply, sonic of whom were not treated by the

attending laiyHlcians, but by other rrtiyslcians in the city. One child

was brought to the clinic nearly moribund, and only lived a lew hours.

Throe of the deaths were from outero-colltls. One of these cases was

complicated with whooping-cough; two from marasmus, one from mal-
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nutrition with whooping-cough. Ouo child two woolen old, whoso
mother refused to nurse, faHod to thrive on tho formulas given, The
general city death rate nmoug chlldron fvoui one to live yours old was
not materially changed, though Hllghtly rodueod. Ilowuvur, t,he largest
death rate iu former years haw lioou imumg I he 1'ulos, whore no milk
station or dispensary haw IKMMI uiafiitainod, rather than among the

Italians, HO Unit wo hope for bettor results when move statlonw are

started in the other crowded din! riots.

(c') FINANCIAL. The work this year was carried on by private
contributions.

(/) LKGISIATIVE. No attempt WUK made this year along legislative

lines.

(ff) SOCIAL. InHlructloiL given by the* physic-Ism al tin 1 dispen-

sary, but the work for the Improvement of the home conditions was
left entirety in the hands of the visiting nurno. The improvement of

the milk wnpply IH In the hands of the Board of Health, and it IH at

work upon Unit constantly. A derailed inspection has already been

mada Instruction also is given at; various dairies, in all about two
hundred dairies have been visited.

VISITING NlllltiU ASSOCIATION

Waterbury, CUmn.

PRMNATAL WOBTC:

The Waterbury VMttng Nnr.se AwHoclaUou AOCH no prenntnl work.
We hope to begin it this win lor.

Mn.K DISPKNSAIP;H :

In our milk HtatioiiH wo try to live* up to our Idonln of toacliing tho
mother in (.he home, if possible, HO our milk station babl< ks luive
not numbered over thirteen at one time all BUimwr.

BlHTlTS :

The total number of births in WaUsrbury In TOtl WH ;t,200, of which
422 wore reported by mldwives.

MOKTALITy :

Of the 3RO bablOH carried during the last year by this Association ^0
died. Figures of the entire city are wot available.

MOST KBTBOTIVB BBANOII :

We consider the Home Instruction to mothorfl In the care of their
babies the most effective branch of our work. Tho best results are
reached this way.

STJMMABY :

Whole number of bableB visited 1,511
Now calls 300
From doctor 152
From family 244

Our nurse devotes her time to tho Instruction of mothers In their
homes in the care of the baby. We huve n milk station in the HUHI-
mer months, and a loan closet of refrigerators, ice caps, etc ice
tickets for those who cannot afford ice.



tlOAN ASSOCIATION FOR STUDY AND PREVENTION OF
INFANT MORTAMTY

CONSTITUTION

ARTICLE I Name

The name of this Society shall bo THE AMKBICAN ASSOCIATION FOU
STUDY AND PREVENTION OP INFANT MORTALITY.

AETICLE II Objects

The objects of the Association, shall be: (a) The study of infant
mortality ill all its relations; (b) the diwHemiuation of knowledge con-
cerning the causes and prevention of infant mortality; (c) the en-

couragement of methods for the prevention of infant mortality.

ARTICLE III Meetings

The meetings shall be hold at mich timow and in HUCU places as may
be directed under the Hy-Laww.

1 Membership
Association sluill consist of six <.'liiH,si>H of nwmborH: (a) Active

Members; (b) Life MemborH; (c) Sustaining Members; (d) OoiUrilm-
tlnff Momboi-8; (o) Jlononu-y Monibci'H; (f) AflUiatod Or^nnl^atloiiH.

(a) Tho.se persons subscribhi/r to tho Invitations for members ut the
Oonforonco, callod by tho. Amoriwin Acjid(my of Medicine at New
Havon, November 13-Jli, l!)0l), Jin<l wncli t>orson,s an Hhall from times
to tlnw* (

kxprcHH (Ichiro to bocumi* idonliikHl with tho ARBOciutloii

may become mombers HO lon^ JIH I hey comply with t.ho provisions of the
By-JjUWH. The duos of Active MVmborH nhnll be Three Dollars ($li.OO)
a year.

(b) PetHOUH may bocoino Tjife Mcmbors upon <:he imymont: of Two
Hundred Pollarw (^(K)).

(c) JNH-HOUM may b(M?onie Sustjilnln^ Mtinhorn on the paynmnt of

Twunty-Uve Dollarw (Jp25) a ywir.

(d) Persona may become Contributing Members \ipon the ])ayuient
of Ton DollarH (ipl.O) a yoar.

(c) Per-MonH dlHtinffulHlicMl for < kmlnont: sorvJcos In tJui Htudy or

provoution of Infant mortaUty may bo olootod Honorary McMrtb(TH.

() OrganizntloiiH putMuliu; objoctH In harmony with the objects
of thin AHHoo.luUon may bocomo Adlliatod Moinbern according to tho
terms Hot forth la Article X.

AOTXOLU If l^onrd of Pir(*ctors

SKOTION 1. The AHHoclntlon whall, at; Itn Urnt inoctluff, elect a board
of thirty AlrcotorH, divided Into ilviv sroupw of six onch, to Horvo one,
two, Ihro.o, four mid live* yearn, tho, duration of oillcc to be detorminod
by lot
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The Board of Directors may heron ftor, at tho annual mooting or at
a special meeting of the Association, bo increased In multiples of
five to at most one hundred, tho additional members to bo assigned
to groups in accordance with the provisions of tho preceding paragraph
of this section. At least one-third of the, total membership of the
Board shall consist of persons not engaged in iho practice of medicine.
The election of now Directors who fail to qualify as members wilhin
three monthp after notification of election shall bo declared void.

SKO. 2. The Board of Directors shall make Its own rules; tho govern-
ment of the Association, the planning of work, the disbursing of
moneys, the arrangements for meetings and congresses, and all other
matters pertaining to legislation and direction shall be In Its hands;
committees ahull have the power to execute only what Is directed by
the Board.

AmoLH HI Mloctlon of Oflicers

Tho Board of Directors shall annually elect; from its own number a
President, two Vice-Prosldents, a Secretary and a Troamirer, who shall
be officers of the Association, as well as of the Board. The President-
elect Hhall be installed at tho animal mooting following ilmt at which
he was elected.

The Board of Directors shall, at its first; meeting, elect; also a. Presi-
dent to serve for the Immediate year.

AwnoLB TV Committee.**

SECTION 1. The Board of Directors shall appoint an lOxecutlvo Com-
mittee of nine directors of which the President, and the Swroiary
shall be members ox-ofTlch>, to which shall be entrusted all Iho execu-
tive work of the Association. In the choice of at. least one, mid possibly
two, of theso nine directors, ncquaintaneesblp with Hie local conditions
at tho next mooting placo shall be considered.

SEC. 2. The President, with tho approval of the Kxocnllvo Com-
mittee, is empowered io appoint such committees and representa tlves
as may bo necessary for scientific and educational work, and for tho

holding of moetlnga and congresses.
SEO. 3. The Board of Directors shall appoint a Program Committee,

of five directors, to be divided Into five groups of one each, to serve

one, two, three, four and five years, the dunition of office to bo de-

termined by lot; thereafter one, member shall be elected each year,
for a term of five yearn. This committee Hhall have entire charge of
the program, and shall complete the name, with the aid of the Presi-

dent and tho Chairmen of the various HedlonH, not In tor than two
months after the close of the lant nnmml moo ling.

AB030M! V Quorum

Seven directors shall constitute a quorum of the Board.

ABTICLB VI Meetings

There shall be at least one stated meeting of tho Association, at a
time and place to be fixed by the Board of Directors Other mcottnfcfl
of the Association may be called by the Board of Dln*tors at such
times as it shall deem proper. The Board of Directors shall hold a
stated meeting once a year during the Annual Mooting of tho ABwocia-
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tton. Other meetings of the Board of Directors may be called by the
President, at the request in writing of seven Directors. The Executive
Committee shall hold stated meetings during the months of January
and June. Other meetings of the Executive Committee may be called
by the President at any time, or at the request in writing of two mem-
bers of the Committee.

ABTIOLE VII Moneys

The moneys received from membership duos and from all other
sources shall be used Cor defraying the expenses of the Association,
and for furthering the obj octal under the direction of the Board of
Directors.

ABTXOLE VIII Amendment of Constitution

Propositions to amend the Constitution may be presented lii writing
at any meeting of the Hoard ot ITircctorH or of the AHHOCiation; they
shall bo then referred to Uie Board of Director** for consideration and
report. The Board of Director*! shall report all propositions for
amendment, whether sulmiltiod to it originally or by reference, at the
meeting of the Association next following, when action mny be taken;
provided, hotccver, Hint no proposition for amendment shall bo voted
upon within thirty days nfler Us present at ion, or without at least

twenty days' notice of (,ho meeting at whlcli it in to conic up for con-
siderntion, which notice Hhnll set forth the proposed amendment, in full.

An aUirmative vote o l.wo-lHlrd I ho members present shall be required
for adoption.

ARTICLK IX Amendment of Tly-LawH

By-IdiWB may be amended In Uio same manner UH the Constitution, or

by u Uvo-thlrda vote of the members present: at a meeting of the
Board of lUrectorH, provided that; twenty days' notice In writing has
been given of the proponed amendment in 1 he call for the meeting.

AHTTOTJB X Ainilalcnl Organizations

Affiliated organisations shall pay ninmal chum of Five Hollars ($5)
each, entitling one official representative ot! each to the statue of ail

individual member, except, clltfiblllly to elective offices.

The duty of an OJIletal ttoprcwnlutlvp of an Affiliated Orgauissation
Shall bo to promote co-operation in the Htutly and prevention of infant

mortality betwoeti his own and this Association, presenting to each a
brief written report for thifi purpose.
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Bertillon, Dr. JacqunH .

Honorary
France

PartH

GHNKR/Vl, MlflMIIURSHIP

I.IFK MEMBERS
Ford, Mlfis Stc-lla !>., Detroit, Mich.
Gltchell, Mine Kathorlnc, Akron, Ohio
Ilannft, Mr. uncl Mr. II. M., Cleveland, Ohio
Knox, Mrs, J. ir. Mason, Jr., Baltimore, Mel.

Knox, MlHH Katharinu Bowdoln, Baltimore, Md.
Knox, J. II. MnRon, 3rd, Baltimore, Md.
Mollon, Mr. A. W., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Oliver, Mr. Win. B., Baltimore, Md.
Volker, Mr. Win., Kenans City, Mo.
Wnrte, Mr. J. n., Cleveland, Ohio
White, Mr. II. J., Italtinioro, Md.

AIWILIATUI) HOCIUTIIOS

American Hociety of Superintendents of Training Schools for Nurses, New Toxic
City

Bablofl' Dairy AHHociatlon, New Vork City
Babies' DlHpcnmry, Enslewood, N. J.
Itrtljlcfl' DlHpiMinnry nnrl IIoHpltul, Clevchuifl, Ohio
BaDleH' IIoHitltnl ot Newark, N. ,t.

Babies' Milk Dlflponnary, KuiTnlo. N. Y.
Babies' Dlnpennnry (hiLUL Hamilton, Oiitnrin
Bftbicw' Milk Fund AHHoclntlou, l>ttrolt, Mldil
BaliloH

1 Milk Fxmd AHHoointhm, TjtnilHvllle, Kentucky
Baltimore A HHOelation of .TewlHh Wotuen
Bureau of Municipal Ttewenreli, New York <!lty
Certified Milk find Italiy Ily^Lcue C?oinmltte(t, California AsRocifttlon of Col-

Icxlate Aluumne, Wnu I^ranclnco
Child Hvtflene Uepnrtnu'iit, National OonwreHH oC Mothers, DCS Molnoa, Iowa
Child Welfare CoinmlHHloii of MJlwaukce, WinroTiHln
Child Welfare Cummlttee of the Red (h-oHH, Burlington, Iowa
Chlldron'H Aid AKHoeLatlon, Iiullana)iollH, Indiana
Children 'H Aid Society of I'eniiHylvanla. Philadelphia
Christian KMrvlct* LetiKne of Amerloa, Wichita, KanwiR
Coniinlttoc on Childhood Health MxhlhltH, KoHton, MasH.
Committee on Infant Hoclat Wervlcc! of tho Woman's Municipal Loasue of

Itonton, MUHH.
Committee on 1'rovetitlon of ItllndnoHH of tlie New York Association for the

Wind, New York City
Connecticut Chlldren'H Aid Hociety, Hartford
Council Milk and Joi Fund, Ilaltluiore, Md.
Department oC Health, Haitlinore, Md.
Department of Health, Richmond, Va.
Department of Homo Economic^ New York State College ot Agriculture,

Cornell Unlv^rwlty, Ithaca, N. Y.
Farrand Training Hchool Alninnno Aflnoclutlon, Detroit, Michigan
Graduato Nurscfi AHMOelation, Cleveland, Ohio
Health Burrau, Rochester, N. Y.
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Hull House, Chicago, Illinois
Infant Mortality Committee of tlio Associated ChartUuH, Birmingham, Ala.
Infant Welfare Association, New Haven, Conn.
Infant Welfare Department, Dululh ConHlHtory ScottiHh lute MawinH, Duluth,

Minn.
Infant Welfare Society of Chicago, HllnolH
Infant Welfare Hocioty of MlmmipollB, Minn.
Instructive District Nurwlup: AttHoclatlon, (/olumlme, Ohio
Ladles' Literary Club of Malt Lake City, Utah
Maryland Association Tor Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality, Haltlmoro
Maryland Society for the Prevention or BlindneHH, Kaltlmoru
Maryland State Association of liradun to Nurso.s, liiiltlmoiv
Massachusetts Milk COIIHUUUTH' AKHoclutlnn, HowLou
Metropolitan Life Inwuniiici; Company, IiiduNtrJal Department, Now York City
Milk and Baby Hygiene AHtioclatlon, lloHton, MUHH.
Mitfflourl State NUITHPH' Afmodntloii, HL I^otilH

New Orleans Pure Milk Society, Louisiana
New York I Hot KUcliou AfiHorlatlon, New York City
New York Milk Committee, New York t'lty
New York Htate Nurnos' AnHoclnUon, Dtlca
North Carolina Htatc Itoanl of Health. Ualolffh
Ohio Btato AHHOdiatlon of (Jra<luaLi k NurweH, MMHMIUOU
Providence District Nuruln^ AsHoclatlDii, Rhode I Miami
Saint Margantt'H HOUHC and IIonpi(;al, Alhany, N. Y.
The American NUFHOH' Annodatlou, Now York City
The Dk't Kltclie.n of the OrimtfCH, Orange, N. J.

Utah Coiitfre.HN of Mothers, Halt Lako City
VlBitln^ Nurse AHHoclatlon, Cincinnati, Ohio
VlHltlnff Nurse AflHOClatlou, Cleveland, Ohio
VlHitlng Nurse Association, Denver, Colorado
VlHltlng NUVHO Association, Detroit, Mlchlyan
Visiting Nurse AHBOclatlon, lOllssabeth, N. J.

VlBltlug Nurne AHBOelation, lOau ClaLre, WlHcotiHlu
Vloltlng Nurue Association, Milwaukee, WlHcouHln
Visiting Nurftc Aswoclatlon, Waterbury, Conn.
Woman's Club, Chicago, 111.

Woman's Medical Club, Chicago, 111.

Woman's Club, Colton, California

Babies' Dispensary Guild ............ 1,2 lOuclld AVP., Hamilton, Ontario
Dyke, Miss Iff. H .................... Hupt. of VtflWng NurHpnr Dent, of

Health, Toronto
Blackadpr, Dr. A. D ................ 2(10 Mountain St., Montroal
Clark, Mies Maty II ................. U7 DovitflaH Ht, Itoacon mil, Victoria,

McCullouffh, Pr. John W ............. Hrc'y i'*rov, Board of Health, Toronto
MacMurchy D*. Helen. . ............. 133 Mast lUoor Rt, Toronto
Mackenzie, Miss Mary A ............. 57H Hoinonnt St., rfttowa
Moody, Dr. A. W ................... Wtn/j Main Ht, WlnnlpoR, Manitoba
Pellctier, Dr. Hlzcar ................. Hec'y Bonrd of Health, Trovlnce of

Quebec, Montreal
Wilson, Mlse FreaetlCB..............Lady aupt Wlnnlpftjr Ocncral Hospital

Woaebon8e, Dr. Bofcert Hlmer ......... i SSS? S'JSSS?
Ham, Ontario

Von Plrquet, Dr. Clemens ............ KlndctkUnik, Vienna

China

Hume, Dr, Hdward H ................The Yato Hospital, Changsha

Syria

Bclrtt
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Broadbcnt, Aid. Benjamin ............ Gatcsgarth, Llndley, Huddersfleld

Scotland

Boyd, Mr. T. Hunter ................ 70 Bothwell St, Glasgow

Pond, Dr. Eleanor J .................The Mary Johnston Hospital, Manila

Infant Mortality Committee of the As-52G Chamber of Commerce Building.
elated Charities (Affll.) isirmingham

Farkc, Dr. Thomas D 415 First National Bank Building,
Birmingham

California

Ash, Dr. Rachel L Galen Building, San Francisco
Brown, Dr. Adelaide 240 Stockton St., San Francisco
Certified Milk and Baby Hygiene Com-

mittee, AHHOC. of Collegiate Alumnae
(Aflll.) . . V. . . . . .\ . . ! . . . , . . ."..Hnn Francisco

irl, Miss
"

Karl, Miss Alice 21)14 McClurc St., Oakland
Flelsclmor, Dr. M. C 3f>() Post St., San Francisco
Gray, Mr. It. S Commonwealth Club, 353 Kearney St,

Snn Francisco
Graujmor, Mrs. A. 3D 2000 Jnckson St, San Francisco
Joiiklns, Mr. H. O Palo Alto
Johnson, Dr. P. V. K H15 Wright & Callender BulldlnR, San

fl'rauclsco

McBrldc, Dr. J. H 'ISO Itallcfontalnc St, Pasadena
McClcavc v Dr. Thomas C UN44 Garbcr St., Berkeley
Moffllt Dr. Ilerhort C 2-10 Stockton Ht, San Francisco
Polxotto, MlHR Jessica B University of California, Berkeley
Powers, Dr. TJ. M OomnilHHiomir of Health, Los Angeles
Powell, Dr. Thomas ,'n:j Wost Third St, Los Angeles
Tovls, Mrs. Win. S Uox 747 BakersHold
WUHtts, Dr. Nmma K Oalen Building, San Francisco
Woman's Club Colton

Colorado

Gonffimlwch, I>r. Franlt P 1434 Clonarm Place, Denver
Meyhew, Mrs. IX P 725 N. CuBnulo Avp., Colorado Springs
VlBltlng Nurwo Association (Affll.) ... .1434 Olonarm Place, Denver
Whitney, Dr. II. H DUO Temple St., Denver

Connecticut

Bartlott, Mm. C. J ISOO York St., New Ilavon
Hlumer, Dr. Georff (J4 Tnmhnll St., Now Haven
Carlo, Mr. Rolwrt W P. 0. Drawer D, New Haven
Carmalt, Dr. W. n JiOl Rt Ronan Rt, New Haven
Chllrtron'B Aid tfodoty (Aflll.) 00 Urown-Thomaon Building, Hartford
Flflhor, Prof. Irving 400 Prowpoct St, Nckw Haven
Ooodonough. Dr. H. W 44 Tjftavenworth St, Waterbnry
Goodrich. Ir. C. A 5 Ilaynes St., Hartford
Grpgory, MrH. A. W (I.'t (Hllott St, Hartford
Hlllyor, MrH. A. H ttl Wm at, Hartford
Infant Welfare AHfloclatlon (Affll.) 301 Prospect St., New Haven
Mead, Pr. Kate C 105 Hrond Bt. MUdtotown
Parkor, Mr. (3. A P O. Itox No. 1027, Hartford
IVncllo.ton, MlflH Clnrlflpa L Ht. John's Church Hotise, Stamford
Rtoclo, Dr. II. Morrlman 220 Church St., New Haven
RMnor, Dr. W. It J Trinity St, Hartford
fltowcs MIflfl Hmma L Stipt. Connecticut Training School for

NurHofl, New Haven Hospital
Visiting Nnrne Association (Affll.) . . , ,37 Central Ave.f Watcrbury
Wannlnpr, Mr. F. D Dorhy _*-,
Wilkinson, Miss Mnrtha J 34 Charter Oak Avo., Hartford
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UlHlrlct of Columbia

Brown, M!HH lOllznhoth ............... 02,1 TI Ht, N. W.. Wunlilngtim
DlckluHon, Mm. II. C ............... Thirtieth Ht, Azadla Park, Washington
Gardner, MiHH Hclon W ............. The Portlier, WnHhlugton
Gwynn, M!HH Mary .................. 1740 N Ht, N, W., Washington
LanKworthy, Dr. Chtirles Ford ........ Department of Agriculture. WanhlnKton
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Nagel, Mrs. Clmrlea ................. 17,'U K St., Washington
Pcrblnn, Mm. Henry Cleveland ....... 1701 Connecticut Ave., Washington
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Foley, Miss Edna L ................. Bunt Visiting NUTHU A WHOelation, 104

South Michigan Avo,, Chicago
Ford, Mr. Joseph A .................Tribune Unildlng, Chicago
Fulmar, Miss Harriet ............... 5329 Lake Avc., Chicago
Furst, Air. Edward .................. 1340 Astor at, Chicago
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Glbbs, Mrs. Florence 174.8 Ogdcn Avc., Chicago
Grulee, Dr. Clifford G 3974 Lako Avo., Chicago
Hall, Dr. Winileld H Northwestern University Mod. School,

Chicago
Hamill, Mrs. K. \V Clarendon Hills

Hay, Miss Helen Scott 501) Monroe St., Chicago
Hedger, Dr. Caroline 2D Iflaut Madiaon St., Chicago
Hoinemanu, Dr. P. U Ituctorlologicul Laboratory, University

of Chicago
Heltnholz, Dr. Henry F 1(180 Ashland Avo., IQvanston
Henderson, Mrs. LMuirlc'H Richmond Chicago
Henderson, Prof. CharloH Itichmond. . .llnlverulty of Chicago
Hesy, Dr. J. II I55l Indiana Avc., Chicago
Heyworth, Mrn. James Lake Forest
Hlli bard, Mr. Win. OK, Jr Ktutc Street Bridge, Chicago
UiUard, MlKM llolen L Glencoe
Hilton, Mr. Henry LI iWUl Prairie Avc., Chicago
UopkliiH, Hov. Wm. W 11049 Mgglostou Avo., Chicago
Hough toling, Mrfl. Jamon L H5U Lincoln Park, Chicago
Hughes, Mrs. Frnncee L Lake ForcHt
Hull House (Aflil.j HOO South HalHtod St., Chicago
Infant Welfare Hocloty of Chicago104 Mouth Michigan Avc., Chicago

(Affll.)

JohnMtimo, MI.HH Margaret 10 Ht, Lukc'fl Hospital, Chicago
JonoH, MlHH (Jwothalyn Lnko ForOH t
Jordan, Prof. Mdwln O TTnlverHlty of Chicago
KoyoH, Mrw. Kolllu W 1217 Jurtson AVP., Mvanston
Kirk, MVH. Waller 7 WJIH! Codur Ht, CM engo
KlugHhvy. Mr. Shcruum <; Director, Klizaboth McCoruilck Memor-

ial Fund, 31B Plyiuoutli Court,
(Milviigo

Ko((lilor T
T)r. Gottfrlurl Department of Health, Chicago

Luckier, Dr, M 1 D,'t State Ht,, Chlca<>
Lor, Mrs. John II. K luilHou Avt\, LJvnuftton

LcwlH, Mr. M. II Li'wlH Itiwti(,uLi\ Chit'ii^o

Linn, Mrw. Win. U li7(M> Michigan Avo., (!hlrngn
McCorailck, Mr. Harold F Wuito. TJlii Chicago Htuck Wxchange

Ituildlutf, Chicago
M^C'ortuk-k, MTH. Harriet H 50 lOust Huron St., Chicago
McCormlck, Mrs. ModilJ WM) lUvei-Hey Parkway, Chicago
MoGunn, MTH. (Jrnt-o V UUc< Fort'Ht

MoKInlook, MFH. <3<H)rge A Luk Forewt
McMiury, Mrn. I

1
. W 4SOI Greenwood Avo., Chicago

Mlchnel, Dr. May 411135 Pmli-le Avc., Clitrngo

Mllllgan t Dr. JoHrplilnn 1 10 Wi*t Ktnt St., Jacknonvlllo

OlmlK. MlHH C. Irene Slicrnmn Ilowpltal, lOlgln

Pulnier. Mrw. Robert V li(;>4 Lake. View Avn., Chicago
Poolo, Mrs. U. II lOlNlnoris f^ako VoroHt
Hew, Mrs. Irwln 1 liiH ttidge Avo., NvnnHton
ItoHcuwalil, Mr. JullnH % Hoarw & Koebuck, (MilcuKo

Soott, MPH. Krederlnk H 11*02 Chicago Avo., Mvannton
Scott MTH. Itobert L ^1)4 Lnke St., WvunHton
Shaw, MrH, Howard Van Doi-en 1-dke Foreat
Small, Prof. H. W UnlviTHlty of Chicago
Stewart, AUHH Mary Hcnrotln Memorial HoHpltal, Chicago
Taylor, Mr. (Iraluiin 1)55 (irnd Ave.., Chicago
TimtH, Mrn. Mary 10 54-1 Wast 4,'ird St, Chicago
Totor, Mr. LuchiH 7 Wont Madinon St., Chicago
TliomnHon. MrH Lovorett. La kit Forewt
ThurHton, Mr, Henry W 72M Harvard Ave., Chicago
Towno, Mr. John I) 1004 Uroonwood Boulevard, EJvanston

Tvwrn, Mrw. ItnHHcll 20 Mnwt (Joctho St, Chicago
Walkor, Dr. Hnmuol ^iTO Lincoln Parkway, Chicago
Walnh, MlHH Adolnldo ChlUlron'K Memorial UoHpltal, Chicago
Wot)H tor, MrH, Kdwnrrl II KW2 Chicago Avc., nvannton.
Wobfltor, Dr. aoro W Prcfl. State Board of Ilfalth, Chicago
Woman's Club (Ami,) 21K Hart Ontario St., Chicago
Womnn'** MMllcal Ohib <A1B1.) Chicago
Woodruff, Dr. Thomas A 72 Madison St., Chicago
Wynokoon, Dr. A. L. LlndHay .'WOO Wont Monroe St., Chicago
Vlttum, Mrn. Harriet L 1400 Augusta St., Chicago
Young, Dr. George B rommiiwionpr of Ilwilth, Chicago
Zimmerman, Mr. W. C Mtolnway Building, Chicago
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Indiana.

Chlldrtn'H Aid Association (Aflll.) ---- Baldwin Block, Cor. Market and
wurn tftw., IndhuuipollH

Children' H Free DlHiicnmiry ftiicl HoHpl-
tal AHHociatlon (Allll.) ............. 11 <> (Jurlleld Court, South

Powoll, Dr. Nettle Jt ................ Marlon
Mumford, Dr. JO. It .................. fiO-t NcwtoiKHayiiwil Itulldliitf,

apollS
Uappuport, Mr. L. M ................ :il& Lnw lliilhllni?, ImllaimpollH

Mr. A. 10 .................. North Vcrmm

loiva

Child UyKlcnu Dopt. NnMonal
or MothcrH (Aim.) ................ SiMl W. (Jraml Avi., DON Molnou

Chlia Welfare CN>uiiulUoo of the Hod
CI-OHB Society (Allll.) .............. 502 '/j .n'fTci'Hon St., HurlluKtmi

Roymour, Mr. U. K .................. Coclar Falln

KnnmaN

Crniul)lm% Dr. W, J ................. Sc<!'y Ntutu Hoard of Iloalth, Topokn
OhrlHtliiu Service biuiguc of Anicriuiin.'t North huwri'iiw Ht. Wichita

(Allll.) ............................
Day, MlMJ Kdna D .................. 1 ><>pt. of Tloino lOconomlCH,

of KnuHnH, Lawrcnoc
HoHford, Mr. (Joorgi* LewlH ........... 11 :t North Luwronco Avo., Wichita

Mlllc Fund Awnoclatlon (Affll.).lM5 Mrtflt Walnut Ht, r>ulHVIU(

Bfirbour, Dr. Philip F................ 121S1 Oavln IMuw*. IxnilHvlllo

Barret, Dr. Hatvoy I' ............... In cure of Mr. WUHOII, t
1n>HMit Hill

Butior, M1H Harriet L .............. Ulmlman, Knott (!o.

Shavor, Mlws Mllzabcth .............. ain Want Walnut Mt, r^ulHvlllo

Smith, MrB. Lotchworth ..............Ann Acros, Mocking Wr<l Valley,
U. F. D, No. 1, LoulHVlllo

Tuley, Dr. Tli'nry MUCH .............. 111 Woflt Kentucky Ht,

Buttonvorth, Dr. W. W.............. Tulnuo TInlvrHlty of Tjoulnlana, P. O.
Box No. 201, Now OrloniiH

Hart, Mr. W. .................... 1 84 Oaronddot Ht New Orloann
New Orleans Furo Milk Sodoty (Affll.)^OO MaiHou BWnclio, Now

Mlatno

XQvcrett, Dr. Itarold J ...... . ........ TUT CongroflR St., Portland
Garish, Dr. F. II ................... (175 CongroBH fit, Portland
TTDflon, Mr. William J ............... Itirihfil

Webster, Dr. F. P .................. Portland
Young, Dr. A. G .................... Scc'y Htato Hoard of Hen Itli,

Abel, Mrs. John J .................. rhn.rlefl Rt Elxt., Kaltlmoro
Abercromblo, Dr. R. T .............. Itomowood ApartinontH, Baltimore
Athey, Mm. C. H ................... KK) S, Pattomm Park Avo,,, Kaltlinorc
Baltimore Association of JcwlflQ Wo-
men (AffllO .....' .................. iililiO T.lnrlcn Avo., rtnltlmorc

Baltimore C?lty Dent, of Health (Aflll.) . liiiitluioro

Barker, Mr*. L. F. . ................. 1035 North Calvcrt fit,, Baltimore
Belt, Mrs. W. H. G ................. 13 Reservoir 8t, Balttmoro
Beltlor, Dr. Frederic V.............. Htate ojf Maryland Dopt of Health,

Baltimore
Biles, Mrs. Wm. J. A ............... 1017 fit. Paul flt,, Baltimore
Bloodgood, Mrs. J. C. . * . ............ 004 North Charlcfl St., Baltimore
Bonaparte, Mr, Charles J ............ 216 St. Paul St., Baltimore
Bowdoln, Mrs. W. G. ............... 1100 North Charts flt, Baltimore
Carey, Mrs. A. Morris .............. 1004 Cathedral St., Baltimore
Carey, Mrs, Francis K.............. 510 Cathedral St, Baltimore
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Cochran, Mr. Wm. F., Jr \Voodbrook
Cohen, Mr. Mondeo H25 North Charles St., Baltimore
Cone, Dr. Clarlbcl The Murlborough, Baltimore
Cook, MrH. George Hamilton 1001 Pt Paul St., Baltimore
Corkran, Mrs. B. W 200 Goodwood Gordons, Roland Turk
Council, Milk and Ice Fund (Affil.),

Mrs. iHlrtore. AHh., Prenldcnt The Navarre, Baltimore
Dohbin, Mrs. Thomafl M 1,'IOS Bolton St., Baltimore
Dorsey, Mrs. John It 7W) Holand Ave., Baltimore
Elllcott, Mrs. Charles Molvale
Elllcolt, Mrs. William 714 St. Paul St., Baltimore
Epstein, Mr. Jacob 2,

r
tri2 Iflutaw Place, Bnltlmore

Mnncy, Dr. J. M. T 1300 Eutaw Placo, Baltimore
Follis, Dr. IL II ,'! JHtaBt Head St, Baltimore
France, Mrs. J. (J 211) Went Lanvalc St., Baltimore
French, MlHH A. M 210% Hart North Ave., Baltimore
Frledenwalfl, Dr. JullUB I OKI North Charles St., Baltimore
Fulton, Dr. John S 2211 Ht. Paul St., Baltimore!
FUtcher, Dr. T. B 23 Went Franklin St., Baltimore
(Jarrett, Mr. Robert 500 Continental Building, Bnltlmore
(JlbbH, Mr. John S., Jr 1020 North Calvort St., Haltlmore
(JlbbH, Mrw. KufiiH M 1214 North CharlcH St., Raltlinore
Gllpln, MrH. Henry II 1230 St. Paul St., Baltimore

(Kentmcre, Boyce, Virginia)
Gortor, Dr. Nathan 11 1 Wert Riddle St., Baltimore
(ireenbaum, Dr. Harry S 1014 Eutaw Placo, Baltimore
(hitfKenhelmor, M!HH Almce 2004 Linden Ave., Baltimore
Uutman, Mrs. T/ouln K 1.121 Itiutaw Place, Baltimore
Hamburger, Mrw. LoulH P 1207 Iflutaw Place, Baltimore
Heoht, Mrn. Alhort 2108 Wutow IMace, Baltimore
Holnoiiumn, Mrs. Milton 2220 Eutaw Place, Baltimore
Hendley, Mrw. Chnrlew W Ifomowood ApartmentR, Balttmoro
nirsrhfelder, Dr. Arthur D 22-1& Unden Ave., Baltimore
HochHc.lilld. M>H. Mnx lt>22 Mutuw Place, Baltimore
Hoffman, Mrn- K. Cur/ou 120H Ht I'aul t., Baltimore
Hooker, Dr. Donald II "(Vdnr Lnwn," Homeland Ave., Station

II,, (JoVJinw

Hooper, Mrs. James M Ht Paul and 2,'Jrd Stfl., Baltimore
Hnwlnnd, Dr. John Johns HopkliiH HoHpltal, Baltimore
TTuuner, Dr. Guy f* 2.'105 St. I'nul St., Baltimore
JnwmH, Dr. Henry Bnrton 11, Mt. Vernon Place \V., Baltimore
JiHU'H, Dr. (!. HampHon 2fi2 Ht. Paul St, Baltimore
Katss, MrN, A, Kay 2532 JWntaw Place, Baltimore
KeyHer, Mr. It, Brent KeyHer Building, Baltimore
Kn'enHH, Dr. Uobert K 1001 W. Lunvnto St, Baltimore

Kulpp, MiiHfcer <Jeorgo H Athol Ave., Station IX, Baltimore
Kntnp, MlHH <ie-rtnnln I 1.H21 Park Ave., Baltimore

Kntpp, Dr. Hnrrv M Fremont and Lanvule Sts., Baltimore
Knox, J. H. MIIHOII III 804 Cathedral St., Baltimore
Knox, Dr, J. H. MILHOH, Jr HO-t Cathedral St., Baltimore
Knox, MrH. J. IT. Maflon, Jr K04 Cathedral St., Baltimore
Knox. MlHH Catherine Bowdoln H04 Cathedral St., Baltimore
Lnuer, MrH. I>on 202-4 Kntaiw Plnccs Baltimore

Loctkwood, Dr, William F WaHt Jflnger St., Baltimore

MnciMulion, MlHH Amy W Johns TIonklnH iroHpltiil, Bnltlmore
MnLnnnlinn, Mr. Auwtln % Alexander Brown & Honw, Bultlmoro

Mngruder, Mr. J. W Irt Want Vloaflnnt St., Baltimore

Mnrhurg, MrH. Theodore 14 VVeHt Mt. Vernon Place, Baltimore

Mnrhurg, Mr, Theodore 14 Wcwt Mt Vernon Place, Baltimore

Maryland AHHoolntlon for tftudy nnd
Invention of Infant Mortality . ^ ,^
(Aflll.) 15 Hnflt Ploanant St., Baltimore

Maryland Society for the Prevention of

BllndnnHH (Ami.) .1)04 North Charles St, Baltimore

Maryland State AHHoclatlon of Orad-
nute NurHOH (Ami.) (11)12) 1211 Cathedral St., Baltimore

Mitchell, Dr. Oharlcft W t Wart Chase fit, Baltimore

O'Donovnn, I>r, Charlew 5 I0at Read St., Baltimore
Oliver, Mr. William B The WaHhlngton Apartmontu, Baltimore

Oppenholm, Mrs, Mil !i042 Kutnw Place, Baltimore

PlcnHantH, Dr. J. Uall HOO tTnlverrtty Parkway
Baltimore

Poultney, Mrn. Wllllftni D Olmttolancc, Baltimore County
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I'rlco, Dr. Marshall L., Hoc-',v Htato
iK'mirtmont of UuaUli ............. U HHt Franklin Hi., llaltlmoro

Price, MlNH Amnlicl Uw ...............VlRlmrlh I'nrk, TOWMOII

UuiUHiiy, Mr. Jolm K ................. 11SIN Ht. Paul Hi,, Halllmoro
Uuhvali, Or. John ................... '!! North IQutaw St., tliiltlmori'

Ityulck, Mm. (icorw M ........... , ..Onhorn Av., (.'ntoiiHvlllo

Mwffar, MTH, J. K. H. T'l.............. 1R2 Park Avu., IlnlUmorc
Hcpgar, Dr. J. K. Ik. 10 ............... t.Mli) Park Avo., ItiilUuiorc

HcMium-H, MPH, John K ............... 1" NnHt MMWT Si., UalUiuoro
Sherwood. Dr. Mary ................. Tho Aruudol Apnrtmi'iitH, Italtliuoro

Shoemaker, Mrs. Mdwnrd ............. t(il North Culvert St., HaUlmoro
Hhoemnkor, Mr. S. M ................ HerleHton, Uultlmorc (Nninty, . . ................
*Smltli, Mr. A. WiMiHtor .............. Maryland C!lul), Itnl

Ronni'boru, Mrw. Sl^munU .............-'-<> L'hiinw I'hu-r,

StorUim, Or. 10, Itliinclu* .............. 1<S14 North (Minrlos St., Until more
Taylor, MI-H. A. N ................... 1107 St. Paul Si., ItalUinoro
ThomnH, Ir. ITourloitn M ............ 1 71s John St., llnUlmnrc
To <1<1, Dr. Will In in J ................. Mount WiiHlilntftou, ItnlUm<>n (Bounty
Turulmll, Mrn. A, NoHhlt ............. Hiai* Pnrk Avo., ItalUinoiv

TTrquhart, lr. Ulolmnl A ............ 4* Wi'Mt Ithldlp Si., ItnlLliuorn

Walkor, Mrw. Aniolln II .............. li.
r
i West riiruio Si,, UaUlmon*

Wi'ldi, l>r. Wlllliim II ................N7 Ht. Paul St., ItnlLliiion*

WolHli, I>r. Mllliui ................... Tln Aruiid(l AimriiucniH. Itiiltlniorn

WcHthclmcr, Mrn. UoTiry ............. -"'"- lOulnw Pluc(% UiiHluioiv

Whltoly, Mr, J. Hulmcn .............. UMIS North <
1lmrh>H Si,, Italilinoro

Wliltridifo, MFH. SiiHiin M ............ SIH UnlvcrHlty Piu-Uway, ItalUtnorc
Wlwht, MFH. John II ................ tSarrlmm P. O., UlUmn County
Wllllanifl, Dr. J. Wliltrtdgu ........... na (ViLliodrnl SL, Hnltlinoro
Whlto, Mr. Ulchnrd J ................ 10 South St., Hiiltlmorc

Youn, Dr. IhiKh II ................. North Churh's St., IlaUlmorn

ArmH, Dr. Unrdott L ..... , .......... Dlroot(r HiurtcvJolo^lciil I^iborutory,
UiMilth DopMi'tiurni, HoNlon

liowdltch, J)r. Honry 1 .............. 500 Kwicon Ht, ItoHton

Cabot, Dr. Hlcluird r: ................ I'.M) Marlboro St., ItoHton
CarilRan, Dr. ThomiiH ........... . .-107 Htato Miilunl HulldliiK.
Codman, Mrw. 10, (! ................. .li7 HCIU-IMI St., Huston
Cointnlttoo on (JhlldhfHMl Uoalth J4x-

lilbltn (Aflll.) ..................... 110 Mount Vonnm Ht., Koriton
Conunltt<M k OH I n Pn tit Hoclnl Sorvloo of

tlio Wonum'M MunldpiU ljiMtp;u(> of
Boston (Ami.) .................... -Mi Ikcnmm St., ikoHton

Connolly, I>r, John M ................-HI) IkoylHtwi Hi., UoHton
Holes Mr, ICohrrt II ................. 1)5 Milk St., ItmUon
Dunn, Or, ClmrloH Iluntor ............ ^!ii(> Murlhoro St., Uonton
DcNorniandle, Dr. Itolwrt L ........ *.ol MiiHHadiUHottH Avt 1

,, Honton
IDagan, Mlns Sarah JM ................ Th< k IiMoatln^ HoHplial, H-l

St., ItOHtOTI

BmmoriH, Dr. Arthur Ik, It... ........ SO Itay Sttito Koud, TkoHton
Galllvan, Dr. William J .............. KonltU Dopt., 100 Suunncr Ht, BOHton
Greenwood, Mr. Arthur W ........... Mur1>lohoa(l

Harpor, M!HH Grace H ................ (Jonrral Sccrotnry, MaHMnriuiHcttH In-
fant AHylnin, UoHitm

Howard, I>r. Arthur A ............... 41(1 Mnrlliorouffh St., ItOHtou
Huntlngton, Dr. JamoH Mncoln ....... M (llouwntcr St., IkoHton
Kclskcr, Dr. T.aura B ................ 127 lOtlffinont St., Ikrookllno
Lcarnca, Dr. William T .............. I^all Itlvor
Lucas, Dr. William Palmer ........... 201 Ht'iieon St., BoHtou
MacCnrthy, Dr. Francla L ............ 11 Plncknoy St., Ikmton
Mnrshall, Mr. JaraM ................ Pall ttlver
Mftrvell, Dr. Mary W ................ 242 TTUdiland Avo., Wall Klvor
MaflRftchuRottfl Milk Consumers' ABHO-

clatton (AfflU .................... 4.0 Boacon St., Hoflton
Maynard, Mr. Harlan J .............. 200 Hummer Ht, IkoHton
Milk and Baby Hygiene ARRO. (Affll.)., Boacon St., Boston
Morse, Dr. John Lovett .............. 70 Bay State tto&d, Boflton
Packard, Dr, Mary B ................ U. IT. D. No. 2, Rnhoboth
Parsons, Mists flara D ................ KannachunottH Oonoral Uownltal, Boston
Putnam, Dr. Charles P,... .......... a:t Marlnoro fit.. Bonton
Rotch, Dr. Thomas Morgan .......... lt)7 Commonwealth Avft., Boston
Sanford, Mies Kato I ................ Tuunton
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Sweney, Mr. (Joorjo \V .............. 221 CoUunbUH Avo., ItoHton
Tallwt, Dr. Krltz It .................. ;M I Beacon St., IJoHlon
Wart', MI-H. Charlotte II .............. 74 Mount Vermm St., Bonton

Mr. \V. H .............. 115 Milk Bt,

BabioH' Milk Fund AsHoclatlou (Ami.). 'LI Hunt Warren Av., Detroit
Barbmir, MrH. \V. T ................. IllrmliiKluim
Bowcii, Mrs. Item \V ................ I >etroU
Bowcii, Mr. Lorn W ................. I )otroU
Cooley, Dr. TlimmiH Jt ............... <;oii KIne Arts Building, Detroit
Cowle, Dr. I in vld Murray, , .......... UnlverHlty oC Mlcbitfnn, Ann Arbor
CnrLlH, 1 ir. Henry W ................ Olivet
DoutflaH, l>r. Cluirh'H ................ MfiJ) Jofforwm Avo., Detroit
DufllcM, Dr. KruuclN ................ 2-1S Homliiolo Av-,, Detroit
li\irrnii(l

r
rnilulM^ School Alumnae AH-

Moulnilon (Allll.) .................. Harpor Hospital, Detroit
Fonl, MIHH Htellu D ................. 1 1,'tO Woodward Av,, Detroit
Jennings', Dr. <:iuirleH U .............. -I'M .Teffemm Ave., Dotrolt
JoliUHlon, Dr. CollluK U .............. S7 Monroti Ave., Uraiul l

Joy, MrH. H. H ................ , . , , .KalrncivH, drome Polnte
Klefer, Dr. <Juy f^ .................. 1200 IJruHh Ht, Detroit
Lu l^rp, MIHH /on .......... , ...... (it) IifiPayette lionlovnril, Detroit
WeOrepu-, Mrw. Trucy ............... 2H!> ItruHh Ht, Detroit
Miner, Dr. K. It .................... -LOO H. Huj;lnav Ht, Flint
NU-liolH, MTH. J. HrookH .............. Detroit
J'nrkrr, Mr.s. Walter U .............. ^S.r> Hoitilnolc Ave., Detroit
I'helpH, MlHH JeHHlo .................. KJ N. Hummlt Mt, YpHllantl
I'ope, MrH. (1. D .................... IMli IroquolH Avo., Detroit
J'ope, Mr. Wlllurd.,... ............. ;;7 rutnain Avo., Detroit

r, MIHH Helen ................. The Upper ronlnnula HoHpltfil for the
I iiMiiius Nowborry

Nurne AMHodntlon (Affll.) . .. .1)24 llniHli St., Detroit

Mlnuc-Hota.

(
1

r(iHly, MIHH l^irollno. M ...... , ...... I(!H) WiiHbln^ton Ave. N., MlnneaiioHfl
HoK Dr. Wrnent B ...... , .......... 44ii Hununlt Avo,, Ht, IMul
Holliaiernuvnn, Mr. ,T. D ............... 417 Cudur Ave.,
Infant Welfure DeimrtinntitDuluth Con-

UltoHlHtory HcoUlHti Ulto MUHOIIH (AfDl.) .MiiHonlc Tomplo, Dnluth
rnfnnt \Ve1fnre Hociety (Affll.) ........ Kl>(> Dotmldnoii Bulldliig, Minneapolis
Lowry, Mrn. Uoruco................. 2 (Jrovivlnrul Terrncis MJnneapollH
Malx-y, MIHH Nelly H, ....... ........ % MLnnenpollH Tribune, MlunetipollH
KiiuiNf% Dr. Will tor It ............... l.owry Annex, St. Vaal
SchlutK, Dr. KrtMlerlc W ............. S20 DonnldHon Ituildlng, MlnncnpollH
HedKWlek, Dr. J. V .................. S20 DonnldHon Itutldliiff, Mlnnen
WoodworLh, Dr. lOll/nbctli A .......... ItiiOl Clinton Avo., Minneapolis

Watklnw, Dr. J. L ...................fackwon

MlMNOUVl

IWHltop, Dr. FrnncjJH TJ... ........... l,27l \VHliln(ton Ave., Rt Louis
Itleyer, Dr. A, H .................... Klnga II IRhway and Delmar Avo,, St.

LoulH
lirfttly, Dr, JuUvm M ................. I5T Hnion AVG., Bt. Louis
DeLanmter, Dr. nuHbrmick ........... AHHlHtnnt Health CommlHBlonor, Kan-

HHH City
Freln, MIHH Anna (1 ................. 2221 LocuHt St., St Louts
Ormie, MrH. (Mmrlefl W.............. K14 Vlrpinla Ave., Columbia
hynelt, Mr. TIiU II .................. 1115 Cliarlotto Ht. Kansas City
McClure, M!HM Marwrrt.............. 2221 LocuHt St, St. Louifl

MiHHourl Htnte NtirHOH1
AflHO. (Affll.) . ,r>SDQ Dolmar Boulevard, St Louis

Moore, MlHH IQllssnDoth ............... :tl25 I^nfayctto Avc. f St Louis
MoHlior, Dr. Oeowu Clark ............ 05 Bryant Bulldlngr, Kansas City
Neff, Dr. Wrank .................. HOO Rlalto Building, Kansas City
Biuinflcri, Dr. Mdwarrt W ............ 1001 South CJrtind Ave., St Louis
flohorer, J>r. ffrlvln H............... 1011 lUnlto Buildlnff, Kansas City
Htanley, Minn Louise................ 1215 Huclfton AVP-, Columbia

Dr. John ............. . . . .1400 South Grand Ave., St Louis
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Lynch, Dr. Delia A ................. 1707 Dodge Ht., Onuilui
Nebraska State A NHOelation of <;nulualo

Nuruos (A1U1.) .................... Oiualia

Alexander, Mrs. A .................. CM,silo Point, llobokcu
BabiutT Howpltul Milk DlHpenwury

(Affll.) ............................-1:17 llitfh Ht, Newnrk
BabioH' DifluonHary (AOU.) ............10iitfU'\voo<l

Boll, Dr. J. tflnle-y .................. ifliitflowooa

Colt, Dr. Henry L ................... li77 Mount ProHpeet Avo., Newark
Colgate, MrH, Hlduey M .............. .'!<!,'! Center Kt,
Diet Kitchen of the OraiiffCH (Aflll.) . .211-1 HNHOX Ave,,
Ifolsom, MlHH Mleanor ................ Uewellyn 1'nrk,

Francisco, Mr. Stephen ............... KnlrflrUl Dairy Co., Moiitdulr
Iloffan, Mr. lOilward I" ............... 7 KccimA Ht., Weehuwken
liolmoH, Dr. (Jcorjfc J ................ 17 UllKiLbctli Avo,, Newark
Levy, I)r. JulluH .................... 1!M LUUc.tun Avis, Newark
MncNutt, J)r. J. Hnott ............... 21i7 Mala Ht, Oranso
Mftrvcl, Dr. rhlllp .................. 1WO ruclllc Aw., Atliinllc I'iLy
Moore, Mrs. Paul ....................MiullHon Avo.. MorrlHiown
MuHaelman, M!HH Nellie H ............ 10R South UtUe Uoelc Ave., VonLnor
NlcholHon, Mrs, Wm. 11., Jr .......... ,'!ii7 Wtmlih Heooiul Ht, MlllvUle
Stuwort, Dr. W. Itlalr ............... C'or, North Oju-ollrui uiul PiutKh: AVCH.,

AUunUo (nty
Syunott, Dr. MnrtLu J ............... IM KouLli Fullertoii Avi>M
Stern, Dr. Arthur ....................liiM WiiHt Jornoy St.,

VlMltln^ Nurne AHHOelation (Affll.) ---- lOll/iibi'th

Watklno, MlwH CUvra M .............. Supb. UnbleH
1

IIoHpltal Milk I)lHiu>nHary r

i:;7 UlKlv St., Newark

IVvw York

American Society of HuperlntcnduntH of
XralnluK Schools for Nursea (AOll.) AM WeHt tlKtH Ht., New York (Mty

Babbitt. MlHH Jjlllun C ............... ItUHHell Sage Kouiuln (,lon, 105 MiLHt
UUncl HI., New Vork (Mty

Babies' Dairy AKfloclatlon (Affll.) ..... K WeHt 40 th Ht, New York (Uty
Bablofl' Milk DlHpummry of Ilultnlo

(Affll.) ............................li-U Hwnn Ht, Ttuffalo

Baker, Dr. S. Josoplilno .............. Department of Health, New York City
Benedict, MlHR May D ............... MrHianle.H* InHtlLute, KocheHter
Bennon, Dr. Itouel A ................ VVeHt 40th Ht, Now York City
Blfffis, Dr. llennnn M ................ Hit Wwtt 57th Ht, Now Y<irk City
Bock. Dr. IPriinklln WllHaiu .......... l.'J.'t (Mlnton Ave. H., KiieheHter
Brink, Mtsa Carrie J ................ -HO lOftHt ISOth Ht., New York City
Brown, Dr. W. M ................... ^72 Alexander Ht, Itoelienter

Bruore, Mr. Itobort W ................ :tO 16 WiiHhluton Sunn re, New York
(Hty

Bureau of Health (Affll.) ............. Ttochoflter
Bureau of Municipal Rouonrch (AfflL)..2(ll Ilroadwny, Now York City
Button, Dr. Lucius TJ ............. . .2(15 Alexander Ht, KodioMter
Clark, MlRS Mary Viclii ............... ion MttHt Ji2jl Ht, New York Olty
Clarke, Dr. John M ................. 02 Lnncanfrr Ht,, Albimy
Clark, Dr. T. Woort .................. U-U) (JcneHee Ht, Ullm
Committee on Prevention of BllndncHH

of the New York Association for the
Blind (Affll.) ......................105 MaHt 22nd Ht., New York CUty

Cornell University Home Hconomlcs De-
partment, New Tork State College
of Agriculture (Affll.) ............. I thaca

DarUngton, Dr. Thomas ........... . . ,4H West 50th St., New York City
Faust, Dr. Louis .................... IS) Jay Ht, flchonoctudy
Faust, Dr. William P ................ 22 Jay 8t, Schenuctndy
Folks, Mr. Homer................... 1 05 Mast 22nd Ht., Now York City
Fox, Mr. Henry J ................... 150 West 80tn St., New York City
Fox, Mr. Mortimer I., Jr ............ 150 West 85th St., New York Olty
FranSel, Dr. Lee K ................. 1 Madison Avo., Now York Olty
Freeman, Dr. Rowland ........... 211 West 57th St., New York Olty
Fronozak, Dr. Frauds 3 ............. Health Commissioner, Buffalo
Frowt, Dr. Conway A................ 8 Plant St., Dtica
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Geer, Miss Louisa M ................ Ill Kuolid Ave., JiunoHtown
Golor, I>r. Ooortfo \V ................ Iloallh offloor, ItochoNtor
Goodrich, MlHB Annie W ............ Now York HUte Doparlwent of IMuca-

lion, Albany
Gullfoy, Dr. Wlllliun II .............. Ui'KlNter of UccordH, Department of

lloiilth, Now York City
Hart Dr. HAHUUKH 1C ............... 10K Ntmt IWud St., New York City
Hatch, Mr. Ifldwurd, Jr .............. % Lord Taylor, Now York (!lty
Ilelumn, Dr. Henry ..................HO Wont H.Stli Kt, Now York City
Him Dr. Alfred I"

1 ................. IM Went 7Und St., Now York City
Hill. Mr. NIdiohiH H., .Ir ............ 100 WllUniu Kt, Now York City
Hilton, Mrn. (icow P ............... 1MO Htnto HI., Alliuiiy
IKolden, Aim. Milwln It .............. ttlSU lUvorHide Drive, New York City
Holt, Dr. Ii. KiumoU ................. 14 West finUi HL, Now York City
Jacobl, Dr. Abraham ................ Il> MiiHt 47tli Ht, New York City
Kerley, Dr. ClinrleH <J ............... KM WeHt SlHl Kt., New York City
Kopllk, Dr. Henry .................. :tO UiiHt 02nd Ht,, Now York City
Kotmiitk, Dr. (Jeortse ................ !U)7 Keiiond Ave., Now York (!lty
IM HVtrn, Dr. MnimeuH K ........... l:t WHL )Ht Kt, New York City
IjoalH, MIHM Mario ................... 4-10 Nimt 2tli Ht. Now Yurk City
McKeclmio, M!HH Mnry \V ............. -li!:i VVoHt lIHtli St., Now York City,

MUHOII, MIHH Mjiry U ................ J05 IhiHt 2^nd Ht, New York City
MetropoUUn Life ItiHurumv roiupatiy,

InilUHtrliil Dopnrtmont (Allll.) ......Now York City
MlllH, Mr, VVllllnm Wlrt .............. 2-t!) Manor Uoail, WoHt New
MoKher, Mr. II. T .................. lilt! Alexander Kt., Uot'hoNtor
New York Diet Kitchen AHHO. (A/Ul.)..! Went 4tli St., Now York City
New York Ml lit tlonimlttoo (Allll. ) ____ 105 UiiHt 2^ml St., New York City
New York Htnte NurHOH 1

AHHO, (AmL)..-t1 WoHt K-ttli ht, New York City
North, Dr. ClmrloH M ............ ...IW Church St., Now York City
Nutting, MlwH M. AUolaltle .......... .Touchers' Collof^e, Columbia University
O'Connor. Kuther ,T. P .............. 12 MaiUrion IMnce, AHuuiy
PhelpH, Mr. Mdward Itnnnell ......... 141 Jtroadwuy, New York City
Totter, Dr. Philip K ................ U-1.7 VVeHtoott HL. HVI'IUMIHO
Itamlm, Dr. WIUIiuu H ............... i| Nortli IMyiuouUi Avis, Hoc.hoHter
ItobliiHon, Mrn. Theodore DOU^IUM. . . .Miiliiuiue I'linn, Mohawk, Ilerklmur Co.
JlooHovolt MM. Franklin H .......... Hyde Park, Albany
ItiiHHell, MIHH Martha M ............. 147 Wed: ,MM;h Ht., New York City
ItUHHoU, Dr. N. (3 ................... 41HI Knuiklln St., BuffiUo
Hapo, Mi'H. tmihol W ................ Moiumdo Uoad> Albany
Balnt MnrKiiret'H HOUHO and HowjiHal

(Ami.) ....................... /, , .^AllMiny

gandH, Dr. <ieorlua ................ Port (5hewtr
gchwarz, rr. Honmin ................ no Want 01st Ht,. New York City
Reward, Mr. W- K ................... 21 H Alexander Ht, llochoHter
Shaw, Dr. Henry L. K ............... JW! Htnte St., Albany
aoutliwortU, Dr. ThomtiN H ........... 807 Madlwm Ave., New York City
JJtoujfhton, Mr. Itrudloy ............. i5 Hroudway, New York City
atowell, Dr. William Loltind .......... Kio Wet 7;incl Kt,, Now York City

Straujj,
Mr. Nntlinn ................. 27 WoHt 72nd Ht,, Now York City

lie AmorU'iin NurnoH' AHHO, (AHH,)...> WeHt 144tU Ht., New York City
Jhelbwrff, Dr. KUxiiDKli ............... VflHMsir College, PoxiffhkoepMloVan rter Ito^ert, Dr. Frank ........... lit Union Ht., Rcuoneetady
Vim Intfiui, Dr. lhlllp ............... ;U5 Want 7lMt Rt, New York City
Vorne, Alrn. Mary Ileaton ............ KH (Jrovt; Ht, New York City
Wakoman, Mr. Arthur M ............. 72 Ptaltonnerhorn Ht, Brooklyn
Wheeler, Mr< <:harleH Child ........... Ill llroudway, New York City
Wile, Dr, Tra H ..................... littO WeHt fl7th Ht, New York City
Wlllcox, Prof, Walter If .............. Cornell University, Ithaca
WllHou, Mr. Paul C ................. Uuroau of Municipal Kccarch, New

York City
Wlnalow, Prof. (!. 10. A .............. ('nlloKU ot thn City of Now York

, . . . ..............
Wlntor, Dr. Joneph M .............. 2r> Went 37th Ht, Now York City
Wood, Dr. ThntUfiA I) ................ Columbia University, Now York City
Wrlffht, Mr, J. U ................... B5 Plymouth Avo., Kochcater
Wynkoop, Dr. 10, J .................. 401 Jamc* St., Nyracuac

Nortli da

Stato Board of Health (Affll.) ........ Ilalcigh

NortUt Dakota

Dr. A. J ................ 1145 South Main Ht, Mlnot
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Ohio

Abbott, Mr. Uardmtr T IttOO Hchoflolil ttulltUng, Cleveland
Alcott, Mrs, C. B Htlllman Itoud, Hliakcr IfulKlitn, Clove-

laud

Auer, Mr. F IMO!) AVeHt 312th St., Cleveland
Babies' Dispensary and HoHpHnl (AflU.)2IUM) Must 3ttth St., Cleveland
Baolir ( Mr. Herman Detroit Kt., Cleveland
Baldwin, MTH. Arthur I) I dike Nhorp itoulovnrd, Clevelnnd
Baldwin, Mr. Arthur D 1025 Uarflold Bulldlnpf, Cleveland
Bill, T)r. Arthur . .liOKi! Want 00th Kt,, Cleveland
Blair, Dr. B. II Lebanon
Brokaw, Dr. Win. F 2102 lOnwt fi5th St., Cleveland

Brown, Mr. Alexander C 1074 Hunt 71flt St., Cleveland

Brown, Miss Ellzaheth Freeman 2727 Wucltd Ave,, Cleveland
Bruner, Dr. Win, N 18380 Wuclld Ave., Cleveland
Huflhnell, Mrs. Hdward 11)00 IQant 8lHt St., Cleveland
Calfce, Mr. It. M 1008 Williamson ItulUlliiR, Cleveland
Cameron, Mr. L. J % Central National llnnk, (!li*veluiul

ChlRholm, Mrs. Win JMHH IGndld Ave., (Jlevoland

Clark. Mm. Harold V 1WH) ICiiNt K2nd St., Cleveland
Conrad, Mr. A. iT 101S7 Aoutli Boulevard, (llevelnnd

Cowlofl, Mr. J. G, W riil I'nrk Itulldliiff, Cleveland
Crllo. Ir. <lcorm> flUO.'l FQuolld Ave., (Cleveland

Cummer, MiflH R. H UBO IQant TOlli t., Cleveland

CUflMng, MrH. Molanlo II ^712 MndLd Ave,
( Cleveland

Cuahlnff, Mrg. William 'Jl'OH Mulld Avi M Cleveland
Cutler, Prof. J. W 3 1311 Hemler Itond, Clovelnud
Davis. Mr. Otto W *W MftHt Itlcli Ht., C

1olunil>im

Day, MrH. H. L Akron
Devoroux, Mrw. IT. K 2R2B Hurlld Ave., Cleveland
Fcuflfl. Mm. I'aul L 1 MnU KiiHId Ave., (Cleveland

Flory, Mrs. W, L MOO Lnmont Ave., iMeveland
Ford, Dr. C. H .Hec'y Hoard ot Health, Cleveland
Furror, Dr. Arnold F 1110 Muclld Ave., Cleveland

Oarfleld, Mrs. Abram ^ako Khorn Itoul4vard, Clevelnnd
GarAeld. Mr. Abram *

hta* Hhore Boulevurd, cii^velaud

Oarfleld, MrH. James U tt2K HueHd Aye., Clovelnnd

Oclb, Dr. F. 410 Onhoru Bulldimr, Cleveland

Oertenbrffor, Dr, H. J '&<>** "t ABth St., Clevelnnd
(Utcboll, MlflH Kathorlne Akron
Glass, Dr. O. V 134.1H Iffuclld Ave., Cleveland
Qoorthuo, Pr. OoorK^ Dayton
Qrflduate NurncH' AnMoclatlon (A Oil,).. 2240 Mnnt 71t St., Clevelnnd
Grandin, Mr. G. W 1072/t MAjcnolla Prlvc. Cleveland
Grandln, MM. 0. W Maffnolla Drive, Olevelimd
Greene, Mm. IGdvnrd B 108JU Magnolia Drive, OUivriaml
Qreono, Mr. Mrtward B (Cleveland Trust Company, Cleveland
Hamann, Dr. C. A 410 OHborn Bulldlnff, Cleveland

rianna, km, Howard M., 3r Bftt!a ir" 01(!V<%lanrt

nanna, Mr, n, M 2417 Prospoct Ave., Cleveland
Hanna, Mrn, R M 2417 Prospect Ave., Cleveland
Hanna, Mrs. Mark II Station It., Cleveland
Hart. Mr. Louln P 1H75 Mart flOtli St., Cleveland
Harvey, Mr. M. C ! . .2,15 Cuyalioga Itulldlng, < Cleveland

Harvey Mr. P. W !..! !, 21 9 Want 40th St., Cleveland
HompBtoad, Dr. [Talon Muclld-Doan nulldln^, Cleveland
Hencke, Mr, J. W 2210 Mat HOth St., Cleveland
Herrtck, Mr, F. C ".mifl Wuclld Ave., (Cleveland

Hitchcock, Mian Mary J ViNltinj? Nurse AnHoclatlon, Cor. Cham-
pion St. and Front St., YonnKfltown

Hogon, Mr, F, 1 R&3 Ent 07th flt, Cleveland
Hogle, Miss Alma C Huron Uoad Jlonpltal, Cleveland
Holdcn, Mrs. L. Dcane Station U., Cleveland
Hoover, Dr. C. F 702 ttone Uulldlng, Cleveland
Hord, Mrs. John Cleveland
Howell, Dr. J. Morton Itolbold Bulldlnff, Dayton
Instructive Dlatrlct Nurnlng Asnodatlon M ^ .

(Affll.) 7 27fl Mast State fit, Oolumhua
Ireland, Mrs. Booert L bnko Shore Boulevard, Cleveland
Irving, Miss Annie E Huron Head nonpltal, Cleveland
Jacobs, Mrs. H. H 20 Rrown Ave., Akron
Jett, Dr. R. L 1400 Uaflt GOtU St., Cleveland
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Johnson, Miss M. L 1054 Mast 80th St, Cleveland
KcrrulB.h, Mr. tf. Q 10U Society for Saving Building, Cleve-

land
Ladd, Dr. L. W 211 Osborn Building, Cleveland
Landls, Dr. John II Health Officer, City Hall, Cincinnati
Leet, Miss Harriot L jjr00 Bast 36th St, Cleveland
Lowman, Dr. John U 1N07 Prospect Avo., Cleveland
McCroskey, MrH. Jamen 1:1720 JMuclld Avo,, Clcvoland
McMllllu, Mrs. 8. 8 Station U, Cleveland
Marks, Mr. Martin A rilKtli Broadway, Cleveland
Mather, Mrs. A. 2005 Muclld Avo,, Cleveland
Mather, Miss Constance Station II, Clcvoland
Mather, Mr. Samuel Western liosurvo Building, Cleveland
Mcckcs, Mr. HUB 1327 Wont Oth St, Cleveland
Metcalf, Dr. Maynard M Oborlln College, Oberlln
Miller, Mrs. Mlizabe.th C. T 3738 Wuclld Ave., Cleveland
Miller, Dr. T, Clarke Muaalllon
Morgan, Mrs. C, J 2J42 Kuclid Ave., Cleveland
Morgeuroth, Dr. H 202 Wverett Building, Akron
Morac, Mrn. J. C Station II, Cleveland
Newell, MrH. J. K Mentor
Ohio Stato AHBOclatlon of Graduate

Nurses (AHU.) MasHlllon
O'Ncll. MlHs Cordalla % Marlon Public School, Cleveland
Otis, Mr. Charles A Cuyaboga Building, Cleveland
Otis, Mrs. Charles A 3430 Muclld Avo., Cleveland
Ottfl, MrH. Harrison G 0010 Muclld Ave., Cleveland
PatterHon, Dr. C. L Dayton
Perkins, Mr. Douglas 1404 Went 3rd St, Cleveland
Posklntl, Dr, A 2414 Mast 0G*h St, Cleveland
Phillips, Dr. John 10500 Muclld Ave., Cleveland
Pope, Dr. Carlylo 1050 Mast fllflt St, Cleveland
Proncott Mrs, 0. W 1813 Mast 65th St., Cleveland
Rachford, Dr. J*. K .'123 Broadway, Cincinnati
Itoes, Mrn. William 30JS4 Muclld Ave,, Cleveland
Klgollmunt, Dr. William 2340 Mast 43rd St, Cleveland
RoHentclu, Mine Trma L 1706 Magnolia Drive, Cleveland
Sengwr. Mr. Wllford C..,,. Hippodrome Building, Cleveland
Samuel, Minn Mary A The Lakeside Hospital, Cleveland
fieott, Dr. N. tttono 003 Citizens' Building, Cleveland
Scllenlngfl, Dr. 0. n 810 Oak St. Columbus
fVynmur, Mrs. Ucldcn 2118 Mast 40th St, Cleveland
fthaekloton. Dr. W. M K03 Osborn Building, Cleveland
Sheridan, Mrs. K. B 1803 Mast 82nd St, Cleveland
Sherwln, Mlsn Belle 3328 Muclld Ave., Cleveland
Sherwln, Mrs, If, A M28 Muclld Ave., Cleveland
Shorwln, Mrs. John ^Marlon Public School, Cleveland
Shcrwln, Mlsn Prudence Wllloughby
Silver, Mrs. M. T 1 725 Magnolia Drive. Cleveland

Bkccl, Dr* A. J 1ri34 Mast 05th St., Cleveland
Saulro, Mr. Andrew JS443 Muclld Avo., Cleveland
Stevenson, Dr. Mark D KIK Mast Market St., Akron
Sullivan, jMteB Rolma 7218 MucHd Ave., Cleveland
Taylor, Dr. Halph B 1^75 North High St. Columbus
Tliomas, Dr. J. J 1110 Muclld Ave., Cleveland

Tltlow, Dr. Bonnctta D Hprlngacld
Todd, Dr. llonry I) 38 Brown Building, Akron
Tttttlc, Miss Jennlo L Maflt State St, Columbus
^vlor Mrs W B .

141 B Muclld Ave Cleveland
?

on I)r' Henry 8. ! ! . ! . - . 1000S Magnolia 6rlve, Cleveland

Qg Nuwo Association (AM---' 320 West Seventh Avo., Cincinnati

S SUSS fflSSSS Rat ...-WJ
St. Clalr

AAve.,
Clevl d

Mrs, Joptha '1S03 Muclld Ave., Cleveland
Wftdn' Mr J II 8MS Muclid Ave., ClevelandW& n5: K?: : : : : : : : : - : . . ."22 *sr*asjsfr Clevelwid

Whitiock Mr and Mrs M. BC ........ Opon Hearth, Lake Ave., Cleveland

WlllSmB
1

Mr" Edward M 10016 Magnolia Drive, Cleveland

saft^^^^
^8^M\\\\\\""""\"tt*^
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Wyckoff, Dr. C. W ................... 14500 Want 3Gth Ht., Cleveland

Zorn, Mrn. K. II .................... 112 Noble ttoiul, Cleveland

Oklahoma.

Johnson, Mr. Itonwell II ............. Hartley vlllo

Oregon

Hall, Dr. Robert < .................. 71ft JolmHon St., I'ortland

Anders, Dr. J, M ................... 1005 Walnut Ht, Philadelphia
Batt, Dr. Wlliiwr U .................. Ke-KhtLrar o Vltul HtntlHUoN. Slntr DC-

partmont of lleulUi, lliirrlHburK

Haunch, Dr. K. U ................... 100 North 2nd Ml., Allentown
Brlnton, Dr. Ward .................. Hiifl Hprucu SI;., Philadelphia
Itrunner, Dr. Ilonry <; ............... 512 North lltli Ht, Philadelphia, .

IlurnH, Dr. II. H ..................... NLson Itulldlii-( PlllHbwK
liurr, Dr. Charts W ................. KW7 Spruce Ht, Philadelphia

'
, .

Carnett, Dr. J. It ................... .'MO Houlli 18Ui
Carpeutor, Dr, Howard ChUdn ........ IK05 Kprun 1 Kt, f LMUIadolpUla
ChoHtnut, Dr. .liunoH (! ............... IH17 lorankford Avo.,

ChcHfcon, Dr. ICadcllCTc ............... ChcHtnut Hill, IMiIludolpltln
Chlldrnn'H Aid HocU'ty (Affll.) ........421 Mouth 15th St., lhlliidolphUi
Clocmnn, Dr. Klchunl A .............. l!Ktn Spi-uro Ht, INillmMphln
Colon, Dr. Wtrlcltor .................. UKKt Walnut Ht, lMillndrli)hla

CralR, Dr. Frunk A ..................7;tU Plu >St, IMiiladeliihin

DavlH, Dr. Herbert: It ................. HnuthwcHtorn Htnto Normul Si-hool, Oal-
,

Dlion, Dr, Htuuuol <} ................ HtJiie CommlHHloiuT of Health, Harrln-

Hftton, Or. IWclviU J ...............715 l?ortU IllgUlnnd Avo,,

Hdwardfl, X>r. J. V .................. 4!U Sixth Avu., IUtnl>urh
, . .

IDlllOtt, Dr. John D ................. 1421, Hjmiw Ht, IMillnd

Bltcrlch, Pr, I'lioodorc J ............. 7'-!4 IIlKUhuul UulldluK,
intp, JF)r. OluitloH A ................. UIU'KS UniHt ML, Phllndi-lphla
Flick, Dr. r^awronct) H

1 ............... 7,'IH I'liio. Ht, IMilliiilolplilii

Orovon, Dr. Jolm DowUnu ........ . ..Tront nnd (^ithorlnr HtH., Phllndolphla
Hamlll, Dr. H. McCllntock ........... IH.'il! Spruce Ht f IMHIiKlolplilik
Hammond, Dr. Frank ............. aH North Itnmd Ht., IMilladclphla
Hatflold, Dr. <MinrloH J .............. 200K Walnut St., I'lilladdphln
Hill, Dr. Howard K<nnody ............ 1702 Louunt Ht, I'hlludoLphLa
tanks, Dr. Horace II ......... . ....... Wnync
Johnwon, Dr. W. N ..................H400 Oormantown Av< b

,, IMUIudi'ljihla
Johnpon, Mr, UoHwoll ............... (Inlvcrnlty oC lUtHhurKh
Jones, Dr. moanor C ................. 1501 North 15th Ht, Philadelphia
Koon, MiBB Dora .................... 1720 CMicHtmit Hi., IMilludolphlu
Loa, Mra. Lanffdon ..................Bala
Loeonto, Dr, Robert a................ 15.MO Locunt Kt, IMilUuh
LowlB, Dr. Bertha................... Itox No. 12It, Bryn Mawr
Litchflold, Dr. La^ronco ............. ft4:tL Klfth Avc., PHtHhurK
Mclnttro, Dr. Charloe ...... . ......... 10anton
Madeira, Mlw Mdlth ................. 3aO Walnwt Kt, IMillftdolphla
Marten, Dr. Hdward .................moo Ueunt Ht, rhtladelphla
Morcur, Dr. Wm. H ................. Fifth Ave. and Ht JUIIIOH Ht,,

Miller, Dr, Harold A ................. IMttHburKli Llfo BuDdhiK,
Mills, Dr. Charlos K.................100 ChOHtnut Ht, Philadelphia
Miner, Dr. Charles H ................UB South Frauklln Ht, Wllke-larro
Mongea, Dr. Willis F ................ JcfltoHon Modlcal ColUw. Thlladolphla
Mnlrenan, Dr. John P ............... liUift South Broud Ht, Phlladolphln
Neff, Dr. Joseph S .................. Director Department o Public Honlth

,
and CharltlcH,Clty Hull, Philadelphia

Newlln, Dr. Arthur.................. 1804 Pino St., Philadelphia
Peck, Dr. Elizabeth L................4113 Walnut St., Philadelphia
Posoy, Dr. Louis P .................. 1807 Walnut fit,, Philadelphia
Preston, Mra Francis Metcalf......... 205 West Oth St.. Brie
Price, Dr. Harry T.................Wcntlnghousc Building. PlttHburgh
Beckefas, Dr. Charles H. r Jr .......... 000 North 6th Ht, Philadelphia
Beddle, Dr. Jacoblna S ...............820 North 41et St. Phlludolphla
BoblnBon, Mrs. Louis N .......... ... .Swarthmoro
Royor, Dr. B. Franklin .......... ... .Department of Health,
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Sailer, Dr. Jowpli ................... IS0 Spruce Ht, Philadelphia
BclmmlierK, Dr. Juy F ............... l!H12 Hprucc St, Philadelphia
BlnimonH, Dr. Richard II ............. Slmmokln
Spratfue, Dr. Prnnaw R .............. Ilnx No. 23, Uryn Mawr
Stah), Dr. , Kranklln ............... 17ii7 Pino St., L'hlladrinhla
Stahr, Dr. t'liarNw P................. 17 Hunt Walnut jHt, Philadelphia
Htarr, Dr. I^oulH .................... 1S1N ItlttcuhoiiHC Square, Philadelphia
Htelnlmeu, Dr. L. W ................ I MO North Hroud feft., Philadelphia
Swnlm. Dr. (Miarli'H J ................ 71^ City Hall, IMilltulelphla
Sykcfl, Dr. Monry ................... .'Mtli and J^Inc Wtn., rullaOolnlila
Taylor, Dr. Mnrlauua ................ St. Davids
Van Kirk, M!NS Anno I) .............. r.|M WllHworlh Avo., rittaburcn
WttlHli, Dr. JoHcpli ................... 7,'tli 14uc Kt, IMillmlcliililii

Whltoii, MlHH Lydla A ............... Mcndvllla Olty llonpltal, Moadvlllc
rp Dr. CMiarh'B Udwiird .......... l^orlioH anil llalkot StH., nttbburgh

Rhode Inland

Burnett, Dr. II. Vf .................. 120 Waterman Ht, Providence
Chapln, T>r. OlinrloH V ................ Suporluttmduut of Health, Providence
Provldnico Dlntrlct Nurnlnff AHHOOla-

tlon (Aflll.) ....................... JVi Iflddy St, I'rovldGncc
Putnam, Dr. Helen ................ Rhode" Inland Avo., Providence
Stimo, Dr. lOllcn A .................. 2,40 Wntorninn frit, Providence
SwartH, Dr. Gardner T ...............Hpc'y Rtftto Board of Health, Providence
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